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    1. The Wanderer and the Dragon Rider

**A/N: PLEASE READ!**

**The idea for this story came from the youtube video _The Big
Four-"Legend" (AU) _by xxVioletIntrusionsxx. It is the best Big 4
video I have scene- Watch it! I consider it a "trailer" for this
story! You will recognize scenes from the video in this story. Also,
it might help you to better understand what I am trying to do with
this story...**

**This story is AU... you'll understand better as it
goes.**

**Because it is AU, assume you know nothing of the characters'
backgrounds, although some of it will be the same or similar.
**

**Also, I picture Hiccup in this story as his older self, but you can
choose- it honestly doesn't matter. **

**You'll recognize the prologue from _Brave_. It's the foundation of
this story.**

**You'll recognize a LOT of scenes and lines from all four movies
throughout the entirety of this story if you pay attention... as I'm
sure you will :)**



**Read, relax, review!**

* * *

><p><strong>Prologue <strong>

Once, there was an ancient kingdom.

Its name long forgotten, ruled by a wise and fair king who was much
beloved... And when he grew old, he divided the kingdom among four-
that they should be the pillars on which the peace of the land
rested.

But, the oldest wanted to rule the land for himself... he followed
his own path, and the kingdom fell, to war, and chaos, and
ruin.

...

Legends are lessons... they ring with truth.

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

1.

A lone figure ran through West Point, a forest so dense that some
called it the Forest of Eternal Night. The hood of the long green
cloak that trailed behind her flew off as she ran, revealing a
tangled mane of deep red curls that glistened brightly in the dusky
light of the forest. She didn't stop to replace the hood.

She ran until she could run no more, until her panting breaths and
aching feet forced her to stop. The girl had managed to find a
semi-clearing in the dark trees, a place only slightly better lit
than the rest of the forest. Shakily, she sank to her knees, the
leaves beneath her rustling as the weight of her slim figure crushed
them.

After a few moments when her ragged breath finally began to even out,
Merida rearranged her legs so she could sit more comfortably
cross-legged. She closed her eyes, forcing herself to relax and her
pounding heart to reluctantly slow. As she let her hands fall to the
ground, she pretended that she was sinking into the soft earth
floor.

She continued to steady her breathing. _In and out. In and out.
_

Gaining composure and a sense of calmness, she emptied her mind of
everything and let herself be lost in her meditation.

Then, she began to attempt something she rarely tried outside of
Compass.

She dug deep inside herself, into her thoughts and feelings,
searching for something, anything, that would be her... _string_, as
she liked to call it, the one string of thoughts and information
amongst the many that lay jumbled inside her, the one that she could



grasp and hold onto, the one that would lead her thoughts to all the
unknown strings...

...into the future.

Pictures, feelings, images suddenly flared inside of Merida's head.
She squeezed her eyes tighter, as if the slightest crack in her
eyelids would cause the scenes to pour out and disappear. She tried
to focus and pay attention to them all, but there were too many at
once, too strong to comprehend or learn from. Too many possibilities,
too many paths to choose from, too many consequences. She had no
control over images appearing and disappearing, and it was too
exhausting trying to remember them all and shift through the
possibilities they held.

Then something caught her attention. A face- no, _half _a face...
blue eyes, bluer than the ocean off of Raven's Point, a glittering
crystalline blue that shone with mischief and-

A harsh, crash-like noise startled Merida from her visions. They
dissolved like a puff of smoke- there one second, gone the next. In
an instant she had sprung to her feet, bow strung and lifted at a
cautious angle, her eyes narrowed suspiciously at the shadowed trees,
all thoughts of visions of the future forgotten.

Without warning, something crashed into the clearing- something big
and dark and frightening. Merida's eyes widened as her arms
automatically lifted the elegantly carved wooden bow to defend
herself. A large black bear was charging straight towards her,
letting loose a terrible angry roar.

_Shoot now! _Merida's conscious screamed inside her brain. _Shoot or
yer as good as dead!_

But Merida didn't let the arrow fly. Rather, she couldn't. Her body
tensed up, frozen in fear, eyes wide in pure terror. Her arms
faltered- her bow began to fall. The bear was almost upon her, still
roaring mightily. It snarled as it neared her, ready to
pounce-

_"Merida!" _A voice yelledâ€“ a boy's. The sound alone was enough to
snap Merida out of her stupor, and she dove out of the way just as
the boy jumped in front of her- in front of the bear.

The bear halted. Its legs stopped moving as if an unseen force had
commanded them to, causing it to stumble to a stop in front of the
skinny brunette boy's outstretched arms.

Sprawled to the side, Merida lay panting on the leafy ground, combing
back with her fingers the mane of hair that had fallen in her face.
She looked up at the scene before her, surprised and relieved to
discover her rescuer.

"Hiccup!"

The brunette turned his head towards her, looking slightly over his
shoulder and sending her a brief half smile before returning his
attention to the bear before him.

By now the bear had grown angry again, deciding the boy wasn't really



that much of a threat after all. It snarled and prepared to
charge-

It immediately stopped the moment Hiccup took a step forward.

"Whoa there... Careful now," the boy spoke calmly, taking another
advancing step. "Don't wanna overdo this whole '_attack' _thing, do
you?" he spoke using finger air quotes, "You might hurt
yourself."

Merida gulped from her spot on the ground, still terrified but
managing to roll her eyes at the fact that Hiccup insisted on having
a conversation with the hideous creature.

"Come on... easy..." He continued to talk conversationally and at the
same time soothingly...if not almost controlling. The closer Hiccup
came to the bear, the more the bear pulled away, until it fell onto
its hind legs in a seated position. The bear's eyes, however,
remained unmoving as they stared into the boy's own green eyes with a
mixture of passion and confusionâ€“ it stared at him as if he were
simultaneously the most awe-filling and most perplexing thing in the
universe.

As if in a trance, the bear's defensive shields seemed to melt away
the moment Hiccup placed his palm confidently, yet gently, atop the
animal's brow. A pained expression crossed Hiccup's face for the
briefest of seconds, before the two began what would've looked to any
ordinary person a lengthy staring contest.

Minutes passed before it became obvious the boy 'won', and the bear
snorted indignantly, shaking its head vigorously as Hiccup removed
his hand and stepped away.

"Good boy," Hiccup said quietly, watching as the bear stood up again
on all four legs and turned around to meander through the forest away
from him and Merida- leaving the clearing, walking far, far away
through the trees with all aggressive motives suppressed... if
perhaps only temporarily, but by then the teens would hopefully be
long gone...

When the bear was out of sight, Hiccup turned around to face the
redhead girl, crossing his arms and attempting a stern
expression.

Merida, who sat with her knees pulled to her chest, simply tossed her
tangled locks to the side and mumbled something about "..doan like
bears..."

Hiccup sighed but couldn't suppress a grin. He walked over to the
Scottish girl and held out his hand to help her stand up.

"You're welcome," he said as she willingly took his hand, brushing
the dirt and leaves from her dress as she stood.

"Yeah alright, thank yeh," she replied, acting nonchalant.

Without needing suggestion, the two began to walk away from the small
clearing, heading in the opposite direction of the bear so as to
avoid any other encounters.



"What are you doing all the way out here?" Hiccup asked as they
walked. "You do realize Compass is a few miles," he paused as he
looked about him briefly, as if to double check his directions, "that
way," he finished, pointing off into the general distance towards his
left- the direction both of them knew to be due East.

Merida shrugged. "Archery practice?"

Hiccup raised his eyebrows, his face clearly expressing that he
didn't believe her for a second.

"Ah fine! I was... doin some thinking."

Hiccup pursed his lips, staring ahead of him as he walked. Merida
wasn't one to go on long strolls through the forest just to _think_.
Rapunzel might, perhaps, but certainly not the Scottish redhead
beside him. It just wasn't her... style. _Then again,_ Hiccup thought
as they walked, _we all have a lot to think about these
days_.

"Besaides," Merida continued when Hiccup didn't respond, "I could ask
yew tha same question. What are _yewww _doing all the way out 'ere in
West Point?" she teased back.

"Wha- I _did _just save you from the 'big bad bear'!" Hiccup
responded defensively.

"Ah had ma bow!"

"You didn't seem to be using it!" Hiccup countered. Then he groaned,
pressing a hand to his forehead. Though he and Merida were good
friends, they never seemed capable of having a normal, friendly
conversation. They argued about almost everything, always pushing
each other's nerves. "Ok, it doesn't matter," he cut in quickly just
as Merida opened her mouth to argue again. She huffed and stormed
ahead of him.

Hiccup sighed, exasperated. "_Now _where are you going?"

"Tah find Toothless!" she yelled over her shoulder, not bothering to
wait up for him. "Ah'm not tramplin threw these woods any longer than
Ah have to!"

Hiccup rolled his eyes, now having to jog to keep up with the fiery
redhead's pace. "You don't even know where he is," he pointed out as
he came up behind her.

"Sure Ah do," she responded, pushing a tree branch away from her face
and ducking.

"Really." Hiccup deadpanned.

Merida paused and smirked at him, nodding to the metal contraption
the boy had instead of a left leg. "On the ground."

She turned and continued forward, letting the branch swing back into
place, unfortunately whacking Hiccup in the chest.

"Ack!" Hiccup grunted as it hit, glaring up at the girl sauntering
away in front of him.



"Last time I save you!" He called up ahead of her, clenching his
teeth in frustration. _This _is what he got for being a good person!
For trying to _help _her! Why was she always so... so... _so_
_difficult_!

Even so, he called out to the Nightfury with his mind, sending the
necessary coordinates, and within minutes the dragon appeared out of
the shadows of the trees, his big green eyes happy to see his
friends.

"See?" Merida exclaimed as the dragon happily approached the two.
"Told ya Ah could find him!"

Hiccup decided _not _to point out that it had been _he _who had sent
for Toothless, and instead gave his best friend a neck rub in
greeting. "Hey bud," he said, relieved to have someone else to talk
to besides the argumentative and defensive Merida.

"After you, M'lady," Hiccup spoke louder for her to hear, but upon
looking around realized Merida had already mounted upon Toothless's
back and was drumming her fingers on her crossed arms impatiently.
Hiccup shrugged his shoulders, gave Toothless another pat on the
head, and jumped up in front of Merida on the saddle.

"Okay Buddy, I think it's time we all got back to Council," he
directed, and Toothless snorted in agreement.

"Wha! You never said _anythin _about Council-" Merida started to
protest, but it was too late. Toothless's powerful wings had brought
them all soaring in the air above the darkened West Point and into
the bright morning sun, heading east toward Council.

"We have to Merida!" Hiccup called back to her over the wind. "You
know we do!"

Hiccup only heard her grumbled mutterings, incoherent over the loud
wind. His eyebrows creased in worry and thought as they soared closer
to the last place all three of them wanted to be.

Sensing his companion's worry, Toothless turned and tilted his head
back to give Hiccup a questioning gaze.

"I'm fine Bud," Hiccup assured, smiling and bending down to place his
hand on the side of Toothless's neck. "Everything will be fine."

* * *

><p><strong>Hey everyone!<strong>

**"Long time, No post" for me! Started a brand new story and am very
far into it already, so excited to share it with you here! This is
the kind of story where I don't want you to think too much. Just sit
back and ride the current. **

**I know its confusing. I know you probably have no idea what any of
those places are they mentioned or what Merida and Hiccup just did
(with the future and the bear respectively). Yes there are still
dragons and Hiccup trains them. No that is not what just happened
with the bear. **



**If you are patient, all will will be explained... I promise. Sit
back and relax...**

**Iceprincess**

    2. The Decision of the Council

**And as always, here is chapter 2 the same day!**

**A/N: The "Guardians" as you know them (North, Bunny, Sandy, Tooth)
are NOT Guardians in this story. They will be in the story (all
human) but as their own characters. **

**Read relax review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

2.

Rapunzel stood at the window, as she did so often these days. With
one hand she held onto the stone railing, gazing out onto the
horizon, her eyes searching. When a dark black shape suddenly
appeared, she heaved a sigh of relief.

"Here they come," she spoke aloud, turning to face those she had
gathered with, pushing aside and stepping over a curtain of long
golden hair.

_I should really braid this up again, _she thought to herself as she
meandered around the never-ending trail of hair. Her bare feet walked
slowly but purposefully across the chilled stone floor of the ancient
castle- Council, as the residents of Warren called it. It was the
oldest building on the large island, Warren- a land that held the
Four Great Kingdoms- and it stood tall and grand despite its age at
the land's exact center. It was essentially Warren's Capital, as
unlike other lands, the Four Kingdoms of Warren lived in peace and
harmony with each other, keeping mostly to themselves but eagerly
trading and collaborating when desired or when necessary. Each
kingdom had its own government and way of life, and yet all four were
united all the same. The Council building was mostly a symbol of this
unity, but it was also where the rulers of each kingdom could meet in
High Council (as the building's name so fittingly suggested) to
discuss the matters of Warren.

And what a pressing matter awaited the four sets of rulers. Rapunzel
took her place upon her throne at the raised dais at the far end of
the hall- an intricate piece of work weaved from flowers with golden
leaves that seemed to radiate light- to wait for Merida and Hiccup.
As she waited, she gazed at the rulers that sat gathered around an
elegant round table in equally elegant chairs.

At one end of the table sat Merida's parents, the King and Queen of
the Western Kingdom of DunBroch. Next to them sat Rapunzel's own
parents, the rulers of Corona in the South. All shared silent worried
expressions.



Next sat the ruler of the Eastern Kingdom of Berk, Hiccup's own
father. A more... old fashioned... viking kingdom, the citizens of
Berk preferred to address their leader as their Chief, Chief Stoick
the Vast, who was indeed... quite vast. He was a buff man, but quick
minded, filled with determination and held the heart of the
people.

Finally sat the ruler of the Northern Kingdom of Burgess, the newly
appointed E. Aster Bunnymund, or "Bunny" as many called him. He was a
stern man who liked order, much different from his predecessor who
was more of the "anything goes" type. This former ruler, Nikolas St.
North, was also present at the gathering, because although he was old
and retired, he had a wise head on his shoulders even with his
easy-going nature. In addition, he had recently stepped into the role
as Ambassador of the Guardians, a position that wasn't technically
necessary but put the four sets of rulers more at ease with the...
current developments... within the Guardian Court.

Rapunzel sighed quietly to herself in the silent room, looking at her
feet. The Guardian Court. What a mess they were in right now.

The Four Guardians: protectors of the land and diplomats between the
individual kingdoms. They were supposed to keep the peace, to guard
and teach the people, especially the children, of all the kingdoms.
It was they who people brought their concerns and troubles to when
their leaders could not help. It was they who made the final
decisions when disputes rose up between the rulers themselves. And it
was they who strengthened Warren as a whole, as each Guardian was
gifted with great and unique powers.

But it was also the Guardians who were the cause of the most recent
disaster, and it was they who were the reason all the rulers had been
gathered.

At that moment, the great black Nightfury soared in through one of
the great and expansive open windows, landing lightly on his feet a
good distance from the table of people. The redhead, Merida, quickly
slid off Toothless and marched up to her throne of stone- hewn from
one of the Great Stones at Compass and embedded with tiny glittering
blue stones- without even glancing at her parents. She crossed her
arms and glared at the floor.

Hiccup was slower to dismount. He walked more casually to his own
throne- simple and unadorned, made from polished oak- nodding to his
father in greeting as he passed, Toothless following closely behind.
Hiccup took his place at the right-side end of the row of thrones
upon the dais, so conveniently placed that Toothless could sit at his
side and Merida would be as far away from him as possible, as her
throne occupied the end on the left. Rapunzel smiled encouragingly at
Merida from beside her, but received no response. Hiccup gave them
both a sideways glance- he felt so far away and cut off from them now
with the rather large empty space between them. A fourth throne had
once sat between himself and Rapunzel, but the inky-black curled
chair had mysteriously vanished a little over a year before.

The fourth Guardian, Pitch Black, brother to former ruler North, had
always been a puzzle to the other Guardians, and he'd always seemed
to be the odd one out. He had received the Guardianship because of
his relation to North, as the position always ran in the ruling
family. North had never married or had any children of his own (who



were the traditional choices), so when he became the ruler of Burgess
the position of Guardian had seemed to naturally fall to his brother,
Pitch. Because of this, Pitch had been in the Guardianship much
longer than his other three fellow Guardians, and had never quite...
mixed... with them. They were much younger than he, and saw many
things quite differently than he did.

The other three had known this, but had never made an effort to do
anything about it. It had always seemed easier to not get in his way,
to take his views into account when they could, and to just let him
be. After all, Pitch did seem to have the hardest job and duty among
all of them...

Hiccup guarded the mind- truth, knowledge, intellect. Learning (and
trying) new things, and accepting change. His center had always been
learning and curiosity. Rapunzel guarded peace and freedom, helping
people find joy and contentment. Kindness and creativity was her
center. Merida guarded fate and destiny. She could foresee possible
futures, and helped people become brave enough to face them. Her
center was courage.

But Pitch... Pitch guarded fear. Because no matter how much the
stubborn Merida might try, people couldn't always be brave. Fear
could never be nonexistent. In times like those, Pitch helped people
face their fears to become stronger and, in turn, braver. He also
taught people that sometimes being afraid is ok. Sometimes accepting
fear but carrying on anyway is the biggest bravery of all. It was a
tough job, one that many people didn't always take kindly to. Pitch's
Guardianship had never been easy.

No Guardian was immortal, and many different sets of four had sat
upon thrones in this hall of Council, beginning all the way back to
when Warren was first discovered and settled and Council was first
built. Each Guardian was different and unique in purpose and powers,
and while each Guardian's powers had come equally with burdens, the
burden Pitch carried was unlike anything in the entire history of the
Guardians.

All these thoughts swam in everyone at Council's heads. Because
something terrible had happened. Pitch had vanished along with his
throne, nowhere to be found. Never before in the history of the
Guardians had something like this occurred. For a while the four
rulers and three remaining Guardians had waited in anxious
uncertainty, unable to discern what Pitch's disappearance meant.

And then the attacks began.

It began with the dreams_. _Shadowy thoughts crept their way into
people's dreams with a newfound ferocity, magnifying their fears to
greater than they'd ever been. The people blamed Pitch, for they
believed that his disappearance left room for unchecked fear, and
that therefore he was to blame for the new surge of panic and chaos
that was spreading like wild fire throughout all of Warren. They
wouldn't realize until later that instead of protecting the people
(or failing to, in this case) against fear, Pitch was actually using
it against them.

Then the horses came. The people of the Four Kingdoms called them
_Nightmares_. In the dead of night the creatures rampaged through
villages, setting homes on fire and sending children into fits of



terror. People turned against one another whenever one of the horses
was close by- the more horses, the more magnified the fear, the more
hostile and afraid people became.

And then Pitch returned from the shadows. At first people cheered for
whom they thought was their savior, but when they saw the change he'd
undergone, they shrank away in terror. Pitch had yet to confront the
other Guardians, but the people of Warren reported the once noble
warrior to be an ashen man in a cloak made from shadow who sat
astride one of the terrible _Nightmares_, commanding them as a
general commands an army. Commanding them for the past three months
in stealthy and seemingly random attacks on the Four Kingdoms. No
matter what the rulers and Guardians tried, Pitch always managed to
slip through their fingers, never being where they thought he was,
and always vanquishing their counter-attacks with effortless
ease.

Warren was afraid.

And this was what the rulers and Guardians had met to discuss. They'd
met for three days now (much to Merida's annoyance; she was a
"free-spirit" as Hiccup called her- she hated sitting in her stone
chair for hours at a time talking and discussing such serious
matters. Of course she understood their importance, but she much
preferred escaping into the forests and hills, discovering new things
and places). Unfortunately in these last few days, those of the High
Council had accomplished little.

The mood of the hall was dejected. Something had to be done.

"My scouts report that Pitch may be based on the edge of Warren, deep
in the northwest region of West Point forest," Stoick informed the
council members. "Signs of the Nightmares were seen there close to
midnight and again near the early hours of dawn this
morning."

Hiccup's head shot to Merida's direction, and vice versa. Her eyes
were wide. Hiccup's thoughts touched hers warily. "_Don't be sorry"
_he spoke in her head, sensing her regretful feelings. "_You had no
way of knowing, and neither did I. All that matters is we got out
safely." _Hiccup smiled at her reassuringly, but Merida's expression
showed she wasn't so sure.

The rulers talked strategy for a while longer, their words very much
resembling the conversations they'd had for the past three months.
Every strategy and battle plan they came up with was a good one, and
yet each had ultimately failed.

When no other plan remained to be decided, Queen Eleanor turned to
face the three Guardians. "There is only one matter left to be
decided by today's Council. The rulers of the Four Kingdoms are now
all in agreement."

_A new Guardian, _Hiccup thought warily. _They _actually_ want to go
through with electing a new Guardian to replace Pitch. _

"A new Guardian must be chosen," the Queen announced even as Hiccup
thought it. "Pitch is no longer worthy of the title, and yet the
balance must be restored. We, the rulers of the Four Kingdoms, have
each nominated an individual from the ruling family of Burgess, and



with your approval, wish to proceed with the process."

Rapunzel began to speak, but Hiccup held up a hand, silencing
her.

_"You both know my position on this," _he projected his thoughts into
the two girls' heads. Hiccup believed without a doubt Pitch didn't
deserve the name Guardian. He believed without a doubt that a
replacement was necessary. But he feared that replacing Pitch now,
when their forces against him were failing and they had no upper
hand, was asking for trouble. The act would surely anger the dark
man, making things worse rather than better. It would be better for
all if they waited, tried to talk sense back into Pitch, avoid any
drastic measures. Hiccup had expressed this concern multiple times to
the girls, trying to get them to agree to wait until they and the
rulers knew they could get Pitch under control. But getting the girls
to agree was one thing- getting the entire High Council to understand
was another. The High Council didn't like waiting. They always wanted
action, progress. They never listened to Hiccup's call for peaceful
measures.

"_A new Guardian can't be chosen without the unanimous consent from
the three of us," _he continued. _"I will agree to whatever you
decide, but I ask that you reconsider one more time."_

Rapunzel looked at him sorrowfully. "You're right Hiccup," she spoke
softly so only he could hear. "You always are. But this is the only
choice we have. We have to hope the new Guardian will possess some
power to help us."

Hiccup stared at her, deep in thought. Perhaps Rapunzel would be
right. He had to hope so, anyway. Toothless nudged Hiccup's leg, and
Hiccup gave his nod of approval.

"Rulers of the Four Kingdoms," Rapunzel called out in a confident
voice, "you have the unanimous approval of the Guardian Court." She
stood then and stepped off the dais and walked to the center of the
room between the rulers' table and the Guardian thrones. Painted into
the stones that made up the floor was the crest of Warren- the crest
of the Four Kingdoms. At the center of the crest was a large diamond
in which four smaller diamonds rested- one for each Guardian. A
golden flower, a blue wisp, and a hand on the brow of a black dragon.
The diamonds changed as magically as the thrones did, so it was no
surprise that the fourth diamond was blank, just as the fourth throne
had disappeared.

As Rapunzel approached the crest, the four diamonds in the center
lifted and slid sideways over the stones, and a blue-white crystal
slowly slid up from beneath the floor. The crystal had always been a
part of Council. Warren was so old that the magic behind the crystal,
crest, and thrones was long forgotten. They knew only that it was
called Moon Magic, though they didn't understand why.

The rulers from the Four Kingdoms would always each choose a
candidate for a new Guardian to keep the balance of power, and the
crystal's magic selected the best from those candidates. The
crystal's magic was binding- once the new Guardian was chosen, there
was no room for further debate or interference from the rulers. Not
even the person chosen could refuse the position. The only way to
void Guardianship was a unanimous decision from the other three



Guardians to "cast out" the fourth Guardian, as had just occurred
with Pitch, but even that was difficult to do, as the Moon Magic,
whatever it was, was unpredictable and sometimes prevented the
Guardians from taking certain actions.

It was also the Moon Magic that granted each Guardian his or her
specific powers. As Rapunzel watched the crystal rise, she hoped what
she told Hiccup would be true- that the Moon Magic would grant the
New Guardian some sort of power to defeat Pitch.

North walked over to stand beside Rapunzel, watching as the crystal's
silvery-blue light flickered and danced around the room. The light
suddenly elongated upward, taking the shape of its chosen
Guardian.

What appeared in the light was the image of a boy much younger than
Pitch, apparently around the age of the other Guardians. He wore a
sweatshirt with the hood pulled up around his head, and a mischievous
smirk upon his lips. Hiccup and Merida stood to get a better view of
their new member, and the latter gasped in shock when she saw his
face.

Those blue eyes. True, perhaps they only _looked _blue because of the
crystal light, but they reminded her of the startling blue gaze from
her vision. Merida made a mental note to tell Rapunzel and Hiccup the
minute they were alone.

"Jack Frost," King Fergus, the king of DunBroch, exclaimed,
recognizing the boy.

Bunnymund's head whipped around, enraged. "Who entered his name in
there?" He spoke accusingly to the other rulers. King Fergus threw
his hands up in a _not me! _gesture. The other rulers all shrugged
similarly.

"I did," North spoke up, crossing his arms and staring into the
light-projection boy's face. He then looked past it to where Bunny
stood, his eyebrows raised as if daring the ruler for further
objection.

"You had no right!" Bunny objected.

"I had every right," North countered calmly. "It's my family's
kingdom just as much as it is yours, and I have the status of
Guardian Ambassador."

"But- we just created that position! It isn't... real!"

"Exactly," North winked, leaving Bunny dumbfounded and
exasperated.

"What's wrong?" Hiccup asked, stepping down from the dais to join
North and Rapunzel at the crystal. "Who is he?"

"My nephew," North said.

"A rambunctious nuisance," Bunny corrected.

"He's spirited, I'll give you that," North granted, stroking his long
white beard in thought. "I believe he'll fit in nicely with you



three."

"I've never met him," Hiccup confessed, unsure. From the corner of
his eye he saw his and Merida's fathers exchange looks of
uncertainty, as if they knew and understood Bunny's objections.

"Nor have I," Rapunzel agreed, looking at the boy's image
thoughtfully, "But I have heard a few stories."

"Jack Frost is many things, but he is _not _a Guardian," Bunny
insisted, throwing his fist on the table.

"He's got a good heart, I think," Hiccup's father acquiesced, "But I
must agreed with Bunnymund. Jack is often quite foolish and childish
and lacks a sense of responsibility. Why on earth would you nominate
him, North?"

North just shook his head in response. "You do not know him as I
do."

_Foolish? Nuisance? No responsibility? _That was all Hiccup could
focus on. They needed a Guardian with leadership qualities. So far,
Jack didn't seem to fit the bill in his book.

"In any event," North continued, "The crystal's magic is binding.
Jack Frost is our new Guardian."

"North," Rapunzel's father spoke up, "Your nephew is not the Guardian
we all hoped for to step up to fight with us against Pitch."

"Wait," Hiccup interrupted, jabbing his thumb in the direction of the
crystal, "does _everyone _here know this guy except for the people
who are _actually _Guardians?"

Toothless snorted and tilted his head. _Seems like it, _Hiccup knew
he was saying.

"Rapunzel," Bunny spoke in a pleading tone. "Please tell me that
North nominating a Guardian isn't valid."

The long-haired girl smiled apologetically. "I'm sorry Bunny,
unfortunately it is."

"Wonderful!" Bunny exclaimed, throwing his hands in the air and
falling down into his seat. "Just bloody fantastic."

"I sense a rivalry Bunny," Rapunzel half-grinned knowingly. Then she
turned to Merida, who still sat frozen in her throne, and Hiccup. "I
think we need to give this Jack Frost a chance. I trust North's
judgment. Perhaps a foolish rambunctious nuisance is just what we
need."

Hiccup put a hand to his forehead, rubbing his temples. _Could things
possibly get worse? _he thought to himself.

* * *

><p><strong>Ok so here is the layout of Warren in case anyone is
confused:<strong>



**North: Kingdom of Burgess**

**East: K of Berk**

**South: K of Corona**

**West: K of DunBroch**

**Center: Council**

**East, within Berk: Compass (learn more about later, but it's
basically the big stone circle from _Brave_)**

**Immediate West, between DunBroch and Corona: West ****Point
forest**

**SouthEast, between Berk and Corona: Corinthia and Corinthia Palace
(learn more about later)**

    3. Fallen in the Water

**No real note for this chapter, just read, relax, review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

3.

Soon the rulers said their goodbyes and left Council to return to
their respective kingdoms. Bunnymund was the first to leave, storming
out of the hall without a word the moment the High Council was
disbanded.

Once everyone had left, North offered to find Jack to tell him the
news, but Rapunzel shook her head.

"We should all go," she insisted. "He's one of us now, after all. Its
only right we should go to him."

North nodded in approval. "I will make ready my sleigh."

The older man left the room, leaving the three young Guardians alone.
Rapunzel turned and walked back up the dais, where Merida had just
risen from her throne. She bit her lip anxiously as Rapunzel
approached.

"What is it Merida?" Rapunzel asked, concerned for her
friend.

Merida shrugged. "A vision's botherin me," she admitted.

"A vision?" Rapunzel repeated, looking over to Hiccup. "Is that where
the two of you were? Compass?"

In the vast expanse of land that made up the kingdom of Berk, all the
major cities and villages lay closer to the southern border, leaving
much of the Northern lands empty, full of forests and hills. But in
Berk's center lay a misty clearing in which sat a very large circle



of giant stones. This clearing the people called Compass. It held
strong magic, and many people kept their distance. To Merida however,
it was almost a second home. It was there that the blue wisps
appeared most frequently to her, aiding her with their magic and
power. Whenever Merida looked into the future at Compass, her visions
were always clearest and most relevant. At Compass, Merida's power
didn't tire her as much as it did when she used it elsewhere. Even
Merida's throne was made from one of Compass's stones, so that she
could use her power when she sat at Council, if needed. So great was
Compass's influence, Merida rarely used her power anywhere else...
except today.

"Nooo..." Hiccup answered Rapunzel slowly. "We were-"

"West Point Forest." Merida answered. Rapunzel's eyes widened.

"But that's where-"

"We know," Hiccup stopped her. "We're fine though."

Rapunzel wasn't convinced. "Merida, why did you use your power
outside of Compass? You know it's dangerous! And to try in West Point
of all places-"

"Ah didn't tell yew this for a lecture," Merida said, her eyes
narrowed. "What Ah wanted to tell the two of yew is that Ah had a
vision of... well Ah think it was Jack."

"What?" Rapunzel asked, as Merida walked closer.

"Ah mean, Ah didn't actually see his face... just his eyes."

Hiccup shook his head. "Then it could have been anyone."

"Ah don't think so, Hiccup," Merida said. "Ah just feel like it
is."

Hiccup thought for a moment. It wasn't his place to question Merida's
impulses. She'd been right about this kind of thing in the past.
"What else did you see in the vision?"

Merida shrugged. "Like Ah said, Ah wasn't at Compass so... it all
blends together. There was more to it, Ah'm sure of it, Ah just can't
remember..."

"Don't you two see?" Rapunzel asked, excited. "This is a sign! Jack
is the Guardian we need-"

Suddenly Rapunzel doubled over with a gasp. She looked up, panic in
her eyes. "Hiccup-"

"Toothless, come!" Hiccup called, already taking Rapunzel by the
shoulders, gathering her long hair into his arms and guiding her to
the black dragon.

"Merida, go with North to Burgess to find Jack! We'll see you there
after!" Hiccup calmly but swiftly instructed, taking control.

Merida nodded in understanding and raced down the hall, pulling her
cloak tighter around her body.



"Where?" Hiccup asked Rapunzel once they both were securely strapped
into Toothless's saddle.

This sort of thing happened all the time. Rapunzel could sense people
in danger and felt their pain. She could tell where they were, and
also what was wrong with them. Sometimes the pain was so great that
Rapunzel couldn't even focus on her own surroundings. Hiccup helped
her whenever he was near, dropping whatever he was doing immediately
to get her to wherever she needed to be so that she could use her
power to help the person in danger.

"Burgess," Rapunzel told him, holding him tightly around his waist
and leaning her forehead between his shoulder blades. "Main city...
by the river... no... the lake," she muttered, eyes shut from the
pain.

"Got it," Hiccup said and Toothless roared, taking off into the
sky.

...

Burgess was the Northern Kingdom of Warren, and most of it consisted
of a large and snowy mountain range, the Pole Mountains, from which
poured the Corona River, a river that twisted though Warren from
Burgess down around Council, through Corinthia (the city that was
home to the Guardians), and down to form the eastern border of the
Corona Kingdom. Down below the mountains however, lay the major
settlements of Burgess- one major city with a few small out-skirting
towns. Just outside the main city was a large lake, perhaps once part
of the river long ago, that was frozen most of the year (all but
during the Summer), where the children of Burgess ice skated and
played their wintery games. Burgess, because it was so far North and
home to such a huge mountain range, was almost always winter, despite
the time of year.

But something terrible had just occurred. While playing on the river
with his younger sister and friends, a boy had unluckily fallen
through the ice where it was thinnest. The other children had sent
for help, and Rapunzel had felt their despairing pain and panic.

By the time Toothless landed at the lake, the boy had been pulled
from the water and lay unmoving on the shore. A crowd had gathered
around him and the other children, but upon the arrival of two
Guardians they quickly silenced themselves and parted to let them
through. Rapunzel broke away from Hiccup, worry sketched into her
face, and raced to where the boy lay, stumbling over her hair as she
went. She fell by the boy's side, first feeling for a pulse and
examining his body for immediate injuries.

"What happened?" Rapunzel asked no one in particular as she examined
the boy.

He was young, about her age, with messy wet brown hair that was
plastered to his forehead. His eyes were shut, and his body and
clothing soaked, but otherwise appeared perfectly fine.

Except he wasn't breathing.

"We were ju-just playing!" a younger girl that greatly resembled the



boy answered her in the silence. "The ice started to cr-crack and
he-he said we were g-going to p-play hopscotch- he f-fell through
and-and-"

"Shh, it's alright," Rapunzel said, turning to the younger girl and
put her hand on her tear-streaked cheek. One of the older women
gathered came closer- probably the girl's mother- and wrapped her
arms around the girl comfortingly. "Oh Emma..."

But Rapunzel wasn't listening. Her focus had returned to the
boy.

"His lungs are full of water..." she muttered. "Hiccup," she called
without looking up, "Help me!"

The brunette boy once more gathered up Rapunzel's train of hair and
approached the two.

Rapunzel carefully untied the unconscious boy's brown cloak from
around his neck and wrapped her locks around his body with calm
precision. She closed her eyes and opened her mouth to
sing.

_"Flower, gleam and glow_

_ Let your power shine..."_

As she sang, the roots of her hair began to glow with a golden light
that grew and spread throughout her long locks. Soon the boy was
encased in golden light- healing light that swirled and danced around
him.

_"Heal what has been hurt,_

_ Change the fate's design._

_ Save what has been lost,_

_ Bring back what once was mine..."_

When her song ended, Hiccup closed his eyes and placed his hand on
the boy's forehead while Rapunzel again felt for a pulse. She sighed
in relief.

"He's going to be ok," she announced to the silent bystanders, who
promptly all sighed in relief and clapped for the two Guardians.
Hiccup rose and went to the woman who held the young girl in her
arms. Both had tear-streaked faces, but both smiled happily.

"You're his mother, I presume?" Hiccup asked her, and the woman
nodded. "He'll be asleep for a couple hours and will probably be
somewhat confused when he wakes up, but his head didn't suffer any
damage from the short time he was without oxygen. He should be
fine."

The boy's mother started to respond, but the little girl, Emma, had
wrestled herself away from he mother's arms and ran towards her older
brother.

"Jack!" she exclaimed, throwing her arms around her brother's



neck.

Rapunzel and Hiccup's heads whipped around to face each
other.

_What? _Rapunzel's expression seemed to say.

Hiccup shrugged nervously. _"Coincidence?" _he spoke into her
head.

Rapunzel shook her head no, returning her gaze to the brown-haired
boy lying in front of her with a newfound interest.

"Jack? _Jack!_ What happened!" came North's booming voice as the big
man pushed his way through the crowd, Merida close behind him,
looking very confused.

"Hiccup, Rapunzel?" North said, surprised to see them already there.
"Merida told me-"

"Wait, _this _was her case?" Merida said in shock. "Is that...
_him?_"

Rapunzel stood, brushing off her soaking wet purple dress, shivering
slightly from the cold. "He's ok now, North... he... he almost
drowned," she added, looking at Hiccup.

"He almost _died_?" Merida exclaimed. "But he was just chos-" she cut
herself short at Hiccup's warning look and shaking head.

"Thank the Man in the Moon," North muttered before pushing past them
all and exchanged a quick and quiet conversation with Jack's
mother.

Then North turned to Hiccup. "How many people can Toothless
carry?"

Hiccup sighed, running a hand through his hair. "He really shouldn't
carry more than two."

North nodded. "Take Merida and head to Corinthia. Rapunzel and I will
take Jack with us and meet you there."

At his words, the gathered people of Burgess began to talk quietly
and excitedly amongst themselves. Very few people were allowed behind
Corinthia's gates. The people of the four kingdoms weren't surprised
by the many Council Meetings that had occurred the past few days, not
with all the terrible things that were happening. Taking Jack to
Corinthia could surely mean only one thing...

"Will do- Merida, ready?" Hiccup said.

The redheaded girl nodded and followed Hiccup to Toothless. Unlike
earlier, she allowed Hiccup to help her up on his back, and soon the
two were high in the air flying south to the Guardian city.

Both Guardians were silent as they flew. Finally, Hiccup spoke
up.

"So is Jack the one from your vision, then?" He could feel Merida



shrug against him.

"Ah dunno... couldn't see his eyes."

"I suppose we'll find out soon enough."

    4. Chosen? Me?

**Read, relax, review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

4.

When Jack opened his eyes, the first thing he saw was the face of the
most beautiful girl he'd ever seen. He instantly decided that if this
was death, living was overrated.

As the rest of Jack's surroundings slowly came into focus, the girl
that sat beside him smiled happily, her green eyes bright and
cheerful as she pushed aside a lock of golden hair.

"Look who decided to wake up," she teased.

Jack grunted in response, pushing back layers of blankets from the
bed he lay in, trying to sit up. He held a hand up to his face,
blinking in the afternoon light.

The room they were in was overall very white and plain, with tall
bright curtain-less windows overlooking a green valley and a
glittering blue river. The bed Jack occupied was one of many all
lined up in a row, facing opposite another row of beds, all with
plain unadorned white sheets. In fact, other than the outstanding
view from the windows, the girl who sat beside Jack's bed seemed to
be the only source of color in the room, even with the beige color of
the walls and the golden sunlight that flitted through the
windows.

Jack pushed up against his elbows, trying to sit up but finding
himself unable to. His whole body felt like lead, weighing down
against the extremely comfortable pillows.

"...hi," the girl spoke again, softer this time, staring at him with
a tender expression, as if worried the boy couldn't speak.

Jack stared up into her beautiful face, trying to form
words.

"Uhh...h-hi?" he managed to get out. "I... I'm dead, aren't I?" he
reasoned.

The girl giggled. Jack decided he liked hearing her laugh, and made a
mental note to try to make her laugh often, if he could.

"No silly," she said. "Almost but... not quite," she smiled
warmly.



Jack sighed, letting his head fall back down on top of his
pillows.

"Where am I then?" he asked, letting his eyes wander about the
ceiling of the room. More white.

"This is the Hospital Wing."

"Oh. Obviously."

Jack turned his head without bothering to lift it to stare again at
the pretty girl.

"Who are you again?" he asked, trying to figure out what was going
on. The last thing he remembered was falling through the ice into the
lake's watery depths... but if he wasn't dead...

The girl titled her head to the side, clearly intrigued.
"Interesting," she said quietly to herself.

"Sorry, what is?" Jack asked, eyebrows raised.

The girl shrugged with a smile before extending her hand. "It's very
nice to meet you Jack. My name is Rapunzel."

Jack sat up so fast his aching muscles screamed. But he didn't
notice. '_Rapunzel' _was an extremely uncommon name. "You're
serious?" he asked in shock. "As in, the _Guardi-_"

"The Guardian, yes," Rapunzel finished for him eagerly, a guilty
smile playing upon her lips.

Jack stared with wide eyes around the hospital room he was in with a
newfound interest.

"...But that means..." He turned to look at Rapunzel again, excited
and nervous all at the same time. "_No!_" he exclaimed, not daring to
believe it. "Do _not _tell me that I am sitting in this very boring
white bed in the Palace of-"

"Corinthia?" Rapunzel grinned. Jack laughed, letting his head fall
once more back down to the pillows.

"No, no, no, no," he was saying in between laughs.

"What?" Rapunzel asked, laughing as well.

"This," Jack said with a grin, turning towards her, "This is
crazy."

"You think so?" she deadpanned in amusement.

"Uh huh," Jack nodded his head up and down, a goofy smile plastered
on his face. He ran a hand through his brown locks in amazement.
Corinthia was like a fairytale to him- it was a place that you heard
about in stories. He knew it was real, just as the Guardians were
real, but for a boy growing up in Burgess, the kingdom farthest from
the palace, and having never left Burgess once in his life, Corinthia
had always seemed so very far away and a little surreal. And yet,
here he was, lying apparently wounded in the palace beside one of the



Guardians herself, and a very beautiful one at that. Jack really
didn't know what to make of the situation.

"So... what did I possibly do" he asked, shaking his head with a
chuckle and attempting once more to sit up, "to land myself
here?"

"Umm... nothing?" Rapunzel answered, tilting her head and sweeping
her hair to the side, which Jack had only just realized was
_extremely _long. "It's um, well... I really should wait for Merida
and Hiccup to explain..."

"No need," a new voice spoke. "We're here."

Jack looked past Rapunzel to the double door entrance to the room,
where two newcomers had just entered and were walking toward him and
Rapunzel. A tall brunette boy and a girl with wild red curls.

_The other two Guardians, _Jack realized.

Jack didn't know much about the Guardians. He really had never paid
attention to them in his life, and he'd slept through the part about
the past ones in his history class at school... when he went to
school, that is. The only thing he really recognized about them was
their names. He also knew that Pitch Black was currently terrorizing
the Four Kingdoms, but Jack dealt with fear by just not thinking
about it. He simply turned his attention to other things. Besides, he
had a little sister to look after, and he could never allow her to
think he was afraid...

Emma. Where was she? Was she ok?

"My sister," Jack asked Rapunzel as Hiccup and Merida reached his
bedside. "She's ok, right?" Rapunzel nodded knowingly.

"Perfectly fine, I promise." Jack sighed in relief, turning his head
to greet the newcomers.

"Um, hey..." he spoke, suddenly feeling awkward to be in the presence
of three Guardians. He suddenly became nervous. _Am I supposed to,
like, bow or kneel or something? Not that I can get out of the bed...
_

"Relax Jack," Hiccup grinned, sensing the other boy's unease. "We're
normal kids, I swear."

Merida snorted. "Aye, except for the magical powers, of
course."

Jack stared at her, anything but relaxed. He'd forgotten they had...
gifts... as the people of Burgess liked to say. Again, he found
himself wishing he'd paid better attention...

Hiccup rolled his eyes and sighed in exasperation. "Merida, we agreed
we'd _ease _him into it-"

"Don't you two start," Rapunzel cut in, swatting them both on the
arms from her seat beside the bed. "He only just woke up, give him a
few minutes of peace before you terrorize him with your constant
bickering."



Hiccup's mouth dropped open. "We- we do _not _terrorize people with
our bickering! And who says we _constantly_ bicker?"

Rapunzel laughed, and it was her turn to roll her eyes. She turned to
face Jack and raised her eyebrows. "See what I have to put up with?"
She asked him playfully.

Jack grinned, suddenly less tense. The jesting nature of the three
was a comfortable feeling for him, and it put him at ease.

"A damsel in distress, you are," he told her, joining in on their
jokes. Rapunzel laughed again, the clear bell-like laugh that Jack so
liked.

Merida lightly punched Jack's shoulder. "Ah see you'll fit right in
then, won't ya?" Jack grinned at her, not really understanding what
she meant, but accepting the compliment anyway. He noticed the odd
way she looked at him, the way she seemed to be searching his face
for something, and then how she finally looked away, clearly
disappointed. He heard her mutter something about "brown eyes," but
decided not to press it.

"Sooo," Jack said, tearing his gaze awkwardly away from the redhead.
"Corinthia. Me. Why?"

"Well," Rapunzel began, looking towards Hiccup for support, "with all
that's been happening with Pitch lately... this new war he's
started... the High Council decided that, well..."

"They decided to choose a new Guardian," Hiccup summarized. "And you
were picked."

Silence.

"... What?"

"Different people were nominated, but the Moon Magic choose _you_
Jack," Rapunzel repeated with a kind and hopeful smile.

Jack just stared at the three teens with a blank expression. He
didn't understand what Moon Magic was, so he focused on the part he
did.

"Wha- someone nominated me? Who?"

"Your uncle," Rapunzel explained, looking at Hiccup and Merida a
little nervously. "North." She paused. "He didn't tell you?"

"I don't think he knew about any of this, Punz," Hiccup assessed,
crossing his arms and looking down at Jack with a calculating
expression. "What exactly do you know about the, for lack of a better
word, _war_, that's begun against our former member, Pitch
Black?"

Jack frowned. Pitch Black. He hated the name. Jack had always hated
being part of Burgess's royal family. It had never really been his
scene. He never directly told people that he was part of the ancient
line, preferring for them to think he was just your average kid.
Thankfully, his family was large enough that he, his mother, and



sister could discreetly live somewhat separately from the rest of
them, in a normal home in a normal neighborhood, and Jack could live
a relatively worry-free, normal life. No one noticed him. But
Pitch... Pitch had always been a kind uncle to Jack, if not an odd
one. Pitch had become a Guardian when Jack was very young, so Jack
couldn't honestly say he knew the man very well. But family was
family, and the times Jack _had _encountered the man, he'd found him
to be easy going and likeable enough. Prior to his Guardianship,
Pitch had been a major General in the Burgess army, and Jack had
always admired the calm and collected strength the man had in his
disposition. Pitch wasn't one to mess with, but Jack had always felt
that the kind, strong Pitch was on _his _side, from _his _family...
like a secret guardian angel or something.

But what had happened over the last year... Jack had never felt more
betrayed. Pitch had changed so much in such a short amount of time
that no one could have predicted it... When Jack had found out...
when things turned out to be not all they had seemed...

Jack utterly despised the man. He'd never been so grateful for the
separation he, his mother and sister had always had from the rest of
his family. He didn't want to be associated with them. The people of
Burgess whispered things about his "royal" family because of the
evils Pitch had done, they whispered their fears that they all would
turn just as dark. But Jack and his small family never seemed to be
part of those whispers, as if the Burgess people had forgotten they
were even related, which was perfectly fine by Jack. He hated Pitch.
He hated his family.

He'd moved on. He forgot things, or pretended not to know. He ignored
the politics of the world, as he'd always done, stubbornly insisting
that he continue to spend each day as carefree as the last. But
this... after all that had happened, after all he'd pushed aside and
given up on... He was supposed to do _what?_

"Not much," Jack admitted to Hiccup's question with an annoyed shrug,
a sour taste in his mouth. North had nominated him to be a Guardian?
_How couldn't he have told me something as huge as that! Are they
even serious? I was picked? How am I a freaking Guardian now?_

Jack ran a hand through his hair stressfully. "I don't know if this
is, like, some really big joke, but trust me, you _really _don't want
me-"

Rapunzel leaned foreword and placed her hand over his. "Jack, of
_course _we do!"

"No, I'm flattered, truly," Jack argued, recoiling a little from her
touch, "But I'm not a Guardian. I don't... I'm not like you guys.
Like, at all."

Hiccup turned to face Rapunzel, and the two seemed to take part in a
lengthy staring contest.

"Hiccup!" Rapunzel hissed quietly, so quiet that Jack had to strain
his ears to hear the conversation. "Don't say that! You've only just
met him!"

Hiccup raised his eyebrows and continued to stare at Rapunzel. She
said something else to him, but it was even softer than before, and



Jack couldn't hear.

_That's so bizarre. _Jack thought to himself. _He's not even talking.
They are literally having a one sided conversation. _

"Oi!" Merida suddenly spoke. "Ah hear ya Hiccup, but can we _not _do
this right now? He's still here yew know, and he's starin at us like
we're all crazy," she said, gesturing towards Jack then crossing her
arms.

Rapunzel sighed. "I'm sorry Jack," she said. "I guess this just means
we have a lot to teach you." She glanced at the clock on the far
wall. "We should let you rest, though, for now. The Acceptance
Ceremony is tonight, and you've had a rough day as it is."

"You could say that again," Jack said bitterly, running a hand
through his hair. "Are you guys really serious? I mean, I'm actually
a Guardian now? You aren't just messing with me? 'Cause I _really
_think that you'd, well actually _we'd_, be much better off
without-"

"Naw, you're stuck with us," Merida confirmed.

"And there's no chance of getting out of it? I can't, like, _not
_accept, can I?"

Rapunzel bit her lip. "I'm sorry, Jack."

The look on her face made him feel extremely guilty. After all, being
chosen was supposed to be a huge honor. It was just that Jack didn't
want it.

"Just try to rest, ok?" Rapunzel urged, trying for a smile and
getting up from her chair. "Rest now, worry later."

_Worry later, _Jack repeated in his head. That's what he seemed to do
best. Push the unpleasant aspects of life aside... stick to what was
easy and fun. He shook his head as the three Guardians left, as if
doing so might clear the jumbled thoughts that were built up in his
head.

_Why was I picked for this? What do they see in me? _Jack wondered as
he lay alone in the hospital room. _Why on earth was I chosen to be a
Guardian? Why?_

* * *

><p><strong>I confess, I pictured the hospital room they are in
similar to the Harry Potter hospital wing...<strong>

**So, lots of background here into Jack's life. Hope everything is
making sense so far. If you do have questions, feel free to
ask!**

**!Next chapter will delve more into the other Guardians' powers and
abilities, and then hopefully will won't be any remaining
confusion...**

**Iceprincess**



    5. Gifts of the Guardians

**Chapter 5! And much is explained in this chapter, just as I
promised!**

**Read, relax, review!**

* * *

><p>"Pick anything you'd like," Hiccup told Jack as he threw open the
great wooden doors to his closet. "We'll get your own clothes and
other belongings from home later. Come back downstairs when you're
ready... do you remember the way?"<p>

"Yeah, I think so, thanks," Jack nodded, a little shyly, to the other
boy, looking around the room before turning his attention to the
closet. Hiccup's room was large and airy, on the topmost floor of the
Palace of Corinthia. It was simple, not extravagantly decorated, with
tools and contraptions hanging on the walls, and many tables placed
throughout, all piled high with knickknacks and tools. One table was
devoted completely to what looked like maps, blueprints, and other
designs. In the corner by a large window was an unmade bed filled
with even more gadgets and strange-looking stuff. Toothless, Hiccup's
dragon companion, was sniffing through a pile of junk by the
door.

"You sure?" Hiccup asked. "Toothless and I can wait, if you like," he
offered.

"Nah... I'll be ok."

Hiccup nodded his head. "Let's go Bud," he said to the black dragon
as he meandered around the messy room with ease to the door. "Don't
take too long," he called back to Jack as he passed through the
door.

Jack ran a hand through his messy hair out of habit, turning towards
Hiccup's closet of clothes, thinking hard. It was still so much to
take in. Pitch, the Guardians, being chosen to be _one of
them_...

"Guardian Jack Frost," he said quietly to himself, testing the words
in his mouth. He shook his head, feeling stupid. He again asked
himself, _Why me?_

He rummaged in Hiccup's closet for a while, trying to find something
"clean" to wear. According to Rapunzel, his plain white shirt and
brown pants, still damp from the lake and covered in dirt, just
weren't good enough for the Guardian Acceptance Ceremony. Jack
thought about Hiccup in his mind, trying to decide what would be
"appropriate" for a Guardian to wear. The other boy wore a sort of
combat suit made from brown leather, with lots of belts and straps
with compartments and pockets that no doubt hid all kinds of special
gadgets and the like. The clothes in his closet were much the same,
lots of leather, some wool, browns, some reds and blacks, and for
some reason, lots of greens. Jack had never really liked the color
green on him. He shuffled around some more, trying not to disturb the
orderliness of the closet (the only thing organized in the entire
bedroom apparently), finally coming upon a pair of brown pants not



unlike the ones he already wore and a pale bluish-grey t-shirt.

Jack shrugged, throwing the pants on the floor and holding the shirt
up to him. As he debated whether or not he should be picking more
formal clothes, something else caught his eye in the depths of
Hiccup's closet. Something a dark, royal blue color. Jack pulled it
out and unfolded it to find a very comfortable looking hoodie
sweatshirt.

"Why not?" Jack said with a small grin, reasoning that since he was
already uneasy about this whole Guardian business, he should at least
be allowed to dress comfortably.

He discarded his dirty clothes and slipped on the clean, dry clothes
from Hiccup's closet. Then, finding a mirror in the corner half
hidden by a complicated looking machine, he examined himself
thoughtfully.

He saw a skinny boy in a blue sweatshirt with brown hair that stuck
up in all directions (which he tried to brush and flatten with his
fingers, to no avail).

"Yup, I look like a Guardian," he joked sourly to himself, rubbing
the back of his neck as he turned away from his reflection. He shoved
his hands in the sweatshirt pocket and made his way to the
door.

...

"I forgot I had that in there, glad you found it," Hiccup greeted him
as Jack entered the palace common room on the ground floor. He'd been
playing with Toothless by the door, but stopped when Jack came in. He
scratched his chin. "Someone gave that to me a while ago, I don't
remember who... anyway, you can keep it if you want, I've never worn
it."

Jack looked down again at his new sweatshirt. "Thanks... uh, I think
will," he said. Looking up, he saw Rapunzel waving to him from a
couch in the center of the room. The common room was another very
large room, but circular, furnished with four large red sofas
arranged in a square in the middle of the room with a dark wooden
table in between. On the far side of the room was a decorated
fireplace, which currently held no burning fire as the weather
outside of Corinthia, being located so far south in Warren, was
rather warm and pleasant. Large windows were set into the curved
walls at regular intervals, with elegant red curtains draping their
edges. Sunlight shone into the room, giving it a very warm,
comfortable feel.

Jack made his way to where Merida and Rapunzel were sitting waiting
for him. Merida was siting cross-legged on one couch whittling a
piece of wood, whereas Rapunzel was sitting much more ladylike next
to her embroidering some sort of large purple banner in her lap.

"Is this like, a normal day for you guys?" Jack asked as he sat down
opposite the girls and nodding to Rapunzel's embroidery. "Sitting and
sewing and whatnot?"

"Not exactly," Rapunzel answered him, "but it _is _nice to just sit
and do something relaxing for a while." She looked him over. "I see



you found something better to wear... that's a good color for you,"
she noted kindly.

Jack grinned in thanks. Rapunzel was easy to talk to. Merida seemed
like someone he might get along with, but she seemed so very
withdrawn. Jack wondered why. Hiccup on the other hand, well, Jack
wasn't sure. At times he seemed like a really great guy, but at other
times Jack felt like Hiccup had something against him.

"I'm sorry about Pitch," Rapunzel said to him, out of nowhere. "It
must have been hard for you, I mean, being family." Jack was
momentarily shocked by the sudden statement, but hurriedly pushed it
aside.

"It's no big deal," he answered, nonchalant. He made himself
comfortable on the cushioned sofa. "I mean, my family isn't really
close to... that family. I was never that close to him." Jack felt
his throat tightening somewhat, hoping that his face didn't give away
his true feelings.

_Don't think that, _he reprimanded himself. _Who cares about that guy
anyway? He means nothing to you. It doesn't matter. _

"We were," Rapunzel said softly, poking at her cloth with her needle.
Jack stared at her, momentarily shocked again. He'd never stopped to
consider how the other Guardians might be feeling... they too had
been deeply betrayed by Pitch.

"Tha's debatable, Punz. It wasn't like we were all best friends with
him-" Merida started to argue without looking up from her wood.

"He was one of us, Mer," the blonde girl insisted. "Surely that must
mean _something_ to you."

The Scottish redhead said nothing. Jack felt the tension in the air,
and felt like he should say something, but didn't know what the right
thing to say would be. Perhaps he should just change the
subject...

"So... this ceremony thing," Jack asked. Rapunzel placed her sewing
down on the table to give Jack her full attention. "I feel like such
an idiot for asking... but I honestly know next to nothing about you
guys. I don't know what I'm supposed to do." That was, technically
speaking, true. He'd distanced himself early on from politics and
rulers and Guardians. But if he was being forced into this role, he
might as well start somewhere.

"Ah wouldn't worry yerself laddie," Merida answered him, seeming glad
for the change of topic as well. "The ceremony is short and you
hardly have to do anthin except stand there and say-"

"I'm not sure that's what he was asking," Rapunzel interrupted her
friend kindly.

"No... it's fine," Jack said, trying to be open towards all of them.
"You said I'm already a Guardian... so the ceremony... is just for
show, or something?"

Rapunzel nodded. "Mostly. The rulers like to have some sort of way to
'make it official.' The only important part is really at the end.



Once chosen, you have to go to Council to receive your powers. So at
the end of the ceremony, once you make your vow, the Moon Magic will
gift you with your powers."

_That's right, _Jack thought. _Guardians have powers. _

"What's Moon Magic?" He asked.

"No one really knows," Merida answered. "It's mostly this silvery
light that Ah _suppose _sorta looks like moonlight, but it's pretty
ancient magic that's always been part of Council. It chooses
Guardians, gives 'em part of its magic, yew know," she explained,
shrugging the question aside.

Jack really didn't know.

"So... again, this might sound bad but, what are your guy's,
um-"

"Our powers?" Rapunzel guessed, seeming to warm up to the new
conversation. "Hmm let's see... Merida why don't you go
first?"

"Me?" Merida asked, looking up. Rapunzel nodded. "Oh, all right
then," she sighed, putting her piece of wood down. "Well, Ah can see
the future."

"Oh." Jack said, not sure what the right response to that statement
was.

"Well, sor' of," Merida expanded. "Ah have to really concentrate, but
then Ah get these visions of what's to come. Images and scenes. Ever
heard of Compass?"

Jack nodded. "That huge stone circle in Berk that people don't really
talk about?"

"Tha's the one. The place has magic- strong magic that helps with ma
head," Merida said, pointing at her forehead. "It's a lot sometimes,
and Ah don't always know what the visions mean, but Ah get these
feelins. The wisps help too."

"Wisps?" Jack asked, intrigued.

"Like little blue balls of light that are all wispy-lookin. So Ah
call 'em that, wisps. They are part of Compass's magic, Ah think, but
they help with the images."

Jack nodded, trying to understand.

"She's also really amazing with her bow, she _never _misses her
target," Rapunzel added excitedly.

"Nah that's not a power, that's talent," Merida corrected
proudly.

"Well, who's to say that our powers aren't talents as well?" Hiccup
asked, joining the three on the couches, Toothless at his
heels.



"Perhaps you'd like to go next?" Rapunzel greeted.

"Yeah, tell Jack about yer super mind-reading power," Merida added,
grinning.

Hiccup glared at the redhead from his seat. "That's not how it works
and you know it." Merida rolled her eyes.

"Whatever yew say."

Jack looked at Hiccup curiously. "Mind-reading, seriously?"

Hiccup shook his head sadly. "Merida has a bad habit of calling it
that," he explained, giving the Scottish girl a pointed frown. "But
it's very complicated."

Jack spread his hands. "Ok, tell me."

Hiccup sighed. "Yeah, all right... so... I'm the Guardian of
Curiosity and Knowledge."

Jack nodded.

"I guard knowledge and the mind. To say I have a mind-reading power
is not really accurate, though my power _is_ based in the
mind."

"English, Hiccup. Yew're confusing the lad."

Hiccup looked at her incredulously. "How was that confusing? _And,
_my English is much better than yours. With _your _accent I hardly
ever know what you're saying!"

Jack and Rapunzel shared a look.

"I see what you mean," he whispered to her with a grin. She rolled
her eyes.

"Anyway," Hiccup continued. "I don't read specific thoughts, it's
more about feelings and emotions. You yourself can put words in your
head, but I don't see those. I only see the emotions behind
them."

"Lots of people can sense emotions Hiccup," Rapunzel urged. "You
aren't telling him the whole thing."

"I'm getting there!" Hiccup exclaimed, clearly frustrated. "It's just
really hard to talk about, ok?" He shifted in position and then
looked at Jack.

"I can... touch someone's consciousness."

Jack stared at him, not sure he understood. "Wait... what?"

_"I can touch your mind with my own, and send you my own thoughts and
feelings."_

Jack jumped up from the couch in shock. Hiccup had spoken to him, but
his mouth had never opened. "Wha- how- _how _did you do that?" Hiccup
simply looked at him.



_"It's my power, Jack."_

Again, Hiccup hadn't opened his mouth.

Jack looked at the girls in slight panic. "Did either of you hear him
speak?"

They were trying to hold back laughter.

"No Jack, he was talking only to you, but he can talk to multiple
people at once if he wanted to," Rapunzel explained. "It takes some
getting used to," she sympathized.

Jack sat back down in shock. "That's... weird man," he said.
"Amazing... but weird," he said, shaking his head, as if doing so
would shake away Hiccup's voice. Hiccup merely smirked and crossed
his leg over his knee leisurely.

"Tell him the rest," Rapunzel urged.

Hiccup's smirk vanished. He closed his eyes. "The rest..." he
repeated. "Well... I can sense brain condition, levels of
intelligence, that sort of thing... and um...I can also... _change
_minds. Control thoughts."

Now Jack was really shocked. "Like... force someone to do what you
want them to do?"

Hiccup nodded, his eyes still shut. "Essentially." Then he opened his
green eyes. "I hate it."

"Why?" Jack asked. Hiccup shrugged.

"It feels like a violation of nature. Your mind," he explained
slowly, staring bitterly at the carpet "is like your last great
sanctuary. It is the one place where everything is truth, and nothing
is a lie. You can't lie to yourself. In your mind, you are always
your true self. You may act certain ways when you're around certain
people or in certain situations, but in your mind you are always no
one but yourself. It is where your deepest thoughts lie, your deepest
dreams and ambitions, and your truest feelings. Your mind is your own
world. It is where you are most vulnerable, but also where you are
strongest, because no one else has access to it like you do. For _me_
to have access to it, to poke around in there... it seems so
violating."

Jack sat in silence, listening to Hiccup with both fascination and
sadness. The boy carried a heavy burden.

"I wouldn't want someone poking around in my head, so I don't poke
around in others. I just wish it wasn't an option to begin
with."

"You mean that you aren't even tempted... ever?" Jack asked,
curious.

Hiccup shook his head. "Sometimes with animals I use it- their minds
aren't as complex or developed as ours, so it's not as painful for
me- but even then I only do it to send them calming thoughts and to



convince them that I'm a friend- you know, that sort of thing. This
morning I saved Merida from a pretty angry bear by forcing it to
change its mind about attacking her."

"Ah could've handled it," the redhead muttered, hiding her face
behind a pillow.

"Yeah well, anyway," Hiccup continued as Toothless padded over to put
his head on the boy's lap. Hiccup started rubbing his neck. "I don't
do it to humans if I can help it. Sending thoughts is one thing...
it's like sending a message. The person can reply to me with words. I
don't seek replies in their heads. They still have the dignity to
choose how they want to respond without me seeing their thoughts. I
can also send information that way. I don't even need to know where
you are to do it. For example, I could send my dad, who's all the way
in Berk, any thought from here and he'd hear me just fine, as if I
was standing right next to him."

Toothless sneezed from Hiccup's scratches and scampered away to curl
up by a particularly sunny window.

"I try to use my power to greaten the knowledge of the people of
Warren. Encourage curiosity and discovery, send them ideas, teach
them what I learn, etc." Hiccup summarized, "Not to mess with their
heads."

"And train dragons?" Jack asked, nodding towards Toothless. Warren
was known for the wild dragons that inhabited the mass unpopulated
hills and forests of Berk. Jack knew little of the Guardians, but he
did know Hiccup was some sort of dragon-protÃ©gÃ©. Hiccup understood
them in a way no one else did and trained them to be the people of
Berk's companions. Now Jack understood why.

Hiccup chuckled. "Yeah, I suppose. But I really just like the
dragons. I only use my power to communicate with them, not
domesticate them. I dunno... they like me," he said, looking at
Toothless fondly from across the room.

They sat in a contented silence for a minute, just enjoying each
other's company.

"My turn, I think," Rapunzel said finally with a grin.

Jack turned eagerly to face her. "Wait- let me."

"Oh?" Rapunzel laughed, putting aside the banner she was decorating
on the table between them.

Jack nodded. "Just talking with you guys made me remember some
things." He thought for a moment. "You're the Guardian of Peace,"
right?

Rapunzel nodded. "Peace and Creativity."

"Right... but it's a lot more than that... your power... you saved me
from drowning in the lake, didn't you?"

Rapunzel's smile faded. "You'd just been chosen when I felt the
pain... I can feel when people are in distress or in pain, and their
burdens become my own... the ones I can help, that is." She scooted



forward in her seat. "I wanted to ask you about that,
actually."

"Me?" Jack asked, confused.

Rapunzel nodded. "You were the one in danger when you almost
drowned... but the pain I felt was your sister's, not yours."

Hiccup and Merida both looked at Rapunzel, surprised. Clearly this
was news to them as well.

Jack shrugged. "I uh... was just trying to protect her." He rubbed
the back of his neck. "The ice is usually very thick, and we play on
it with our friends all the time. But today was different for some
reason... the ice below her feet started to crack. She got scared,
and well... I stepped in."

"Go on," Rapunzel pressed gently.

"There was this giant stick," Jack sighed, "kinda crooked on one end.
I hooked it around her to pull her away, but-"

"The force of the pull caused the two of you to switch places,"
Hiccup guessed.

"Yeah," Jack said softly. "I remember falling, and the cold water...
then I woke up and thought I was dead," he finished, trying to make
light of almost-dying.

Rapunzel smiled a little at the memory of the Hospital Wing. "When we
got to the lake, someone had pulled you from the water. My hair saved
you."

Jack looked up. "Your hair?" he asked, not even surprised
anymore.

"It glows when I sing," she shrugged. "And heals injuries."

Jack said nothing at first. "I suppose I should thank you
then."

Rapunzel smiled. "It was my pleasure, Jack."

"Has it always been so long?" he asked, unable to contain the
question.

"No," Rapunzel said. "It used to be shorter, and brown, like yours."
She fiddled behind her neck for a moment, then produced a short piece
of dark brown hair. "If its cut, it turns brown, and looses its
power." She paused for a moment in thought. "Even Guardians have
limits Jack, remember that."

Jack nodded, looking out the window at the green landscape outside of
Corinthia.

"What do you think my powers will be?" he asked.

Hiccup stood up. "Only one way to find out," he said.

Jack nodded, suddenly felt very comfortable around the three other



Guardians, as if all of them sharing their stories had brought them a
little closer together. Jack was still awed by their extraordinary...
talents, as Hiccup had mused... but for some reason, the three
Guardians seemed much more real to him now, more like average
teenagers rather than the all-powerful mythical beings the stories
and legends always portrayed them as.

_And I'm one of them now,_ Jack thought to himself.

Suddenly the whole Guardian thing wasn't as strange in Jack's mind.
He thought about his life up until today- his simple life, the class
clown, mother's helper, big brother to his sister, her best friend...
_friends_, Jack thought to himself. He'd never really had any friends
his age. His sister, Emma, had always been the center of his world.
But now... maybe... just _maybe_...

Jack grinned, pleased by the idea. He looked up at Hiccup, who was
smiling at him, a genuine, warm smile.

_"That's the confidence I wanted to see," _he spoke in Jack's mind.
Unprepared, Jack threw a hand to his forehead in surprise. Hiccup
just chuckled and offered Jack a hand to help him stand up from the
couch.

"Thanks," Jack said as he took it.

Perhaps they would be friends indeed.

* * *

><p><strong>So what do you guys think? Is this story like, completely
crazy or...?<strong>

**And what do you think of everyone's powers, and what do you think
Jack's will be? (Besides the obvious of course haha)**

**Until next time...**

    6. Accepting the Part

**Second chapter today... Only cause I feel like I haven't updated in
a really long time :)**

**Read, relax, review!**

* * *

><p>Rapunzel looked over at Jack, trying to read his
expression.<p>

"Smile Jack!" she said, walking over to the boy. "This is
_exciting_!" she urged, her face shining with eager anticipation.
Jack glanced up at her, startled out of his thoughts.

"Hey," she said, nudging his shoulder, "you ok?"

He relaxed and gave her a confident smile, " 'Course!" he assured
her.



Rapunzel crossed her arms, "I may not be Hiccup, Jack, but I know a
case of nerves when I see one."

Jack gave a guilty smile. "Well... maybe just a little nervous?" _And
full of dread, _he added silently to himself.

Rapunzel hooked her arm through his. "You'll be just fine. It's
really very easy. I promise."

They had explained to Jack how the ceremony would go. All he really
had to do was stand, repeat what North said, and stand some more.
Usually there'd be some sort of festivities in the new Guardian's
kingdom of origin following the ceremony, but... well dark times
changed things. They'd go to Burgess to make the formal announcement
of Jack's Guardianship, but after that, Jack would be put right to
work.

Rapunzel bit her lip as they waited behind closed doors. The four
Guardians were in an antechamber of the meeting room at Council. As
part of the ceremony, they'd have to process in, while formally
introduced. It was kind of silly and extravagant, she thought,
considering that the only people who would be witnessing the ceremony
were the rulers, who all knew the Guardians very well already as they
were all family members. Still, tradition was tradition.

The doors opened.

"Here we go," Rapunzel whispered to Jack, squeezing his shoulder and
moving to stand in front of him. Jack would enter the room
last.

Hiccup was announced first, then Merida and Rapunzel. Then Jack heard
his own name called by the booming voice of his uncle. Randomly, Jack
thought about how this was the first time he'd seen North since he
found out he'd been chosen. As he slowly walked into the council
room, he made a mental note to have a 'nice' conversation with North
soon.

As he made his way further into the room, the voices of the other
Guardian's echoed in his head as he remembered the advice they'd
given him.

_Remember to keep your head up. Be confident, _Rapunzel's voice said.
Jack lifted his chin and tried to walk comfortably, casually, as if
the whole thing was no big deal.

_Don't overdo it though, _was Hiccup's voice. _You already don't have
their favor- the last thing you want to do is appear foolish or
arrogant._

Jack stole a glance at the table of rulers. The two Queens smiled at
him kindly, but the men looked less enthused, as if they were waiting
for him to do something stupid. And then there was Bunny...

Jack quickly looked away before the mere sight of the man made him
make some sort of comment or jibe that would set the entire court of
rulers and probably his new, dare he say 'friends', against him. To
put it short: He and Bunny= did not get along.

He looked up toward the dais of thrones. He'd known the layout of the



room thanks to Hiccup's explanation, but this was his first time
actually seeing it. Hiccup, Merida, and Rapunzel had taken their
places at their thrones, and Jack quickly noted the empty space
between Hiccup and Rapunzel. Then he looked down at the floor and
walked to the room's center, where the Guardian crest lay inside of
the Warren crest. Here too, Jack noted the blank diamond.

_For me, _he thought as he approached. As he walked, he saw North
walking towards the crest as well, and headed towards the older
man.

"Hello Jack," North greeted with a proud smile when they reached each
other.

"You and I are going to have a serious chat when this is all done,"
Jack half glared at his uncle.

North grinned, "Ha- serious eh? Since when has that been in your
nature m'boy?"

Jack rolled his eyes. Unlike Pitch, North was the uncle Jack had seen
often growing up, even during North's reign. North had always made
sure to remember little Jack and Emma, no matter what. North was
probably the only person of Jack's 'other family' that he didn't
hate. How do you hate a loving, jolly old man who would always bring
presents and toys every time he came to see you? Jack shook his head
at the thought. "Are we doing this initiation thing or what?"

"Yes," North nodded, still grinning. "Stand there- right at the
center" he said, motioning to the center of the crest. Jack did as he
was told, suddenly becoming nervous. He made a conscious effort _not
_to shove his hands in his pockets. Then the older man turned to
address the rulers.

"Ladies and Gentlemen of the Court of Rulers. By your nominations and
my own, and by the power of the Moon Magic, Jack Frost has been
chosen to fill the role of Warren's fourth Guardian, the Guardian of
Burgess." North turned to face Jack.

"Will you, Jack Frost, vow to watch over the Kingdoms of Warren,

To protect them with your life, their hopes, their wishes, and their
dreams?"

"I will," Jack said, in what he hoped was a confident voice.

"Will you protect the land,

and be one of the four pillars on which the peace of the land
rests?"

"I will," Jack answered, projecting his voice loud and clear.

"And will you," North said, "respect your fellow Guardians,

work with them and for them, to put the needs of Warren before
yourself?"

Jack nodded, "I will."



He glanced over to the thrones. Rapunzel smiled encouragingly and
excitedly. Merida rolled her eyes. Hiccup nodded his head the
slightest fraction of an inch in approval.

North took a step back. Jack was about to ask what he was supposed to
do next when a silvery blue light suddenly engulfed the room. It
shone like a spotlight on the crest, lighting up around him.

_The Moon Magic, _Jack thought, remembering Merida's
description.

'_At the end of the ceremony, once you make your vow, the Moon Magic
will gift you with your powers' _Rapunzel had said.

Suddenly a breeze seemed to drift in through the tall windows and
stream towards him. He could feel it circling around him in a harsh
wind, making his brown hair stand up and fly about. The wind spun
faster and faster, and the silver light became brighter and brighter,
and Jack was forced to shut his eyes tight. He felt the room decrease
in temperature, suddenly becoming colder... but then Jack realized he
didn't actually mind the chill. The colder it got, the more Jack
realized how uncomfortably hot it had been in the first place. Then
the wind died down and dispersed throughout the room, and the light
faded away.

Jack looked down at his hands curiously. Then he looked at his feet,
feeling a strange urge to take his shoes off. Other than that, he
didn't feel any different. Was he supposed to feel a change? Then a
surge of panic spread through his chest- had something gone
wrong?

He turned around to look at Hiccup, Merida, and Rapunzel in
confusion. But their stares hardly reassured him. All three gazed at
him with wide eyes, Merida especially. The redhead stood up,
gathering up her long green skirt in her hands and she raced down the
dais steps and ran toward him. No one else moved, and no one
spoke.

Merida reached Jack and looked up into his face- the same searching
expression she'd worn when they'd first met.

Jack returned the expression, now worried and afraid. "What is it?"
he asked her softly. "What's... what's wrong?" He switched his gaze
to Rapunzel, who had also stood up but hadn't moved, and then to
Hiccup, who seemed to have easily recovered from his shock... but
shock over what?

What had happened?

Merida had yet to answer him, but continued to stare into his eyes
with a hard expression. "It's him," she finally said. "Ah doan know
what it means, but its him."

"Well," Hiccup said, finally standing up, and walking down from the
dais in a casual manner, "that's _that_ mystery solved."

"Mystery?" Jack questioned as Hiccup walked over.

"One of her visions... something about blue eyes," he shrugged,
appearing unconcerned. But Jack wondered if Hiccup was just as good



as hiding his true feelings as he was at sensing other's.

"But... I have _brown _eyes," he reminded the Guardian, glancing from
him to Merida.

Hiccup shook his head, pulling a long knife from the folds of his
suit and looking sideways at Jack. "Well..."

Jack gulped. "What are you doing?"

Hiccup stood up straight. "Here," he said, handing it to Jack, handle
first.

The new Guardian took it and looked around quizzically. "What do
I-"

"A mirror Jack," came Rapunzel's voice as she too walked towards
them.

The polished metal of the knife was indeed very clear, and Jack could
easily see his reflection in the blade. Only his reflection wasn't
his own. At least, not the one Jack remembered.

His hair, once brown, had changed to snowy white- almost silver. And
his eyes- the brunette irises had somehow morphed into a clear icy
blue.

Jack looked up at them, shocked. "Is this... real?" he
asked.

Rapunzel nodded. "Sometimes the Moon Magic... in gifting powers,
changes one's physical appearance."

Jack grinned. "Do I have magic hair like you now?" he
joked.

Rapunzel grinned and shrugged. "Maybe... who knows. But... you're ok
with it?"

Before Jack could respond, North began to clap from the side of the
room. The other rulers politely began to join in. Jack turned to face
them, trying for a confident smile.

"Look," Merida said, pointing to the crest on the floor. The blank
tile had been filled.

A single, intricate, pale blue snowflake.

"Snow?" Jack asked. "What does that mean?"

"I have a feeling we'll find out," Hiccup answered, taking his knife
back from the now-white haired boy and sliding it into its secret
compartment in his suit.

"Come on," Rapunzel motioned to Jack, taking him by the arm. "There's
still one more thing we have to do."

Together, the four Guardians turned and walked up the dais to the
thrones. Three took their seats, but Jack remained standing in front
of the empty space.



Then, the wind reappeared, winding around Jack playfully, ruffling
his snowy white hair. Jack laughed. Blue ice sprouted from the stone
floor, curving and twisting in intricate patterns until a chair had
been formed, glittering in the silver light that still shifted
through the room.

Jack laughed even harder, something clicking in his head. "A
snowflake?" he said, gazing at his throne. "... white hair, blue
eyes... Jack _Frost_... a _throne _made from ice?" He turned around
with a smirk and smugly collapsed in his throne, suddenly feeling
completely comfortable and at ease.

"Just call me the King of Winter."

* * *

><p><strong>It's official now! Jack's a Guardian... Pitch isn't going
to be happy...<strong>

**See you all soon!**

    7. Premonitions and Discoveries

**Here we go, chapter 7! **

**Read, Relax, Review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

7.

Merida was the only one left at Council. The ceremony had been
completed with the formation of Jack's throne, so the rulers had
taken their leave. Jack himself had left with Hiccup and Rapunzel to
return to Corinthia. It was quite late in the afternoon now- so much
had happened in just one day. Tomorrow, Jack and North would travel
to Burgess to make the official announcement of his Guardianship. The
other three Guardians would also have to make their own announcements
in their respective Kingdoms, something Merida was truly not excited
to do. She hated public speaking. She hated formalities and
ceremonies and endless council meetings and this routine after that
routine. She hated being told what to do and where to do it, where to
go, who to see, what to say. She hated how people expected certain
things from her.

But she had bigger problems to worry about. And not just
Pitch.

She'd purposely stayed behind at Council, telling her friends to go
on without her. She needed some time to herself to think certain
things through. And she feared the only place she could really do it
was at Council.

First of all, the vision she'd seen earlier that morning of the blue
eyes... now confirmed to be Jack's... it wasn't the first time she'd
seen it. She'd had the vision before, jumbled amongst other visions,



never really seeming important. Now... Merida wasn't so sure.

But what did it mean? What could blue eyes possibly tell her about
the future? Why did it keep coming up?

The second problem she wanted to think about was slightly more
problematic... ok, _a lot _more problematic.

Something was wrong with Compass. She couldn't figure out what, but
the last few times she'd visited, the wisps had seemed... different.
She couldn't put her finger on what was different exactly, but she
knew something was off. And then, even worse, when she'd closed her
eyes to find her 'string' into the future... nothing had
happened.

All she saw was black. Nothing entered her head. Absolutely
nothing.

She'd tried several times a day for a week or so, trying different
spots of Compass, different meditation techniques- anything. But no
matter what she tried, she always had the same result. A blank
screen, as if a light had been shut off, curtains drawn, or a door
shut.

So Merida panicked. Out of fear of what her fellow Guardians would
say, she'd opted to keep the issue of Compass to herself. Besides,
they had Pitch's uprising to worry about- they couldn't waste time on
her problems. Merida knew that only she could fix her powers.

After yesterday's failed attempts, she'd been completely desperate
today. She'd retreated to West Point. But she hadn't done so without
prior thought. She had a very good reason for choosing to venture
into the dark menacing forest. For months now, Merida had been seeing
visions of a stone circle. Up until now, she'd always assumed the
circle was Compass. When her visions became blocked, she wondered if
her visions of the circle had been a warning. A warning from the
wisps that something bad might happen to Compass... or...

...or what if it was a message? What if there was _another_ stone
circle, like Compass, but somewhere else on Warren? She'd pondered
the thought the entire day before during the High Council meeting
instead of paying attention to their dull arguments about war.

_If another stone circle existed in Warren, _she'd thought to
herself, _surely Ah'd know? Surely someone would've discovered it in
the Four Kingdoms centuries ag-_

And then it had hit her. Warren had been around for centuries. If
another huge circle of extremely tall stones existed within the
kingdoms, it would have been discovered by now. It would be very
difficult to hide, after all. So the only place left was _outside _of
the kingdoms.

West Point, or the Forest of Eternal Night, had never been claimed by
any of the kingdoms. It was too dark, too overgrown, too frightening.
Very few places within offered sunlight through the trees. Animals in
it were scarce, and those who did reside in its depths and mist were
hostile and fierce. The forest had no value to any kingdom, so it had
always been left alone.



But Merida had hoped it would have some value to her. She'd run and
run and run, getting nowhere, finding no traces of a stone circle or
anything that even _slightly _resembled Compass. All the trip had
accomplished was frustrate her even more. She'd collapsed,
desperately reaching out to see if perhaps just being in the forest
would help her power- maybe the circle was near by... assuming the
_was _a second circle.

But no luck. She could see in the future, but her thoughts were a
mess, all tangled together, making no sense at all, just flashes of
odd pictures. And then those eyes _again_...

Which of course just _had _to be ruined by that stupid bear. And then
_Hiccup _had managed to find her...

Hiccup. Something was different about him too. Merida found herself
more and more anxious and nervous around him lately, and even worse
she didn't know why. They used to get along just fine, but now they
argued and teased mercilessly. They never had a normal, simple
conversation anymore. Why?

Merida hung her head in her hands as she sat upon her throne, alone.
So many questions. No answers. So many problems. No solutions.
Nothing was how it used to be.

Pitch, Compass, the wisps, West Point, Jack's eyes... and
Hiccup.

Merida sighed and ran a hand through her tangled curls.

"Stahp moping." She chided to herself in a whisper. "Just dew what
yew stayed tah dew, and be done with it."

She gripped the armrests of her throne in nervous preparation, her
heart beating fast. If this didn't work...

She closed her eyes and forced herself to relax. She breathed in,
then out. _In, Out_. She couldn't see it, but she knew it was
happening. The blue stones on her throne had begun to glow. Merida
found her string. She was joyfully whisked away into the
future.

_Merida found herself in a rather large quarry, its yellowish-brown
stone walls towering into a bright blue sky. Her first thought was
thrill- it had worked! The throne had worked. She stood on one of the
rock shelves, looking curiously down over the edge at the rock floor
far below. If she squinted, she could just make out a cave
entrance... Beside her was a large dam, where water from the Corona
River pooled. Merida took a few steps toward the dam, reasoning that
as long as she was here she might as well see what there was to learn
from the vision. She looked around, but nothing appeared out of the
ordinary or in any way significant. Suddenly the sky darkened until
it became jet-black, and then the dam exploded, sending water in
every direction. As Merida watched, the water slowly turned to
ice-_

_ The scene changed. Gone was the ice and water, instead Merida found
herself completely surrounded by a wall of fire, with nowhere to go,
nowhere to run. She held back a scream, reminding herself that none
of this was real- a difficult feat when the heat was unbearable and



the air was filled with smoke and ash. She looked up, and saw a lone
figure falling towards her and a large black shape quickly following.
Merida held her arms up to shield her face-_

_ The heat vanished. Merida dropped her arms and gazed at her new
surroundings. She recognized the large comfortable room she stood in
to be one of the main rooms of the Burgess palace, which she visited
a few times a year. What she did not recognize was the gigantic globe
that took precedence in the center of the room, spinning very slowly,
with little golden lights glittering upon it. As she watched, streams
and ribbons of black sand appeared from nowhere and began to cover
the globe, inch by inch, until all that could be seen was a dark
glittering ball. Another explosion, and the sand disruptively flew
off the blue sphere through the air. Merida started to raise her arms
to shield herself from a sand-attack, but then everything suddenly
stopped moving. The globe, the sand, everything. Frozen. She
straightened, looking around curiously. _

_ "He's tipped the balance," a voice spoke from right beside her. She
jumped to see Jack, with his electrifying blue eyes and snowy white
hair, standing very close to her. Had he been there the whole time?
"Everything's about to change," he warned her, an expression of dread
on his face. Merida recovered from her shock as best she could,
forcing herself to speak. _

_ "Why do Ah keep seein your eyes?" she asked Jack, who of course
wasn't really Jack, but an image in her head. "And what about
Compass? What's wrong with it?" she asked, just desperate to know.
_

_ Jack turned and walked away without a second glance at her, a
strange curved stick swung over his shoulders, his head down. _

_ "No- doan go!" Merida cried, trying to run after him, but she found
it impossible to move away from the spot she stood, as if she too
were frozen with the globe and sand. "Ah need answers!" she cried one
last time, before everything exploded in her face._

_ Everything. _

_ Like fireworks behind her closed eyelids, everything erupted into
strange colors and lights. Merida was whisked away from her visions
of the future, landing one more in the present. _

Merida's eyes snapped open, and she found herself shaking on the
hard, cold stone floor of Council.

She scrambled to her feet, shivering... but not from the cold. She
gazed around her- no one was around. She was still alone. She hastily
sped to the top of the dais and sat in her throne, closing her eyes
once more and desperately trying to push her way back into her
visions.

But like at Compass, the scenes had gone black.

"No- _No!" _Merida cried out in panic, her blue eyes flying open.
Both hands ran through her hair, pulling at it slightly where they
got caught in the knots.

"_No no no no..."_



...

"-and night after night she would wake us up! It was _ages _before we
all figured out that the dreams she was having were visions of the
future."

Merida could hear Rapunzel talking before she even walked into the
common room at Corinthia. She shut out the memories of her visions at
Council and confidently strode into the room.

"Wha's this now?" she asked as she walked in, hanging her cloak on a
peg on a wall before joining the trio at the couches.

"Well..." Rapunzel answered as the redhead made her way over, biting
her lip and looking at Jack, whose shock-white hair Merida was still
trying to get used to. The boy in question sat on the couch running
his hand through his hair every five seconds- whether because he for,
some reason, had to keep checking if it was still there or because he
was feeling very agitated, Merida couldn't tell. When he didn't say
anything, Rapunzel continued. "He um... well, we don't know what his
powers are," she explained awkwardly.

Merida stared at the blonde girl, surprised. "Ya mean the ice and
snow wasn't enough of a give away?"

"No, that's just it!" Rapunzel amended. "We have a feeling that
they're something to do with ice and snow... but he..."

"I can't make anything... you know," Jack cut in, raising his fists
and then spreading his fingers wide, as if performing a magic trick,
"abracadabra, magic snow, or whatever."

Merida had to hold back a laugh from his ridiculous expression and
hand motion.

"Stop wavin yer hands about," she said as he continued to do just
that. He was goofing off, but she could tell that behind his playful
faÃ§ade he was actually very nervous and frustrated. She could see it
in his eyes- the eyes she'd already come to know so well...

"I told him it was nothing to worry about," Rapunzel continued,
winding and unwinding her hair around her finger, clearly worried
herself. "I mean, it took each of us a couple of days to figure out
how to use our powers as well, and even longer to understand the full
extent of them."

Merida looked to Hiccup. He raised his eyebrows a fraction of a
centimeter.

_"Except, we don't have a couple of days," _Hiccup said in her mind
what she was thinking herself. The rulers would expect Jack to be
ready to fight Pitch, who might attack Warren again any day now. They
didn't have the luxury of sitting around playing hit-or-miss until
Jack knew what he was doing. They had to start preparing themselves
now, as a unit, as a team, for war.

"So, I was just telling Jack how we all figured our own powers out...
I thought maybe it might help..."



Jack shrugged, leaning back on the pillows. "Figuring out my powers
isn't the problem, I think. It's like, I know what I _need _to do, I
just can't make myself actually... _do_ it."

Hiccup stood and put his hand on Jack's shoulder. "You'll get it. But
it's been a long day for all of us." He ran a hand through his
windblown brown locks. "A _really _long day. Let's just rest, and see
what tomorrow brings."

"Hiccup's right Jack," Merida agreed. Her head was pounding from
confusion, exhaustion, and frustration. All she wanted to do was to
curl up in her bed and sleep.

"I... am?" Hiccup asked, looking at her slightly surprised. Toothless
rolled his eyes from his place at the boy's side.

Merida's cheeks reddened slightly. "Well, yew know... long day...
tired... and uh, Guardian of Knowledge, duh..." she stumbled,
standing up and turning away, desperately confused.

"Yeah, um...ok," Hiccup responded, suddenly just as flustered as the
redhead. He turned away, mumbling something about "...never says I'm
right..." and the four awkwardly said their goodnights. Rapunzel with
a small smile led Jack from the room to show him to his new quarters,
leaving Merida and Hiccup to uneasily go their separate
ways.

...

Early the next morning, Rapunzel and Jack were roaming the wintery
streets of a Burgess town. The town was covered in a light dusting of
snow, making everything shine a silvery white in the morning light.
It was so early that the town hadn't quite come to life yet, other
than the odd lit-up shop here and there. Rapunzel always enjoyed
Burgess- it was so different from her southern home of Corona, where
everything was warm and sunny. Burgess's mountain landscape was cold
and wet, but enjoyable in its own way. She pulled her long purple
fur-lined coat closer around her body, pulling the hood over her head
for warmth. She peered over at the white-haired boy who walked beside
her, so casually and at ease, as if he owned the place, which she
supposed wasn't that far off from the truth. She marveled at the
light fabric of his new sweatshirt and the fact that he now refused
to wear shoes, wondering for the millionth time how he wasn't the
slightest bit cold.

"So... do you have any siblings?" He asked her, striking up
conversation as they walked. Rapunzel had agreed, by North's request,
to accompany him and Jack to Burgess to make the announcement of
Jack's Guardianship, to provide support and a familiar face for the
people to sort of legitimize the whole thing. With the fear and
uncertainty running through the land thanks to Pitch, the Guardians
needed all of Warren to know without a doubt that Jack had replaced
Pitch. They'd arrived at the Burgess palace a few hours early, so
that Jack could visit his mother and sister. Although Rapunzel knew
Jack was nervous and uncomfortable with the whole Guardian-thing, she
now saw another side to him: a happier, more confident, excited side
that came out whenever he thought about his little sister,
Emma.

Rapunzel nodded her head. "I have an older brother," she told him



"the Corona Prince, Eugene." She smiled to herself. "He hates his
name. He goes by Flynn around most people. Moon knows why- I don't
see anything wrong with it."

Jack laughed. "Eugene... it's certainly..." he searched for a word,
"eccentric maybe? Old fashioned? I'd go by Flynn too if it were
me."

Rapunzel smiled and rolled his eyes. "Well, I don't understand it."
She bumped his shoulder. "I suspect that you're a lot alike," she
added.

"In what way?" Jack grinned, curious.

"Well, for one thing, I sense that you have a habit of sarcastic,
witty commentary. And a proud ego."

Jack laughed. "I can't wait to meet this Prince of Corona."

"But there's also differences," Rapunzel continued.

"Well, obviously," Jack told her. "It'd be impossible for anyone to
be as perfect as me."

"Oh, I see the conceit is the same!" Rapunzel exclaimed
jokingly.

"Naturally," Jack winked, very much enjoying talking with the
golden-haired girl. She'd braided up her extremely long hair into
complicated interwoven braids, shortening its overall length
tremendously. He couldn't imagine how long it must have taken, or the
weight she literally had to carry over her shoulder.

Even so, just spending time with her in his small hometown, with no
one else around, he felt normal again, like nothing had changed. He
was a normal kid walking home from school to Emma who would be
waiting for him at the door, and perhaps the girl beside him was the
girl he'd brought 'round for dinner...

Jack stopped his thoughts. It was daybreak, not dinnertime. Rapunzel
was not his girlfriend. And he was certainly _not _normal.

"What about Hiccup and Merida?" Jack asked, eager to change his
thoughts.

"Well, Merida has three younger triplet brothers who are nothing but
trouble. They never leave a room without pulling at least one prank."
Rapunzel explained.

"Ah, perfect! I was wondering where I might find some minions to
assist me in all my schemes!" Jack told her with a smirk. She rolled
her eyes.

"Don't provoke them. Eleanor is desperate to turn them into proper
gentlemen. With Merida, who should have been DunBroch's heir, in the
throne of a Guardian, they are the kingdom's future if they expect to
keep the ruling line in their family."

Jack nodded in understanding. He wasn't a fan of having
responsibility, but he undoubtedly understood its



importance.

"Hiccup is an only child," Rapunzel continued. "He grew up sort of a
loner for awhile, being the chief's son, and all."

_The exact life I didn't want_, Jack thought.

"Then he met Toothless by accident, gained his trust, and trained the
dragons in Berk. Some of the other kids of Berk's noble families he
grew up around began to respect and warm up to him. A year later, he
was chosen as a Guardian." Rapunzel grinned, apparently lost in
memories. "They're all still good friends. We have fun when we're
with them... they're a little... different... but good company all
the same." She nodded in Jack's direction as the two turned a corner
onto a new street. "We'll have to introduce you."

Jack thought for a moment. "If Hiccup's an only child, who will take
over as chief from his father? Was there no one else in the pool of
names for his Guardianship?"

Rapunzel shrugged. "Hiccup has an uncle, he goes by Gobber."

"Berk people have the strangest names."

She nodded. "Hiccup was the better choice for the Guardianship, by
far. It was a relief when he was chosen. But as far as succession
goes, his father is healthy and should rule for a while. If Hiccup
ever decided to marry, his children would carry on the chiefdom,
without the interference of the Guardians."

"So the same is true for Merida's family then, right?" Jack asked,
raising his eyebrows. "Then I can have some fun with her
brothers-"

"Jack, don't you be making plans to corrupt those boys any further!"
Rapunzel teased. "And no, the boys are next in line, even if she were
to marry." she confirmed.

They walked a little further in silence.

"Do Guardians typically marry?" he asked, genuinely curious. "The job
seems... time consuming," he admitted, feeling bad about saying
it.

Rapunzel sighed. "The war makes it seem so. But in times of peace...
its rather easy, to be honest. We're _symbols_ Jack, more than
anything else. 'Pillars of peace' and all that. As for marrying..."
she thought for a moment. "I suppose it's no different from other
people. Although, Guardians, in the past, do tend to marry within the
noble families of their home kingdom. Hiccup had a girlfriend for
awhile, from the Hofferson family- they're quite rich and powerful-
and they were so happy until-" but Rapunzel clamped her mouth shut,
as if just realizing what she was saying.

"Until?" Jack prompted.

"Nothing," Rapunzel said quickly, not meeting his eyes. "It's not for
me to- just forget I mentioned it."

Jack let it go, despite his growing curiosity. Besides, they'd just



rounded the corner to...

...the lake. Nestled in a half-grotto of trees, with a rock wall on
one end. Where he'd almost died.

Rapunzel gave the lake a hard look, almost as if she was angry at it
for some reason. Then her expression softened, and she just looked
tired.

Jack glanced at her, then shoved his hands into his sweatshirt
pocket. He stepped onto the glassy ice and began to take ginger steps
towards the center.

"Jack wait-"

"It's ok, I got this," he assured her. And sure enough, as he walked,
he saw little fern-like swirls of frost swirl beneath his bare feet
and spread in all directions across the ice. He grinned and looked
over his shoulder at Rapunzel, who was staring at the ice in
awe.

Jack spread his hands wide and focused on... something. He tried to
make the frost come from his hands the way it spread from his
toes.

Nothing happened.

_How am I supposed to figure out how to use my powers? _He thought to
himself.

_Just keep walking, _A voice seemed to say in his head. And so he
walked, making his way, still cautious- he really wasn't in the mood
for another episode of almost-drowning. But he suddenly felt...
_different_, was all he could think of.

Something caught his eye. A patch of the ice was slightly lumpy, as
if it had cracked and then re-frozen together.

_Where I fell_. He thought to himself, reaching down and feeling the
ice curiously with his fingers. It felt slippery and wet with perhaps
the slightest chill, but not uncomfortably cold like it had once long
ago.

He liked it.

Then he noticed what still lay untouched by the patch of bumpy ice. A
large fallen tree branch, thick and curved like a hook on one end. If
he were to pick it up, Jack knew it would be about as tall as he was,
perhaps a little taller.

_'Jack, I'm scared!'_

_ 'It's gonna be ok.'_

Jack suddenly knew what he had to do. He stepped over the uneven
patch of ice and slowly reached down to grasp the wooden stick. The
moment his fingers touched it, frost sprouted from his fingers to
wrap around the stick in elegant designs. It held the faintest blue
glow. Surprised, he almost dropped it. Instead, it only slipped from
his fingers, the end of it clattering against the icy lake. He held a



hand up to shield his face as a burst of ice, snow, and faint blue
light shot out from the end of it, and more fern frost designs began
to spread across the lake's surface.

Jack grinned. "No way," he muttered to himself, holding the stick up
close to his face. Experimentally, he raced (or rather, slipped and
slided) over to where two trees grew out from the ice. He tapped the
one to his left with the tip of the stick's curve, and immediately
frost sprang from the wood to cover the tree trunk. He touched the
frost with his fingers as it spread, admiring the magic. He turned to
his right and prodded the other tree, to the same effect. He laughed.
This was it! He began running around the ice, sliding in all
directions, trailing the curved stick behind him and whooping with
joy as ice and frost danced around him. The faster he went, the less
he slid, and more natural the whole thing became. He tumbled to a
stop beside Rapunzel, who was laughing with him.

"I see you found a staff, Mr. King of Winter," she exclaimed, staring
at his new toy with excitement.

Jack panted where he stood, a goofy but proud grin still plastered to
his face, and tested the weight of the stick in his hands. "Yeah... I
suppose it will do, what do you think?"

"I think it's wonderful," she smiled happily.

"Wait 'till I show my sister!" Jack said, enthused, pure uncontained
child-like joy shining through his crystal blue eyes.

"C'mon," Rapunzel said, hooking her arm around his and having to drag
the boy away from the icy lake, where several layers of fresh ice and
snow now gleamed. "Let's find her. We don't have much time."

* * *

><p><strong>So I know that's a lot for one chapter. Any thoughts so
far? Are you guys recognizing movie references and scenes? There's
only been a couple so far, but there are much more to
come...<strong>

**Also, what do you guys think about Hiccup and the "Hofferson girl"?
**

**Until next time...**

    8. Old and Familiar Faces

**Here is chapter 8, a little early, per special request...
enjoy!**

**Read, relax, review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

8.

Jack stood on a wide platform in the city square, standing in the



shadow of the silver castle that towered behind him. He held his new
staff confidently at his side, its pale blue glow pulsing so dim that
he was sure he was the only one to see it. Below the platform, the
people of Burgess that had gathered cheered and applauded for him,
and he couldn't help but feel uncomfortable. Rapunzel took his hand
from her place beside him, squeezing gently.

"Just keep smiling," she whispered to him through a smile of her own.
But it wasn't her true smile, Jack could see. This was a dignified,
placid, no-feeling smile that was obviously the result of being
raised a princess and the many years she'd already spent as a
Guardian. Jack copied the expression, the muscles in his face already
tired. He'd never believed until now that it'd be possible for him to
tire of smiling.

North and Bunnymund were there too, and they had done almost all of
the talking. Like at the Acceptance Ceremony, all Jack had really had
to do was stand and... well, look pretty. He was beginning to
understand what Rapunzel had meant about Guardians truly being not
much more than symbols.

_Except when it comes to fighting wars, apparently_, Jack thought to
himself as he forced himself to continue smiling and waving to the
crowd.

But as he smiled and waved, he thought. _All these people expect
something of me. Everyone expects me to be... like, their savior. And
I'm not. I know I'm not. I don't understand why they put me here. I
don't do this sort of thing. _

Jack could admit that the perks of the Guardians- the fancy powers,
the cool castle they lived in, and even their friendship with each
other, something he'd always wanted- were pretty cool. He didn't mind
any of that.

It was the responsibility he now had to carry out that he didn't
want.

_You're just a symbol Jack, _he thought to himself. _That's what
Rapunzel said. A symbol. Fight the war, kick your
sorry-no-good-uncle's butt, and then you can go back to the life you
had before... I'm not a Guardian. They won't need me
afterwards._

But deep down, Jack wondered if any of that was true.

...

"Jack- _Jack! _You're not even listening to me!" Emma cried,
pretending to be angry as she pulled her older brother by the hand
down the street towards their home. Rapunzel and his mother were deep
in conversation and had fallen quite a few steps behind the siblings.
Jack turned his head away from the golden-haired girl behind him and
focused again on the impatient brunette girl in front of him.

Before the whole Guardian business began, people might have said that
Jack and Emma were really twins, and that Jack had just somehow
managed to grow much, much faster. Now... well between Jack's new
hair, eyes, and paler skin tone, the contrast was striking. Still,
the mischievous smiles and habits for trouble hadn't changed.



"Yes I am, Emma," Jack argued. "Of course I'm listening to you."

"No you're not," she decided matter-of-factly. "_You're _too busy
making puppy eyes at _her,_" the little girl pointed behind them with
a triumphant smirk.

Jack quickly got over his surprise of his sister's observation. She
just knew him too well.

"Or maybe I'm just trying to catch you off your guard!" He exclaimed,
reaching down faster than lightning to catch the younger girl around
the waist, throw her over his shoulder, and take off running down the
street. Emma squealed and screamed, laughing and pounding her
brother's back with her smaller fists. "Not fair! Not fair!" She kept
yelling in between laughs. But Jack refused to put her down. He
paused only to kick the door open to their home and ran inside,
finally dumping his sister safely on the couch in the living
room.

Jack looked about the familiar room, noticing suddenly how small it
felt compared to the common room- or _any_ room- of the Corinthia
Palace. He briefly pictured himself growing up in silver rooms of the
Burgess Palace (which he'd never cared to set foot in), and wondered
what his life would have been like. He quickly shook the thought
away, content with his small, regular life. His old life...

Emma reached up from the couch and snagged his staff from him,
effectively breaking him out of his thoughts.

"Hey!" he called after the girl as she jumped up off the couch and
started running into a different room. "Emma! I need that!" he yelled
with an annoyed grin, moving to chase after her. The house door
opened just as he passed however, and his mother reached out and
grabbed his sweatshirt, pulling him back.

"Jackson Overland how many times!" The woman scolded. "If I have to
tell you to _not _kick the front door in _or _to _not _run in the
house one more time- I don't care what special powers you have or
what government position you hold-"

Rapunzel tried hard not to giggle at Jack's forced repentant
expression to his mother's reprimands. It was obvious he got in
trouble often. Rapunzel liked Jack's mother. She was kind and gentle
and smiled a lot like her children, but she certainly knew how to
yell.

"I'm sorry ma- _I am!" _Jack appealed, a smirk twitching at the
corner of his mouth. "Blame Emma!"

Jack turned on the spot. "Emma, come back! Where'd you go?" he called
into the house.

Rapunzel smiled as she saw the little girl appear in a doorway behind
Jack's back, his staff clasped firmly in her hands behind her. She
crept up behind her brother in an effort to startle him, but her
mother gave her away first.

"Oh Emma sweetheart that's probably not a good idea-"



Jack jumped around. "Ah ha!" he said with a devilish grin, reaching
out to grab the surprised little girl. "Gotcha!"

The two collapsed on the floor in a fit of giggles and frost that
flew from the staff.

Rapunzel turned to the woman, Mrs. Overland, whose hand was rubbing
her forehead tiredly. The Burgess royal family had, over the years
through multiple marriages, acquired several family lines and royal
last names. Overland was a common name, unrelated to the royal
family, and it was what had allowed them all to live separately for
all these years. But now, Jack had to go by his true last name:
Frost. Oddly fitting.

"Are they always this way?" Rapunzel asked her, positively captivated
by the relationship the siblings shared.

"Inseparable." She confirmed, looking upon her laughing children
fondly. "That'll all change now... I suppose it's good, in a way.
Emma's getting older, she needs to learn how to be a little more
independent from Jack."

Rapunzel nodded. "He's not leaving forever, after all. I'm not sure
he'll be able to resist staying away, either."

The blonde glanced at the clock on the mantel. "Speaking of leaving,
thank you for all your kindness and hospitality, but Jack and I
really should be headed out."

Mrs. Overland nodded in understanding. "Emma, say goodbye to your
brother, he has to leave now," she called to the pair.

"Awww why?"

"I do?"

They both complained.

"C'mon Jack," Rapunzel said gently. "You'll be back soon
enough."

Jack stood and nodded his head somberly, running upstairs to pack his
things. It was why they'd returned in the first place.

"It was wonderful getting to meet you," Rapunzel told his mother
kindly, giving her a goodbye hug.

"Take care of him for me, he doesn't always think before he acts,"
she asked Rapunzel in turn, her eyes slightly creased in worry.

The younger girl nodded. "I promise."

Jack came back down the stairs with a small rucksack swung over his
shoulder presumably packed with his things, his staff gripped in his
right hand, safely out of Emma's reach. He ruffled her hair fondly
and kissed her head as he passed. She forced him to bend down to give
him a hug.

"See ya, Em," he said before moving to hug his mother.



"Stay out of trouble," she told him firmly.

He winked. "You know me, ma!"

...

Rapunzel and Jack were quiet as they rode their horses back to
Corinthia. Jack had asked to make ice with his staff and simply skate
back, claiming it would be faster, but Rapunzel had firmly
refused.

The way to Corinthia was a straight shot- they just had to follow the
road south along the Corona River, mostly through the Eastern lands
of Berk. They were making good time, especially as they moved further
away from the rugged mountainous terrain of Burgess and closer to the
warmer, grassier hills and open forests of the Viking nation. By a
little after noon they'd reached the border that separated Berk from
what was known simply as the Guardian Lands- the small southeastern
territory between Berk and Corona owned by none of the Four Kingdoms
in which the Palace of Corinthia rested. However, Jack and Rapunzel
still had far to travel before reaching the palace, so Rapunzel
suggested they stop and let the horses rest for a while.

"There's a large quarry nearby," she explained. "The water from the
river runs partially through it- there's a dam. We can rest there and
the horses can drink."

Jack shrugged as he dutifully followed Rapunzel, leading his horse by
the reins with one hand and his staff swung over his shoulder with
the other.

The quarry was bigger than large- it was _huge._ It was like a
ginormous pit dug into the earth, with yellowish-brown rock walls and
many rock shelves at various heights along the sides. As Jack looked
around in amazement, he saw a few caves cut into the rock walls, and
felt a desire to check them out. Unfortunately he and Rapunzel were
standing with the horses atop one of the highest rock shelves... Jack
didn't trust his climbing skills.

He led his borrowed horse over to where Rapunzel stood with her white
steed (Maximus, if he remembered correctly) near the dam overlooking
the quarry. He directed the horse to drink from the water pouring
slowly from the mass build-up inside the gated dam into a series of
slanted troughs leading down to the bottom of the pit. Jack stared at
the contraption, suddenly thinking how fun it would be to ride down
the troughs like a huge water slide...

"Something's not right," Rapunzel said, suddenly stiff and wary, from
beside him. Jack looked around, but couldn't see anything out of the
ordinary. Or what he supposed was ordinary.

"What do you mean?" He asked her, gripping his staff in nervous
anticipation.

Her green eyes suddenly widened. "It's-"

"Still not able to sneak up on you, love, I see," a new voice
suddenly spoke out. Jack and Rapunzel whipped around in the direction
of the voice. "That was the one thing I could never quite seem to
do."



Standing before them on the edge of the rock shelf, was an
ashen-colored man, in a sweeping black robe that seemed to fade into
shadows, his hair the color of tar, his eyes the color of
gold.

Jack's uncle, and terror of the land. Pitch Black.

* * *

><p><strong>Sorry I know it's a cliff hanger... see everyone next
week!<strong>

    9. First Fight

**Hey everybody! Sorry about the cliff hanger... or perhaps
not...**

**Had a huge snowstorm last night, so I decided to
celebrate...**

**Read, relax, review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

9.

Jack's first thoughts were of how terribly different Pitch looked to
him. This was not the man he remembered. And yet... the longer Jack
stared at the man, the more sure Jack became that he really hadn't
changed that much at all. In fact, the new look suited him nicely,
the evil betraying bastard he was.

Jack didn't trust himself to speak yet. He simply glared.

"What do you want Pitch?" Rapunzel asked the man, her voice sounding
both fierce and hurt. Surreptitiously she reached behind her and
began pulling loose the ties that held her hair together in its many
braids.

"Oh, I had to know if it was true," Pitch answered her. "I had to see
it for myself." Pitch made a _tsk _noise as he looked Jack over from
head-to-toe without moving from where he stood, his hands folded
neatly behind his back. "Dearest nephew, what _has _become of
you?"

"I'm no nephew of yours," Jack answered bitterly, not hesitating as
he raised his staff up threateningly.

Pitch grinned. "Aren't you though?" He began to walk towards the two.
Rapunzel tried to jump towards him but Pitch threw out his hand,
somehow magically causing her to be thrown backwards off her feet
onto the hard rock. Jack cried out in shock, intending to lunge
toward her to help, but Pitch had advanced towards him. In the dark
man's hands now glistened a large black staff of his own, with a
deadly curved blade fixed to the end- it was as if the weapon had
appeared right from the shadows themselves. Jack took a step back, at



a loss of what to do.

_Fight! _A voice inside his head called out desperately.

_But how?! _Another one answered in panic.

_"Wait." _A third voice told him calmly- but this voice was not his
own. Jack's eyes narrowed. It had sounded like-

At that moment an arrow whizzed over his head and embedded itself
into the stone between him and the dark man. A dragon roared from
overhead. The next thing Jack knew, the large dark shape of Toothless
had landed ferociously at his side, and an angry redhead had an arrow
pointed straight at Pitch's chest.

"Doan yew touch him. Not. One. Moore. Step." She commanded her former
teammate. Hiccup had helped Rapunzel up, and the two now stood
opposite Jack and Merida, forming a semicircle around Pitch, backing
him up to the rock shelf's edge. Hiccup calmly raised a flaming sword
in his hand, Toothless growling lowly at his side. Rapunzel, on the
other hand, held up a frying pan she had apparently retrieved from
her saddlebags, the hateful expression on her face making him cringe.
Jack wasn't sure which of the two he found more frightening.

"I have to say, this is very, very exciting," Pitch grinned, seeming
unconcerned by the arrival of the other two Guardians and a deadly
dragon. "The four of you, all in one place. I'm a little star
struck!"

"Wha if Ah got Punzie to bonk ye on the back of yer head with her
frying pan?" Merida asked, "Then yew'd really be seeing
stars."

"Dearest greetings to you as well, my feisty friend," Pitch answered
with a sickly smile. Then his smile faded into a look of utter
annoyance. "Oh Hiccup, Hiccup," he spoke, turning on the spot to face
the boy and rolling his eyes in exasperation. "Must we really do
this? I never enjoyed your little one-sided conversations you seem so
insistent on having. And besides, how rude it is for our friends!" He
said, gesturing to the other Guardians as if he was the host of some
great party.

Hiccup didn't react. "Just answer the question, Black," he said.
"Yes, or no. It's a simple enough task, even for you." Beside him,
Toothless growled in agreement.

But Pitch just shook his head. "Even you don't understand, Guardian
of Knowledge."

Jack noticed Hiccup's face seem to fall for a fraction of a second
before his expression hardened into a scowl. Clearly that was not the
answer the boy was looking for.

"Enough." Rapunzel intervened, taking a step forward. "What do you
want Pitch?" she asked, trying to cut to the chase. "Why are you
doing this? All those people, the people you _swore _to _protect!
_Betraying us, _all _of us, _all _of Warren- and for what?"

Pitch's eyes darted bitterly to Jack's. He looked almost... jealous.
Then his gaze returned to the group as a whole. "I have done many



things, and for many reasons. I'm afraid I don't have the time or
patience to explain them to you now, but soon you will understand.
Soon, you will all thank me." He sighed. "But for now..."

A terrible horse whinny was heard from behind the group. Hiccup and
Jack turned around, startled, as a large and frightening black horse
appeared from the shadows and stormed through their half-circle to
join his master. It seemed to be formed from the shadows, trailing
ribbons of darkness behind it as it cantered around. Just its
presence made the Guardians feel uneasy and irritated.

"Easy girl... _easy_..." Pitch cooed at the beast as it stomped
around him. "It took me awhile to perfect this little trick... Don't
be nervous, it only riles them up more," he gloated with a glint in
his yellow cat-like eyes. His voice dropped to a barely audible
whisper. "They small fear, you know."

"What fear? Of you?" Merida challenged, her bow still pointed towards
the man's chest, her stance unwavering.

"Brave words," Pitch noted, "but then again, I suppose you _are _the
Guardian of Courage. Let's see what you make of my pets, then, shall
we?" He spread his arms out and disappeared into the shadows on the
ground. All but Merida lunged to catch him, who instead let fly her
arrow, but the man had vanished too quickly. The arrow soared
harmlessly over the edge of the rock shelf and fell downwards into
the pit below.

The four turned on the spot to face their new threat. A dozen or so
horses were silently picking their way towards the Guardians. The
teens and Toothless began to slowly inch their way backwards as the
horses advanced forward.

"We're going to fall off the edge if we keep walking backwards,"
Rapunzel warned.

"No kidding," Hiccup answered, gazing at the horses. Jack could
almost see the wheels turning in the boy's head as he thought,
rapidly assessing the situation. "We have to divide and
conquer."

"Divide and conquer?" Merida cried out. "They're _shadows_! How do
you conquer a shadow Hiccup?"

"I don't know Merida!" Hiccup retorted. "It's the only way. Toothless
can't fly all of us out of here, and I _really _think it'd be better
if we got rid of these things rather then let them run
rampant-"

Jack had heard enough talking. He'd reached the cliff's edge. It was
time to act, shadow or not.

He aimed his staff, concentrated, and watched triumphantly as a jet
of silver ice sprung forth and tackled the nearest Nightmare horse,
sending it tumbling to the ground.

"Well tha certainly simplifies things," Merida commented, impressed
at Jack's handiwork.

Hiccup threw her an exasperated look before mounting Toothless and



shooting up into the sky. They quickly landed on the other side of
the ledge to take the horses from behind.

Divide and conquer.

Rapunzel and Jack rushed towards the horses, while Merida continued
to fire arrows at them from her place by the edge of the cliff.
Rapunzel fought quick and fast, as if it were a dance- spinning
around and ducking in time to her own rhythm and beat. Her arms were
strong and quick, and her frying pan succeeded in knocking out a few
horses, dissolving them into shadow, or at least throwing them off
course away from her friends. Her hair had untangled itself free from
its braid, and she wielded it like golden whips, tripping the horses
or sending them flying off the rock ledge.

Merida likewise was fast, rolling and ducking to avoid the attacks of
the horses, then springing up to let loose her arrows. Jack noticed
that some arrows were special- some set off mini explosions or
shattered into clouds of smoke when they came in contact with a
horse, others released nets meant to trap the horses, or wires to
trip them. Jack could only guess they were Hiccup's designs.

Hiccup himself had dismounted from Toothless, who seemed perfectly
fine running around shooting purple plasma blasts at any horse that
dared approach him. The brunette boy had three horses cantering in a
circle around him, too fast for the boy to either combat one at a
time or make a run for it. He retracted the blade on his sword, and
instead flipped open the cap on the other end, releasing a stream of
sickly green smoke. He spun quickly in a circle and ducked to shield
himself as he applied a spark from the other end of the weapon,
setting the smoke ablaze with a loud _Bang! _The horses dissolved
into mist, and Hiccup quickly recovered, once more brandishing the
flaming sword to chase down another opponent.

Jack was managing pretty well on his own, shooting blast of ice after
blast of ice at the attacking Nightmares. His aim however was not as
good as Merida's, and his combat skilled seemed less honed than the
others'. Still, he found himself settling into a comfortable rhythm,
adrenaline pumping through his veins, and he began to _think_ less,
and simply _feel_ more.

Suddenly he heard a scream. One of the Nightmares had snared
Rapunzel's long hair while simultaneously being shot by an arrow. It
had fallen over the edge of the small cliff, pulling the girl with
it.

Before Jack or Merida could move, Hiccup and Toothless were soaring
through the air after her. Jack was unable to see if Hiccup caught
her before another Nightmare stampeded its way right in front of him,
and he had to move quickly to defend himself. Then all the horses
vanished. Pitch once more stood in front of him and Merida, his hands
clasped behind his back, a smirk playing on his lips.

Jack risked a peek behind him, down below at the base of the pit.
Relief flushed through him when he saw both Hiccup and Rapunzel were
safe, but it was short lived. The two stood back to back with
Toothless between them, Pitch's army of Nightmares cantering in a
circle around them. This time, however, there were too many for
Hiccup to do his smoke-and-fire-trick.



Jack forced himself to look away, and focus on the man in front of
him. He held his staff at the ready, suddenly doubting whether a tiny
blast of ice would really do him any good against Pitch.

Pitch looked down at Jack's staff in quiet amusement, then looked
back into his face, as if he knew exactly what he was thinking.

"I can sense your doubts Jack," he spoke tantalizingly, "your fears.
You fear you're not good enough, that you aren't suited for the role
you've been given."

Jack's stomach dropped.

"Well let me _ease _your fears," Pitch spoke quietly, eyes narrowed
in resentment. "_I _am the true Guardian of Burgess. Of _all _of
Warren!" The long black scythe appeared once more in Pitch's hands,
and he began to inch closer to Jack. Merida stood warily a few feet
away from him, breathing hard from the fight and almost out of
arrows. She made no move- wanting to make each arrow she _did_ have
count. She couldn't afford reckless shots.

"The Man in the Moon chose _you _to replace me," Pitch continued in
pure hatred, his voice rising as he got nearer, "but you aren't
worthy! You know _nothing _of being a Guardian, Jack! What makes you
special? What makes you valuable?" Pitch was barely a foot away from
him, but Jack stood frozen in his spot, feeling more despair and fear
with each word that left the dark man's mouth. "You've spent your
whole life _hiding _Jack, pretending to be invisible and isolating
yourself away from what could have been your true life. And here you
are, ever the pretender, pretending to be someone, something, that
you're _not. _This isn't one of your childhood _games _Jack. You
aren't a hero. You aren't a Guardian. You're _nothing_!"

Jack's eyes grew wide as he watched what the man did next. He'd
barely had time to recover from his shock before Pitch brought his
scythe crashing down onto the stone ledge, cracking it to pieces and
sending Jack tumbling over the edge.

"JACK!" Merida cried out, springing forward to grab him but already
too late.

A few feet away, Pitch laughed in mirth. Merida swung around and shot
an arrow aimed right at his heart- but Pitch caught it lazily in his
hand before dissolving into shadow and reappearing perched on the
wooden beams attached to the water dam. Merida ran to the edge of the
ledge, searching desperately for any signs of the white-haired
boy.

Both she and Pitch spotted him at the same time. Both of their mouths
dropped wide open.

A joyful laugh echoed throughout the entire quarry, echoing off the
stone walls. A flash of blue soared past Merida and somersaulted
through the sky, carrying with it a powerful gushing wind that almost
threw her over the edge. The blue body slowed to a stop, hovering in
the air in front of Pitch, confirming for Merida what she had been
unable to first believe.

Jack pointed his staff at Pitch, seeming to stand on thin air right
in front of him.



"You know," Jack joked, his tone light, his gaze deadly, "next time
you throw someone off a cliff, better make sure they can't
_fly_."

Pitch seemed to be having trouble controlling his anger. His face had
turned an even darker shade of grey, and his eyes shone with an even
deadlier glint. He looked down at the water swirling safely in the
dam beneath him. Further below, Hiccup and Rapunzel were still
trapped in the ring of Nightmares, though they were doing their best
to fight their way out. Jack nervously followed his gaze. Pitch
smirked. He made to lunge downwards, causing Jack to shoot at him
with his staff, but at the last moment melted into shadow. Jack's ice
blast collided with one of the support beams holding the dam
together, shattering the beam to shards of wood.

Several things happened at once.

Merida screamed a warning to Jack, but it was too late. The horses
vanished as their master had. With the collapsed support beam, the
walls of the dam broke wide open, sending a ginormous wave of water
crashing downwards-

Time froze for Merida.

She saw herself on the edge of the rock shelf, watching as the dam
exploded and the water tumbled out. She watched Jack turn in the air
reflexively, holding his arms over his face in protection. She saw
Hiccup gather up Rapunzel's hair in his arms, preparing to jump onto
Toothless's back. She saw rock pillars tumble over like dominoes with
the force of the incoming wave, and a particularly large one begin to
fall... right where Hiccup, Rapunzel, and Toothless were. She watched
as the three began to run in panic, dashing away from the water,
trying to outrun the rock pillar... and run straight into one of the
caves below. She watched as how as soon as the red flicker from
Toothless's tail disappeared into the shadow of the cave, the pillar
collapsed onto the ground, sealing the cave entrance just as the wave
crashed into and filling the giant quarry pit.

She watched as blue energy seemed to explode from Jack's body in a
fit of rage, freezing everything around him and turning the top
layers of water to ice.

* * *

><p><strong>Special shout-out to Dragonwriterofthenight for calling
one of the turnouts of this chapter... but did you foresee the
rest?<strong>

**I'll try to get another one in today, if I can, otherwise,
definitely within the week!**

**Try to review if you can! I respond to ALL my reviews!**

**Guest Reviews:**

**Snowflake: So sorry! Well, sorta sorry (wink wink)... Hope this
chapter was worth the wait! Thanks for the review!**

**See ya, **



**Iceprincess**

    10. Deep Water

**Okay guys, so here is the next chapter! Glad I was able to get it
up today...**

**This one is kinda short tho, the next one will be much longer.
**

**Read, relax, review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

10.

The two Guardians stood gasping for breath in the tiny cave they'd
run into to escape the falling pillar. But now they were sealed in.
Toothless pawed frantically at the rocks blocking the entrance, but
it was no use. Water from outside was now pouring into the cave at a
rapid pace, and all three scrambled backwards further in the cave
hoping desperately for another way out.

The cave wasn't very deep, however, and within seconds the three
found themselves pressed up against the back wall of the cave.
Rapunzel climbed on top of a larger rock, staring in horror at how
the water was filling in so quickly. Hiccup watched the rising water,
thinking furiously to come up with a solution- if they didn't get out
soon, all three of them would drown.

"Toothless- blow us out of here!" He called over the echoing sound of
water.

The dragon reared back, opening his mouth to emit the purple blast-
but nothing happened. He looked over at Hiccup with apologetic and
fearful eyes.

"Why, oh why, do dragons have shot limits," Hiccup ranted to himself,
pressing a hand to his forehead and thinking. The water had risen to
his knees now. He looked around- the cave walls weren't solid rocks,
but rather walls built from many boulders and stones packed together.
Rapunzel had clearly noticed this too, and was banging the walls with
the handle of her frying pan, trying to dislodge some of the stones,
but rather unsuccessfully. Hiccup looked down at the rising water,
noticing how the current seemed to flow in all the same direction,
the way water might drain from a bathtub. Hiccup closed his eyes,
picturing it. The water was draining, just not as fast as it was
filling the cave. But draining where?

Hiccup could bet that on the other side of the cave was the main body
of the Corona River.

The water was to his waist now. Hiccup dropped to the ground, under
water, clawing with his hands at the floor stones, trying to find any
that were loose, trying to find an escape. But the cave was dark, and
the water was darker. He was able to accomplish little more than



aimlessly grope. Toothless, being shorter than both of them in
height, was now treading water, which had risen to Rapunzel's
chest.

Hiccup's hand went to his flame sword intending to provide light, but
he stopped when he realized that it wouldn't work- the sword was
soaking wet! Becoming desperate, Hiccup dove again, and Rapunzel
continued to bang against the stones.

"It's no good!" He said, coming up and gasping for air. "I can't see
anything!"

Rapunzel's eyes darted around before she seemed to steady her
resolve, take a deep breath, and dive under herself.

"No!" Hiccup cried out, pulling her back up. "Hey- it's too dark down
there," he said holding tightly to her shoulders. "You'll just get
yourself hurt! We have to find another way," he finished, looking
above and around him, as if hoping the answer would simply appear to
him... and yet he knew their best chance was the rocks beneath their
feet, the ones impossible to see. They had to find the spot where the
water drained...

"_What_ way, Hiccup?" Rapunzel cried in terror. "There _is _no other
way!"

The water was up to their necks now, and still rising. Rapunzel could
feel the heavy weight of her hair, pulling her down, and she
struggled to keep her head above the water. She could feel the tears
forming in her eyes, and was just glad the rest of her face was
soaking wet from her dive that Hiccup wouldn't notice.

She didn't want him to know just how scared she was- she wanted to be
strong and smart and brave- she wanted to get them out of this. But
all she could think was _We're doomed_.

"S-send a message," she stammered out to him. "Send a message with
your mind to M-Merida or North or someone- to get help, or to blast
us out, or-"

"Already thought about it," Hiccup said, shaking his head. "But any
explosion from the outside might kill us, especially since I couldn't
even tell them where exactly to blow- but besides," he said,
gesturing with his eyes to the water that they were just barely
keeping their heads above, "There isn't enough time."

He brought his hands up out of the water and splashed angrily, as if
doing so would make it go back down. "If only it wasn't so dark! If I
just had one light- just _one_-"

Then it hit Rapunzel. Oh, it was so obvious she started laughing.
Hiccup stopped speaking and turned his head to her incredulously.
"What?"

"I have magic hair that glows when I sing!" she laughed, preparing to
dive again.

"Rapunzel what on ear- oh." Hiccup's eyes widened.

The water was threatening to overtake them now. Toothless took one



last deep breath and disappeared under the water's surface.

"Do it!" Hiccup ordered, a slight edge of panic in his voice. Then he
too took a final breath.

_"Flower, gleam and glow, let your power shi-"_

Rapunzel took her breath and plunged herself into the icy water.

For a minute, nothing happened. Then radiant light spilled over her
shoulders as her hair lit up. Not wasting any time, Hiccup swam
downwards to the rocks, Toothless following close behind. He grasped
at stones for the most painful few seconds all three had ever had to
endure before finally, or luckily, he found one that shifted.
Toothless barreled through, using his, albeit weakened, strength to
complete the job.

Water rushed through the newly made hole, and the two Guardians and
dragon tumbled through, landing in a heap in the freezing waters of
the Corona River, the water clear and pink in the setting
sunlight.

Rapunzel could swear she heard voices, but then everything blacked
out.

* * *

><p><strong>Many of you should recognize this scene... And I'm sorry-
I know the chapter was really short. <strong>

**Keep your eyes open for the next one!**

**Iceprincess**
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    11. Alone in the World
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* * *
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11.



Jack was furious.

He wanted to strangle Pitch and kill him.

But that wasn't the reason Jack was angry. Not even close.

Jack had killed Hiccup and Rapunzel.

Or, almost had. It was his fault the dam exploded, his fault Hiccup
and Rapunzel had gotten trapped inside the cave, his fault they
almost hadn't made it out.

It didn't matter that Pitch had provoked him into shooting the
triggering blast. It didn't matter.

It was still Jack's fault. He was furious with himself.

So naturally, he looked for someone else to blame.

He blamed North. He blamed the Guardians.

He'd never asked to be a Guardian. He'd never wanted it. He'd spent
his whole life away from this part of his family and this part of his
life to avoid getting involved altogether and _still _here he was,
clearly not cut out for the job, clearly a bad choice.

_You failed_, was all that Jack could think. The phrase repeated
itself over and over again in his head, without cease. It fueled his
anger, fueled his remorse.

By now word had gotten out to the rulers of the Four Kingdoms about
the battle the Guardians had fought at the quarry, how they had
failed to capture or subdue Pitch, and how two of the Guardians had
almost not made it out alive.

Unable to cope, Jack flew. He liked flying. He felt free from
pressure and burdens when he soared through the air. It was just him
and the sound of the wind.

Flying helped to lessen his emotions. Soon he just felt dull: no
happiness, but no pain either. Just... nothing.

It was dark now, night had fallen. His first day as a Guardian had
come to an end... for better or for worse.

He flew in the starlit darkness, wondering what would happen if he
didn't return to Corinthia and instead went home... his real
home.

But his mother would worry. His mother would ask questions Jack
wouldn't want to give answers to. Emma would see he was afraid to go
back to the Guardian Palace. He couldn't let Emma think he was
afraid... No, he couldn't go home.

But how could he return to Corinthia? How could he face Hiccup and
Rapunzel after what he'd done? Would they blame him? But didn't he
deserve it?

The bitter thought made him angry all over again. _That's _their



_problem then, _he told himself, _they picked me for all of this.
Whatever happens is their own fault for choosing someone like
me..._

Lights up ahead. Was it Corinthia? Jack wasn't used to flying, and in
the darkness he couldn't be exactly sure where he was. As he
approached the building however, he recognized the old towers and
columns of Council. Hearing voices from the throne room due to the
giant open-windows, Jack's curiosity got the better of him. He
circled downwards and perched on the top ledge of one of the windows,
causing frost to spread across the stones lazily, before he turned
upside-down, his hood over his head, and peeked into the room.

The rulers of the Four Kingdoms were gathered at their large table in
the room, a small contained fire blazing in the table's center to
provide warmth and light. His fellow Guardians were nowhere in sight-
this meeting was clearly not meant for their ears. For a moment Jack
felt a surge of smugness for eavesdropping before he heard what they
were talking about. Or rather, _who _they were talking
about.

"-reckless and irresponsible, just like I said!" came the easily
recognizable voice of Bunnymund.

Jack jumped down and landed softly in the shadows on the edge of the
windowsill so he could better observe the meeting.

"And just what do you propose to do about it Aster?" Merida's mother
cut in, her voice commanding control and respect. "Ye cannot change
what has already been done. He is young. He has had a difficult few
days. He does not fully understand what he is capable of-"

"That is exactly my point," Bunnymund interrupted Eleanor, waving her
off as if she couldn't possibly understand. "We all agreed the
candidates for the Guardianship would be people who were experienced,
who would make the transition into their new role with ease, who
understood and wanted the responsibility, not someone who-"

Jack had heard enough. Feeling bitterness and resentment wash over
him in fresh waves, he flew off, away from Council, unsure where he
was going, just going far, far, away.

...

A few hours later, Jack finally returned to Corinthia. He stormed
into the palace, heading for the common room, where he knew the other
Guardians were gathered, even though it was incredibly late at night.
It was the only room in the building with lights on, after all.

"I quit." He said, pushing the doors open with a _b__ang _to the warm
and comfortable room. "I-"

He stopped. North was standing by the fireplace, apparently in the
middle of a conversation with Hiccup before Jack had arrived. The
girls were on the couches, looking up startled at the sudden
commotion. Jack swallowed, refusing to meet Rapunzel's eyes. "I...
I'm done," he said again, suddenly unsure what to do. He'd been so
angry a minute before... now he just felt confused and afraid.

North studied him, crossing his arms in his place by the fireplace



mantel. Rapunzel stood up and walked over to him. "Oh Jack," she
said, her eyes soft. "Where did you go?" she said, reaching out to
take his hands. "We were so worried-"

"I said I'm done," Jack interrupted, shaking away her touch. Rapunzel
bit her lip.

"You can't quit," Hiccup said from across the room beside
North.

Jack started to protest but the other boy stopped him. "No, I'm not
just saying that as a confidence booster to make you stay. The
Guardian Oath is binding."

"But Pitch-" Jack retorted.

"Pitch made a serious infraction to the Oath, and the rest of us made
a unanimous vote to replace him," Hiccup explained.

Jack rolled his eyes, tired of Hiccup's rules and oaths and
formalities. "Ok, fine. Let me just run out really fast to make a
'_serious infraction' _and I'll be back in a jiffy. Meanwhile you all
can cast your unanimous vote-"

"Jack, this is not a joke," North's voice boomed as he cut him off as
Hiccup threw his hands up to his head in frustration.

The younger boy glared up at the man. "Yeah, like you nominating me
for the Guardianship wasn't one either!"

North sighed tiredly. "You are better than this, Jack."

"Better than what Uncle?" Jack demanded, stepping past Rapunzel's
outstretched hand and walking toward the man. "Hiccup and Rapunzel
almost _died _today," he yelled, his voice cracking on the word, "and
it is entirely _my _fault! Who's to say something like that won't
happen again? What's so wrong about me wanting to quit to prevent
that?"

"No one said being a Guardian was easy-" North tried to
reason.

"Yeah, no one ever said that I was the best man for the job, either!"
Jack countered. "No one has _ever _said I was 'responsible', that I
was 'not reckless', or 'a leader', or a..." he stopped, running a
hand through his hair in exasperation. "They say just the opposite!
And they're right! _I didn't want this!" _He near-screamed. "I'm not
good enough, ok? I _said _from the beginning it was a bad
idea-"

Rapunzel ran to his side and enveloped him in her arms. She held him
close and tight, trying to calm him down. "Jack, none of that is
true," she comforted, "You're absolutely the right person, of course
you are good enough. You are more than what you seem, you _are
_special-"

But Jack pushed her away again.

"How?" he demanded, looking at her now. She just looked at him.



Jack gazed around the room at Rapunzel, Merida, Hiccup, and
North.

"You put me here," he said to all of them, desperate now for a clear
answer. "The least you can do is tell me... tell me _why_."

But none of them seemed to have any specific reason to give.

Jack ran from the room, racing through the hallways, half walking,
half flying, never wanting to be alone more in his entire
life.

...

They tried to find him. Jack had heard Rapunzel's light footsteps
follow him when he raced out of the common room. But he had run, and
eventually managed to loose her. Jack could hear them later, calling
his name as they searched the grounds of Corinthia.

No one found him.

He'd discovered a small courtyard towards the back of the palace,
fenced in by stone walls but filled with the most beautiful flowers
and plants imaginable. A maze of white cobblestone walkways meandered
through the courtyard, as well as small white stone benches that were
scattered throughout.

It was easy to hide in the shadows of the plants, comforted by their
moonlit-colors and scents, and the soft breeze that flew amongst the
garden. Jack had no energy left to fly, and was content for the time
being to sit and just be.

Twice someone had entered the courtyard garden, looking for him.
First Merida, and later Rapunzel. Both times they had left, and he
could hear them call out to the others from the hallways that he
wasn't there.

Jack was surprised he'd managed to stay hidden, to be honest. He'd
always choose the worst hiding spots as a child in hide-and-seek, but
perhaps that was because he'd always found it more fun to do the
seeking rather than the hiding. Rapunzel had looked harder than
Merida had, as if she knew all the nooks and crannies of the garden
better than anyone, and she had come up right beside him in her
search. Jack had held his breath, and her eyes had passed right over
him, like he wasn't there.

For once, Jack thanked the darkness and shadows for keeping him out
of sight.

_"Where are you Jack?" _came Hiccup's voice in his head, and Jack
jumped, startled, still not used to the form of contact. _"Sorry if I
scared you," _he added knowingly, and Jack shook his head, trying to
get the feeling out. Hiccup's voice sounded concerned, but also
half-hearted, as if he knew Jack didn't want to be
found.

Footsteps.

Jack cautiously turned his head to gaze down at the other end of the
courtyard, where the archway to the palace corridors where. He saw



Hiccup leaning in the doorway to the courtyard, a pensive look on his
face.

"I know you're in here Jack," came his voice, soft and whispered. He
walked further into the garden, shivering slightly at the chill. He
took a seat on one of the benches towards the center, leaning
forwards and clasping his hands between his knees. "Wanna know how I
know?" he asked into open air. "Other than the fact my mind-power is
telling me you are, of course," he added dryly. "It's very
cold."

Hiccup's mouth turned into a small grin. "I know what you're
thinking, you sarcastic idiot, I'm outside at night, of course it's
cold."

Jack half-smiled at the boy's jest. _I'm not an idiot_, he said to
himself.

"Oh yes you are," Hiccup argued, as if he knew what he'd been
thinking. "You're an idiot to believe any word that comes out of that
rabbit's mouth. Bunnymund is a fool when it comes to his pride.
You're also an idiot to take Pitch's words to heart on top of that.
Basic battle strategy 101. Lessen the confidence of your opponent.
Make them vulnerable."

Hiccup paused for a long time. So long, Jack thought he'd left. He
carefully turned again to see if the boy was still sitting on the
bench. In doing so however, Jack brushed up against a particularly
leafy plant, making a rustling sound. Hiccup's head turned to the
direction of the sound, a small grin on his face. He stood up.

"The point is, Jack" he continued as he walked nearer to Jack's
hiding place, "you are different. You are not anything like what
those two men say about you. You are so much more. See, I have this
theory," he said, stopping a few feet away, fiddling with one of the
straps on his suit. "Each of us, the Guardians, have something...
different about us. We aren't what we are expected to be. I was never
the perfect Berk Viking. I went against tradition after tradition,
because I always saw things differently. The dragons especially. Did
you know that before I 'trained' them, they were the enemies of Berk
people? Everyone wanted to prove themselves by killing the biggest
and the best... but... I couldn't do it. I couldn't kill a dragon. So
I befriended one. I was different.

"Take Merida. Stubbon redheaded Scottish woman. Full of spirit and
energy. Can't be told 'no' by anyone. Preferred riding and shooting
things with arrows to the calm princess activities of needlepoint and
etiquette lessons. Her mother tried to... for lack of a better
word... 'domesticate' her into a proper princess... and you can
imagine how that went. She kept insisting on 'choosing her own fate'
or something like that.

"And Rapunzel... she had a sheltered childhood. Raised mostly by her
aunt who claimed her at her birth because she believed her parents
didn't have time to raise a second child and run the kingdom. But
Rapunzel always wanted more from life than what her aunt told her and
gave her. She actually ran away with her brother once... then her
aunt disappeared... Rapunzel came home afterwards different. She
refused to be contained any longer 'for her own good', and wanted to
see everything for herself and live her life.



"I guess that's what connects us. We don't like to be told no.
Everyone expects us to do certain things, believe certain things,
live certain lives. And in a way, we do, because we have to as
Guardians. But _how_ you choose to act, to carry out that role you've
been assigned... we all do it differently than how they want us to.
Jack, I know you grew up away from... this life. And I understand
why. But I think that's why you were chosen."

Hiccup looked up and walked over to Jack's hiding spot. "You were
chosen because you were different from everyone else, because you
defied all expectations of you so that you could just be yourself.
That's what being a Guardian is all about. Liking to play games and
goof off doesn't make you irresponsible. You saved your sister's life
and kept her from being afraid. Being laid back doesn't mean you
aren't leader, either. North's told me how the other Burgess children
would follow you to the ends of the earth. And as for being
reckless..." here Hiccup paused. "Toothless could have just as easily
set off those rock pillars as your ice did. Any one of us could have.
You aren't reckless, you're just-"

Hiccup had reached where Jack sat hiding in the shadows, but his face
now looked confused. "Jack?" he asked, calling softly into the
darkness. "I don't understand," he muttered to himself, eyes still
searching. Then, "Please don't tell me I just said that whole
dramatic monologue to nobody," he complained, apparently annoyed with
himself. "Great," he said, standing up. "There isn't even anyone
here," he said, pressing a hand to his head like he had a headache.
"I thought for sure I sensed him here, I can't believe it..."

Jack, who had not idea how to react to Hiccup's impromptu speech, now
felt nothing but confusion. He was sitting right there! Hiccup had to
have been blind not to notice him!

Jack jumped up from his hiding spot and stepped cautiously into the
moonlit walkway, rustling the leaves again.

The brunette boy's ears focused in on the sound, but his eyes
couldn't seem to locate Jack.

_I'm right in front of you! _Jack thought to himself, amazed. He
quietly stepped so that he stood directly in front of Hiccup and
waved his hands in the other boy's face. Hiccup didn't
react.

"Jack?" he asked into the night, looking around the courtyard. "Are
you here or have I finally lost my mind?"

Now Jack was trying hard not to laugh. It was like he was invisible.
Completely invisible. It was kinda fun.

Or could be fun... if he wasn't feeling so put out. But Hiccup's
'dramatic monologue' had certainly made him feel better. He couldn't
put into words the feeling he had towards the boy now, he felt so
close to him... as if they'd been friends for a very, very, very long
time.

"I'm right here, Hic," Jack said into the darkness. Hiccup's eyes
looked right at Jack... but they still weren't truly _looking _at
him. Jack reached out, grabbed Hiccup's hand, and put it on his



shoulder.

"H-how are you doing that?" Hiccup asked, both amazed and a little
freaked out, pulling his hand away quickly. "I can touch you, and
hear you, but I can't see you."

Jack laughed. "I dunno... I guess we just discovered another one of
my powers?" Now he understood why Rapunzel hadn't found him earlier.
He paused then added quietly. "It's kinda fitting, now that I think
about it. I've been invisible my whole life."

"Invisibility," Hiccup mused to himself. "That's interesting... might
come in handy later..." Then he shrugged. "Like I said though. You
were different then, and you're different now. You have to do things
_your_ way if you want to succeed. And if being invisible gets the
job done..."

Jack ran a hand through his hair, then laughed because he knew
anything he did the other boy wouldn't be able to see.

"What's so funny?" Hiccup asked, curious.

"Nothing," Jack shrugged, and then remembered Hiccup couldn't see the
shrug. He laughed again. This would take getting used too. "The thing
is Hiccup..." he started, more serious, "I don't want to be invisible
anymore... at least, not in the way I was. Being a Guardian... I want
to do something useful and important with my life. I want to be seen.
I just..."

"Don't want to screw it up. You don't want to hurt anyone," Hiccup
finished, sensing how Jack was feeling.

Jack nodded.

"I'm assuming you're nodding, because you didn't respond?" Hiccup
asked with a smirk.

"Oh, right," Jack laughed.

"Alright, so be seen. Make a difference," Hiccup urged. "Stop being
invisible. I also mean that literally, because not being able to see
you is getting a little annoying..."

Jack grinned. "Right... and... how do I do that? Turn off the
invisibility power, I mean."

Hiccup face palmed. "It's your own power, Jack!"

Jack's grin widened. _Ok, _he thought. He closed his eyes and willed
himself to be visible.

He opened his eyes. He felt no different. But Hiccup was looking at
him, really looking at him.

"There you go," the brunette boy said, throwing his arm around Jack's
shoulder and patting him on the back. Hiccup began to lead them down
the cobblestone walkway out of the courtyard. "Let's get some sleep
now, ok? You've completely worn me out."

Jack smiled. "Thanks Hiccup," he said, "For what you said



before."

"For when I called you an idiot?" Hiccup asked with a smirk equal to
Jack's. "No problem."

Jack rolled his eyes, pointed his staff, and caused Hiccup, thanks in
partial to his metal leg, to slip on a patch of ice and tumble to the
ground with a surprised yelp. Jack innocently threw his staff over
his shoulder and shoved his free hand in his pocket as he walked
away. "Yup!" he said, "For that too!" he said smugly, whistling as he
walked away. Hiccup rolled his eyes with a laugh and pushed himself
up to his feet.

* * *

><p><strong>Yay bromance... love their heart to heart lol.. let me
know what you guys think!<strong>

**Also- I told you guys to to assume anything... what do you think of
Jack's new power? I have a few more tricks up my
sleeve...**

**Iceprincess**

    12. Meddling in Darkness

**Ok guys, here's the next chapter for you all- and its snowing...
_again! _Coincidence? maybe...**

**Anyway, loved your reviews last chapter! Thanks to all who sent
one! Guest reviews, you'll find your responses at the bottom of the
page!**

**I reply to ALL my reviewers! So if you have a minute or two, send
me a note- I'd love to chat!**

**Read, ****relax, review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

12.

"We have bases here, here and, here," Hiccup said, rolling out the
large worn map and holding it down with his hands.

It was late morning the next day, and the four Guardians were
gathered around a large wooden table on one of the sides of the
Corinthia common room. Sunlight shone in through the windows, putting
the room in a much better mood than any of the four were actually in.
Rapunzel placed a couple rocks, a water glass, and a book on the
corners of the map as makeshift paperweights. Hiccup nodded in thanks
and continued to point various marks out for Jack.

"My father plans to lead a portion of his army in a scouting mission
today, here," he said indicating a smaller island just off the
southern coast of Berk, "as well as secure the southern boarder
towns. Most of the people living in the out-skirting towns of Corona



have been moved to its main city, and the same in DunBroch. Because
the Pole mountains take up most of the Burgess land, pretty much all
of its population is already living in or around its major city. Berk
on the other hand," Hiccup explained, leaning forward, "happens to be
the largest of the Four Kingdoms, and it's too difficult to try to
move everyone now. The most practical solution-"

Jack tuned Hiccup out. He tried to pay attention, he really did, but
war strategy was not really his strong point. Jack gazed at the map
of Warren, memorizing its every detail. He'd never seen a map of the
entire land before- just maps of various portions of Burgess. Then
something caught his eye.

"What's that?" he interrupted Hiccup, pointing at a large dark mass
covering the western edge of Warren.

"Oh, that's West Point Forest," Hiccup replied with a sigh.

"Also called the forest of Eternal Night?" Rapunzel added.

"I've never heard of it," Jack shrugged.

"None of the Kingdoms have ever claimed it," Rapunzel explained.
"It's very dark and very dangerous. Few people who enter it survive."
She then looked at Merida pointedly, who refused to look up from her
place at the table. The redhead girl was picking at the wood
stubbornly, lost in her own thought.

Jack looked at Hiccup. "Well, if you guys can't find him, and no
kingdom has a hold on it, then isn't Pitch obviously hiding in there?
Forest of Eternal Night, and all that?"

Hiccup shrugged. "We don't doubt he has _some _form of base in there,
but it's really risky, even for him. We believe he _has _to have
another, stronger hideout somewhere else in Warren."

Jack pondered that. "Any ideas?"

"None. We've tried everything," Hiccup sighed, "including tracking
and following him _and _his Nightmare armies, searching from above by
my and Toothless's air patrols, preparing ambushes in likely places
and countless other things and... nothing. It's like the minute he
knows we're coming, he vanishes into thin air."

"Or, he was never there to begin with," Jack mused sourly. "He likes
his illusions- making you think one thing when he's really up to
something else."

No one answered his comment. They all understood- If Pitch was
anything, he was a betraying illusionist.

"Is that so? Well, clearly you know me better than I know myself!" A
voice rang out from the shadows. All four Guardians jumped from where
they sat or stood, and looked around frantically to locate the source
of the voice. The sunlight had completely faded, the way a room
suddenly darkens the moment a cloud moves in front of the sun.
Shadows littered the common room. Toothless growled from his place by
the window, slowly padding his way towards Hiccup.

"How did you get in here Pitch?" Hiccup spoke, his eyes narrowed.



"How did you get past the magic barrier?"

Pitch's voice chuckled lowly. "I suppose this place must still
recognize me as a Guardian," he mused aloud lightly.

"Impossible." Hiccup argued.

"No, you're right." Pitch agreed, "but I'm not sharing my secrets
with _you_. Why don't you just... look inside my mind, hmm? You _must
_be tempted. You could learn my plans, find my precious hideout,
discover _why _I'm so inclined to see you all destroyed... well,
Dragon Rider, don't you want to _know_?"

The other three Guardians looked at Hiccup with fearful expressions.
The boy refused to meet their eyes, instead pointing his knife in his
battle stance at a particular shadow, where all four were certain
Pitch was hiding.

"You know I can't." Hiccup said through gritted teeth, his face full
of loathing.

"Can't, or _won't_?" Pitch mocked. "That's always the question with
you, isn't it? The boy who _wouldn't _kill a dragon..." he spoke, his
voice slipping away.

"What about you, dear?" Pitch's voice echoed anew from a shadow on
the other side of the room. The four whipped around, Jack and Hiccup
pointing their weapons. "The girl with the power to heal, to make
peace, who refuses to see darkness in anyone... I know deep down you
want to _forgive _me, to find some _reason, _something _wrong _with
me that you can fix, that you can heal, that will change everything.
Your naÃ¯ve dreams amuse me, Rapunzel. Your desire to only see
goodness in people will be your downfall, mark my words."

Jack glanced over at Rapunzel, seeing tears threatening to fall from
her eyes as she tried to maintain a confident stance. Her hand was
shaking. This only angered him more.

"I'm all for fun and games Pitch," he called out so Rapunzel wouldn't
have to answer his mockery, "but quit playing hide and seek and show
your cowardly face!"

"A coward, me?" Pitch said silkily as his form melted away from the
shadows and he stepped confidently into the room. "I'm not the one
afraid to take on the role he's been assigned, to achieve greatness
with my powers. I'm not the one trying to _be invisible_." Jack's
grip tightened around his staff. "But no matter, no matter," Pitch
continued. "At least you won't _suffer_ as they will..."

"Suffer? What do you mean?" Jack asked, narrowing his
eyebrows.

"Didn't they tell you Jack? He asked with a smirk. "It's _great
_being a Guardian... but there's a catch. If enough people stop
believing, everything your friends protect, knowledge, peace,
creativity, _courage_- it all goes away. And little by little," he
chuckled, "so do they. What good is a symbol if there is nothing for
it to stand for?"

He turned to Merida. "Does that answer your question, my dear?"



She glared at him in disgust. "I didnae ask one."

"Oh but of course you did! Haven't you wondered for weeks now why
you've been experiencing... shall we say, certain _difficulties_,
with your... _gift_?"

Merida's eyes widened. The others turned to look at her, confused and
startled. "How... did ye _know _that?" the redhead asked, her voice
barely above a whisper.

Pitch grinned maliciously. "My darling Merida, have you forgotten
already? I specialize in people's fears, and you dear, are _very
_much afraid."

"Alright that's enough," Hiccup said, spinning around away from
Merida to look Pitch in the eye, completely furious. "Are you going
to tell us what you came here for or you just going to mock us and
expose all of our vulnerabilities? Like Jack said, we've no more
patience for fun and games."

"What a pity," Pitch sympathized with a sickening grin. "I so hoped
we'd have more fun-"

An arrow whizzed, aiming true right to Pitch's heart, but the dark
man caught it firmly in his fist before it could pierce his skin,
like he had at the quarry.

"-but I believe the time has come for me to say '_adieu'_," he
finished, as if nothing had happened. With a final mocking salute,
the shape of the dark man shifted and smeared as he once more melted
into the darkest shadows, gone. The room brightened up again
significantly with his departure, regaining its cozy comfortable
feel.

The four Guardians stood in silence for a moment. Rapunzel brushed
any remaining tears from her eyes and did her best to steady her
resolve. Hiccup and Jack stared at the floor as they tried to diffuse
their anger. Merida said nothing, but sulked as she sat back down at
the table, slamming her bow onto the wooden surface in
frustration.

"Ah'm going ta kill that man if it's the last thin Ah do," Merida
muttered resentfully to herself.

The other three turned to look at her, Pitch's words ringing in their
ears. _'Experiencing certain... difficulties... with your
gift...'_

Hiccup took the seat next to Merida and stared at her intently.

"Do you want to tell us?" He asked quietly.

Merida continued to glare at the table, as if _it _were responsible
for everything that had happened.

They waited.

Finally Merida sighed. "There's somethin the matter with
Compass."



"What?" Rapunzel asked, her bright green eyes wide as she too took a
seat at the table.

"Ah doan know what's wrong. But everytime Ah try to look into the
future, nothing happens," Merida revealed, frowning deeply. "It's
like it's blocking itself from me, purposely shutting me out."

"Have you tried anywhere else?" Hiccup asked, his brow furrowed in
worried thought.

Merida nodded, sniffing. "Ah tried everywhere. Outsiade of Compass is
tha same- images all mishmashed together so they doan make sense. But
insiade Compass- its black."

"Your throne?" Hiccup asked, putting his chin in his fist and leaning
on the table.

Merida paused. "Ah tried it after Jack's ceremony. It worked fine at
first... Ah got through three scenes before it... it exploded in ma
face. Then black, just like Compass."

"And the three scenes?" Hiccup asked, turning his head towards her
from its position on the table.

Merida closed her eyes. "They doan make sense, but tha images were
clear. Tha first was tha easiest... It was supposed ta warn me about
what happened at the quarry."

Rapunzel inhaled sharply, looking at Jack. He returned her
look.

"Tha second... the second was a globe with black sand wrapped all
around it. An' then... Jack was besiade me, warning me."

Jack's gazed swapped to the redhead. "I was what?"

Merida put her head in her hands. "Ye told me things were going ta
change. Ah can't imagine _why_," she added sarcastically. "But it was
the same gaze Ah'd been seeing for awhile now, the look in yer eyes."
She shook her head, then placed her palms flat on the table. She
looked at the brunette boy beside her.

"The last was yew Hiccup," she said, looking at him
hopelessly.

Hiccup said nothing.

"There was fire," Merida recalled. "And yew were falling down towards
it. Toothless was right behind, trying to catch up to ya." The dragon
perked up at the mention of his name, but Hiccup remained
pensive.

"But Merida..." Rapuzel started slowly, glancing at Hiccup's leg,
"that's already happened."

Jack's gaze, following hers, found the metal contraption Hiccup had
instead of a left leg and briefly wondered exactly how the brunette
boy had lost the limb.



"Ah _knowww_," Merida cried out, letting her head fall to the table.
"Ah told yew Ah doan understand!"

"Past, present, future," Hiccup said quietly, seeing a connection.
"The fire was the past, the quarry was the future, and the one with
Jack was about Pitch taking over-the black sand- and how everything
was going to change- present."

Merida looked up at him, stunned. "But Ah only see the _future_ with
ma power."

"No," Hiccup said, shaking his head, a hand to his forehead as he
thought. "No, you _saw _the future, with the quarry scene. That one
came first. Next you got a warning, but also a reminder. Something
about..."

"What, my eyes?" Jack interrupted. It felt weird talking about his
own eyes. But Merida had said she'd seen his eyes before in a vision,
and Jack thought he was starting to see the other boy's train of
thought. "Whatever, anyway, if something about your magic is dying or
fading, then...what if it starts using-"

"It resorts to memories," Hiccup finished for him, nodding. "Looking
at the past to predict the future. The magic couldn't sustain new
images anymore, so it gave you something that you knew had already
happened, like how I almost died, and images you were familiar with,
like Jack's eyes. Something that would help you, the way a normal
future-vision might" he finished.

"But what does it all mean?" Rapunzel questioned.

Hiccup had no answer. Merida shrugged. Jack began to pace.

"It means," Jack said through gritted teeth, "that it's time someone
put Pitch in his place. You guys saw what he did just now." Jack
turned to face them, and looked especially at Hiccup. "Basic battle
strategy 101. Lessen the confidence of your opponent. Make them
vulnerable." Hiccup half-grinned at the use of his own words.

"We can't let his words beat us," Jack urged. "We're supposed to be a
team, right? So from now on, we tell each other everything. We rely
on each other for everything. We trust each other. We _believe_ in
each other. No more secrets, no more lack of confidence. We have to
fight back- we can't keep waiting for Pitch to find us, or for one of
the Kingdom's armies to get lucky and stumble upon his stupid lair.
We are the Guardians. This is our job, our responsibility." Jack
paused, taking in their expressions.

"We're a team, aren't we?" He asked again.

Rapunzel's face shone with pride. She stood up and grasped Jack's
hand squeezing it tight. "A team," she confirmed.

Hiccup stood and joined them, placing his hand on top of theirs. "A
team," he nodded.

Then they all turned to Merida, who sighed and got up from her
chair.

"Yes, alright," she complained as she completed their little circle



and added her hand to the pile. "We're a team. But Ah call dibs on
punching Pitch in tha face."

They all laughed.

"From now on," Jack continued, smiling joyfully at the three people
whom he cared for more than anything... except maybe Emma. "From now
on, we are unbreakable. We are undefeatable. And we are going to
win."

* * *

><p><strong>Yay so the ending is kinda choppy, my apologies.
<strong>

**I don't know why, but I ****reallllyyyyy enjoy writing Pitch. I
wasn't fond of it in my last story, and found it kinda hard. But this
time around... I dunno haha**

**I ramble. **

**Anyway, guest replies below, and see everyone next week!**

**Guest Review Responses:**

**Orange Cat: I'm SOOO glad you enjoyed that chapter! Honestly wasn't
too sure about it when I posted it, but thank you for helping me to
love it too! And Yay! I wanted Jack's power to take people by
surprise- sooooo glad it worked haha! And don't worry about the
fingerling- you fingerling makes ME fangirl! I'm happy that the
connections I'm making when I write are coming across properly to the
reader, and that the movies scenes are apparent! I just think that
one of the most important things in an AU story is incorporating
things (such as lines/words, places, and/or events) that tie the AU
story to the Canon story. I think that connection is super important.
So when I came across the youtube trailer (see the first chapter for
the name) I just kinda ran with the story... Anyway, thank you so
much for your lovely and wonderful, fun to read reviews! That truly
make me laugh and smile! I always respond to my reviewers- you take
the time to write to me, so I take the time to write to you! I shall
fangirl with you! And you don't need to thank me- I need to thank
YOU! SO thank you thank you! -Iceprincess**

**Saph: Thank you sooo much! That really means a lot actually! It's
so hard to tell for me if I'm writing the characters in the right
way- thanks for giving me that extra confidence! Your idea about
reincarnation- its really good. It was not part of my original plan,
but I confess you have intrigued me with it and I have, since reading
your review, though about ways to incorporate it several times.
Unfortunately, I don't think I will be able to use it in this story,
though I might play around with it in a future story! Jack's
statement about Hiccup was just my way of showing that their bond as
friends deepened and that a new level of trust and friendship love
was created. Does that make sense? Also, Jack will not necessarily
become "The Guardian of Fear". The way I've set up the world, is that
each Guardian throughout the ages has been unique. The
original/previous Guardians didn't necessarily guard the same four
things that the current Guardians do. The idea is that the four guard
the things that the land most needs, depending on the times. So
perhaps Jack will guard something else... Still, I LOVE your



intuitive thinking, and the deep analysis you are using on my story!
It makes me feel warm and fuzzy with happiness haha. Your theory is
excellent, and it makes me sad to tell you that it doesn't really
apply to Jack in this story at all. However, some of the things you
said WILL still come into play... but with another character... so
keep your eyes open :) Hope you enjoyed this new chapter! And hope
your question with Merida and Compass was answered... Pitch knows
something, but I'm not giving away his particular involvement just
yet... Happy reading! Thanks so much for reviewing!
Iceprincess**

    13. More Problems More Feelings

**Hey everyone! Please read this super long note
(sorry...)**

**_Concerning UPDATES:_ In case there is any confusion, I just wanted
to let you all know that I _DO_ update on a regular basis. Because of
busy lives/schedules, _I typically update once a week_, usually on a
Saturday or Sunday, but sometimes weekdays too. If I can update more
than once a week I will!**

**Here's the thing though. The way I do these stories, I write a good
5-8 chapters in advance. This keeps me organized with my plot (if I
need to make changes, its easy to do without re-posting chapters or
causing confusion among readers), as well as it gives me a "safety"
chapter- aka, if I don't have time to write during the week, I still
have a chapter to post for you all. So if I'm really ahead in
writing, I'll post a couple chapters a week. If I'm behind, I can
only post one.**

**The other thing. ****I had planned to go a certain direction with
this story. Unfortunately I've had to discard the idea due to complex
story board issues and the fact that it was causing the story to
deviate too much from my original idea and purpose for writing the
story to begin with. Unfortunately, this means I've lost a good 4-5
chapters that I now have to completely re-write. **

**Because of this, I WILL NOT BE ABLE TO UPDATE FOR THE NEXT FEW
WEEKS. I DEEPLY APOLOGIZE. I want to give you all the best story I
can give, with as much regularity in updating as possible. So I'll be
taking a mini hiatus to catch up on chapters. I am so sorry to you
all- you guys have been so supportive of this ****story and I cannot
express in words my thanks. I will do my absolute best to make this
story worth your wait. **

**Also, sorry if this chapter seems a little all over the place, I
started my massive editing here with it, and actually ended up
stringing together bits and pieces from multiple chapters just so I
could update today. The story is now back on track, even if this
chapter is messy, and now I just need a few weeks to catch up.
**

**Thanks for understanding guys :/**

**So, without further ado,**

**Read, relax, review!**



* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

13.

"You have to do it."

"No."

"Try!"

"Nope.  
>"Why not! You agreed we have to do what needed to be
done!"<p>

"It's not happening," Hiccup said, crossing beneath the archway of
the palace gate, Jack at his heels. "Please Jack," he said over his
shoulder, "just drop it."

Hiccup approached his dragon friend who sat patiently waiting for
him. The brunette boy fastened his travel bag to the side of
Toothless's saddle and began his routine check to make sure every
aspect of the complex saddle- every buckle, tie, spring, lever, and
hinge- was in working order.

"Why Hiccup?" Jack protested behind him, leaning on his staff as he
watched the boy work. "You have the _power _to figure out everything
we need to know to stop him... and you _don't _want to use it?" Jack
sighed when Hiccup stubbornly remained silent, then backed away
slightly when his dragon gave a low growl. "I mean," he amended, "I
_get _that you don't _want _to. It's hard, it's painful, it's
'against human nature' or whatever but-"

"It's not your choice Jack," Hiccup said, turning around, arms
crossed in a calm fury. "When you suddenly have the ability to
violate someone else's soul," let me know. Then we can discuss
it."

"Whoa," Jack threw his hands up in surrender, a little freaked by
Hiccup's reaction. "Since when are we talking _souls, _Hic? I thought
this was about minds-"

"It's the same thing to me," Hiccup responded bitterly, turning back
to Toothless's saddle. With a final tug on one of the straps, the
brunette Guardian swung his leg over the dragon and buckled himself
in.

Jack rubbed his hand over his forehead, realizing his excitement had
made him cross a line. "Look... I'm sorry. I... I just want... all of
this... over with."

"We'll find a way," Hiccup replied confidently, though his green eyes
were worried and refused to meet Jack's. "A _different _way. I'll be
back from patrol by nightfall, then we can talk more ab-"

"A week." Jack stated, his face resolute, seeking compromise.

Hiccup looked at him. "What?"



"Til Friday. If we haven't made progress or 'found another way' by
then, promise you'll do it. Promise you'll look into his
mind."

Hiccup sighed exasperated. "Jack, I can't make-"

"We both know time is not on our side Hiccup," Jack argued firmly.
"Pitch has attacked us twice now in two days, and we still haven't
made our move. We're _letting _him win. We have to act, and it has to
be soon. He's not gonna sit around and wait."

Hiccup gazed at the bight afternoon sky, frowning. Toothless tilted
his head to look at the boy, curious. Jack got the strange feeling
they were communicating telepathically. He waited.

Hiccup sighed, throwing his hands in the air. "Alright!" he agreed,
overly frustrated. "Fine, _fine_! Friday it is."

Jack half grinned. "Friday it is." He paused before, "Thank you,
Hiccup."

The boy grunted and the Nightfury took off into the sky.

...

Jack found the girls in the Corinthia stables, brushing down their
horses.

"He said he'd do it," he announced as he walked in.

Rapunzel stopped mid-brush and turned to Jack, surprised.
"Really?"

The white-haired boy nodded. "He agreed, provided we don't find
anything within the week." Jack watched as Merida swung her bow over
her shoulder and begin to fasten her sword to the saddle of her black
stallion, Angus. "Are... you two going somewhere?" He asked
curiously.

"We're riding out to Compass," Rapunzel told him. "I'm going to try
to help Merida figure out why... why..."

The sword slipped through Merida's shaky fingers, landing with a
_thump _in the dirt floor of the stables.

"_Agh!_" the red-head cried out, clutching her right hand to her
chest. "Stupid sheath! Stupid sword!"

Rapunzel rushed to her friend's side. "Mer, let me see..."

The girl held out her hand. Jack walked over to join them, and saw a
gash sliced through Merida's palm, glistening red with blood. He
winced at the sight.

"You should be more careful!" Rapunzel scolded, pulling a clean cloth
from her own satchel around her waist. She dipped it in a nearby
water bucket and began to dab lightly at Merida's wound before
wrapping a strand of her golden hair tightly around the girl's
hand.



_"Flower, gleam and glow,_

_ Let your power shine..."_

Rapunzel began her healing song, and her hair began to glow bright
gold like the sun. Jack had never seen her do this in person before.
He briefly recalled the day, just a few days ago, where he had almost
drowned in the lake, and she had done this to save him...

Rapunzel's song ended. She gently pulled the hair away from Merida's
hand. Merida's eyes grew wide.

"Punz..." she said.

The blood had vanished. The wound had healed.

But there was a thin white scar on Merida's pale hand.

"What's wrong?" Jack asked, confused, taking Merida's hand and
looking at the scar carefully. Rapunzel looked shocked.

"It's... never done that..." she said. "Usually... usually the magic
leaves no trace, as if the injury had never happened to begin with."
The girl's green eyes turned to Jack's, afraid.

"No, Punz..." Merida whispered. She frantically grabbed her quiver of
arrows and mounted her horse, leaving her sword forgotten on the
ground. "We have ta figure out what's gone wrong with our powers.
C'mon!"

Dumbfounded, Rapunzel nodded her head and began to finish buckling
Max's saddle. "Yes... we need to reach the stones preferably _before_
sundown..." she said in a poor attempt at a lightheartedness.

Jack sped next to her, dropping his staff and taking both of her
hands into his.

"Hey, its gonna be okay," he assured her, squeezing her hands
reassuringly. "Don't jump to conclusions, maybe you just skipped a
line in the song or something," he suggested with a hopeful smile,
trying to lift her spirits. Rapunzel smiled, appreciating his words,
even though they both knew that she'd sung the song perfectly, the
way she'd been singing it for all the years of her Guardianship.
"Don't worry," Jack squeezed her hands again before she pulled away
and mounted her horse.

"We'll be back by nightfall at the latest," Rapunzel told him,
putting on a brave face as she tried to shake off the whole incident.
The two trotted out the stable gate. Jack waved as they left, worry
nagging in the back of his mind.

Two (potentially) Guardians were loosing control of their powers, and
one was refusing to use his. Jack himself was only beginning to
accept his new way of life, meanwhile an evil ex-Guardian was
attempting to take the power of the Four Kingdoms for himself.

What to do?

He thought of Rapunzel, how afraid she'd become in that single
instant, and how quick she'd been to brush it off and return her



focus to Merida... how he wanted nothing more than to hold her close,
to have the power to make sure she wouldn't loose her magic... He
thought of her pretty eyes and her light smile when she was happy, he
thought of her content laugh... the smile and laugh that had vanished
when her powers seemed to not have fully done their job... Jack shook
his head. _Stop that. She's just a friend._

Jack thought some more. What was it that gave them their powers? Moon
Magic? What was Moon Magic, really? If only they knew, they might be
able to do something to stop what was happening... All four of the
Guardians refused to believe Pitch's words... that they were losing
strength due to a lack of _symbolic_ _belief_... no, there had to be
something more to it...

"North." Jack said aloud, snapping his fingers. He'd talk to his
uncle. Maybe _he _could better explain what the Moon Magic was, and
have some insight on why the Guardians were beginning to loose
control. Jack knew North would agree to keep it all a secret from the
rulers, and he hoped the man was old or wise enough to provide some
answers...

Turning invisible to avoid being noticed by the common Warren person,
Jack leapt into sky and let the winds carry him to
Burgess.

...

Merida and Rapunzel slowly trotted over a hill leading away from
Compass. It was late, almost dusk. They'd had no success. They'd
visited Compass, but hadn't learned anything more. Merida sat
silently fuming on her horse, Angus. Would they never figure it out?
Rapunzel on the other hand, simply felt tired and worn. She was
confused about what was happening, and she'd be lying if she said she
wasn't a little frightened as well.

Rapunzel reined in Max. Merida trotted forward a few paces before she
realized the blonde girl was no longer beside her.

"Wha's wrong?" she asked, pulling Angus to a stop and turning around.
Rapunzel was looking in the other direction, not at Compass, but
further north- the direction of the Kingdom of Burgess.

"You go ahead home Mer," she said.

"What? Where are yew going ta go?" Merida asked, surprised.

"I need to see North," Rapunzel answered, determinedly.

"Can't ye go in tha mornin?" Merida asked, exasperated. "It'll be
dark soon!"

Rapunzel shook her head. "It can't wait," she said as she sharply
flicked her reins.

Merida nodded. "Stay tha night there then! Don't be travellin home in
the dark!"

"I won't! I promise!" Rapunzel called over her shoulder as she sped
away through the grass and trees.



...

When Merida arrived home at Corinthia Palace, Hiccup was waiting for
her.

"Where've you been?" he asked.

"Punzie and Ah went to the Stones to investigate," she answered
shortly, pushing past the boy and making her way to the grand
staircase in the main hall of the palace.

"And Jack?" Hiccup asked, close at her heels.

"Ah dunno, left him here."

Hiccup sighed in exasperation. "Where's Rapunzel now?"

"Decided to go to North's on the way home."

Hiccup stopped a few steps behind her. "On the way home? Merida,
Burgess is _not _on the way home from Compass."

Merida stopped as well and turned to face the boy. "Ah knowww that,"
she rolled her eyes. "But she wanted ta go."

"And you didn't go with her?" Hiccup asked in disbelief. "It is well
past sundown Merida, and there is a powerful, insane, evil, dark,
mastermind, -"

"Ye can just say 'Pitch' Hiccup," Merida said, turning and crossing
her arms.

"Yeah, well whatever!" he argued. "You shouldn't have left her. You
shouldn't be traveling at night by yourself!"

"Rapunzel and Ah can both take care of ourselves, Hiccup!" She
countered. "We aren't damsels in distress!"

Hiccup sighed in frustration. "I know that Merida," he said, turning
and gripping his hands on the banister. "I know... I just... I
don't... I don't want-" he stopped.

Surprised, Merida softened. She took a few steps down to meet
Hiccup.

"Doan want what?" she asked tentatively, putting a hand on his
shoulder.

Hiccup turned his head to hers. They were inches apart.

They both froze, staring at each other. Merida's heart began to speed
up. She noticed how bright his green eyes were, how scared, how
frustrated, how soft. He'd been worried about her? She leaned in
closer.

Hiccup's body was frozen, but he felt like he was shaking in nervous
tremors. Merida was looking at him, her expression indescribable. Was
it concern? Compassion? Confusion? Hiccup's brain was shutting down.
He couldn't think straight. His beating heart was on overdrive. He
hadn't felt like this in so long... he hadn't felt like this since



Ast-

No.

Hiccup stiffened and pulled away quickly. No.

This wasn't right.

Merida jumped back too. Awkward, confused, feeling stupid. Why had
she done that? What _had _she been doing?

Hiccup stared at her for a second, forcing his wide eyes to regain a
normal expression. He composed himself. He stepped back, stepping
down a step on the staircase.

Merida too stepped back, stepping up a step on the staircase.

They distanced themselves.

Much better.

"I uh, I'm sure Rapunzel will be fine," Hiccup said shortly.

Merida nodded, swallowing. "Yea... she can take care of
herself."

"I'm going to... wait up for Jack," Hiccup said after an awkward
moment of silence.

"Good idea," Merida agreed quickly. "Ah'm... Ah'm going ta bed now Ah
think."

"Ok."

"Ok."

Another awkward moment of silence.

"Alrighty then," Hiccup finally said, puffing air into his cheeks and
turning away quickly, going down the steps at almost a run, and
walking swiftly out of the hall.

Merida's legs remained stuck to the stairwell. She just kept staring
at the place where Hiccup had disappeared. Hiccup... was so confusing
to her. She hated Hiccup, didn't she? Well not _hated..._ they just
didn't see eye-to-eye, right? They were always arguing! Weren't they?
But just now... One minute arguing, the next... what even was "the
next"?

Merida had a strange desire to run after Hiccup. She wanted to be
standing close to him again. She wanted to feel the way she had felt
not even two minutes ago. She wanted-

No. She couldn't embarrass herself more.

But what _had _she been feeling? Had Hiccup felt it too?

Merida's shaky legs collapsed on the staircase. What was happening to
her?



* * *

><p><strong>yay... building on Mericup! Makes my heart
flutter...<strong>

**So yeah... not sure when I'll be posting again, sorry once more. I
hope it will be very very soon! I will type as fast as my fingers can
physically move and my brain can physically process information to
get you guys this story. Thank you for all your support!**

**Guest Reviews:**

**Saph: Yes! And I honestly haven't finished developing Jack for this
story. I want his center to be related to "fun", seeing as that's
what it is in the movie, but I want to put my own spin on it... so
we'll see :) And yeah...again I love your ideas! But unfortunately
the whole reincarnation idea (I love the memory idea!) just won't
fit, especially since I'm rewriting things to fit my original
ideas... so sorry! But I will definitely consider it in future
stories! Thanks! As for your questions... you'll just have to wait
and see! Everything will be explained... thanks for the review and
support! - iceprincess**

**Awesomeness/TheWorldGoesBoom: Oh my goodness where to begin...
First off, thank you so much for your warm praise! Also, thanks for
the note about sass and sarcasm with Jack and Hiccup- it has been
noted. If you read my note at the top, you'll see that I am planning
on taking a break to revise and rewrite, so I will definitely work to
make sure that sass and sarcasm (something I'm not as strong with)
comes out more! When I come back, I'll begin to update weekly again!
Also your idea about the ****telekinesis- it's definitely something
to experiment with, but I can't make any promises! I will have to
think about it... it's a good one, but I'd have to think about making
it fit... And thank you for sharing my story with your friends- I
can't begin to tell you how wonderful that makes me feel! That and
the fact I've inspired you to make your own account! That's fabulous.
However, I have a question for you- Somehow, you have your PM
messaging feature turned off? So there is no way I can communicate
with you except like this...? Otherwise I would have responded to
your reviews much sooner...? And don't apologize for the amount of
reviews! I don't mind haha! I understand that excited feeling you
have, but like I said, I couldn't respond sooner because your
messaging feature is turned off. Also, I typically update once a
week, but as I've said, I have to take a mini break... Anyway, thanks
for making me smile with your reviews, and see if you can get that PM
thing fixed?! I'd love to talk more! Hope you enjoyed this chapter,
and hope you don't mind waiting a little for the next one :/
-iceprincess **

    14. Learning Old Secrets

**Hey everyone! So, this story is unfortunately STILL on its mini-
now large (*wince*)- hiatus. I'm so sorry. However, the editing and
re-writing is comely along well, slowly but surely! I have
successfully written out the next few several chapters and drafted
even more, but there are still quite a few kinks to iron out and
problems to solve. SO I'm still taking my "leave of absence", but
it's been so long and I feel so bad, so I decided to post this
chapter for you all, short as it is, to kinda get the ball rolling



again-ish... its one of the few I have that are "good to go"... most
of the rest all need major TLC...**

**Anyway, hope you all enjoy it, and sorry again for the continued
wait...**

**Rea, relax, review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

14.

Rapunzel let the palace guard lead her through the many hallways of
the Silver Palace of Burgess. She'd only been inside it on a few
other occasions, and on any other given day she'd be bouncing around
in excitement, taking in the beauty of the architecture, tapestries,
paintings, views...

But tonight she watched her feet as they stepped softly across the
grey tiles. Tonight, she wasn't in a bouncy mood.

The guard finally came to a halt at two double doors. He turned to
Rapunzel.

"Do you wish to be announced, Lady?"

"You don't need to call me that," Rapunzel assured him, "and no,
that's ok. Thank you."

The guard gave her a respectful nod before departing. Rapunzel took a
deep breath and pushed open one of the doors. She found her self in a
vast sitting room of sorts, with a large desk and many bookshelves on
one end. Blueprints littered the floor, and for some reason a toy
train model occupied most of the desk. North sat by a fireplace on
the other end of the room, accompanied by-

"Rapunzel?" Jack exclaimed in surprise, standing up quickly.

"Oh! Jack! I'm so sorry, I didn't know you were here-" Rapunzel said
apologetically, equally surprised.

"Nah, its ok!" the white haired boy said quickly, picking up his
staff. "I uh, I was just leaving."

"You... you can stay, if you want... I mean, I-"

"No, it's good, really. I'm sure you have more important things to
talk about-"

"Oh, no, not really, I just-"

"Teenagers." North stated aloud, rolling his eyes. "Both of you
should stay!" he said warmly, standing up and shaking his
head.

Rapunzel bit her lip. She really did want to talk to North privately,
but she hated to intrude on Jack...



Jack rubbed the back of his neck and looked at her. "Why don't I wait
outside, and when you're done, we can decide if it's worth going home
tonight?" he compromised.

"You don't mind?" Rapunzel asked gratefully.

"Not at all," Jack grinned softly.

"Thank you," Rapunzel said, squeezing his hand. Jack watched her from
the doorway as she walked to North. Emma's voice echoed in his head.
_'Love struck puppy!' _Rolling his eyes, Jack stepped out of the room
to wait.

Rapunzel still stood in the doorway even after Jack closed it. She
wrung her hands nervously, not sure how to begin.

North chuckled again. "Why don't we go outside, yes? Fresh air clears
a troubled mind."

Rapunzel smiled gratefully and allowed North to lead her out another
door in his spacious office to a lush garden outside. In the dark of
night, the garden was lit up with tiny golden lamps, making Rapunzel
feel like she had walked right into fairyland. She sat next to North
on a bench beneath the cover of a large tree.

"Now," he said. "Tell me vhat is troubling you."

Rapunzel stared at her hands.

"Everything is wrong," she said. Now that she was here, she found it
impossible to accurately form her feelings into words. "Meridaâ€¦ is
loosing her connection to Compass."

"So Jack tells me," North said, narrowing his eyebrows.

"Did he tell you I'm loosingâ€¦ control of my powers too?" she asked
warily.

"Heâ€¦ suspected as much," North said, looking at her closely. "But
he couldn't be sure."

"Neither can I," admitted Rapunzel. "But I can't help but
feelâ€¦"

North nodded, and Rapunzel didn't finish her statement.

"I'm scared." She finally said, looking up at the older man.

But North just looked away, making her spirits fall.

"And so he wants you to be," he said in a low voice.

"Pitch?" Rapunzel said, "What's he got to do with our powers
failing?"

North sighed. "I cannot be sureâ€¦ All I know, he is up to something
very bad."

"But you have an idea," Rapunzel urged, reading him
perfectly.



"Yesâ€¦ a theoryâ€¦ but I am afraid to be correct."

Rapunzel scooted herself closer to him. "You have to tell me, North,"
she begged. "Please."

North gave her a tiny smile. "How could I not? The night is filled
with many secrets tonight it would seemâ€¦" Rapunzel returned the
smile, but her heart filled with worried dread at what she might
hear, overpowered by her burning curiosity. "The guardians have their
secretsâ€¦ " North began, "and so do the Rulers. The Moon Magicâ€¦
the crystalâ€¦ it is not just connected to the four of you."

"It's still connected to Pitch," Rapunzel guessed. She'd thought of
this before- how else could one explain why Pitch still held his
powers?

"Well, yesâ€¦ " North agreed with a shrug, "after all, you can take
away the Guardianship, but you cannot as easily take away the Moon
Magicâ€¦ but that is not what I meant." Here North paused before
continuing.

"The Magic and the crystal are connected to each other- they are
same. But, it is also connected to four otherâ€¦ objectsâ€¦ or
relics, if you will, from the founding age of Warren. Objects that
belonged to original Founders and Guardians. The magic that flows
through them is just as strong as magic of the Guardians. Now, if
crystal is damaged, so are powers."

Rapunzel bit her lip again as she thought that over. "But the crystal
hasn't been damagedâ€¦ so does that means the relics have?"

Again North shrugged. "Perhapsâ€¦ Like I said, it isâ€¦ only a
theory."

Rapunzel sat in thought in the silence of the night and peacefulness
of the garden. A soft breeze blew, and somewhere a hidden wind chime
clinked. Rapunzel had never heard of these relics before. _Secrets
upon secrets_, Rapunzel thought. _How can we properly govern a land
when those who rule it and watch over it keep so many secrets from
each other? The Guardians are to blame as much as the Rulersâ€¦ and
we're family._

"Where are they North?" she asked finally.

Curiously enough, North seemed reluctant to tell her. "Hidden. One in
each Kingdom."

Rapunzel hid her surprise of his vagueness well, and instead tried a
different approach to get the information she needed. "Do you know
_what_ they are?"

"Only the one of Burgess, which is quite safe and untouched, I can
assure you," North said pointedly. Clearly he didn't want the
conversation to continue. But Rapunzel couldn't just drop the topic!
Not after what she'd just learned.

"Of courseâ€¦" she said, "But the one in DunBroch may not be. Or for
that matter, the one in Corona." Rapunzel sighed. "I suppose I'm not
really meant to know any of this?" she asked.



North shook his head.

"Then I'll need you to reach out to Merida's parents and my own. Have
them check upon these relicsâ€¦ make sure everything is in order,"
she asked, disliking the formal and commanding tone her voice had
taken, but at the same time not really caring. She had to
_knowâ€¦_

"For that matter, you better ask Stoic as well," Rapunzel added as an
after thought. "Hiccup's beenâ€¦ a little difficult."

"There is not much point to that," North sighed, "Stoic vould not
know. The relic remains guarded by the Hofferson family."

Rapunzel nodded her head- of course. The Hoffersons were the true
descendants of the Berk founderâ€¦ the Haddock family had come into
rule much later.

"All the same, can you check?" Rapunzel pleaded.

North looked at the girl carefully, studying her so intently that she
wanted to shy away. But she didn't, she remained determined and
resolve.

"I will let you know," The older man said finally.

Rapunzel couldn't help herself- she threw her arms around him in a
grateful hug. "Thank you," she whispered.

Now, they had a chance of solving everything.

Jack and Rapunzel decided to stay the night in Burgess and travel
home the following morning, but only after Rapunzel made North
promise _again _to tell her whatever he learned.  
>While they travelled- her riding Max, and him riding the winds-
Rapunzel filled Jack in on what North had told her the night
before.<p>

"You wouldn't happen to know what the Burgess relic is, would you?"
she asked her companion half-heartedly.

Jack shrugged. "Noâ€¦ I'm just as surprised as you. But I didn't grow
up with them like you didâ€¦ you sure_ you_ don't know Corona's?" he
countered.

Rapunzel shook her head sadly. "I can think of a few candidates, but
I seriously doubt the relic would be something simply on display in
the castle somewhere."

"Good point," Jack agreed.

When they arrived at Corinthia, Merida and Hiccup came out to greet
them. Neither Rapunzel nor Jack noticed the awkward distance the two
maintained, nor the sideways glances Merida kept shooting Hiccup.
They relayed their news, and after both Merida and Hiccup shrugged
with no ideas as to what their Kingdom's relics might be, the four
separated to go about their daily routines, whatever those might
be.



* * *

><p><strong>Guest Reviews to follow:<strong>

**Orange Cat:**** I'll forgive you for not reviewing if you forgive
me for not updating haha :) I want to thank you for all the
encouragement you've given me- it brightens my day and makes me
strive to write the best story possible. Thank you for your
understanding and for your belief that my story is "worth the wait".
I cannot properly express how much that means to me. Thank you. So
you got your answer as to what happens with Rapunzel and North... but
nothing on Jack's chat with him. That will come in much much much
later. And haha your fingerling makes me laugh! Thank you so much for
being the fabulous reader you are, and I just hope the story will
continue living up to your standards!-Iceprincess**

**Ari- I know I'm sorry! I want to, I do! But there is just SO MUCH
going on in the story- I want to make it as good as it can be, so I
have to smooth everything out and make sure everything fits before I
can continue posting! It's just a bump in the road- I'll be past it
soon! I promise! Thank you for waiting!- Iceprincess**

**Amethyst- Hahaha hey there! (Not sure if/when you'll see this, as
your review was for chapter 4... but anyway I still thought I might
respond?) I'm sooo glad I made you happy... I confess I'm _not _the
wittiest person in the world. I'm not the best with sarcasm. I'm not
always as funny as I think I am. (My biggest struggle with this story
is Hiccup, by _far_). However, I am proud that at least in that one
moment, I was successful, and I am proud to be your "witty friend".
Thank you for that :) Glad you are enjoying the story, and hope you
read on enough to hopefully even see this lol?- Iceprincess**

    15. An Unexpected Change

**Thank you to everyone who reviewed on the last chapter(s)! Thank
you for seriously making my week!**

**This one took some time to perfect, but I think it's ready, and I'd
be lying if I said I wasn't proud of it... There's just something I
really like about this one. Not to mention Mericup is ****definitely
growing on me...**

**Read, relax, review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

15.

Merida knocked twice before entering, something she rarely, if ever,
did. However, that didn't stop her from barging into the room before
waiting for the occupant to let her in.

"Ow!" she cried out immediately upon entering the room. Hiccup's room
was always a mess, with bits and pieces of trinkets and gadgets and
tools and papers absolutely everywhere. She'd stepped on a... well,
Merida really didn't know what it was. But she knew it _hurt_.



"Oh sure, come right on in why don't you?" Hiccup called to her from
his workbench by a sunny window. He rolled his eyes and muttered,
"Here comes trouble," and went back to work.

This wasn't the first time Merida had shown up in his room during
their years as Guardians together. Hiccup had noticed that any time
the girl was bored, she'd usually go for a ride or practice shooting,
but when she grew tired of even those activities, she'd usually end
up here with him, ruining his moments of peace and quiet. And why did
she stumble into his room all of the time? She enjoyed playing with
his toys.

_Or rather, breaking my toys, _Hiccup thought to himself in
annoyance, _and they aren't even toys! They are incredibly complex
and dangerous ob-_

"Agh!" Merida yelped, dropping another gadget on the floor when a
puff of smoke spewed into her face.

Hiccup put the tools he was holding down with a sigh and looked up at
the redhead.

"What do you want, Merida?" he asked. "If it's just to hang out and
'observe' as you've done in the past, I'm going to have to ask you to
leave," he said, as apologetically as he could.

Merida bent down to pick up the metal contraption she had dropped,
then gently placed it back on the table from which it had been
resting. She brushed back a few of her tangled locks, a little
embarrassed.

Ever since the previous night, Merida couldn't get thoughts of Hiccup
out of her head. Suddenly things like Pitch and Compass seemed to be
placed on the back burner of her mind, replaced by important things
like Hiccup. She wanted to figure out Hiccup. And the feeling she got
inside her whenever she thought about him. So here she was.

"Ah um..." she started, trying to quickly think of an excuse for her
being here that wouldn't get her kicked out. Of course she hadn't
properly thought this through.

Hiccup stared at her, arms crossed, waiting. His memory briefly
flashed to the events of the night on the staircase, but he quickly
pushed it aside. He'd already chalked the whole encounter up to the
fact that it had been extremely late at night and they had both been
tremendously tired. Hiccup sat waiting, very calm.

"Ah... Ah came ta see if ye needed help?" Merida asked
weakly.

Hiccup blinked. Merida, who constantly nagged and teased, who had no
care for his inventions unless they benefitted her, who always strove
to make his life more difficult than it needed to be, wanted to
_help_ him. This was new.

"By _help_, do you mean damage my things and create more work for
me?" Hiccup asked with a smirk, his eyebrow raised, trying to clarify
her statement.

It was Merida's turn to roll her eyes. "No Hiccup, Ah mean _actually



_help," she said. "Ah knowww Ah'm terrible with this sorta thin, but
Ah thought maybe Ah could help ye withâ€¦ somethin... Ah dunno...
small or easy?"

Hiccup was stunned. There was no sarcasm in her voice. No mischievous
grin. She seemed genuine in her offer.

"Yeah um, ok. Sure," Hiccup said after a moment, still a little
surprised. He stood up and went to a corner of the room. "I'll get
something for you."

Merida sighed in relief. She tiptoed her way over to Hiccup's
workbench to see what the boy had been working on. She held in a
laugh when she saw what it was. Out of everything Hiccup tinkered
with, there was one thing he constantly was working on, finding ways
to improve it, to make lighter, faster, or more advanced. Of course
he had been working on Toothless's saddle and tail-wing.

"It's just never perfect is it?" Merida asked Hiccup with a nod to
the saddle as he made his way back over to her.

Hiccup grinned. "Well, _nothing_ is ever perfect. There's always room
for improvement."

"Ye wise words never cease to amaze me, O Guardian of Knowledge and
Wisdom" Merida said as she sat down on a stool beside the
workbench.

"Just Knowledge, thank you," Hiccup corrected from across the room.
"I search for answers, I don't have them. Here," he said, returning
and handing her strips of leather. "You can sew right?"

Merida narrowed her eyes. "On occasion..." she said, not liking where
he was going. True, Merida could weave and embroider- she'd often
helped her mother with many a tapestry- but that didn't mean she
_enjoyed _doing it.

"You're the one who wanted to help, remember?" Hiccup grinned
knowingly. "So this is how you can help," he said, handing her a cord
and a needle. He explained to her how he wanted her to assemble the
pieces, then picked up his hammer and got back to his own task,
shaking his head at this new side of Merida.

...

When Merida finished her assignment, she dumped the leather on
Hiccup's workbench and crossed her arms.

"Oh good!" Hiccup spoke cheerfully, "Ready for the next ones?"

"This is boring," Merida said firmly. She hated sitting still. Her
feet were tingling from non-use.

"Hey, it was _your_ idea, not mine," Hiccup shrugged, raising his
hands up in the air.

"Let's do something else!" Merida pleaded.

"Let _us_?" Hiccup repeated. "Merida, I'm busy-"



"No yer not, ye are fiddlin with a perfectly good saddle tha doesn't
need any more fixin," Merida argued stubbornly.

"Well, what do you suggest?" Hiccup said, crossing his arms.

"Ah want yew ta teach me ta fight with a sword," Merida said.

Hiccup looked at her, confused. "Butâ€¦ you _can _fight with a
sword?"

"No Ah can't, not like yew do!" she quarreled. "Ah'm best with ma
bow, but Ah need ta know that when Ah run out of arrows in a battle
Ah can rely on ma sword fightin too."

Hiccup thought that over. "It's a valid argument," he reasoned, "but
I'm really not a sword fighter either, Merida. I rely a lot on
Toothless and my tech," he explained. "You'd have better luck asking
North-"

"Then we're both flawed, an we can both learn!" Merida insisted. "Yew
and Ah can learn together, from each other!" she excitedly grabbed
Hiccup's hand, pulled him off his seat, and raced from the room and
down the hall, dragging him behind her.

"I really didn't agree to this!" Hiccup half-heartedly argued as he
was pulled through the palace hallways. But he started to grin at
Merida's excitement. With the hand that _wasn't _attached to the arm
being practically pulled out of its socket, Hiccup began to untie his
work apron, tossing it to the ground as they ran.

Merida's stomach was a frenzy of nerves and excitement, and the hand
that firmly grasped Hiccup's was tingling with warmth, making the
sensation in her stomach stronger. But instead of dropping the boy's
hand to ease the feeling in her chest, Merida just held on
tighter.

...

It took a little while to track down dull blades that they were each
comfortable sparring with. Shields- which Hiccup insisted they use
despite Merida's protests- were much easier to find, as Corinthia's
armory provided a wide selection ones that were ready-to-use, almost
new. Merida's enthusiasm amused Hiccup, and he could barely keep up
with her as she dashed through the large castle. He soon found
himself trailing after her into one of the many palace courtyards,
where the ground was blanketed in soft dirt and grass and there was
ample space for maneuvering.

Hiccup stared at Merida, watching her movements closely as he gripped
his sword firmly in his left hand. Merida seemed to mirror him as the
two Guardians slowly circled each other in a wide arc in the open
courtyard.

It wasn't that Hiccup was scared to fight Merida- he'd had enough
practice wielding his flame-sword (even if it wasn't a proper sword)
to trust his sparring skills. It was Merida's enthusiastic and driven
competitive nature that made him nervous. For a moment he was
reminded of a similar time not too long ago, standing feet away from
another girl wearing a similar determined mask of concentration-



But all thoughts of his past immediately vanished as Merida jumped
out of their circle, her silver blade flying through the air, barely
giving him a chance to block her attack with his shield. And so the
duel began- messy and awkward at first, but slowly growing into a
rhythmic pattern of movements as the two Guardians tested both their
own strengths and each others'.

"Ye don't give up easily, do ye?" Merida gasped between hits.

Hiccup ducked as her next swing aimed itself toward his head. "Easy
Merida!" he cried out. He twisted to his left and regained his
footing. "I thought you wanted me to be _teaching_ you, not you
trying to _kill_ me!"

Merida took a step away from him with a smirk, her chest rising and
falling from the exercise. Hiccup took advantage of the short
reprieve as well, taking a step back and wiping his forehead with his
sleeve.

"Eh, ma dad taught me tha basics when Ah was a lass," Merida
shrugged, tossing her shield aside. "Ah only told ye that ta get yew
out of that claustrophobic mess yew call a bedroom."

"Clever, very clever," Hiccup told her with a sarcastic roll of his
eyes. He too tossed his shield, regretfully, to the ground. "I guess
that means I'll have to stop going easy on you." Then, ignoring the
ache his muscles already felt from the bruises Merida's sword had
landed him, he rolled his shoulders back, gripped his sword hilt with
both hands, and assumed an offensive stance as the two resumed their
battle.

Despite Hiccup's best efforts however, he was no match for Merida's
swordsmanship. He'd been able to hold his own for respectable measure
of time, but she was soon able to easily overtake him. The boy found
himself sprawled on his back in the grass, looking up at Merida- her
massive head of hair blocking out the sun.

She reached out her hand to Hiccup, smirking. "Let's go again! Yer
not _that_ bad, ye know."

Hiccup groaned, but took the girl's hand and allowed himself to be
pulled up into another duel.

â€¦

They sparred for a couple hours more, working up a sweat in the heat
of the afternoon sun. When they were both too exhausted to continue,
the two Guardians flopped down on the cool grassy lawn, breathing
hard and starring at the sky.

"You fought well," Hiccup complimented Merida. In his gut, he felt he
learned more from her than she'd probably learned from him. He'd
never been the brute-force-fighting-type. He had always been the
quick-minded-use-what-I-have-on-or-around-me-distraction-type. Though
his muscles ached and his body tired, he couldn't complain- it was
high time he had some practice with real fighting.

"Yew did well, yerself, 'specially at the end," Merida agreed with a
grin, looking up at the sky. "Next time we see Pitch, that bastard
won't know what hit him."



Hiccup frowned at her comment. "It all has to end, one way or
another."

Merida rolled over to her side and looked at Hiccup, propping her
head up with her hand.

"What do ye mean, 'one way or another'?" she asked.

"It's gotta end, Mer," Hiccup sighed, staring at the clouds. "Pitch
has to be stopped. But we have no idea exactly what he's planning,
and we don't have anything or any way to figure it out. And until we
know what he's going to do, what can we do to stop him?" Hiccup shut
his eyes, reached his hands up and sort of halfway ran them though
his hair. "I promised Jack I would look into his mind if we hadn't
progressed by the end of the week."

"He told us," Merida said softly.

"Yeah well," Hiccup said, opening his eyes and dropping his hands. "A
few days have passed since, and we haven't really progressed. At
all."

"Punzie found out about the relics," Merida offered.

"Yes, but that only potentially- _potentially_- solves the question
about your powers. We still don't know what he's planning."

"Well, it's not really our fault," Merida countered, trying to make
him feel better, "like ye said, we have nowhere ta start."

"But that's just it," Hiccup said, sitting up. "I can't help but feel
that the only place _to _start is me looking into his mind. In that
case, that would mean these next couple days will be an _entire
waste_, and more people could and will get hurt. All because I'm a
coward."

Merida felt a pain in her chest. "Yew are _not _a coward Hiccup," she
said, sitting up as well. "Ah'm the Guardian of Courage. Ah'd know,"
she insisted, tilting her chin up and pretending to be 'high and
mighty'. She grinned, but Hiccup didn't. He hadn't even looked at
her. "It's not that yer a coward Hiccup," she said softer, putting a
hand on his shoulder. "Yer just... noble," she said, liking the sound
of the word. It seemed to suit the boy.

Hiccup shrugged, still obviously not convinced. He stood up and
brushed the grass and dirt from his body. "Thanks for this afternoon,
Merida. It was fun," he said, trying to sound cheerful and failing.
His words just sounded flat.

Merida shrugged. "It was nothin. We should do it again."

"I have to go on patrol with Toothless now, so um..." he said,
pointing with his thumb back at the castle.

"Ok," Merida said.

"Ok."

Hiccup stood there a few minutes more, awkwardly. Merida waited



hopefully, thinking he wanted to say something else, but then the boy
turned and jogged back to the doors leading out of the courtyard,
whistling for Toothless.

Merida flopped back into the cool grass with a sigh, not sure how to
feel, or what to think. Only one thought pulsed through her
brain.

_Somehow, Ah have ta help Hiccup._

* * *

><p><strong>Alrighty! I'm going to ATTEMPT to get back into my
once-a-week update schedule. However, this week is AP tests, so I
might have to push it back another week... *cringes*...<strong> **but
I'm getting there guys! The major parts of my editing and re-writing
are finished! I'm just cleaning up some loose ends and fixing
details... and of course working on the storyboard for the rest of
the story! But I'm back on track, for sure!**

**See everyone soon! Promise!**

**Guest Reviews...**

**Orange****Cat: So thrilled by your excitement for my update! And
sorry I crushed your ideas! :/ But soooo glad you are still enjoying
it! I have thought about becoming a writer... but idk. Writing is my
hobby... I don't think it could be my job. Seeing your fangirl
comments make my day so bright and happy and it honestly gives me
chills that my little story can affect people that much! It makes me
fangirl over YOU! And ohmygoodness GRAMMAR! HELLO FELLOW MEMBER OF
THE GRAMMAR POLICE! There is nothing that kills me more than
incorrect grammar! I seriously pride myself on my grammar, and am
pleased that you find it to your satisfaction. Thank you for
believing I am an awesome person, fellow awesome person! THANK YOU
THANK YOU THANK YOU!- iceprincess**

**Amethyst:**** No hard feelings! No worries! I do that too- I'll
review the first chapter and then won't review again till I'm caught
up.. XD... getting hooked on a story is the best feeling in the
world, and I'm so happy you're hooked on mine! I hope I can continue
to keep you entertained and coming back for more...You are in no way
an arrogant egotistical person! You are a human being! I understand.
I always respond to the best of my ability. How else can I thank you
for your kind words and amazing support?! Plus I love talking to you
all. Thank you for believing that I am witty hahaha. If only it were
true! I do have my moments tho... I'm just not fluent in the language
of wit and sarcasm, and I dread that my interpretation of Hiccup
suffers because of it... :/ ...I appreciate that you think I have him
down pat tho! I guess I fake it well haha... And yes, Jack and
Hiccup's relationship I feel is a delicate one, but also well
balanced, and I'm glad it seems to be working! Thank you again for
all your wonderful kind words and your amazing support, from one
witty person to another ;) -iceprincess**

**Wolf**** girl916: Oh man where do I even start with you? I am glad
you enjoy my story so much to review as much as you did! I am truly
thankful! You really put a smile to my face! Thank you- I feel
honored that you think my story is one of the best! I suppose every
author aims to make it the best, so I take your compliment as a huge



success! And yes, I wanted to flip it- make Jack the new one... make
it different from other stories. AND YES OHMYGOSH HICCUP IS A SON OF
HEPHAESTUS THERE IS NO DOUBT IN MY MIND. OR AT LEAST A DESCENDENT. I
MEAN COME ON. One of these days I will write a Camp Half Blood AU
using only disney/dreamworks/ pixar characters... imagine the
possibilities... And yes as far as Jack's reaction goes- I'm sure
that was definitely what he was thinking on the inside. But you know
that feeling when you are so shocked and freaked out you're
completely dumbfounded and left speechless? Yup. That was Jack. At a
loss for words. AND YES the "ok" thing from TFiOS... It did actually
occur to me after I wrote it. I was tempted to change it once I
realized what it sounded like, but I liked it too much and kept it.
Besides, the connotation is slightly different in this story, but it
still makes me happy to read it :) And I kinda did it again in this
chapter... oops... haha... And WOW. You've really put a LOT of
thought into those relics! I'm sorry, I can't promise anything. I
will definitely take your ideas into consideration. I will say that I
already have the Corona and Burgess relics decided, and those are not
up for debate. I'm struggling with the DunBroch one however... we
shall see. I might even take your ideas but mix them up a little
bit... I'm not sure, I will think about it. BUT THANK YOU FOR
OFFERING them! That is truly a wonderful gift. Thank you so much for
your dedication and support! Hope this chapter satisfied your want
for more Mericup... Jackunzel is still in the works... there will be
PLENTY by the time the story is done, I promise. I have lots planned
:) Thank you for everything!- ****Iceprincess**

**Pretty sure I got everybody...let me know if I missed
anyone?**

**See you guys, and thanks for the love :)**

    16. Painful Discovery

**Hi everyone! SO been a long time, I'm sorry! BUT I am officially
finished with school, and officially finished with my rewriting of
this story! This means back to regular updates!
Yayayayayaya!**

**Special thanks to TheWorldGoesBoom for their awesome help with this
chapter! **

**As always Guest Review Responses can be found at the
bottom.**

**Read, Relax, Review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

16.

That same day, Rapunzel heard back from North. There was good news
and bad news.

The DunBroch relic had been stolen.

The Corona relic remained hidden and intact.



The Hofferson family had refused to divulge any information regarding
the Berk relic.

"Well, that's that solved," Jack commented when no one else spoke.
Hiccup had returned from his patrol, and he was undoing Toothless's
saddle in the Common Room while the other three Guardians sat
gathered around the couches.

"I wouldn't consider that _solved_, Jack," Hiccup answered as he
pulled the leather contraption away from the dragon's body. Toothless
grinned and shook himself, much as a dog shakes his fur free of
water, clearly more relaxed now that his burden had been removed.
"The DunBroch relic is missing, who knows what's happened to it," the
boy finished, joining his friends, careful to choose a chair far from
Merida. No one, except Merida, questioned it.

Merida couldn't stop thinking about Hiccup. No matter what she tried,
he was always in her thoughts. She couldn't control it. She didn't
know what to do. She heard her friends begin to discuss the relics
further, but her brain tuned their words out. She heard without
listening. She saw without really seeing. She stared at Hiccup, who
sat across the room from her, she stared at the way he sat in his
chair, how he slouched somewhat, how he rested his arm on the side,
how his eyebrows furrowed as he contemplated what everyone else was
saying, how he ran his hands through his hair when he got frustrated
or didn't quite agree-

"Merida?"

The redhead jumped. "Wha?" she asked, startled.

All three Guardians were looking at her now.

Rapunzel titled her head. "Are you ok? I knowâ€¦ I know it's hard for
youâ€¦"

"Sorry, what is?" Merida asked before mentally slapping herself. She
was supposed to be paying attention to them!

"â€¦well, your powers, the DunBroch relic being stolen..?"

"Oh! Yes, very hard." Merida agreedâ€¦ a little too fast.

Jack laughed. "Meridaâ€¦ are you ok?" he asked. "You don't sound like
youâ€¦ at all."

Merida caught Hiccup's eye. He was staring at her with confusion. The
room remained silent.

Jack paused, his smile fading. "Sorryâ€¦ was laughing a bad idea?" he
asked awkwardly.

Merida composed herself as best as possible. "No, it's ok Jack," she
said. "Ah'm not mahselfâ€¦ what with everythin that's happeningâ€¦"
she said, knowing this was the excuse they clearly all expected to
hear.

Rapunzel squeezed Merida's shoulder from her place beside her. "Don't
worry Mer, we'll figure it out," she promised with a small smile.



"Besides!" the blonde added excitedly. "The Festival of Lights is
coming up in a few days, remember?! I think we all need a few hours
reprieve from all this, don't you?" she said, holding up her
completed purple banner- Jack recognized it as the one she'd been
working on the past week that he'd been a Guardian.

"Festival of Lights?" he asked, curious.

"A celebration Corona holds each year on the day the Kingdom was
supposedly settled," Hiccup explained, standing up. "Kinda like the
Kingdom's birthday. It's supposedly a huge event."

"Supposedly?" Jack asked.

Hiccup shrugged. "I've never been."

"Sounds fun," Jack grinned.

"Oh it is!" Rapunzel exclaimed, beginning to dance around the room.
"There's music and dancing and- Oh that reminds me-!" she said,
stopping suddenly. "I'll see you all later!" She cried out with a
smile, racing from the room.

"Well. Someone's excited," Jack remarked, eyebrows raised.

"It's her favorite day of the year," Hiccup chuckled in agreement.
"You'd think it was _her _birthday."

Jack smiled again, staring after the spot she disappeared. "I'mâ€¦
I'm going to go see if she needs help. I don't have anything better
to do anywayâ€¦" he rambled.

It was Hiccup's turn to raise his eyebrows. "Go right ahead Romeo,"
he teased, raising his hand in the direction of the doorway.

Jack pointed his staff at Hiccup, and instantly a mass of snow dumped
itself on the brunette's head. Jack laughed and trotted away, leaving
Hiccup to brush the cold and wet flurries from his body.

Still situated in her place on the couches, Merida laughed as well at
Hiccup's predicament. The boy looked over at her with a grin, before
shaking his head.

"Thanks Jack!" He called out, but the white-haired Guardian was
already long gone. "Ugh, what am I going to do with him?" Hiccup
sighed, sitting down again, soaked from melted snow.

"Ah thought it was funny," Merida laughed. "Besides, yew asked for
it."

"Ha, that's true," Hiccup acquiesced, combing his wet hair back with
his hand.

Merida stared at him, captivated by the motion. Then she shook
herself out of the trance. "Hiccup," she began slowly, "Ah've been
thinkinâ€¦"

"Thinking what?" Hiccup asked when she didn't finish, curious.

She sighed. "About yer deal with Jack."



For a moment, neither of them spoke. Then, Hiccup shifted in his
seat. "What about it?"

"Yer powerâ€¦ what if yer just thinking about it the wrong
way?"

Hiccup just stared at her, waiting for her to finish.

"Ah mean, when ye talk ta us up here," she said, pointing to her
forehead, "It's only one way, right? Why?"

Hiccup leaned forward in his seat. "Merida, we've discussed this.
It's only one way because I think it's wrong to-"

"Ta dig around our personal sanctuary because it's oh so violating.
Ah know," Merida nodded, imitating his voice and thus finishing his
speech for him.

Hiccup raised an eyebrow. "Soâ€¦ what's your point?"

"Wellâ€¦" Merida struggled to find the right words. "Wha ifâ€¦ if we
_wanted _yew ta see our responses? Or hear them, feel them,
whatever."

Hiccup shrugged. "I'd have to be in your mind."

"Are ye sure?"

Hiccup looked at Merida closely, a hint of amusement in his eye as he
began to really think about what she was getting at.

"â€¦No."

"Then let's try it!" Merida urged. "Yew ask me a question using yer
mind, an' then figure out how _Ah_ respond, _without _entering ma
mind."

Hiccup exhaled. "Ok, sure, I don't see why not."

Merida grinned from across the coffee table that separated her from
Hiccup.

_"What isâ€¦ your favorite color?" _she heard Hiccup's voice echo in
her mind.

_Red. _She thought, _Like tha sunset. _Merida's eyes never left
Hiccup's, thinking her thoughts as if she was speaking
them.

Hiccup's eyes widened the tiniest bit in shock.

"Red," he stated simply, astonished.

"Yes!" Merida nodded excitedly, jumping up. She sat back down,
tucking her legs underneath her. "And ye _didn't _meld your mind with
mine ta see that?"

Hiccup just shook his head, grinning widely. "Noâ€¦ it was sitting
right at the surface of your thoughts, waiting for me to see. There



was no need for a moreâ€¦ personal connection."

"Ok," Merida encouraged, "So tha's a start."

"You think I've just been approaching the use of my power the wrong
way this whole time?" Hiccup asked, amazed.

Merida nodded.

Then Hiccup felt something else- a tickle in the back of his head. A
slight buzzing sensation. He snapped his attention to it, and the
buzz becameâ€¦ a voice. Merida was thinking his name. He didn't know
how he knew, but she was intently thinking it, as if she was calling
out to him from far away.

"Are youâ€¦" he asked, not sure what to call it.

Merida's eye's widened excitedly. "So ye can hear us when we call out
to ye, too."

"I can hear your thoughts if you're thinking them _to me_â€¦ without
breaching the boundaries of your mind," Hiccup spoke slowly in
realization. "Meridaâ€¦ you're a genius."

Hiccup grinned as he thought about the different possibilities made
possible by this new discovery. Then his face fell. "It's a good
trick to know, but Pitch's plans and location won't be on the surface
of his thoughts."

Merida frowned. "Hiccupâ€¦ this is Pitch we're talking aboutâ€¦ isn't
it worth it? In the end?"

Hiccup didn't answer. He just gazed out the window.

"What ifâ€¦ what if ye could practice first?" She ventured. "Then
maybe you'd find a way ta do itâ€¦ without it hurtingâ€¦"

Hiccup inhaled sharply, turning his head slightly and narrowing his
eyes further. "Practice? You don't mean-"

"Warren is fallin into chaos. Ah've lost control over ma powers,
Hiccup," Merida argued. "Ah can only do so much ta help, but _you_â€¦
ye have the answer in yer grasp. Practice on me," Merida insisted,
determined now. "Ah'm giving yew _permission_, Hiccup. Now it's not
an 'intrusion of privacy'," she said. _Maybe then you'll be confident
enough to try Pitch, _she thought silently to herself, secretly
hoping he'd hear it.

Hiccup stared at her, incredulous, clearly fighting with himself.
Merida knew then that her offer was a good one. Her first suggestion
had met with success and changed the boy's viewpoint ever so slightly
on something he would never have considered before. She knew he was
curious to know if this second suggestion would have the same result.
As he fought with himself, Hiccup gripped the edges of the armrests
of his chair so hard his knuckles turned white. Even Toothless sensed
his distress, and padded his way over worriedly.

Then Hiccup sprang up from the chair, his face set determinedly. He
pushed the center coffee table out of the way, and knelt in the
center of the floor. Merida rose to join him, copying his motion so



she knelt directly in front of him. Her heart beat wildly in her
chest as she did so.

"You're giving me _permission_?" Hiccup clarified again, seeming
still to be battling with himself.

"Permission," Merida nodded, taking a deep breath.

"Ok," Hiccup nodded, inhaling and exhaling as well. "Just forâ€¦ a
moment or two. That's it."

"Ye _can _do it, Hiccup," she said, and then she shut her eyes,
waiting.

Hiccup shut his eyes too, concentrating, allowing himself to reach
out with his mind. It was like the floodgates of a dam had opened.
Hiccup could feel his consciousness everywhere at once, expanding in
every direction. He had to force himself to reel it in. He focused on
Merida, directed his mind to hers. He felt his heart speed up with
adrenalineâ€¦

Then his mind touched hers. His consciousness touched hers.

And then for that brief moment, he _became _her.

Merida waited anxiously, not knowing what to expect. Would she feel
his touch the way she did when he spoke in her mind? So far she felt
nothing. She peeked her eyes open to see him concentrating in front
of her, his eyes shut tight, his fists balled.

She stared at him, taking in his every detail- his still damp, messy
hair that stuck up in just the right places and strayed in front of
his face, the way the corners of his mouth turned upward slightly,
the firm placement of his squared, confident shoulders, the way his
chest rose and fell as he breathed in and out, how he smelled like
the forest treesâ€¦

She still hadn't felt him touch her mind, but her heart was speeding
up, the way it had that night on the staircaseâ€¦ she realized they
hadn't been physically this close to each other _since _that nightâ€¦
now she felt _herself _breathing in and out, her own chest rising as
her need for air became greater, her eyes were drawn to his face
again, to his lipsâ€¦she felt like she wanted to reach out
and-

Hiccup's eyes snapped open, his face a mask of shock.

_ He'd felt her. He'd let his mind merge with hers. At first he'd
felt simple, generic, thoughts and emotionsâ€¦ worry, doubt, courage,
hope, determinationâ€¦ but then the connection sharpened into
somethingâ€¦ greater. _

_ He could not define the emotion that suddenly grew in Merida's
being. It was wild, intense, passionate, full of fear and empathy and
eagerness andâ€¦ love. _

_ He felt her thoughts, her memory for some reason triggering their
encounter on the staircase a few nights before. He felt her desire
for somethingâ€¦ for some_one_â€¦_



_ And then Merida's intense jumble of thoughts and feelings clarified
into one single concept._

_ The thought ofâ€¦ himself._

_ It shocked him._

_ He ripped his consciousness away from her-_

Hiccup's eyes sprang open as his mind returned to his own body. He
fell over backward from his kneeling position and scrambled to right
himself, breathing hard all the while. Never, in all the times, rare
as they were, that he'd used this particular one of his powers, had
he felt the onslaught of emotion that had unexpectedly filled
Merida's head. He couldn't have prepared himself for it.

He couldn't have prepared himself for what he sawâ€¦ what he
felt.

But those were her feelings. Hers.

Did he feel the same? _Could _he feel the same?

Hiccup's brain wasn't functioning. It was as if combining minds with
Merida had caused irreparable damage to his own.

"Iâ€¦ Iâ€¦ whatâ€¦ howâ€¦" Hiccup couldn't speak.

Merida's face was full of obvious concern and worry. "What's wrong?
What happened? Did ye do it?"

Hiccup stood up with shaky legs, swallowing. "Iâ€¦ I did it
alright."

"Well?" Merida asked, excited, standing up as well.

"Meridaâ€¦" Hiccup breathed, uncomprehending.

He wanted to ask her if what he saw was real. If she really felt for
him the way he thoughtâ€¦ if she really _loved_ him that much.

But asking was pointless. Hiccup knew how impossible it was to lie to
yourself on that deep a level. Hiccup had been witness not only to
Merida's thoughts, but her heart's deepest and truest
desires.

Everything he'd seen and heard and feltâ€¦ it was all
truth.

"Hiccupâ€¦ what's wrong?" Merida asked, fear rising in her face. He
stood motionless in front of her, staring at her, bewildered and
speechless.

"Hiccup! Say somethin!" she almost yelled.

"You love me." He said simply. It wasn't a question. It was a
statement. She'd wanted him to say something, and that was all he
_could_ say.

Merida felt her heart drop in her chest. "Ah-" now it was _her_ turn



to be caught off guard.

"What did ye say?" she asked, her eyes wide.

Hiccup shook his head and turned, facing away from her, instead
looking out the windows to the world beyond. He brought both hands to
his forehead in frustration. "Youâ€¦ are in love with me," he
repeated slowly, as if still trying to comprehend it himself.

"What- Thet'sâ€¦ thet's _ridiculous _Hiccup, Ah-" Merida began to
reason before stopping. She felt like her pounding heart might
explode in her chest.

She didn't love him. Did she? _Could_ she?

Something in Merida burst, and suddenly every feeling she'd had made
sense. Every sensation she'd ever felt around him, she now
understood. She saw with perfectly clarity. It frightened her, it
gladdened her, it sickened her, it elated her, and she was completely
at its mercy. She was in love with Hiccup.

_You love me_, he had said.

"Ah do." She told him after a moment, and he turned around again to
face her, his face a mask of bewilderment. She spoke, knowing it was
true even as she said it, her face set and determined, daring him to
laugh, to question her, to scream at her, to walk awayâ€¦ to do
something besides just staring at her. "Stop lookin at me like thet
Hiccup," she said quietly. Her cheeks burned, but she refused to look
away.

Hiccup blinked in surprise, then dropped his gaze. He ran a hand
through his hair. He looked around him, feeling disoriented, looking
anywhere but at the redheaded girl in front of him. "Iâ€¦ uh," he
started. "Iâ€¦ I need to go," he said, still shaking somewhat,
feeling nothing but confusionâ€¦ and hurt. Hiccup left her standing
there, walking as fast as he dared out of the room.

Merida watched him go, stunned.

She'd only wanted to help himâ€¦ she in no way had foreseen something
like thisâ€¦ she never could have guessed her true feelings for the
Guardian would be revealed.

And yet, she should have known.

She should have realized.

â€¦

Hiccup ran outside the palace. He'd left Toothless behind with
Merida, but he couldn't think about the dragon nowâ€¦ He ran and ran,
at last finding himself on top of a high cliff overlooking the
sparkling sea. Waves crashed on the shore below him, and birds flew
high in the air. Air. He wanted fresh air. He fell to the ground, on
his knees. He held his head bowed in his hands, breathing hard,
staring at the grass beneath his feet, rocking back and forth.

"It's a mess," a voice said.



Hiccup blinked, knowing the voice. He'd always recognize _her_
voice.

He dropped his hands to his lap and sat back in the grass, closing
his eyes for a moment.

When he opened them, he saw her standing in front of him, just the
way he remembered her.

Golden hair braided and knotted messily down her shoulder, bangs in
desperate need of a trim falling in front of her face, her hand
resting leisurely on her popped hip, and a knowing smile playing upon
her lips.

Astrid.

* * *

><p><strong>I promise to update super soon! Because now I can
haha!<strong>
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concerning Astrid... I consider that a job well done on my part
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**Not much else to say except Read, Relax, Review!**



* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

17.

It wasn't hard for Jack to find Rapunzel- after climbing a few
stairwells in the castle, all he had to do was follow the sound of
her voice singing melodious tunes that resounded through the
halls.

Coming upon her quarters at the end of a hallway, Jack somewhat
nervously approached the half-shut door.

"Knock knock," he called while simultaneously knocking on the
doorframe, pushing the cream painted door inwards to revealâ€¦ a
wonderland.

Jack had only been inside Hiccup's rooms, which in no way compared to
those of the blonde Guardian. The walls seemed to have originally
been painted to match the cream door, but the girl had apparently
taken it into her own hands to decorate. Flowers and suns, stars and
planets, butterflies and birds, swirls and squiggles- all woven
together in beautiful designs covering every wall-space available. No
surface was spared- not even the ceiling. Splashes of color dominated
everywhere Jack looked- she'd even painted the furniture! After
roaming dull hallways, it was like Jack had stepped into another
world entirely.

"Jack!" Rapunzel called happily, poking her head around a corner.
Jack turned at the sound of her voice.

"Didn't know if you neededâ€¦ or wanted, any help?" he asked, still
spellbound by the colorfully cluttered masterpiece of a room. He
turned slowly in circles, entranced.

Rapunzel giggled and ran up beside him, tugging at his arm. "C'mon!"
she exclaimed, and he followed her through a doorway into a smaller,
circular room, where Rapunzel plopped herself down on the bay seat of
an arched window. Pushed up against the window was a round table
littered with books, fabric, scissors, flowers, and-

"Lanterns!" Rapunzel exclaimed, gesturing to the plain cylindrical
objects piled high on the table's wooden surface. "I'm decorating
them for the festival- it's a tradition."

Jack, more than curious, leaned his staff up against the wall and
moved to join the girl on her window seat. She eagerly made room for
him on the cushioned seat and dumped one of the blank paper lanterns
in his lap.

"Uhâ€¦ and what do I do with this?" He asked her as he gingerly
picked up the paper object for closer examination.

"Paint it," Rapunzel emphasized, handing him a clean brush and
directing him to a small box of colored bottles.

Jack stared at the brush and lantern. He had never been that much of
an artist. Stick figured people pretty much covered his range of



drawing abilities. Somehow, however, he knew that those would neither
please nor impress the blonde girl beside him. Unsure how to proceed,
he glanced at her own lantern that she diligently worked on while
humming with a smile on her face. Her delicate fingers marked in
graceful golden lines, outlining what Jack recognized as an elaborate
sun.

Jack pulled his legs up onto the bench so he could sit more
comfortably. "Sooâ€¦" he began conversationally, "this festival seems
like a pretty big deal."

"It'sâ€¦" Rapunzel paused in her work, looking up to the ceiling as
she searched for a word. "â€¦ completely magical," she finally
decided.

"You seem really passionate about it," he commented, deciding upon a
design for his own lantern and reaching for one of her many paint
bottles. "Based on what you've said, I can't say Burgess has anything
like it."

Rapunzel nodded. "One of the many reasons I love Corona so
much."

The expression in her face held Jack's own gaze captive. "What do you
like the most about it?" he asked, eager to know everything about the
girl's interest.

"The lanterns," Rapunzel answered without hesitation, smiling with
memories of past festivals fresh in her mind. Jack grinned as well,
finally beginning to apply paint to the lantern in his lap.

Then Rapunzel sighed, rinsing her paintbrush and picking up a new one
from the table. "But it's more than that, Jack," she said after a
moment.

For a while she didn't say anything else. Jack didn't push her- he
worked diligently to make a lantern worthy of the Corona Princess's
approval, patiently waiting for her to elaborate.

"Do you know how many people there are in Corona? Or even in all of
the Four Kingdoms?" she finally asked.

Jack's eyebrows furrowed at her odd question. He had no idea. Heck,
he couldn't even tell her how many people lived in the small town he
grew up in. "â€¦A lot?" he guessed with a grin.

Rapunzel smiled at his response. "Hundredsâ€¦thousandsâ€¦ so many in
fear, in pain, in distress." Her smile faded at the thought. "I feel
them allâ€¦the price of my healing power. And now, with this war and
the fear Pitch has causedâ€¦ people are suffering. There isn't any
_peace_." Jack put his lantern down and turned to face her, giving
the girl his full attention. Rapunzel ran a hand through her blonde
hair, brushing a few stray pieces behind her ear. "I wish I could
help everyone, but that's impossible. My power takes energy and it
has limitsâ€¦ I can't save everyone. And even if I could, some
people's pain is not so easily fixed with a few strands of hair and a
song."

She paused, and Jack felt he should say something, but he had nothing
to say. He hadn't meant for the conversation to take this sensitive



turn, but eagerly listened to every word she spoke, wanting to know
everything about her. And the trust he felt from her through these
wordsâ€¦ it was a priceless gift.

"That's why this celebration, The Festival of Lightsâ€¦ is so
important to me," she finally confessed. "During the day, the city,
the kingdom, is _alive_ with joy and excitement," she explained, her
eyes brightening. "Everywhere you go people smile and laughâ€¦ as if
nothing else in the world existed. People forget their pain and get
lost in festivity. And at nightâ€¦" she inhaled. "At night, the sky
is filled with lanterns, each one carrying a hope or a dream. It is
the most _amazing _sightâ€¦ and in that moment, nothing else matters.
Impossible things are suddenly possibleâ€¦ dreams are
realitiesâ€¦"

"It soundsâ€¦ incredible," Jack spoke meaningfully, recognizing the
importance it held for her. He turned and presented his finished
lantern to her. He'd decorated it with silver-painted lines that
crisscrossed into tiny snowflakes. It wasn't a masterpiece, or
anywhere near as intricate as hers, but he was proud of the finished
piece. "I want to add my own dreamâ€¦" he said as Rapunzel took it
into her hands for closer examination. She beamed in approval.

"Do I get to light it myself?" he asked her.

Rapunzel looked surprised. "You mean you'll come?"

Jack laughed. "After all that you've just told me, how could I not?
Does no one else go?"

Rapunzel grinned and shook her head. "Not usually," she said,
excitement brimming in her face again. "Oh, thank you Jack!" she
exclaimed, tackling him with an excited hug.

Slightly stunned, Jack hugged her back, cherishing how happy he'd
made her, and in return, how happy she'd made him in that single
moment.

â€¦

Merida was still in the common room when Jack and Rapunzel came back
downstairs, arms wrapped around their arts and crafts- lanterns,
banners, paints, and things that involved lots of flowers-
laughing.

The redhead sat motionless on the couch, staring out one of the many
floor-length glass paned windows at the orange and red streaked sky,
the result of the setting sun. When they noticed her pensive state,
the two other Guardians quieted their jokes and laughter, dumped
their burdens on the table in the corner where their maps and plans
were, and came to take seats beside Merida.

"Beautiful, isn't it?" Rapunzel asked, following Merida's gaze to the
setting sun. "I've tried painting it loads of timesâ€¦ but I can
never seem to get it just right."

"Where's Hiccup?" Jack asked curiously, noticing the
unexplainably-moved coffee table.

Merida shrugged. "Ah dinnaeâ€¦ Ah doan care."



Rapunzel and Jack's eyebrows shot up.

"Another fight?" Rapunzel asked.

Merida shook her head. "Worse," she said burying her head in her
hands, so that only her untamed mane of curls was visible.

"How does it get worse? Did you kill him?" Jack asked before Rapunzel
whacked him across the chest. "What? It was a joke!" he protested
while laughing, but stopped at the stern look Rapunzel was giving
him.

"What happened?" The blonde asked softly, placing a hand on the
redhead's shoulder.

"Ah jus wanted ta help!" Merida cried, raising her head up. "He knows
that he has ta use his mind power on Pitch to figure out what that
pathetic bastard is planning, so Ah just _thought _that if he
practiced on me first, he'd have the confidence to do it again
later."

"You let him into your mind?" Rapunzel asked, surprised. "And he
agreed to it?"

"Ah think he was desperate taâ€¦ make progress, or accomplish
somethin, Ah dinnae," Merida sniffed bitterly, wiping tears from her
eyes before they could fall.

"What happened?" Jack asked with a frown, using a much gentler tone
than before.

Merida shook her head, picking at the fabric in her dress. "Ahâ€¦ Ah
guessâ€¦ Ah guess he saw somethin that he didn't like."

Jack looked at Rapunzel, his eyebrows narrowed. _What's that supposed
to mean? _he silently asked her.

Rapunzel shifted in her seat, as if she wasn't entirely sure what to
say next. "Meridaâ€¦" she began slowly, "Do youâ€¦ do you have
feelings for him?"

"What?" Jack exclaimed, completely taken by surprise. Rapunzel shot
him a glare as Merida groaned and fell backwards onto the couch
pillows, defeated.

"Ah can't help it now, can Ah?!" she complained as more tears began
welling up in her eyes. "Ah never thought he'd see itâ€¦ Ah only
wanted ta _help _himâ€¦ but he-"

"Oh Merida," Rapunzel sighed, taking her best friend's hand. "It
scared him, that's all. It's not that he doesn't like you-"

"He hates me!" Merida argued, throwing a pillow over her
face.

"That's not true, you know that!" Rapunzel countered. "Did he say
anything?"

"Nothing important," the redhead muttered.



Jack watched the scene play out, stifling laughter with one hand and
running the other through his hair. He knew that laughing was
probably _not _the best way to show support for his friend and
teammate in her ratherâ€¦ distressingâ€¦ situation, but Jack couldn't
help but think that she was being a little melodramatic, all things
consideredâ€¦

But it got him thinking. As he watched Rapunzel attempt to soothe
Merida, he wondered about the feelings he himself admittedly had for
the blonde girl. He pictured himself in Merida's place- would he be
acting any differently?

He wouldn't be lying on a couch with pillows over his head, that's
for sure.

But the sulking-frustration bitâ€¦ that he supposed he could
understand.

"Merâ€¦ you've got to give him time, that's all," Rapunzel insisted.
"You know he's just being cautious after Astridâ€¦" But then the
blonde Guardian trailed off, and Jack realized they'd come upon an
even more touchy subject. Merida groaned again, rolling over onto her
stomach and letting the pillows fall to the ground.

"Ah'm an idiot," came her muffled voice.

Jack's memory flashed back to the day he and Rapunzel had strolled
through the streets of Burgess, talking about the different Guardian
familiesâ€¦ _"Hiccup had a girlfriend for awhileâ€¦ from the
Hofferson family, and they were so happy untilâ€¦ It's not for me to-
just forget I mentioned itâ€¦"_

"Ummâ€¦ do one of you want to explain to me who Astrid is?" Jack
asked, recognizing that Astrid must be the Hofferson girl, and
wanting to understand what all the fuss was about.

Rapunzel just looked at Jack and sighed.

"Astrid Hofferson," she began, "was Hiccup's mortal enemy growing
up."

"Sounds familiar," Jack commented to himself, raising an eyebrow at
Merida who still lay hidden behind a curtain of curls.

"She hated him," Rapunzel continued, looking down at the floor. "Most
of the time he never really did anything wrong, he was just always
the awkward, shy kid who was always in the wrong place at the wrong
time, getting in her way, making her look bad. 'The good for nothing
son of the chief' people used to call him," she explained.

Jack remembered Rapunzel telling him how Hiccup had grown up a loner,
never accepted by the other teens until later.

"But then they grew up, and things changed," Jack guessed, leaning
forward in his chair, clasping his hands and resting his arms on his
knees.

"Yesâ€¦ and it was all thanks to the dragonsâ€¦ and the changes
Hiccup made to Berk because of them. During that change, Astrid and



Hiccup's relationship turned around _completely_. They were so in
loveâ€¦" Rapunzel recalled, smiling at the ceiling at the memory,
then looked down tentatively at Merida as the latter decided to
slowly sit up and brush the hair out of her face. Her eyes were red
and puffy from her silent tears.

"What happened to her?" Jack asked, suddenly finding himself dreading
where the story was going. "What happened to Astrid?"

"She's dead." Merida said flatly, standing up and walking towards the
door.

"What?" Jack breathed, eyes wide, looking at Rapunzel for
confirmation.

"That fire from the vision Merida had?" Rapunzel explained, "When
Hiccup lost his legâ€¦ that was the final battle the Berk Vikings
fought against the dragons. Hiccup and Astrid fought together, side
by side, the unbeatable duo." She paused as her own voice began to
choke up. "Only the dragon they fought was a true monster, impossible
to train. Somehow in the commotion, they both fell from the backs of
their own dragonsâ€¦ Astrid didn't make it out. It's only thanks to
Toothless that Hiccup is alive, and even then he lost his leg."

"Ah should 'ave known," Merida said, her back turned to them, leaning
in the doorway. Jack was surprised to still see her there. "â€¦ he
blames himself fer what happened ta her."

"You can't blame yourself for his guilt, Merida," Rapunzel insisted.
"He just doesn't want to be the cause, or what he _thinks_ is the
cause, of any more deaths."

Jack inhaled. So this was why Hiccup had been so understanding when
he had almost gotten him and Rapunzel killed in the cave of water.
Hiccup felt responsible for Astrid's death, and couldn't bear to see
Jack beat himself up over the same thing, especially since no one had
actually died.

"Hiccup doesn't want anyone else ta get hurt," Merida said, turning
around in the doorway.

Rapunzel nodded from her seat.

"Meridaâ€¦" Jack stood up, shoving his hands in his pockets, "what if
Iâ€¦ talked to him?" Neither of the girls answered.

"I mean, I don't know how long he's carried this guilt for something
that probably wasn't his fault, butâ€¦ he, and you," he said, turning
his head to Rapunzel, "almost died because of me. Hiccup got me
through thatâ€¦ I think I should return the favorâ€¦ if I
can."

Rapunzel smiled sadly, and Merida rushed towards Jack and threw her
arms around him, squeezing him tight. The white-haired boy was caught
by surprise, patting the girl awkwardly on the back as she squeezed
the air right out from him. He was getting a lot of hugs
today.

"Thank ye," she whispered.



â€¦

"It's a mess," her voice said. "But it doesn't have to be."

Hiccup stared at the smirking girl in front of him, feeling hopeful
for the tiniest fraction of a second, before he lowered his eyes to
ground again sadly.

"And which mess are we referring to?" he asked her bitterly. "The one
wearing a black cloak and terrorizing the entire land? Or the one
Merida just dumped on me?"

Hiccup stood up, brushed himself off and walked to the edge of the
cliff, staring out longingly at the horizon. Astrid put her hand on
his shoulder.

"Only one of those is _actually_ a mess, Hiccup, and we both know
which one it is."

Hiccup dropped his head. "Sometimes I wish Toothless and I could
justâ€¦ fly away."

"And leave everyone behind?"

The brunette shook his head. "I don't know," he said with a sigh. "I
don't know what I'm supposed to doâ€¦ who I'm supposed to be. To
myself, to othersâ€¦"

"Yes, you do!" Astrid encouraged with a grin.

"No- no Iâ€¦ I'm not like you," Hiccup said, turning around to face
her, a sad look on his face. "Youâ€¦ _know _exactly who you are, you
always have. I have the ability to read and decipher other people's
thoughts, emotions, and deepest selves, and yet my own person is a
mystery to me." He turned again and sat down once more, bringing one
knee up to his chest and wrapping his arm around it as he looked back
out at the ocean. "So what does that make me?" he asked. She sat down
beside him, and leaned her hand on his chest.

"What you're searching for?" she told him, "isn't out _there,
_Hiccup," she said, nodding at the horizon. "It's in _here_," she
finished, applying soft pressure to the place on his chest where her
hand rested, just above his heart.

He looked at her, smiling sadly in gratitude.

"I know you aren't real," he whispered as he looked into her face,
memorizing its every detail. "You're just a picture in my
head."

"What happened wasn't your fault."

"Maybe notâ€¦ but it _is _my fault I couldn't save you," he argued,
pleading.

Astrid smiled again and cupped his cheek in her hand. "Hiccupâ€¦ you
need to let me go."

"Can't," Hiccup insisted stubbornly. "Iâ€¦ I loved you."



"And I you," she agreed. "But Merida has a good heartâ€¦ she deserves
you." Astrid pulled her hand away from him. "But more importantly,
you deserve _her_. You deserve to be happy." She looked at him then,
eyes ablaze with love. "It's _time, _Hiccup."

Hiccup swallowed, nodding his head shakily, looking away. "Time," he
repeated.

"Give her a chance," Astrid said, "For me."

"It's not a mess," Hiccup agreed, standing up.

Astrid followed suit. "Told you so," she said triumphantly, placing
her hands on her hips.

"You know for my conscience, you're still really competitive," Hiccup
grinned. Astrid laughed.

"Well, what do you expect?" she exclaimed, eyes gleaming. "If I
always agreed with everything you said and never pushed you to think
harder, _then_ where would we be?"

Hiccup smiled and raised his hands in mock surrender. "You're right,
of course."

"Now about the mess that _is _a messâ€¦"

Hiccup nodded.

Astrid took a step back, replacing her hand on her hip. "What are you
going to do about it?"

Hiccup shrugged. "Probably something stupid."

"Good," she grinned wider, "but you've already done that. Loads of
times."

He looked up at her, his face set and determined. "Then something
crazy," he decided, finding courage at the thought.

"_That's_ more like it," she nodded in approval.

Just then the sound of pounding feet could be heard, and Hiccup
turned to see Toothless racing up the side of the cliff to meet him.
"Hey Budâ€¦" Hiccup greeted enthusiastically, truly happy to see his
friend. He looked back to where Astrid was standing, wanting to say
something elseâ€¦

â€¦but she was gone.

"Let's go home Budâ€¦" he said, reluctantly falling into step beside
the saddleless Nightfury as the two made their way back to Corinthia
Palace.

â€¦

Hiccup and Toothless walked into the Common Room just as Merida and
Jack were sitting back down. Rapunzel noticed him first.

"Hiccup!" she said, surprised.



Merida's head whipped around, her cheeks blooming red with
embarrassment, her heart aflutter with love, and her brain frazzled
by nerves.

Hiccup's green eyes were drawn immediately to her blue
ones.

"Merida," he began, not sure what to say to her, and fully aware that
they had an audience. Toothless nudged his leg in encouragement
before trotting to sit by Rapunzel.

Hiccup ignored Jack and Rapunzel, looking only at the redheaded girl.
"Meridaâ€¦I'm sorry for how I acted earlier," he said, taking a few
steps toward her. She stood up.

"Thet's ok," she replied quickly, "Ah understand-"

"No," he interrupted her. "I shouldn't have run out on you. Youâ€¦
surprised me. But that's not an excuse."

Merida gulped and placed her hand on the armrest of the couch for
support, forcing herself to stand upright and proud. "Whatever ye
saw, Hiccupâ€¦ Ah... Ah meant it."

Rapunzel and Jack were frozen in their seats; Jack feeling awkward
and wanting to leave but not wanting to draw attention to himself,
and Rapunzel completely engrossed in every word the pair spoke.

"I know," Hiccup said softly, taking a few more steps toward Merida.
He took a deep breath. "I ran out becauseâ€¦ I _do _care for you,
Merida."

Hiccup meant it. Out on the cliff, he'd come to the realization that
it was his own feelings, and not hers, that had frightened him so and
caused him to run. He'd pretended and shrugged off his attraction to
the wild girl, and had fooled everyone, including himself. But
seeing- no _feeling_- the strength of Merida's emotionsâ€¦ it had
opened his eyes to his own feelings as well as hers.

Yes, what happened to Astrid scared him. He'd rather die than see the
same fate take Merida too.

But maybe it _was _time to let goâ€¦ and start anew. Merida knew
destiny better than anyone, and he knew change. He also knew truth,
and denying his feelings would only make things worse.

Hiccup rubbed the back of his neck nervously, "I want to
giveâ€¦_us_â€¦ a chance." He paused.

"Ifâ€¦ that's what _you_ wantâ€¦?" he added unsurely when Merida
didn't move or speak.

"Or-"

But Merida ran towards him and threw her arms around him, and Hiccup
easily returned the embrace, the whole thing suddenly feelingâ€¦
right. And when Merida unintentionally leaned forward, he caught her
lips in his and kissed her.



Rapunzel laughed and clapped, feeling the joy and contentment of the
couple.

Toothless perked his head and ears up in surprise, tilting his head
to the side.

Jack pretended to throw up.

When they broke apart, Hiccup and Merida both laughed, smiling at
each other, nothing uncertain in their gazes.

"Now," Hiccup said briskly, finally addressing the rest of the room,
his smile unfading, "Let's get out of this mess, and catch an evil
bad guy."

* * *

><p><strong>See everybody really soon... <strong>

**Guest Reviews:**

**OrangeCat: hahaha I very much loved reading your review! It made me
laugh so hard... hope that all you questions and ****wonderings were
answered with this chapter! If you have any more questions I will
gladly answer them... and I strive to be mean in a good way! haha
glad I was successful! And yes Toy Story quotes are A Plus just like
grammar! yay! THANK YOU FOR READING! YOU ARE AWESOME AMAZINGNESS TOO!
-iceprincess**

**Saph: Yes, quite a slippery slope he's started himself on... and he
may not be the only one affected... but I won't say anymore! You'll
see... Hope this chapter fulfilled all of your expectations!
-iceprincess**

**Amethyst: Ok before I answer your review I just want to say that
overtime I have written your name I have spelled it wrong and the
computer has had to fix it for me! haha I don't know what it is but I
can't ingrain in my head how to properly spell "Amethyst". lol.
Anyway...I'm glad my anxiety didn't come out too bad haha.. Glad you
enjoyed my Mericcup, and I understand exactly what you are trying to
say haha! When you said that I nailed it, I pumped my fist in the air
in happiness! Hope all your Astrid wonderings were answered... :) If
you are still uncertain about anything feel free to ask! So yes, from
one weird person who cannot for the life of her remember how to spell
"Amethyst" (and yes we will keep doing this lol) to another weird
person who hopefully CAN spell "Amethyst" (OH MY GOSH I GOT IT THAT
TIME!) - iceprincess**

    18. The Crowned Thief

**Hey everybody! Happy Sunday! Hope you guys like this chapter- its
one of my favorites! Mostly cause of Flynn but... haha**

**Read, Relax, Review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>



18.

Flynn Rider carefully slid open the panel to the roof. He took pride
in the fact that (as far as he could tell, anyway) he was the only
person in all of Corona who truly knew all of the palace's many
secrets.

Every secret passage, he'd explored it. Every nook and cranny, he'd
found it. Every closely guarded secret, he'd figured it out.

Not only was he dashingly handsome, he was _clever_!

So of _course _he knew about the secret room in the palace where
Corona's most prized possession was supposedly kept. And of _course
_he knew exactly what that object was.

And of _course_ he knew exactly how to stealâ€¦ _sorry, retrieve_â€¦
it.

Flynn carefully lowered himself so he lay flat on his stomach on the
roof tiles, high, high up, hidden in plain sight on one of the
palace's many tiers, and peeked his head down to examine what lay in
the room below.

Chuckling to himself in the sheer thought of victory, he pushed
himself up and ambled his way to stand behind a pillar while he
waited for his 'hired help'.

He didn't really need themâ€¦ except he didn't trust his skills at
tying knots.

_My one fatal flaw, _he mused to himself dramatically.

He placed his hands on his hips and stared out at the city below-
he'd never had the pleasure of viewing it from this high up
before.

"Wow!" he exclaimed, an awed grin plastered on his face as leaned out
over the edge. "I could get used to a view like this!"

"Rider! C'mon!" A voice called behind him. So they'd arrived after
all. Flynn didn't bother to turn around.

"Hold on-" he said leisurely, waving a hand behind him. "Yup," he
smirked, pulling himself back and placing his hands back on his hips.
"Already used to it. Guys, I want a castle!" he commanded, as if he
owned the place.

Oops.

"Oh wait!" he laughed, turning around to face the thugs he'd 'hired'.
"I _do _have a castle!"

"Can we just do this job?" One thug asked, rolling his eyes, clearly
not wanting to put up with the cocky manâ€¦ and prince.

With a satisfied chuckle, Flynn patted the big man on the back (much
to that man's displeasure) fastened a strong rope around his waist,
and allowed the two thugs to lower him down through the roof panel
into the secret room below.



Flynn took in his surroundings as he went.

Low security- two guards stationed on either side of his target, and
then three next to them on either side- and _all_ facing away from
him- towards the door.

Flynn resisted the urge to laugh again. _Idiots, _he thought to
himself.

The lowering of the rope slowed to a stop, leaving Flynn hovering
just over his targetâ€¦ an elegant, and clearly _very _expensive,
jeweled tiara.

_Some family heirloom this is, _he thought to himself as he very
quietly picked it up from the cushion it rested on. _Mom and Dad
won't be pleasedâ€¦ then again, bad security is their own fault, the
crown's just _begging _to be stolenâ€¦_

Just then one of the guards sneezed.

_ "Ughh_, hay fever?" Flynn sympathized aloud, resting his elbow on
the pillow and placing his chin in his hand.

The guard that sneezed grinned and looked at him. "Yeah," he affirmed
sheepishly. He looked away. Then his eyes widened. "What? Wait!" he
yelled as all eight guards turned and pointed their weapons
threateningly.

But Flynn's boys had already hoisted him up through the panel in the
ceiling, out of sight.

Flynn swiftly stowed the crown in the satchel swung over his
shoulder, and the three fled the palace roof.

"Oh the things we've seen and it's only eight in the morning!" Flynn
yelled triumphantly as the thieves sprinted through the streets out
of the city to where they picketed their getaway horses. "Gentlemen,
this is a _very _big day!"

Off to see his sister and deliver his prize.

â€¦.

(_The Previous Night)_

"Ready?" Hiccup asked the group gathered around the table with him.
All were seated except Jack, who restlessly paced.

"Only as ready as you are," Rapunzel reminded him from her seat on
his left. The boy nodded in agreement, staring at the maps and notes
that littered the table's surface.

"Good luck," Merida told him meaningfully, squeezing his hand under
the table. Hiccup squeezed it back, then shut his eyes and began to
empty his mind.

Then, concentrating solely on the thought and image of Pitch Black,
he cast his consciousness outward, searching blindly until he felt
the dark mind, and latched onto it.



Just before their minds connected, Hiccup thought to himself, _I'm
completely crazy for agreeing to do this._

Then Hiccup Haddock became one with Pitch Black.

Jack, Merida and Rapunzel waited with bated breath as Hiccup searched
Pitch's mind undetected, seeing what the dark man saw, feeling what
he felt, thinking what he thought. They waited as he attempted to
learn the ex-Guardian's plans and motives, discover where he was
hiding, and gather any other information that might prove useful for
the Guardians.

But Hiccup couldn't keep up the link forever. Pitch's mind was a
repulsive place, full of darkness and despair. After only a minute or
so, Hiccup was forced to sever the connection.

His eyes flew open to find the other three Guardians staring at him
expectantly.

"That was fast," Jack said, surprised. "Did you get what we
needed?"

"Did he sense you?" Rapunzel cut in, concerned.

"No," Hiccup shook his head. "Noâ€¦ the connection between my mind
and another is completely traceless."

"Did ye see anything?" Merida asked, eager.

"Everything was dark, as if it was the dead of night," Hiccup
recalled slowly. "He'sâ€¦ calm. I'm not sure where we were, or if we
were even in his secret lair."

"Could you find it in his memories?" Rapunzel asked.

"No," Hiccup apologized. "I didn't really check thoughâ€¦ I knew the
connection wouldn't last long so I focused on something
else."

Hiccup reached for a piece of paper and began scribbling down notes
with a quick and messy hand. "Before I forget," he explained.

"Ok," he said when he was done, looking at the paper. "He knows about
the relics, and he's trying to collect all four. He has the DunBroch
one and has cloaked it somehow so we can't find it."

"If North is right about the relics' magic, then that would explain
your powers, Merida," Rapunzel pointed out.

"Oh, North is right," Hiccup confirmed with a nod. "That's why Pitch
wants to unite themâ€¦ I think he believes that uniting them will
combine all the Guardian powers- not just ours, but the powers of all
the past Guardians as well- and give him absolute power and
invincibilityâ€¦ perhaps even _immortality_â€¦ and weaken us, the
only ones who can really stop him, in the process."

"He can do that?" Jack exclaimed, his jaw dropped in astonishment.
Merida was equally as shocked. Rapunzel just grimaced.



Hiccup shrugged. "I'm not sureâ€¦ he believes he can, and that's
cause enough for alarm."

No one else commented, but Jack ran his hands through his messy hair
stressfully.

"Pitch plans to go after the Corona relic next. He knows what it is,
just not _where _it is."

"Hiccup," Rapunzel interrupted, "Since, hypothetically, these relics
are connected, would they be able to sense the state of each other?
Almost as if they had minds of their own?"

Hiccup thought that over. "It's possible I supposeâ€¦ you're thinking
the Corona relic can sense danger because your powers are not fully
effective?"

Rapunzel nodded. "We have to get the relic before Pitch does," she
insisted.

"Agreed," Jack said, walking toward the table, leaning his hands on
it palms down.

"I think he plans to take it during the festival when the whole city
will be celebrating and the palace security will be at a minimum,"
Hiccup explained.

"But thet's only a few days away!" Merida argued.

"The perfect distraction," Jack agreed. "He's careful."

"Yew _sure_ ye don't know what the relic is Punz?" Merida
asked.

Rapunzel grinned as something occurred to her. "I don't, but I know
someone who might. He could get it for us."

Hiccup whipped around to face her. "_Eugene? _You're going to trust
him to find something as important as this?"

Rapunzel rolled her eyes. "He's reliable Hiccup, I promise."

"If you say so," Hiccup sighed. "â€¦I'll send him a message. If he
doesn't know what it is, I'll tell him to look for something old,
protected, and secret."

The brunette Guardian stared intently at the papers on the table for
a moment, then spoke up again.

"He says he believes he knows exactly what we're looking for, and
that'll he'll have it here by tomorrow afternoon."

Rapunzel blinked, surprised. "How did you know that without entering
his mind?"

Hiccup took a deep breath, looking at Merida with a small smile.
"I've discovered that when I use my mind to send messages, people
tend to instinctively respond, even non-verbally, as if we were
having a normal conversation," he explained. "That response will be
at the surface of their thoughts, easy for me to access without



having to meld my consciousness with theirs."

Merida returned his smile, squeezing his hand in hers. "Ye can do
more with yer power than yew thought after all."

Hiccup grinned. "Yeahâ€¦ Toothless and I have been doing it ever
since I became a Guardian, and I didn't even realizeâ€¦" he trailed
off, smiling fondly at the thought of his dragon.

"Did he say what it was Hiccup?" Rapunzel asked, curiously.

"No, just that he could get it to us, piece of cake," Hiccup
confirmed.

"We'll find out soon enough," Jack muttered.

â€¦

(_Present Time)_

Of _course _Flynn had been able to (and very cleverly, he might add)
ditch his companions on the way to Corinthia.

Literally ditch them.

He left them stuck at the bottom of a trench, surrounded by rock
walls on one side and Corona soldiers on the other.

He couldn't have them trailing behind him on this very important
mission now, could he?

Prince Eugene, or "Flynn Rider" as most called him these days,
arrived at Corinthia midday, while the sun was shining brightly high
in the sky. Rapunzel lifted her skirts and ran down the palace
entrance steps to meet him at the gate in an excited
flurry.

"There's my baby sister!" Flynn called out in greeting as he
dismounted his horse. "Nice to see you, Blondie," he said, pulling
her in for a hug. He'd nicknamed her Blondie ever since she became a
Guardian and her hair changed color and grewâ€¦ he still hadn't
gotten used to it.

"How did you manage to figure out what-" Rapunzel excitedly began to
ask, but her brother clamped his hand over her mouth and muffled the
rest of her question.

"Not out here, Blondie," he whispered mysteriously. "You never
knowâ€¦ Black might haveâ€¦ evil crowsâ€¦ watching us."

Rapunzel gaped at him. "Crows," she deadpanned.

"Well, one can never be too careful," Flynn shrugged with a smirk as
the two walked around to the back of the palace to dispose of his
horse in the stables.

"How did you even know this had to do with Pitch?" she smiled.

Flynn rolled his eyes. "Blondie, this is the _Guardians _we're
talking about here. The guy is literally the reason for your every



move. Did you think I would believe you just wanted me to stealâ€¦
_it_â€¦ for no reason?"

Rapunzel's eyes widened in shock. "You _stole _it? Eugene!"

"Well in my defense, did you think mom and dad would've just handed
it over?" he argued as they entered the palace and walked down the
halls to meet the other Guardians. "It's obviously important if they
have eight guards stationed to protect it in a secret part of the
castle."

"Eight guards!" Rapunzel cried. "Are you ok? Are you hurt at all? How
did you manage- oh no what a disaster-" the blonde girl fretted as
they marched into the Common Room.

"Wha's a disaster?" Merida asked nervously.

"Nothing," Rapunzel said quickly, angrily.

"Good to see you again, M'lady," Flynn greeted the redhead, giving
her a little bow. Merida harrumphed and rolled her eyes.

"Let me guess. Rider stole the crown instead of simply asking for
it," Hiccup said from his usual spot by the window with Toothless,
his arms crossed. His face, however, shone with amusement.

"You said you didn't know what it was!" Jack scowled.

"We both know they wouldn't have handed it over," Flynn said with a
nod towards Hiccup, repeating his earlier argument for the 'Dragon
Boy's' (as he referred to him) benefit.

"I do," Hiccup agreed with a grin, "but there's never any harm in
saying 'please' first."

"But then they might have moved it, or placed more guards around it,
making it harder for Flynn to retrieve," Jack debated, "considering
he wasn't supposed to know about it to begin with."

"Ah! The newbie!" Flynn exclaimed with his signature dashing smile.
"I like you!" he said, walking over to Jack and shaking his hand.
Jack grinned.

"But I'll let you in on a secret, Jack," Flynn said, wrapping his arm
around the boy's shoulders and pulling him close. "Extra guards or a
moved location wouldn't have mattered, because there is _nothing_,
and I repeat, _nothing_, Flynn Rider can't do! I'm just extremely
wonderful at, well, everything."

Jack rolled his eyes. Suddenly a patch of ice appeared beneath
Flynn's feet, and the older man slipped and came crashing down to the
floor, knocking a chair over in the process.

"Everything but your balance, apparently," Jack smirked while the
room erupted into laughter. Flynn scowled on the floor as he
detangled the chair from his legs.

"And _this _is why we keep you around, Jack," Hiccup grinned,
stepping forward to offer Flynn his hand to help him up.



"You mean it wasn't because of my amazing looks and wicked awesome
powers?" Jack exclaimed, dramatically offended.

"No, but those have clearly gone to your head," Hiccup responded
easily.

"Not to mention that _I'm _actually the most attractive person in
this room," Flynn added defensively.

"Play nice boys," Rapunzel pleaded, rolling her eyes and holding her
head in her hand.

"Oi, pretty boy, did ye get this crown-relic or not?" Merida crossed
her arms.

"Ever the patient ones, you fellas are," Flynn said with a wink. He
then reached into the satchel by his waist. All four Guardians
watched him, holding their breaths in anticipation. Flynn's eyes
suddenly widened and his face fell.

"No! Oh- oh no- It's- it's _gone_!" Flynn declared, his voice filled
with incredulous panic.

Rapunzel, who was closest to him, swiftly snatched the worn bag from
her brother, dug into it herself and pulled out the jeweled tiara,
popping her hip and dangling it in his face with a smirk. Hiccup
groaned and Merida pretended to swat Flynn upside the head.

"You know, for a second I was actually concerned," Jack commented to
the room. He ran a hand through his hair. "This job has seriously
messed with my head."

They all gathered around Rapunzel and the crown, everyone eager to
see the relic that was allegedly so powerful and important.

It was round, delicate, and as golden as the sun. Rhinestone swirls
combed the edges, with tiny rubies set along the bottom edge and tiny
emerald-centered flowers along the top. Most prominent however, were
the three large leaf-shaped crystal-gems that adorned the tiara's
center.

"Are they diamonds?" Merida asked curiously.

Hiccup extended his hand and Rapunzel silently handed the relic over.
The Guardian held the crown up close to his eyes, inspecting the
jewels closely in the room's ample sunlight.

"Now that's interesting," he muttered to himself.

"What's wrong?" Rapunzel asked, and edge of worry in her voice.

"Oh, nothing's _wrong_â€¦" Hiccup amended.

"Butâ€¦?" Merida said, eyebrow raised.

"Justâ€¦ call me crazy," Hiccup began, "but I _think_ these gems are
made from the same kind of crystal as the moon crystal in the
Guardian Hall at Council."

"Or even cut _from _that particular crystal," Flynn offered with a



shrug. All four Guardians turned to look at him. "What?" he asked.
"It was just a suggestion."

"No," Hiccup said, pointing at the Prince as he handed the crown back
to Rapunzel, the wheels of his brain turning madly. "No, I thinkâ€¦ I
think you're _right_!"

"Oh, well look at that," Flynn boasted proudly. "For once Dragon Boy
agrees with me!" Merida punched him in the shoulder. "Hey!" he
pouted. Merida's punches _hurt. _

"No guysâ€¦ it makes sense," Hiccup said, beginning to pace. "The
crystal at Council contains the Moon Magic, and it's the primary
source of our powers. Pitch seems to think that uniting the four
relics will give him absolute power- meaning that the relics would
_have _to be directly related to the crystal itself."

"Soâ€¦ what? The other three objects have shiny crystals in them?"
Jack clarified.

"Could be," Hiccup mused.

"Ermâ€¦ DunBroch isn't really tha gemstone type, Hiccup," Merida
said.

"Neither is Berk," Hiccup agreed.

"Soâ€¦ the relics _don't _have to have crystals?" Jack clarified
again.

"The gemstone's not the point, it has to do with the relationship the
relic has to your guys' fancy crystal," Flynn explained.

"Can I ask another favor, oh Flynn Rider who's wonderful at
everything?" Hiccup cut in.

"Sure, why not? I just love helping a hero's cause," Flynn said,
posing with his hands on his hips and ignoring Hiccup's jibe.

"Still speaking to Tooth?"

"â€¦Yes?"

"Ask her to give you The Guardian Treaty," Hiccup requested, folding
his arms. "Tell her _I'm_ the one askingâ€¦ do _not _steal it from
her."

"Sure thing, Dragon Boy," Flynn said, giving him a two-fingered
salute.

"I'll send her a mental heads-up so she'll be expecting you. That
means no funny business," Hiccup warned.

"Right. Well, should I go now or can we all have lunch first? I'm
absolutely famished!" Flynn exclaimed. "Are _you_ hungry? I know a
_great _place for-"

"We'll give you food to take with you," Hiccup compromised, walking
over to the table with all their plans, maps and notes. "It's too
important to wait."



"Hiccupâ€¦ are you thinking what I _think_ you're thinking?" Rapunzel
asked, still staring at the crown curiously.

"Wellâ€¦ that sort of depends what you're thinking I'm thinking
Punz," Hiccup answered, obviously distracted by the papers he was
shifting through in front of him.

"Umâ€¦ guys?" Jack asked, clueless besides Merida.
"Who'sâ€¦_Tooth_?"

"I'll be back tomorrow," Flynn called to the group as he strode out
of the room with a wave, clapping Jack on the back as he passed.
"Good luck planning."

"Safe traveling Rider," Hiccup called without looking up, still
leaning on the table reading through their papers.

"What're yew planning Hiccup?" Merida asked, moving to stand beside
him.

"Pitch doesn't know we have the crown," Hiccup explained as the other
two joined them as well. "He's still planning to steal it during the
festival. And we'll be ready for him the minute he steps foot in
Corona."

"And the treaty?" Rapunzel asked. "Tooth?"

"The treaty contains all the information we have on the Moon Magic
and the crystal. If I'm rightâ€¦ it might just be the key to figuring
out what the other three relics are. And if anyone can help us,
Toothiana can."

* * *

><p><strong>Ok everyone! <strong>

**So this chapter gave you a taste of Hiccup and Pitch... all seems
to be well... or is it? *smiles*****...**

**Sooooooo... I'm going on a school trip out of country so I will
update again either Tuesday or Wednesday and then it will be a little
more than a week before the next update! **

**Guest Reviews:**

**Saph:Yeah... I like Astrid a lot actually so it was really sad for
me too... and haha Jack's getting there! Haha thank you so much! I
feel as if I'd been neglecting Rapunzel a bit so I really appreciate
it! Hope you enjoyed this chapter!- Iceprincess**

**OrangeCat: Haha Jack is honestly my favorite of the four because
he's just so... like normal. He's funny and entertaining and just so
much fun to write. Astrid is also very special to me and it was very
sad that I had to write that about her. But I'm glad you enjoyed it!
Thanks so much for reviewing as always you EVEN LOVELIER PERSON!
until next time- Icepricness**

**ber mericup fan: haha awww glad you love my mericup! Not a wholeeee
lot of it in this chapter but definitely more to come. I'm kinda



gonna be shifting gears a little a focus a little more on jackcunzel,
but I promise they won't be forgotten! Thanks for the review-
iceprincess**

**Guest: Thank you so so much! I really appreciate your kind words!
This chapter gave you a taste of Hiccup using his power with Pitch...
but the real thing is still to come...**

**Amethist: Did you notice you spelled your name differently this
time? lol. And yeah, the "yst" part is confusing but for some reason
I keep trying to spell it "Amy" so like I'm putting the y in the
wrong place and then because of that I can't figure out the ending so
yeah that's my main issue lol...But "Amethyst" is such a pretty name
and I love it so spelling it wrong a million times is still worth it
haha. And yes with Jack- He's like that goofy best friend who won't
hesitate to make fun of you...But at the same time he like... totally
gets it. He gets you, your problems, deeply cares, wants to help, but
also just wants to make the most of everything in a way that makes
people happy and smiling and laughing... ya know? So thats how I'm
trying to make him... its a wonderful personality to have. And haha
that seems to be the consensus with Astrid... people are happy about
guessing write and feeling awful about it... haha thats how I feel as
well...Yes jackunzel is coming... From one very tired yet very
excited maybe witty person who is still sorta struggling to spell
Amethyst correctly to another awesome reader friend who also seems to
be having trouble spelling Amethyst correctly even though its her
name (haha), thanks for the review! They truly mean a lot, especially
from you my friend! Love hearing from you! Until next time,
Iceprincess**

    19. The Things We Learn from Memory

**'Ello! So yeahhh I know I said I'd post like yesterday but things
happened and I found myself editing this chapter again super late
last night and just ran out of time... so I'm posting it today for
you all... as I'm about to walk out the door to catch a plane! haha
yay...**

**Hope you all like it, it's nice and longgggg (my goodbye present to
you)!**

**Tell me what you think!**

**ReAd, ReLaX, rEvIeW! (...that was fun writing it that way...wow I'm
lame...and clearly very bored...)**

**Okayyyyy! Talk to you all soon!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

19.

_ Hiccup approached Astrid, and the two soon fell into step with each
other, their dragons trotting a few paces behind. Neither spoke. They
didn't need words. Right now, just the presence of the other was
enough._



_ Soon the four found themselves in the cove near the outskirts of
the main Berk village- the secluded little haven that Hiccup and
Toothless had called home for so long. _

_ "Soâ€¦ what's so important that we had to wait 'til after dark and
come all the way out here for?" Hiccup finally spoke, sitting down on
a small boulder. Astrid didn't sit- she stood motionless in front of
him, staring down at her thick fur boots. _

_ "Iâ€¦" but she stopped. Hiccup arched an eyebrow. He'd never known
Astrid to ever be speechless or unsure of what to say. She looked
nervous and stressed, and even just a little afraid. Hiccup reached
out and took her hands into his and squeezed tight. She squeezed
back._

_ "Is everything ok?" He asked her gently. This whole thing just
wasn't like her, and he wanted to get to the bottom of the
situation._

_ "Define 'ok'," Astrid muttered, shrugging her shoulders, but not
letting go of his hands. _

_ It was then Hiccup noticed something different about her. The
darkness of evening had prevented him from noticing before, but now
he saw that the blonde girl's usual axe was not strapped to her hip,
but in its place was a large hammer he'd never seen before. _

_ "What's that?" he asked her after a pause, nodding towards the
hammer. She hadn't really answered his first question, nor did it
seem she was about to, and he was eager to find some way to get her
talking. _

_ Astrid stiffened. "Somethingâ€¦something I found laying around the
houseâ€¦ Thought I'd take a break from axe throwing, you know? It's
always good to try something newâ€¦" She rambled on for another
minute or two, but Hiccup had stopped listening. He knew that, for
whatever reason, she wasn't telling him the truth. Or the whole
truth, anyway. He didn't need his powers as a Guardian (new as they
were) to figure it out. He just knew his girlfriend better than he
knew himself._

_ "Sooâ€¦ Rapunzel's Acceptance Ceremony is tomorrow," Astrid said
quickly. _

_ Hiccup shook his head. "Don't change the subject. You wouldn't drag
us all the way out here to talk about the formalities of politics.
Tell me what's bothering you," he insisted, concerned about the way
she was acting. _

_ "I'mâ€¦ just nervous," she told him. "After the ceremony we fly out
to join the other Vikings at the Nest."_

_ Another lie. Astrid was the bravest Viking Hiccup had even known in
all of Berk, save perhaps his own father. She was confident, sure of
herself, eager to win, and someone who never, _ever,_ gave up. Flying
out to the Nest to finally end the war against dragonsâ€¦ Hiccup knew
Astrid was far from frightened. Anxious, perhaps. Eager to go and
kick some dragon-butt, definitely. But not scared. _

_ Why she was avoiding answering his questions and telling him why



they were there was completely beyond him. It had been her idea to
come here in the dead of night, it had been she who had anxiously
pleaded with him to comeâ€¦ _

_ Hiccup stood. They were the same height, but he was still growing
and would soon overtake her. "If that's what's bothering you, then
you don't _have_ to come with me to the island if you'd rather-"_

_ "No!" she quickly intervened. A little too quickly. "No way you're
going without me. Someone has to make sure you don't kill yourself
doing something stupid." She joked with a more relaxed smile. Which
only confirmed what Hiccup had been thinking. He rolled his eyes at
her tease._

_ "Then _what_?" He asked her, exasperated. "What's all this about?"
He tried to think of something that might be bothering her.
"Snotlout?" he guessed. "Or do I need to talk with the twins again?"
_

_ "Noâ€¦ I can handle them," she shrugged off. "But there's something
elseâ€¦ something we _don't _have a handle on." She withdrew her
hands from his, and rested one on the head of the hammer at her hip.
She drummed her fingers._

_ Suddenly, Hiccup felt as if he had missed something. She was trying
to tell him somethingâ€¦ indirectly tell him something. _

_ But what? And why?_

_ "Justâ€¦ be careful who you trust Hiccup," she warned after a
moment. "And knowâ€¦ know the rulers are keeping secrets from you."
Her drumming became faster paced, as if she had become extremely
agitated. _

_ "What secrets?" He asked her, narrowing his eyes. "How do you know
this?"_

_ "It doesn't matter how I know," she brushed off impatiently,
crossing her arms- finally putting an end to her persistent drumming.
"I don't really know much more than you anyway," she added with a
huff. _

_"Well I clearly don't know _anything _about what your talking about,
and you're doing a terrible job explaining-" Hiccup started to
argue._

_"I don't trust any of them, ok?" She jumped his words, effectively
silencing him. "I'm sorry, I just don't... Except for Meridaâ€¦And I
don't know much about Rapunzelâ€¦"_

_ Hiccup looked at her, lost for words. What was she talking about?
Where was all this coming from? How could she say she didn't trust
anyone?_

_ Hiccup opened his mouth to respond, but the blonde beat him to it.
_

_ "Listen to me Hiccup. The stone circle Merida goes to- the one no
one talks about- remember it. When youâ€¦ learn what they're keeping
from you, promise me you'll go there."_



_ Hiccup didn't understand why she had to be so vague. "What are
you-"_

_ "Promise."_

_ "Ok, okâ€¦ I promiseâ€¦ but why-"_

Hiccup woke with a start. He could hear the wind howling outside his
window, and could just make out the dark mass that was Toothless at
the end of his bed. His dream hadn't been a nightmareâ€¦ noâ€¦no, it
was a memory. He'd been having them a lot lately. Memories of
Astrid.

He pushed back his blankets and swung his legs over the edge of his
bed, holding his head in his hands. The memory had been from so, so
long ago. He'd forgotten completely about that night. The night
before sheâ€¦ died.

Astrid had been right about not trusting everyone. Look what had
happened with Pitch. And the secrets the rulers kept from the
Guardiansâ€¦ and the ones the Guardians kept from the rulersâ€¦ a
circle of non-trust.

Hiccup frowned and stood up, careful not to wake his giant sleeping
friend. Silently he dressed, and wandered out of his rooms into the
cold castle.

â€¦

Early the next morning, just as the sun was rising, Merida found
Hiccup rifling through books in Corinthia's spacious library. She'd
dressed in a simple long white blouse and brown leggings, a leather
belt around her stomach. Hiccup was dressed similarly- leggings,
green tunic, brown vest- it was so early in the morning he hadn't yet
donned his leather suit he wore for flying and patrols.

"Do ye _ever _sleep?" she asked him in greeting.

He looked over to her and smiled. "Can't sleep when my brain is
working in twenty different directions."

"Yew should take a breakâ€¦ c'mon," she said, tugging at his arm. "Ah
need fresh _air! _Ah hate being cooped up in this castle!"

"Where are we going?" Hiccup asked, raising an eyebrow as he followed
her out the room.

"Ah'm so restless," Merida complained, "Ah hate waitin around. Let's
practice sword fighting again. That was fun."

"Rightâ€¦ and which was more fun, hitting me with a dull piece of
metal or getting hit by me with a dull piece of metal?" Hiccup asked
her with a grin.

"Oh wee lamb- yer blade barely tooched me!"

â€¦

_ Clang- clink- clash._



Merida stumbled to the left before regaining her balance. She quickly
twisted back around to her right and swung up her sword backwards
with both hands to instinctively block Hiccup's next assault near her
shoulder.

"Nice catch," he told her with an impressed nod. He twisted as well,
feinting to his right before swinging downward to catch her off guard
by her waist. She just barely blocked him in time.

"We're getting really good at this," Merida grinned. She mentally
applauded herself for wearing pants instead of a dress this morning
(something her mother would surely faint seeing). Not having all the
heavy fabric restricting her leg movements made a huge difference.
What a relief. "Actually, _yer _getting better at it." She
decided.

She spun around, intending to attack the boy from behind. Hiccup,
however, caught the hilt of her blade with his, twisted, and knocked
her blade free from her hand. He then pulled the girl closer to him
so that her back rested against his front, locked in place by the
flat of his own blade.

"Wellâ€¦ I've been learning from the best," he smirked into her ear.
Merida rolled her eyes.

"Alright, yer point," she conceded sourly. She didn't like loosing.
"Now let me go and we'll start again."

Hiccup paused, a sudden feeling of daring accumulating in his chest.
"And why should I do that?" he asked her with a grin.

Merida tried to wriggle herself free from his grip, but found the
brunette boy stronger than he seemed. "Hiccup!" she cried out in
playful annoyance.

"Nope!" he laughed.

Merida groaned in frustration before managing to turn herself around
so she could face her captor. "Yew, sir, are going ta regret
this."

"Why's that?" Hiccup asked with a goofy grin.

Merida leaned in and kissed him passionately, catching the boy
completely off guard. In his moment of weakness, the redhead grinned
deviously and wrenched Hiccup's sword from his grip and jumped back,
holding the blunt blade at his throat.

"That's why," she smirked as he shook his head sheepishly and raised
his hands in surrender.

â€¦

Jack still had yet to understand who "Tooth" was until the woman
herself came barging through the common room door.

She was a whirlwind of color. Long green and teal robes tinged pink
on the edges billowed around her as she sped into the room with steps
so light and fast Jack wondered if she was flying. Ebony locks



swirled into an elegant knot on her head adored with gold and blue
bands that matched the gold-feathered earrings hanging from her ears.
Most startling of all however, were her eyes- a pale magenta that
glittered with electricity and uncontainable excitement.

"My dearest friends- how wonderful it is to see all of you again!"
Toothiana exclaimed, announcing her presence even further.

"Well, she certainly knows how to make an entrance," Jack muttered to
Rapunzel, who was been sitting beside him. The golden-haired Guardian
suppressed giggles when she saw the boy's awestruck expression. "Her
eyes are purple," he muttered again to her without taking his own
blue orbs off the woman. "_Purple_," he said again for emphasis, as
if Rapunzel couldn't see for herself, or didn't already know.

At the sound of his, albeit lowered, voice, Tooth's rapt attention
snapped to him.

"Oh my- Jack! I've heard a _lot _about you! And your teeth!"

Jack's mouth dropped. "Wha-my _what?_" he asked, eyes narrowing in
cautious confusion.

"Open up!"

Jack didn't know what was going on. One minute the woman was in the
middle of the room, the next her hands wereâ€¦ in his mouth? "Are
they really as white as they say? Yes!" she exclaimed in rapid words,
clearly thrilled, as she examined his teeth.

"Ah-"

"Oh, they really _do _sparkle like freshly fallen snow!" she
confirmed excitedly.

And then just like that, she was gone. Jack blinked, rubbing his now
aching jaw.

"What?" he muttered.

Merida was laughing hysterically on the floor.

Then Jack noticed two younger girls, one probably not much older than
Emma, the other maybe closer to his own age, hovering close to Tooth.
Both wore similar teal dresses with their hair coiled high up on
their heads in gold bands. They were like miniature versions of the
strange bubbly woman, and _both _were staring at Jack, squealing,
swooning, and giggling uncontrollably.

"Girls, pull yourselves together," Tooth exclaimed, adopting a
commanding expression. "Let's not disgrace the uniform!" She then
turned back to Jack with a dazzling smile, while the two girls
continued to silently giggle behind their hands.

"Her apprentices," Rapunzel whispered to him in explanation, rolling
her eyes.

"Apprentices?" Jack whispered back, incredulous. "In what? Harassment
of people's mouths?"



Before Rapunzel could respond, Flynn burst through the door as well,
clutching his side and panting. "You ladies," he wheezed in between
breaths "are veryâ€¦ fast."

"Well, we ought to be!" Tooth harrumphed, "the situation was simply
too exciting to stand by and wait for someone as slow as
you!"

Hiccup chuckled. "It's good to see you Tooth, but you didn't have to
come all this way-"

"Oh, yes I did!" she argued excitedly. "If you honestly thought,
Hiccup Horrendous Haddock the Third, that I was about to let that
nuisance of a prince walk- no, saunter- out my door with a document
as important as The Guardian Treaty-"

"_I'm_ the nuisance?" Flynn cried, playfully wounded. "It's Dragon
Boy you have to watch out for-"

"Ok everyone," Rapunzel laughed, standing up and walking over to join
Tooth.

"We're grateful you're here," Hiccup finished, his smile unfaded. He
turned to Jack. "Tooth is the owner of the largest and oldest library
in all of Warren, and she is the greatest historian in the world. Her
home is hidden- the location known to only a select few- and contains
all the greatest memories of the past. Every treaty, document,
record, declaration, census- you name it- she has a copy of, or
access to."

"And in this case," Tooth beamed proudly, prancing excitedly over to
the table, her robes billowing gracefully behind her, to clear aside
the other papers and notes, "I happen to have the _original_."

From within her flowing feathery robes, Tooth produced a rolled piece
of parchment so old the paper had a yellow-ish hue and the edges were
cracked and torn. Jack took a seat at the table along with everyone
else so he could see what all the fuss was about. He watched as Flynn
leisurely sat down and attempt to put his feet up on the tabletop
only to have Tooth swat them away. Jack had to grin- something was
definitely up between those two. As he took his seat, his hand
accidently brushed up against Rapunzel's.

"Sorry!" he apologized quickly, their hands instantly springing apart
as if the other's was made of fire.

Rapunzel could feel herself blush as she shook her head as her own
apology.

Jack made a conscious effort to turn away from her and focus his
attention on the colorful woman before them, watching as she
carefully smoothed out the old document on the table surface.

The writing on the document itself wasn't that long. But it was
transcribed in an ancient language- ruins that were beyond Jack's
level of comprehension. Hiccup, on the other hand, seemed to have no
trouble deciphering it, and of course neither did Tooth.

"I'm not entirely sure what you're looking for though, Hiccup," Tooth
shrugged sourly. "You of all people, especially as the Guardian of



Knowledge, surely already have this memorized?"

"It's not the words we needed to see," the brunette confessed,
staring intently at the document and smoothing it out beneath the
gentle touch of his fingers. He pushed it up on the table so that all
could see the bottom half of the document, where dozens of signatures
were written, as well as multiple symbols. As Jack stared at it, it
suddenly occurred to him that the symbols were crests.

"The former crests, then?" Tooth asked just as he thought it,
pointing to the crest in the far right corner of the
parchment.

"Former crests?" Jack asked curiously.

"The crests the Four Kingdoms have today are not the same crests they
had when the Kingdoms were first established," Tooth eagerly
explained. "Originally, the crests more closely reflected the
specific Guardians of the Kingdoms and their traits."

"When it became clear that the later generations of Guardians
possessed different 'Centers', as is the proper term, from their
predecessors," Hiccup continued for her, looking up at Jack, "the
Kingdoms altered their crests to permanent, unchanging symbols,
unlike the changing semblance of the Guardians."

_My Center_, thought Jack suddenly. He had just come upon the
realization that he had yet to figure out his own Guardian Center.
_How am I supposed to figure that out? _He wondered. He opened his
mouth to ask his friends, but shut it when the conversation continued
amongst them about the various crests. _I'll bring it up later, _he
thought.

Hiccup pointed to the Corona crest- an intricate crown woven around a
blazing sun and stars. Underneath it, Jack could just barely make out
a line of fine cursive script that read:

_Sanderson Mansnoozie, Guardian of Dreams and Wishes_

"The tiara?" Flynn confirmed.

"Or a version of it, at least," Rapunzel agreed. "I remember mom and
dad telling me stories about Guardian Sandy."

Jack noticed that only three crests appeared on the ancient document.
The bottom left hand corner of the parchment had been torn away,
cutting off several signatures.

"Of _course_ it's tha DunBroch crest thet's missin," Merida
complained when she noticed as well. "So we still dinnae know what
Pitch stole."

A few groans followed her words. Jack turned his head and tried to
make out what was written around the torn edge of paper. Only a small
portion of the crest was visible, but not enough to tell what it
depicted. The signature written beneath it was completely illegible
and also missing the beginning half. Jack could make out, however,
the tail end of the DunBroch Guardian's title.

_â€¦.and Tradition_



Curious, Jack eagerly shifted his gaze to the crest of his own
Kingdom. The symbol inside the crest wasn't very detailed- it looked
to Jack like a thick line running on a slight diagonal. One end was
somewhat pointy- that is, more so than the other end, in Jack's
opinion. But Jack couldn't figure out what it was supposed to be. He
narrowed his eyes and worked to decipher the messy, child-like
signature that was penned beneath the odd crest.

_Nightlight the Defender, Guardian of Joy and Faith_

Nightlight? That couldn't have been his (or her?) actual name, could
it? Jack pondered the thought. He felt as if he should know who
Nightlight was. Something pulled at the back of his mind deep in his
memories, but Jack couldn't exactly place the feeling of recognition
he had.

_I know him, _was all Jack could think, suddenly certain Nightlight
was a "he", and unable to shake the feeling of connectedness he felt
upon hearing the name.

"What's wrong Hiccup?" Rapunzel asked suddenly. Hiccup pressed his
finger to the Berk crest and looked up at them all. "Iâ€¦ I think I
know what this is," he said. Jack studied the Berk crest, pushing
thoughts of Nightlight out of his mind for the time being.

"â€¦A hammer?" Jack asked quizzically. The Berk crest, like Corona's,
was an obvious image. _I think we all figured that one out, _he
thought to himself.

"No, I mean, I've seen it before," Hiccup amended, "like physically,
actually, seen it. The actual hammer." He pressed both of his hands
flat on the table, blowing air through his cheeks.

"When?" Rapunzel asked.

"Where?" Merida spoke at the same time.

"Astrid had it," Hiccup stated slowly in disbelief as he remembered.
"The night beforeâ€¦ before we fought the Red Death at the Nest.
Sheâ€¦ I think somehow she _knew_ what it was, and she wanted to tell
me, but didn't know if she should," he explained, understanding even
as he said it.

"So is it still on thatâ€¦island?" Flynn asked from the other side of
the table, crossing his arms.

Hiccup shook his head, exhaling. "No, I don't think so," he said.
"She carried her axe that day."

"Didâ€¦ she tell yew what she did with it?" Merida asked cautiously.
They all knew Astrid was a touchy subject, and none of them knew how
far, or for how long, they could push Hiccup for answers, or if he
even knew them.

Hiccup rocked where he stood for a moment, then shook his head before
answering, "â€¦no," looking at his hands pressed flat on the table.
"We have to ask her parents," he decided.

"Better go now then," Tooth said offhandedly. "The Hoffersons are



leaving townâ€¦ didn't you know?" she asked when they all stared at
her with open mouths.

"Leaving town?" Flynn asked. "What does that mean? Going to a
different Kingdom?"

"Or leaving Warren altogether?" Merida exclaimed.

"Why would they leave? Where would they go?" Rapunzel questioned,
dismayed.

"Because they know we're looking for the relic," Jack answered.
"These stupid things are really that dangerous?" He asked Tooth in
disbelief.

"Well obviously we have to go _now," _Hiccup stated briskly, reaching
for the metal cylinder that was his flame-sword and attaching it to
its holster on his leg. Toothless immediately trotted over to him so
Hiccup could buckle his saddle into place. "They may not want to tell
us," Hiccup continued, "but now that we know _what _it is, and that
it even existsâ€¦ we can't let them leave Warren with it. Jack, you
and I should go," he called over his shoulder as he worked
Toothless's saddle. "Your invisibility power might be usefulâ€¦ in
that case someone else should come too so it's not odd that I show up
alone-"

But at that moment, Rapunzel collapsed where she was standing in a
fit of agony. Everything stopped once she uttered her startled
cry.

Panic surged through Jack's chest- he and Flynn were at her side
almost instantly.

"Oh you have _got _to be kidding me," Hiccup moaned as he realized
what was happening, while fear pitted in his stomach. Usually he was
the calm and collected one in these frightening situations, but this
was the absolute _last_ thing he needed to worry about at the
moment-

"What the hell is going on?" Jack demanded from his knees, terrified,
looking from Hiccup to Merida, Rapunzel curled in a pained mess
beside him. "Is she _ok_?"

Hiccup ran across the room to them. "Where?" he asked the blonde
girl, bending down to her level.

"Burgess," she managed to get out shakily. "Western edge."

Hiccup cursed under his breath. They _had _to get to Berk before
Astrid's parents and the relic disappeared for good. They didn't have
time for one of Rapunzel's rescue missions. And yet it wasn't like
they had a choice. Rapunzel only collapsed like this when there was
terrible need for the Guardians' help.

"She feels people's pain, Jack," Merida reminded him quickly,
hovering behind them somewhat with Tooth, the later of whom looking
down anxiously upon them, the two younger apprentices worriedly
peaking around her robes. "If she collapsesâ€¦" Merida continued, her
face paling even whiter than it already was, "Something bad has
happened," she finished.



Jack understood. He looked at Hiccup's fearful and frustrated face,
and knew what the other boy was thinking.

"I'll take her," he offered quickly. "You and Merida go to Berk,
Flynn and I will take Rapunzel to Burgess."

Hiccup shook his head. "Horses won't get you there fast enough.
Toothless's speed is the only-"

"I'll fly," Jack countered. "The winds listen to me. We'll get
there." Without waiting for the other boy's answer, Jack bent over
and scooped Rapunzel up into his arms. She was lighter than he
expected, but her hairâ€¦

Merida dashed about the room and piled the multitudes of hair into
Rapunzel's shaking arms. Jack stumbled slightly from the added
weight. "Wellâ€¦ that'sâ€¦. good, that's good." He gasped, steadying
himself.

"Are you sure?" Hiccup asked, a mix of worry and relief etched into
his face as he too stood up.

"Yeahâ€¦ got this," Jack said between breaths, shifting his
weight.

Hiccup nodded once. "Merida, come on!" he commanded, and wasted no
time climbing onto Toothless's back. The redheaded girl grabbed her
bow and quiver from the table and rushed to follow him.

"Hiccup," she began, "Don't ye think-" She had barely situated
herself when the black Night Fury leapt off the floor, and flew
straight at one of the tall windows in the room, smashing through it
and shattering the glass, sending crystalline shards everywhere. His
riders had ducked just in time, and other than a few scratches, were
left relatively unharmed.

Jack summoned the winds and allowed himself to lift off into the air
through the now open window, Rapunzel clinging tightly to his neck,
her body trembling against his. A brief glance behind him allowed him
to see Flynn dashing off out of the room, presumably to find his
horse, and Tooth ushering her two apprentices out as well.

Ignoring the fear and anxiety building in his chest, Jack turned to
face the open sky before him and shouted, "C'mon wind! Take us
home!"

Toothless hovered in the sky, his powerful wings straining to keep
him and his two passengers aloft. Hiccup and Merida watched the black
pinprick in the distance that was Jack and Rapunzel getting smaller
and smaller.

"Ah have a bad feelin about this, Hiccup," Merida said, leaning up
against the brunette boy's shoulder.

"So do I," Hiccup muttered.

"Do ye think thet maybeâ€¦ we shouldn'tâ€¦" Merida started. She
didn't need to finish, Hiccup grasped what she was thinking. He
turned his head to the east, his eyes searching for the Berk villages



before gazing north once more. Jack and Rapunzel had vanished from
view, too far away now to discern. Toothless growled, and Hiccup
sensed through their subconsciously linked minds exactly what the
black dragon was thinking. "Ahh- I'm going to regret this!" Hiccup
exclaimed, frustrated, as with one and the same mind, he and
Toothless dove without hesitation through the air towards Burgess
after Jack, Merida shrieking behind in startled surprise.

* * *

><p><strong>Okayyyy SO!<strong>** Nice longing chapter to make up for
my little-over-a week absence ahead... But honestly now that I'm
thinking about it that's about the same amount of time it takes for
me to update anyway... haha sooo **

**I'll miss you all! Can't wait to get back in touch with everyone
when I come back!**

**Iceprincess out!**

**(Well not quite yet...)**

**Guest Review Responses:**

**OrangeCat: Haha I know- it makes me so happy because I feel this
story is just growing more an more with each chapter! This one was
posted early tho so not as many this time around... :) Still I'm just
happy that so many people are enjoying it! It's such a great
feeling...Thank you SO MUCH for your amazingly kind words. It truly
means so much to me. (I know I keep saying that to people but I feel
like I can't say it enough because its true!) Yeah, the guards would
recognize Flynn, but I mean they really aren't that smart... haha its
such a cliche thing in movies and tv- to have idiot guards. But lol
in any event its not going to affect the story much anyway. Haha Ahoy
there! I see a ship in the distance as well with Flynn and Tooth!
Just as a little extra thing... nothing major...I really enjoyed
writing the boys because they just all fit so nicely together with
each of their unique senses of humor! So glad I pulled it off!
Yes-spelling and grammar! Wooohoooo! Success! haha...And I know
fellow Hiccstrid shipper, I know :( ...haha and this made my day-
"and then there's freakin' Pitch, he's a jerk" - I literally started
cracking up hysterically with your attempt to be "kind" to someone
who's a jerk..! hahaha now I'm laughing again just thinking about
it... And sorry no comment on being evil...Thanks as always for
reviewing! Talk again soon!- Iceprincess**

**AmethYst: Jack is honestly my favorite on so many levels- him and
Flynn are quite the pair together aren't they? They will be buddies
for sure... and haha omg no Flynn is Rapunzel's brother in this!
hahaha! It's easy to forget I know XD But yeah no
rivalry/jealousy/etc... ugh I hate that stuff to be honest... the
only problem Flynn might (and I repeat, might) have is like older
brother protectiveness but like him and Jack get along so *shrugs*
not sure yet. And glad you liked the castle scene! I was extremely
proud of myself for working it in! And huh I feel like a lot of
people are thinking that Flynn's like bad or double crossing or
something... not entirely sure where that vibe is coming from... not
sure what I'll do with it *grins*. Haha thanks for the review as
always, and love love love hearing from you my friend! Leaving for my
trip in about an hour so I guess I won't hear from you again till I



get back! So yes from someone who's learning to be witty and learning
how to spell "Amethyst" (did it correctly both times! *happy dance*)
to another someone who can't hope to compete with my incredible
writing skills (just teasing haha) and who is a joy to hear from-
Ciao! Iceprincess**

**NOW Iceprincess out! **

    20. Fire and Ice

**Ayyyeee guys!**

**Back from a longgggg but AMAZING trip... I must say however I am
somehow more tired _now _than I was before I left... sightseeing will
do that to a person I suppose... Can't wait to head to the beach this
weekend and soak up some warm summer sun! (Sorry Jack, can't love the
cold all the time :/ )**

**So ANOTHER SUPER LONG chapter! This one I probably could have split
but... why not just throw it all together, ya know?! More for you
all!**

**See you all again really soon!**

**Read, Relax, Review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

20.

Jack stared at the school from above, watching as sheets of ice
exploded from his staff and rained down on the burning flames below,
watching as the ice quickly melted into water that would quench the
blaze. Jack covered his mouth as he flew around the building, trying
not to breathe in the smoke and finding it incredibly
difficult.

Pitch had gone too far, in Jack's opinion. The white-haired Guardian
had heard about how sometimes in the dead of night Pitch's entourage
of Nightmare horses would rampage towns and villages, breaking into
homes and stores and sometimes setting buildings on fire. Anything to
disturb the peace, to send people into fits of terror and disarray,
to magnify their fear and turn them against each other.

But this had been in broad daylight, and in a school. Full of
children. Ordinary, innocent, children. The whole building had been
ablaze, and the Nightmares had fled the moment Jack and Rapunzel had
arrived. Rapunzel had immediately run to where people were evacuating
to see how she could help. Even from a distance Jack could tell many
were injured.

Jack had stood rooted in place for a few moments, unsure what to do,
before realizing he could put the fire out.

"There's gonna be a lot more smoke," he muttered to himself.

He took a running start and threw himself into the air, carrying with



him a harsh blowing wind. Jack spun as he flew up- higher and higher
into the air, his heart pounding with adrenaline. Faster than what
seemed humanly possible, he changed directions and dove back down
towards the streets, landing on bent knee and slamming the tail end
of his staff into the pavement.

A satisfying _boom _echoed throughout the town. Jack looked up to see
ice and frost rapidly moving away from him in all directions,
covering every surface. The ice melted instantly upon contact with
the fiery building, but the water residue began to put out the
flames. More smoke engulfed the air as the fire died. Jack scowled
however, when some of the water failed to quench the flames, and
instead instantly evaporated from the heat.

The people already outside the building stood frozen in awe, staring
at him in wonder. Then as one the kids cheered. Jack tore his eyes
away from them, smiling a little to himself, and quickly surveyed the
school.

"We're gonna need a _lot _more ice!" he said, and with a yell,
launched himself back into the sky. This time he sped over the
flaming roof, using the force of the wind to help blow out and
contain the building fire. He shot sheets of ice from his staff,
coating the entire building with melted water. As he circled from the
air, he heard the distinct sound of applause from the streets below-
the children, and even some adults, cheering him on.

This was the first time the people of Warren had truly seen Jack as a
Guardian. The Burgess people had seen him, of course, the day the big
announcement was made and his new role was publicized, but all they
had seen was a young boy waving a timid arm to the crowds. Now they
witnessed him for what he was and meant to be- a protector of the
people.

And this gave them hope.

Jack could hear the wail of sirens as the police and fire departments
at last arrived at the scene, but by then there wasn't much for them
to do. He had put out most of the flames, and was busy using his
winds to gather and contain the smoke. Jack circled the sky, using
the winds to gather up all the smoke as best as he could and blow it
out to sea. Finally he flew down from the air and landed clumsily on
the streets, completely exhausted, but wearing a goofy smile of
pleasure on his face as kids ran towards him in gratitude and
excitement.

It took Jack a few rather long minutes to push his way through the
crowds of kids and teachers alike, all the while searching for
Rapunzel. He finally found her kneeling beside a little boy with
messy hair, quivering where he lay on the ground. He managed to break
away from the overwhelming mass of people and make his way towards
her.

"Hey," Jack spoke softly so as not to startle her, placing a hand on
her shoulder as he knelt down beside her, before hastily removing it
when he saw it was covered in soot.

He stared at the boy on the ground in horror- he was covered in nasty
burns, his eyes shut and softy moaning from the pain.



"What, "Jack swallowed when his voice came our hoarse. "â€¦What
_happened?_"

Rapunzel herself was shaking, and Jack didn't understand why. "Heâ€¦
he went back to find his sister I thinkâ€¦ afraid she wouldn't make
it out."

Jack nodded in understanding, briefly picturing Emma trapped inside a
burning school and himself braving the fire to rescue her.

"She's fine thoughâ€¦ he just lost her in the chaos and assumed she
was still insideâ€¦"

"Are you going to heal him?" Jack asked, growing impatient and
fearful for the boy's steadily worsening condition.

Rapunzel looked up at him frantically. To Jack she appeared
frightened to death. "My powers!" she hissed.

The white-haired Guardian just stared at her, not
understanding.

"What if theyâ€¦ don't work?" she asked him softly, her eyebrows
scrunched together in worry.

Jack's heart dropped. "Hey," he said softly, reaching out squeezing
her hand, no longer caring about the ash and soot. "We got the crown,
right? Pitch can't touch you. You'll be able to heal him, no
problem."

She nodded as if to reassure herself, briefly glancing down at the
boy.

"No problemâ€¦" she repeated, glancing at the boy again. "But what if
you're wrong?" he head turned back to his.

Jack looked into her wide green eyes. "You can't be afraid, Punz," he
encouraged. "This is what Pitch wants. You have to trust yourself.
Believe."

Rapunzel swallowed and squeezed back on his hand. "You're right, of
course you're right," she murmured, releasing his hand and turning
back to the boy.

Jack stared, a little surprised by her statement, as she began
layering her long hair over the boy's injuries. When she finished,
Rapunzel closed her eyes and took a deep breath. Without moving from
her side, Jack glanced up and saw the crowd of people that encircled
them. Slightly annoyed by the audience, he shifted and crouched even
closer to her for support.

And then she began to sing.

_"Flower, gleam and glow. _

_ Let you power shine._

_ Make the clock reverseâ€¦"_

Golden light poured through her hair until it shone brighter than the



sun. Jack was amazed at the intensity of the fierce glow, noticing
how much stronger it was compared to when she had tried to heal
Merida. He briefly wondered if this was the hair's normal glow, or if
somehow having possession of the crown had strengthened itâ€¦

_"Save what has been lost,_

_ Bring back what once was mine,_

_ What once was mine."_

And then the song ended, and the light faded away. Everyone remained
still and silent, waiting. Rapunzel opened her eyes, shot Jack a
nervous smile, as if she had knew there had been a difference, and
gently removed the hair from around the boy.

Jack knew the kid was healed before Rapunzel even finished, because
the boy had sat up and was helping her remove the hair, all while
staring at her in awe. As if on cue, the gathered people began to
applaud the moment the boy stood up. _All these people do is clap,
_Jack thought to himself. _Being a celebrity is... weird._

Jack helped the boy stand up. "What's your name, kid?"

"Jamie," the boy answered, staring at Jack in awe. "Why's your hair
white? You don't look old. You're Jack, aren't you? Burgess's new
Guardian? You saved the school! Like, with ice! That's _so _awesome!
Do you think _I _could make magic ice with your staff?" The boy's
questions came at a million miles a second, too quick for Jack to
comprehend, much less answer. Jack was both surprised and impressed
how much energy he filled the words with, as if he hadn't just been
lying on the pavement mortally wounded. Suddenly Jamie's eyes grew
wide.

"Sophie! Where is she? Have you seen her? My sister?" he asked
frantically, looking around for the little girl.

That question Jack _could_ answer. "She's fine, kid. You both are."
Jamie's face visibly relaxed.

"Let's go find her," Rapunzel said gently, taking the boy's hand and
leading him through the crowd. Jack watched them go with interest,
leaning on his staff. Suddenly a dark shape passed above them, as if
a dark cloud had abruptly blocked out the sun. Jack tensed and
grasped his staff, but a second later recognized Toothless as the
large dragon landed beside him with Hiccup and Merida on his
back.

"I thought you guys were going to Berk," he asked, noticing how the
Burgess people, who were not as used to dragons as those of Berk
were, hastily backed away from the Guardians to give the
ferocious-looking Toothless as wide a berth as possible.

"We were," Hiccup called in response, dismounting and helping Merida
do the same. "But it didn't feel right. Too much of a coincidence."
He didn't elaborate, and Jack thought he understood why: it was too
risky saying anything specific in front of so many people, even
though those that were gathered had begun talking amongst themselves
now and probably wouldn't have overheard anyway. The arrival of the
other two Guardians combined with both Jack and Rapunzel's heroic



acts certainly gave cause for excited conversation and gossip amongst
the Burgessians.

"Where's Punzie?" Merida asked as they joined him.

"Helping a kid find his sister," Jack explained. "She used her
powers- they're fine. Completely fine. Better even, I
think."

"That's good," Hiccup sighed, relieved at the news. He glanced around
them warily, as if waiting for Pitch or Nightmares to pop out any
moment.

"But what about the Hoffersons?" Jack whispered so only Hiccup could
hear.

"Let's worry about that later," Hiccup muttered, tensing up. "I have
a really bad feelingâ€¦"

Jack felt it too. The sky was darkening for real this time, and the
world was slowly turning to shadow.

"This isn't overâ€¦ They're in danger," Merida said, nodding to the
masses of people still gathered.

Hiccup broke away from their little circle and walked over to where
the majority of the Burgess people were gathered. They immediately
began shouting his name in excitement as he approached, pushing and
shoving each other to get closer to him. It was more than just
students and teachers now, Jack noticed, but other people as well who
had come to see what all the excitement was about.

"Excuse me- can I have _everyone's attention please!" _Hiccup
shouted, and immediately the crowd was silent. Jack's hand flew to
his temple in surprise- not only had Hiccup been speaking aloud, but
Jack had heard the Guardian's voice echoing inside his head as well.
He still wasn't used to the sensation.

"So everyone can hear him," Merida muttered beside Jack, noticing his
confusion.

_"There is no need for anyone to panic, but after today's events, we
are asking that everyone please return to their homes, as quickly as
possible. My fellow Guardians and I will need to examine the school
and the surrounding area forâ€¦ further signs of danger, and we would
like everyone to please return home for their own safety. Again, if
everyone could pleaseâ€¦"_

"Smooth," Jack noted, crossing his arms and watching Hiccup in
amazement as he spoke to people and ushered them away with the help
of Rapunzel. Getting people out of danger quickly and efficiently
without causing panic and fear- Jack knew he wouldn't have had that
much tact had he been alone. He glanced at the sky again, shuddering
from how dark it was becoming, and wondered if other people noticed
as well. Sure enough, when he glanced at the slowly retreating
crowds, he noticed some faces betrayed confusion and others fear.
Thankfully though, most simply pouted and sadly turned away from the
excitement brought by the Guardians to make their way home.

_The sooner they get away, the better, _Jack thought with a frown,



gripping his staff and eyeing the streets worriedly.

Merida decided to join Rapunzel, and Jack watched as the two girls
disappeared around a corner as they helped lead the people away from
the school and towards the neighborhoods on the other side of the
town. Hiccup walked up to stand beside him, the world still getting
increasingly darker all the while. It was as if the sun had sped up
in its measured path across the sky, and evening had decided to come
early.

Then Jack noticed something in the distance. Or rather, two
somethings.

"Um, Hiccup?" Jack asked, "You know that funny feeling we were
talking about?" Jack pointed in the distance.

A pair of Nightmare horses were approaching them from one of the
streets up ahead. But Hiccup wasn't looking where Jack had pointed.
Hiccup was too busy staring in the opposite direction, where another
set of Nightmares were casually trotting.

And still the world grew darker.

Jack spotted more Nightmares coming up from a third direction before
meeting up with and joining the two he had seen originally. Then the
Guardian did a complete one-eighty, turning to see a complete circle
of Nightmare horses slowly closing in on himself, Hiccup and
Toothless. The dragon shifted uneasily from foot to foot, but
crouched low to ground, ready to pounce at a moment's notice. Jack's
heart dropped when he saw that there were waves of Nightmares
approaching, not just a single circle. It seemed they were
trapped.

"Duh-duh-duh, we're dead," Hiccup muttered sourly beside him. Jack
couldn't tell if he was kidding or not. Toothless growled at the
slowly approaching monsters.

"Uhâ€¦ you take the ones on the left, I'll take the ones on the
right?" Jack offered weakly. He craned his neck to try to see down
the darkened streets, trying to judge exactly how many horses there
were. But the darkness kept increasing, and it seemed as if night had
overtaken the town, making it impossible to judge.

"Well, that hardly seems fair," Hiccup answered, his tone deceivingly
light. "There's two of us and one of you. Wouldn't you rather we
split it sixty-forty?" Hiccup asked with a roll of his eyes, at last
unclipping his sword from its holster on his leg.

Jack laughed shakily, glad he wasn't alone in his growing fear and
apprehension. "And let you have all the fun? I don't think
so."

"Fine then," Hiccup shrugged, taking a small sidestep closer to his
dragon. The horses had stopped moving, but they were formed in a
tight circle, with nowhere for Jack and Hiccup to escape.
Exceptâ€¦

"Fifty-fifty it is," Hiccup grinned feebly.

Jack narrowed his eyes and returned the grin. "You're on!"



Hiccup blinked and Jack was gone, making use of his invisibility
power. Hiccup stood cautiously rooted in place, ready for fight or
flight. It was as if all the tension he'd been feeling had reached a
climax, and any minute now the world would explode in his face-

The explosion came in the form of blue ice, raining down fifty feet
in front of Hiccup, behind the lines of shadowy Nightmares. Horses
fled in all directions like startled sheep, ensuing utter
chaos.

"Well done, Jack," Hiccup muttered sarcastically, trying to mount
Toothless and at the same time avoid getting trampled. "Thanks a
lot." Toothless roared and shot his deep purple plasma blasts into
the chaotic fray, both scattering and angering the demonic creatures.
Hiccup hooked himself into place in the saddle, clicking his metal
foot into the contraption that controlled Toothless's tail, and held
on tight as the Nightfury launched himself into the sky.

And so battle commenced. Hiccup attacked mostly from the air, slicing
through the shadow horses with his flame sword as Toothless dove
through the streets. The blaze of the flaming weapon cast a powerful
light over the creatures and the city, reflecting off surfaces with
an orange glare. Jack was nowhere to be seenâ€¦per say. But his
triumphant laughs and trails of frost kept the brunette Guardian
reassured. When the boy and dragon circled back to where they'd first
landed, an arrow whizzed past and narrowly missed his face before
hitting its target and ensnaring three Nightmares in a metallic net
several yards away. Hiccup touched his cheek and turned to see Merida
grinning at him and restringing her bow with another
missile.

"Cutting it a little close there, don't you think?" Hiccup remarked
as Toothless landed at her side, relieved at unrealized worry that
she was ok.

Merida crossed her arms. "What wee faith yew have in me!"

That didn't calm Hiccup's quick-beating heart. "Where's Rapunzel?" he
asked before the girl herself appeared next to Merida.

"Good as gold," Rapunzel grinned in greeting. Then Merida inclined
her head and gazed over Hiccup's shoulder. "Look who's finally showed
up."

The boy turned to see Flynn Rider cantering on his horse through the
darkened streets towards them.

"Tell me Pitch is messing with the lights," he called as he
approached. "The day can't possibly be over yet."

Rapunzel grimaced. "He is. You haven't gone crazy yet," she promised.
It was then Hiccup noticed what she held in her hand.

"Where'd you get that pan?" he asked the blonde girl.

Rapunzel sheepishly hid the frying pan behind her back. "I may
haveâ€¦ borrowed it from a nice family's home."

Flynn whistled as he dismounted. "My baby sister has finally embraced



the life of a thief. I'm so proud-"

"Eugene, look out!" Rapunzel cried frantically just as a Nightmare
cantered threateningly in the prince's direction. Flynn drew the
sword strapped to his horse's saddle, but the Nightmare violently
ripped it from his grasp. Flynn's horse reared back in fear and fled
in the opposite direction.

"No!" Merida cried, sprinting after it.

"Merida!" Hiccup protested, but she was already gone.

Meanwhile, the Nightmare grasped Flynn's sword tightly between its
ashen teeth, pawing the ground, its fearsome yellow eyes locked on
the man who was slowly backing away, his hands raised in surrender.
Hiccup gripped his own sword ready to interfere before-

"Eugene!" Rapunzel called, tossing him her stolen frying pan. Flynn
caught the pan in one hand and stared at it in silent disbelief
before warily brandishing it in the Nightmare's face. The horse
seemed stunned for the briefest of moments, before recovering and
swiftly slashing at Flynn with the sword in its mouth. He retaliated
with the frying pan, and the two were suddenly locked in a bizarre
display of swordsmanship- or pansmanshipâ€¦ swordshorseship?

"You should know," Flynn cried between breaths as he wrestled against
the Nightmare, "that this is the _strangest _thing I've _ever_
done!"

"Ok then," Hiccup said with wide eyes, unsure how to react to what he
was watching. Toothless snorted in laughter. Then, with a well-aimed
swing, Flynn knocked the horse upside the head, causing it to stumble
and come crashing towards the ground where it promptly disintegrated.
Flynn turned to see another Nightmare appear in its fallen comrade's
place, and with a second glance at the frying pan, the man shrugged
and confidently began the duel once more.

Hiccup shook his head and mounted Toothless, deciding Flynn could
handle himself on his own and that his own efforts would be better
spent elsewhere.

"Give me a lift?" Rapunzel asked, swinging her leg easily over
Toothless's saddle.

The three lifted off into the sky, soaring through the darkened
streets to find their next opponents.

They found Merida riding Flynn's horse and racing through the
streets, shooting down Nightmares with accurate precision.

Toothless landed on the pavement and Rapunzel hopped off.

"Here," Hiccup said, drawing his knife and offering it to the girl.
"Since you gave away your pan."

But Rapunzel shook her head stubbornly, gathering the long strands of
her hair into her hands. "No thanks, I'll make do with my hair until
I can find another one."

Hiccup sighed in frustration. "Give it to Merida for me then. She's



gonna run out of arrows soon," he said, warily eyeing the girl
fighting fiercely further down the street.

"Alright," Rapunzel nodded, clasping the weapon's handle gingerly in
her hand.

"I'm going to help Jack," Hiccup said with a final gaze towards
Merida, preparing to take off again.

"Where is he?" Rapunzel asked, eyes narrowed.

Hiccup shrugged. "Invisible."

"Good luck."

Toothless leapt into the sky, leaving Rapunzel and Merida behind down
below. Then, a strangled yell surprised them, a yell that sounded
like someoneâ€¦ falling, right in front of the them. Toothless
hovered in the sky as a cloud of frost rained around them. Hiccup
leaned over Toothless to see Jack, no longer invisible, sprawled on
the ground covered in a dusting of blue and silver ice, and Merida
and Rapunzel racing to his side. Toothless dove back down towards the
ground and landed beside them.

Rapunzel helped Jack to his feet, looking anxiously into his face for
signs of injury. "Oh godâ€¦ are you okâ€¦ what happenedâ€¦ are you
sureâ€¦" she began fussing as Hiccup and Toothless landed. Hiccup
could see Jack, though not physically injured despite the fall,
wasn't at all ok, even if he claimed to be so.

"Umâ€¦we have company," Merida cut in, drawing one of her last three
arrows in her bow. The shadowy Nightmares were upon them once more,
and at their helm, Pitch Black, his yellow eyes glistening. The man
rode upon one of the horses in front of the others, clearly their
leader and commander. They paused only a few yards away, allowing the
four Guardians to gather themselves and line up side by side,
nervously and yet fearlessly, ready to fight the man who betrayed
their cause.

Pitch stared at them, taking in their silent resistance and
determination almost hungrily, before raising his hands and mockingly
declaring "Boo!"

On cue, the masses of Nightmares assembled rushed at the four so fast
the Guardians were completely at their mercy. Pitch laughed as the
horses overwhelmed the four heroes, collecting what they needed, and
swiftly dispersing.

Jack dropped his hands away from shielding his head the minute the
horses cantered away, a little rattled from the attack and confused
at why he hadn't been hurtâ€¦ or truthfully even touched. He looked
up and around at the others, who all wore similar expressions of
confusion on their faces, all except-

"Rapunzel?" Jack called out in a panic. The girl had disappeared. He
looked up to see the horses cantering their retreat through the sky
above as if they were dancing, and the long golden hair that trailed
behindâ€¦

"NO!" he yelled in rage, jumping onto the waiting wind and flying



after her.

"Jack! Wait! Don't-"

But he didn't pay any attention. He kept his gaze on Rapunzel,
bravely struggling to free herself, whipping her hair around and
managing to slice a horse or two and scatter them into shadowy dust.
Try though she might however, there where just too many for her to
overtake them.

"Don't fight the fear, girl!" Pitch cried out from above on a cloud
of darkness seemingly made of the same material as the Nightmares
with cackling glee, not yet noticing Jack's swift approach on the
winds. "Surrender and give to me what I want! What I know you
have!"

"LET HER GO!" Jack yelled fiercely over the wind, raising his staff
as he rose to the dark man's level. Pitch turned his head towards
Jack and, with a smirk, lifted his arms upwards to the sky. Jack
stared in shock as a wave of the darkness rolled up behind Pitch and
above over his head. He watched as it aimed to come cascading down
upon him-

Jack didn't know what happened next exactly. He could feel himself
falling backwards, pushed by the wave's current, and all he could
think was _Rapunzel, Rapunzel, Rapunzelâ€¦ _

Out of the corner of his eye he saw his staff light up with powerful
blue energy, energy that glowed and outstretched itself towards the
dark wave, whereupon contact it exploded in a burst of light, ice,
and pure electricity. Jack yelled as his body absorbed the energy,
and he brought his staff slamming down into the dark wave, sending
tendrils of the blue electricity and ice pulsing through it and
lighting up the night-like sky. The concussion of energy caused the
wave to explode and crumble, knocking Pitch backwards with an
incredible force. The Nightmares scattered in panic, and Rapunzel
fellâ€¦

Her screams brought Jack wearily back to his senses, and he dove
after her, catching her in his arms. He relaxed- she was safe-

They both looked up to see the regrouped Nightmares diving after
them, causing bitter dread to cumulate in Jack's stomach once more.
There was no way they'd get out of this one. He'd never be able to
fight the black monsters while holding and shielding Rapunzel, who
could not fly on her own. He drew her close to his chest and shut his
eyes to wait for-

"No! Let her go!" Pitch's voice rang out, causing all the horses to
skid to a halt in the air. The man had regained composure as well,
and was floating once more on another, albeit smaller, cloud of
shadowy darkness. "It's not her we needâ€¦" he said, looking
pointedly at Jack with an expression of both anger and amazement, as
if Jack was an astonishing mystery that had yet to be solved but also
a toy he wanted to break.

A tremor ran down Jack's spine at the intensity of way his uncle
gazed at him, and to say he was relieved when he and the Nightmares
finally melted into the shadows would be an understatement. Jack
shakily returned Rapunzel to solid ground, where Hiccup, Merida, and



now Flynn, were waiting, all three wearing similar expressions of
stunned disbelief and fear.

The moment his feet touched the pavement, Jack collapsed, bringing
Rapunzel down with him. Merida rushed forward to help the girl stand
up, and Hiccup knelt down beside Jack.

"Woah, don't get up just yet," the brunette urged when the other boy
tried to move.

"Jackâ€¦ how did ye do that?" Merida asked.

Jack looked up at her, breathing hard and shaking his head, just as
much at a loss as the rest of them were.

"Iâ€¦ I didn't know I could."

* * *

><p><strong>A NOTE TO ALL!<strong>

**Can I just say how happy it makes me reading your reviews? You all
are incredible readers, because you NOTICE THINGS! You notice the
little details I toss in for fun, you notice my movie references, you
THINK about the story and try to predict things, you try to
understand the way I present certain characters, ugh I can't even
describe all the things you do that make me so happy! **

**In short, thanks for being the best group of readers an author
could ever ask for!**

**Guest reviews:**

**Orange Cat: heh heh heh... sorrryyyyyy. ish. not. um... sorry! I
have a thing for cliff hangers... its a nasty habit that I can't seem
to break... hehe... and YES ok- thank you- you pay attention to
details! Very good orange cat... very good. Stoicks hammer indeed...
everything has its origins... now understand that because this is an
AU story the hammer is not necessarily "Stoick's hammer" in this
story... but as far as movie references go... I applaud you for being
the only one to notice that! And um yes, the uh, parents, right,
important ant characters off doing... important... things. haha just
kidding. They're there, I just can only focus on so much at a time.
The parents will/should come back in soon. OOOooo that fic sounds
good! I'll check it out! I love hearing recommendations of other
stories! Thanks! And wow, an "evil-good" writer. I like it! My new
title haha.. and haha I missed you too! I missed hearing from
everyone! It's been wayyyyyy too long! And yeah, you have a way with
words my commenting friend! Thanks so much friend-
iceprincess**

**Wolf girl916: Glad Eugene made you day! And yeah see, I did
****appreciate (and love!) your ideas for relics, but I already had a
couple planned out (like the crown). Still trying to work some of
your ideas in, we'll see how it goes... Jack is definitely one of my
favorites as well. I could see him as a son of Hermes...I would
without a doubt make Rapunzel a daughter of Apollo and Hiccup a son
of Hephaestus. And Merida could definitely be the daughter of someone
else and still be good at archery! Just like Frank Zhang! So happy to
make your day! (And I honestly don't blame you when it comes to



Thor's hammer... you aren't alone hahaha). If you want to post your
own story, which you totally should, you need to first create an
account. It's absolutely free, and worth every second. With an
account you can post stories, favorite stories and authors, and
follow stories and authors. Its really helpful because you can get
email notifications when your favorite stories have been updated, or
when your favorite author posted a new story, etc! Make an account-
it only takes a minute! And yeah... its been awhile since we've seen
Bunny. He'll have to come back soon. I'll work him in somehow. He's
overdo for a chapter anyway. And yes, Her Father's Daughter is
currently on hold. I have a lot of it already written but there are
some things I'm fixing in it. Also, my main focus is on this story,
and I prefer to only work on one story at a time, for the sake of my
sanity. Thanks for your multitudes of reviews (haha)-
iceprincess**

**Alrighty guys, hugs and kisses to you all! **

**Its good to be home :)**

    21. Compass

**Ello everyone! **

**Read, Relax, Review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

21.

Hiccup was terribly exhausted. It wasn't necessarily due to the
exertion of energy from fighting Pitch's beasts in Burgess, but
rather the overall taxation of his job. He'd never felt as tired from
it as he did now. And he certainly didn't envy Toothless at the
moment, who was currently flying high in the sky over Warren with two
riders on his back, post-battle. He wanted nothing more than to
collapse in his bed at Corinthia (or any bed, for that matter), and
fall sound asleep.

And yet he knew he must push on, and so that's what he was
doing.

"Where are we goin Hiccup?" Merida called over the wind behind him.
"The Berk villages are the other direction!"

"You'll see when we get there!" Hiccup answered her, bending low over
Toothless's back as the black dragon began to turn in the
air.

â€¦

Merida looked around with bitter distaste as Toothless
landed.

"Compass?" She asked incredulously. "Why on earth did ye bring us
here? Ah thought we were goin ta get the hammer?"



"We are,"' Hiccup explained, sliding off the dragon's back. "It's
hereâ€¦ somewhere."

"Ah'm pretty sure it's not, Hiccup," Merida argued cautiously,
swinging her leg over Toothless, but not quite dismounting
yet.

Hiccup had begun walking away from her, looking around in awe at the
circle of massive stones that made up Compass. "This is _amazing_
Merida," he spoke softly.

"Ye mean yew've never been here before?" She asked, confused, as she
finally hopped off of Toothless's back.

Hiccup chuckled and shook his head. "Hard to believe, right? I mean,
it's even in Berk, and I've only ever seen this place from
above."

"Well, there's not much to it now," Merida grumbled, crossing her
arms as she joined him where he stood. Toothless sniffed the ground
behind them, also curious about his surroundings.

"Why do ye think the hammer's here?" she asked, rubbing her arms now
with a frown. The place seemedâ€¦ colder than normal, more isolated.
A thin layer of mist rolled over the ground, sending an eerie chill
up Merida's spine. Never before had the redhead girl felt unsafe at
Compass- in fact, up until recently, it had always been her place of
refuge.

Her unsettledness frightened her.

Hiccup narrowed his eyes in concentration, roaming around the stones,
searching. Merida reluctantly shadowed him.

"I'd forgottenâ€¦ beforeâ€¦" Hiccup started. "Astridâ€¦ once told me
to come here." He briefly paused. "I didn't understand what she meant
at the time, but I think she hid the hammer here for me to
find."

Merida watched Hiccup as he searched high and low around the stones.
They'd gone in a complete circle now, and the brunette Guardian was
currently surveying a stone he'd already examined. He didn't seem to
have noticed either. Merida watched helplessly. This was pointless.
She had been coming here long since Astrid had died, and if the
blonde girl _had _hidden a remarkable hammer here, Merida was sure
she would have found it herself by now.

A harsh gust of wind swept into the clearing. Merida's tangled curls
blew into and around her face, and the wind pushed Hiccup's locks so
for a brief moment they appeared to be standing straight up as he
walked to the next stone. After the wind died a little, Merida
approached Hiccup, who was now kneeling in front of a stone, and
gently placed her hand on his shoulder.

"Hiccup, Ah hate to say it, Ah really doâ€¦ but if the hammer was
here Ah'd-"

She stopped, the words caught in her throat. Something had caught her
attention at the base of the rock. Her eyes widened
incredulously.



Hiccup's head turned around to look up at her, an excited glint in
his eyes. A smile grew on his face when he saw Merida's
expression.

"What was that you were saying?" He smugly asked her. She shook her
head and stuck her tongue out at him, causing the brunette Guardian
to chuckle and turn back to the stone.

Hiccup reached out his hand and brushed it over the stone, over a
clear distinct carving of a hammer that matched the crest on The
Guardian Treaty almost exactly. Someone had obviously gone through a
lot of effort to carve it so precisely, which told Hiccup that the
mark being there wasn't just accident or coincidence.

"It's here," Hiccup muttered, a sense of anticipation washing over
him.

"Umâ€¦ where is _here_?" Merida wondered aloud.

Hiccup stood up, brushing the dirt off his knee. "I hope you like
digging."

â€¦

"So tha's it," Merida assessed an hour or so later. They'd used their
swords to dig, and both Guardians were covered in dirt. But they'd
found their prize- a rather heavy hammer.

It wasn't overly large, and not unlike many other hammers Hiccup had
often seen during his days as Gobber's apprentice in the forge. The
handle was bound with leather, and fit surprisingly comfortably in
Hiccup's hand. The head of the hammer was engraved with old Berk
runes and symbols that made the Guardian of Knowledge's head itch
with curiosity and puzzlement. He'd have to find time to translate
themâ€¦ But what really interested Hiccup was that, despite the fact
that the hammer had been buried beneath the earth for many years, the
relic did not seem at all damaged by time or wear. It definitely did
not look to be centuries old. In fact, Hiccup felt it hardly deserved
the title 'relic'- the word sounded too ancient, too much like
antiqueâ€¦to much historic... The hammer, given a good wash, would
appear to be practically brand new.

Hiccup took a step back and cautiously tested the weapon in his
hands. He gently swung it to the side, then up and down. The weight
was comfortable, and his grip firm. Usually Hiccup preferred to do
everything with his bare hands, and when he had to fight, he tried to
stick with a small knife, or the flame sword of his own clever
invention.

For a brief moment, Hiccup felt like his dad. He felt like a man with
great responsibility, a strong and noble hammer tight within his
grip, ready to conquer the world.

He shook his head. Hiccup certainly looked up to his father, but they
were two very different people, with different ways of thinking and
acting. It's just how it was.

Hiccup turned the weapon over in his hands, still carefully rubbing
the dirt from the cold metal surface. He honestly wasn't sure what to



make of it. He didn't see himself fighting with it, not that he'd
want to. It would be too burdensome to carry around with him wherever
he went as well. Other than its pristine condition, the relic didn't
seem to have any trace of magic or power.

So what was he supposed to do with it?

"It's definitely it," Hiccup finally answered Merida. It was how he
remembered it from his dream-memory with Astrid. She'd hidden it, and
now he had found it.

Now what did he do with it?

_Protect it, _came the answer in his thoughts. _Keep it safe from
Pitch. _He frowned. Surely that couldn't be all? The crown from
Corona didn't seem all that magical either at first glance, but at
least they'd determined that the diamond-like gemstones had come from
the moon crystal at Council. From that, they knew the crown held
power. But as Hiccup turned the hammer over in his hands, he didn't
see anything that even resembled a gemstone. Nothing that he could
use to connect it to the crystal.

_North told Rapunzel that the four relics are chock-full of Moon
Magic, _Hiccup pondered to himself.

No sooner had this thought entered his mind did a white-hot glow
begin to emanate from the hammer in his hands.

"Hiccupâ€¦ what are ye doing?" Merida asked nervously.

Shocked, Hiccup dropped the weapon, sending it crashing down to the
mossy earthen floor.

A ear deafening tremor pulsed through Compass the instant the hammer
made contact with the ground, almost knocking Merida and Hiccup off
their feet.

The mist cleared with the pulse, and tiny blue beingsâ€¦ like puffs
of smoke and lightâ€¦ appeared in the air, one stationed between each
of the stone pillars that made up the Compass circle.

Hiccup turned in a circle, staring incredulously at the little blue
creatures. Merida's eyes widened, shocked for a slightly different
reason. Unlike Hiccup, she had seen these creatures before. Which
meantâ€¦

"The wisps!" She exclaimed in a both excited and amazed
whisper.

"Those are the infamous wisps you're always mentioning?" Hiccup
wondered aloud in amazement, staring at the cold and mysterious balls
of mist and light, feeling as though they could see right into his
soul.

Merida nodded solemnly. "Hiccupâ€¦ Ah haven't seen them here sinceâ€¦
since ma powers stopped working and this place shut down on
me."

Hiccup stared intently at the wisps floating in between the
stones.



"I think you should try them."

"What?"

"Try using your powers. We're at Compass, the wisps are back, what do
you have to loose?" Hiccup reasoned, turning to face her.

Merida hesitantly pondered his words. Then she smiled. She sank to
her knees before rearranging herself on the ground, fixing the fabric
in her dress so that she could sit cross-legged. She tucked a curly
strand of hair behind her ear, shut her eyes, and relaxed her body,
taking deep meditating breaths.

Hiccup had watched her prepare herself to use her powers many times
at Council. But he'd never been so transfixed by her simple movements
before- the calm, peaceful look in her face, the steady rise and fall
of her chest, and the general sense of her wild nature being briefly
tamedâ€¦ his newfound feelings for her held him
captivated.

Oblivious to his stares, Merida dug deep inside herself, into her
thoughts and feelings, searching for what would be her stringâ€¦ the
one string of thoughts and information amongst the many that lay
jumbled inside her, the one that she could grasp and hold on to as it
led her into the strings of possible futuresâ€¦

She knew it had worked before she even opened her eyes. She smiled.
_Her eyelids blinked open. _

_It was evening, and the sky was a breathtaking mixture of pinks and
purples and golds. Bright glittering lanterns filled the sky like
tiny jewels. She could faintly hear music in the distance. _

_ She looked around to find herself in an alleyway of sorts. Old,
cobblestone streets and cottage-like buildings confirmed that she was
in Corona. She followed the paths of the maze-like kingdom, walking
towards the sounds of music and laughter. _

_ But when she arrived at the center of town, it was bizarrely empty.
Merida closed her eyes. The music and noise of singing and dancing
was so loud, her brain insisted that the square should be packed with
people. But when she opened her eyes again, the streets were barren
and empty, regardless of what her ears were hearing. Confused, Merida
narrowed her eyes and took a few more steps into the square, trying
to understand what this strange vision meant. _

_ Merida heard a _crunch,_ and looked down. She jumped back,
surprised, to see her bow on the ground. The bow was bent at an odd
angle, and the string was torn in half, the ends shredded and frayed.
A couple of her prized arrows lay in pieces beside it. Merida inhaled
sharply. Even though nothing in this vision was real, Merida could
only imagine what the implications of the destroyed bow could mean.
She shuddered, beginning to feel afraid. _

_ The vision hadn't changed yet, so Merida knew there must be more
for her to see. She forced herself to look away from the bow, and
continue onward. She saw another object on the cobblestones up ahead,
and moved towards it. She tried not to freak out and gasp when she
saw it, but noise still escaped her in a _squeak_! It was an object



she knew she would recognize anywhere, despite the constant changes
and improvements it went under- Toothless's saddle. Like the bow, the
saddle was broken and destroyed, with leather strips torn free and
pieces of metal sticking out at all sorts of angles and directions.
The once strong and sturdy contraption looked extremely delicate and
fragile, not to mention dangerous and unworthy of ever being used
again. It was completely, and utterly ruined. _

_Again, millions of scenarios filled Merida's head as to what this
could possibly mean. Her heart pounded in her chest as she thought
about something bad happening to Hiccup. She wanted to pull herself
free from the vision to make sure he was safe, and yet she knew the
only way out was to let it run its course. So Merida looked up,
dreading what she would find next. _

_ She only had to take a few steps before seeing a beautiful golden
flower, glowing with pale yellow light in the dimness of evening,
growing between the cracks of the stone floor. Merida wanted to sigh
in relief. She happily sprinted to the flower, sinking to her knees
before it, taking in its healthy, beautiful, undamaged shine. As she
watched, however, the flower wilted before her eyes, its light
dimming, its petals turning grey and fluttering to the stone ground,
which had also turned grey and dismal. Dismay washed over Merida like
a wave. She didn't want to look up, knowing, and fearing, what she
would see next. But soon the sight of the dead flower was too much
for her to bare, and Merida reluctantly raised her headâ€¦_

_ â€¦ to see Jack's staff standing upright and proud in the dusky
night air. It was then Merida noticed that the festival sounds of
music and dancing had stopped, replaced by and eerie, dead, silence.
The sound of nothing was almost worse for Merida. At least the
ghostly music and laughter had been somewhat comforting, for she
could pretend she wasn't alone. A cold breeze flew through the empty,
barren, ghost of a town, causing windows and doors to open and slam
hauntingly. Merida gazed up at the sky- the floating lanterns had
vanished._

_The redhead Guardian stared at the staff, placing her hands on her
hips, waiting for it to do something. It didn't shine with its normal
blue glow, it simply shone withâ€¦nothing. It just looked like a
stick, more so now than ever. _

_ "Okkk," Merida said to the stick impatiently, "If yer going ta do
something, just do it already." Merdia was sick of this vision and
wanted out. _

_ The 'stick' did nothing. _

_ But a shadow fell over it, and Merida looked up, finding a raised
platform of sorts, where she imagined people would usually perform
and dance during the festival. On the platform stood another upright
staff, also standing tall and proudâ€¦ but in a menacing way.
__Pitch's black scythe. Anger welled up in Merida chest. She told
herself she wasn't afraid, that she was too furious to be
afraid._

_It was then she felt the edges of her surroundings fading, being
pulled apart, and she knew the vision was at an end. She didn't know
whether or not to be thankful. At the last minute, her eyes dropped
back to Jack's staff, still standing in the shadow of Pitch. The last



thing she saw was the narrow wooden rod snap in half, before
shattering into a million pieces._

* * *

><p><strong>Had an extremely long week doing college-y stuff (look at
me mom I'm a big girl!) But yeah happy to revert back to my childhood
today...<strong>

**Anyways**

**Guest Reviews:**

**Orange Cat: Hahaha oh god yeah I know the last chapter was like a
reference every other line XD. But I'm glad you enjoyed it haha! And
what! Me? Hurt my characters?! Hurt Hiccup!? The mere thought! I
would never... *slyly exits the room with an evil grin...* ahem
anyway haha glad to know I'm keeping you on your toes, at least.
Thank yo so much for the wonderful words after each chapter, and all
the fabulous support... go study for your test! School before
Fanfiction! (oh look at me I'm now a hypocrite...) but anyway...
Merci to you, friend, for being the awesome reader you
are!-iceprincess**

**ber fangirl: hahaha well maybe your first favorite line will make
an appearance soon... who knows?! And sorry, I've actually never seen
Meet the Robinsons (I know, I know) so I can't say if I were to write
a fanfic it would be very good... I've also never heard of that
fandom- maybe if you recommend me some sample stories so I get the
gist of it, I could see what I can do?! No promises though... Thanks
so much for reviewing! Glad we could talk!- iceprincess**

**Jodi Blu: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHOMGOMGOMGOMGOMGOMG MY FRIEND HOW I HAVE
MISSED YOU! CAN I JUST SAY WHAT AN AMZING SURPRISE AND TREAT IT WAS
TO HEAR FROM YOU! IT MADE MY DAY LIKE YOU DON'T EVEN UNDERSTAND.
AHHHH HOW ARE YOU?! ok Imma stop with the caps now they're annoying
me. But ANYWAY. Yes, I AM STILL WRITING! (oh god the caps still XD) I
just took a break from my other story (Her Father's Daughter) because
the idea for this story came into my head and I just couldn't wait to
start! So yeah... I just want you to know that I read all of your
reviews for HFD, and how sad it made me that I couldn't respond! One
of these days I'll come back to it, but until then! Glad you are
enjoying Legends as much as I am enjoying writing it! I've really
missed talking to you! And I've just realized your review was for
chapter five so I really hope you see this... Thanks for reading this
story and reviewing! Thanks as always for your support and
complimenting words of encouragement. Until we speak again!
-iceprincess**

    22. Accomplishing Ice Cream

**PLEASE READ:**

**VERY IMPORTANT QUESTION BEFORE WE BEGIN. HOW MANY OF YOU READING
THIS ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE GUARDIANS OF CHILDHOOD SERIES, EVEN IN THE
SLIGHTEST WAY? It is not essential for this particular chapter, but I
am planning on referencing one or two things from it in later
chapters and I really need to know. NOT LIKE OBSCURE DETAILS- LIKE A
BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF CHARACTERS. **



**For example: "Jack Frost is a mischievous winter spirit/Guardian
from RoTG. He uses a staff to make snow and loves having fun."
**

**Like that kind of stuff. I'm not asking plot points or quotes. Just
basic imagery here. **

**PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE LET ME KNOW IN THE REVIEW SECTION IF YOU ARE
AT ALL FAMILIAR. YOU DONT HAVE TO WRITE A LONG NOTE- JUST SAY "I'M
FAMILIAR/NOT FAMILIAR" ETC. **

**I just have this plan, and I'd really hate for you guys not to
understand it after all this...**

**Again, this will NOT AFFECT this PARTICULAR chapter. But please let
me know. **

**THANK YOU!**

**phew ok. I realllyyyyyy like this chapter, so read, relax,
review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

22.

A few hours after the battle found Jack leading Rapunzel through the
Corinthia palace halls to the spacious kitchen, which he had just
discovered upon their return. He had his hands covering her eyes as
they walked, and a childish grin on his face, eager for her to see
his surprise. Their progress was slow, however, as the
temporarily-blind Rapunzel treaded with extreme caution, and for good
reason- Jack was horrible at navigation and they kept running into
things.

The eighth time Rapunzel ran into a pole (following falling down the
stairs twice), she finally attempted to yank his hands away from her
face.

"For goodness sake Jack-"

"No! You can't look yet!" he protested, swatting her hands away and
covering her eyes again.

"But Jack-"

"You promised!" he reminded her. The blonde girl paused before
sighing and allowing him to continue leading her to wherever they
were going.

Jack laughed. "Hey, we're almost there, ok?"

"Okkk," she grinned. He had her eyes covered, but Jack could swear
she'd be rolling them if they weren't.

The winter Guardian walked until he had Rapunzel standing right in
front of his masterpieces on the large countertop.



"Anddd open," he commanded proudly.

The blonde girl blinked her green eyes open, letting them adjust to
the light after being shut in darkness for so long, and focused her
attention on what Jack had set out before her.

"I just couldn't believe there wasn't _any_ _at all _in this place
you guys call a castle," Jack explained enthusiastically, "and I
didn't know what flavor you liked, so I justâ€¦. made them all!"

He waited for her reaction, gesturing proudly to his creation, but
Rapunzel just stood, silent and still, staring uncomprehendingly at
what lay before her in the various bowls and dishes Jack had
found.

"What's the matter?" Jack asked warily. _Did I not make the flavor
she likes? _He thought with a frown, looking over each bowl. _I made
every one I could think ofâ€¦_ Then, when she still didn't speak,
"Never seen ice cream before?" he joked lightly.

He was shocked when Rapunzel actually shook her head "no".

"_What?" _he asked her, incredulous.

"Iâ€¦ I've never even heard of it," Rapunzel said, leaning forward to
stare at the bowls curiously. "Whatâ€¦ what is it?"

"I don't believe I'm hearing this," Jack said aloud to himself in
half amusement, half disbelief.

He moved so he stood right next to her. "Ice cream," he explained,
"is only the most delicious, most incredible, mostâ€¦" he struggled
to find the proper words to describe it. "You know what?" he said,
changing tactics. He grabbed Rapunzel's hand and pulled her over to
the chairs on the other side of the counter top. "We are not leaving
here until you taste every single one of them." Rapunzel giggled,
amused and intrigued as she settled into her seat.

"Never seen ice cream," he muttered. "It's ridiculous, absolutely
ridiculous."

So the two Guardians devoured the sweet dessert, taste-testing
different flavors and debating Jack's talents as a cook. Although
Jack admitted to not being all that great in the kitchen, his ice
cream was undeniably unrivaled by any other, which may or may not
have had anything to do with his newfound ice powers. Rapunzel had
started with a basic vanilla, proclaimed it absolutely delicious and
assured Jack that none of the other flavors could possibly be better.
Then she tried the chocolate, and decided that she stood corrected
and no, the chocolate was surely the best. Each type of ice cream
Rapunzel tasted easily became her "favorite," and she quickly became
more and more daring with each flavor she tried. She experienced her
first ever brain-freeze, which was quickly followed by a dozen or so
more of the like, due to hungry spoonful after spoonful of the
delightfully cold treat.

Jack found candy burrowed away in one of the cupboards, and so the
two melted chocolate and poured both candy and chocolate into their
bowls, successfully making Rapunzel's first-ever ice cream sundae.



The blonde girl didn't waste time turning it into another one of her
art projects, and soon the two Guardians found themselves competing
to make the most beautifully artistic, (or in Jack's case, the most
chaotically-sugary-intense) sundaes the world had _ever _seen.

Jack noticed a smear of mint chocolate-chip ice cream- his favorite-
on Rapunzel's cheek. He opened his mouth to tell her, but boldly
decided to just swipe his finger across her cheek instead. The girl
jumped in surprise and stared at him in shock as he licked his finger
clean, his ice-blue eyes smirking at her.

Rapunzel felt like her heart had completely stopped in her chest- Man
in the Moon- the way he was looking at her! Her muscles tensed, her
stomach was a mess of tangled butterflies and the ice cream was doing
nothing to help the way-

Before Rapunzel knew what she was doing, she scooped a mound of her
mint ice cream into her spoon and dumped it on Jack, painting his
face from the top of his forehead to the corners of his smirking
mouth.

It didn't take an overly long time for the white-haired Guardian to
recover from surprise. He burst out laughing, and returned the favor
to Rapunzel by dabbing strawberry ice cream across her cheeks. Now it
was full out war.

Soon the kitchen was a complete and utter disaster- a mess of candy,
chocolate and both melted and still-miraculously-frozen ice cream.
They had ice cream on their clothes, on their faces, in their hair-
it was _everywhere!_

And how hard they laughed.

"So how come Corona doesn't make ice cream?" Jack insisted once their
war had died down and they had begun half-heartedly cleaning
up.

Rapunzel was thoughtful. "I'm not sureâ€¦ we definitely should
though," she grinned. Then she frowned. "It's strange, isn't it? How
our kingdoms are so closely joined together, so much a part of each
otherâ€¦ and yet we are so, so different. To the point that I feel we
hardly know anything about each other." She sat down, resting her
elbows on the table and placing her chin in her hands as she thought.
"Like how you, from Burgess, didn't know what Corona's Festival of
Lights is, not to mention that Burgess doesn't have anything like it
of their own. And how Merida and Hiccup, both from different
kingdoms, have never attended the Festival or seem remotely
interested in doing so. Or how Corona doesn't have ice cream," she
added. "I doubt a single person in the entire kingdom knows what ice
cream is."

To these thoughts, Jack had no answer of his own. He'd never really
thought about the independencies of the kingdoms, despite how closely
entwined they ultimately were.

"You wouldn't be able toâ€¦whip up a few more batches for the
Festival, would you?" she asked, after a few considerable moments of
silence from them both. Jack realized he could simply not resist her
pleading eyes. He got lost in their brightness and beauty-



"With pleasure," he agreed, giving her a little bow. Rapunzel giggled
at the gesture.

"Really? I mean, it would need to be _a lot _of ice creamâ€¦ enough
for the whole kingdom practically and..."

Jack shrugged as he reached for a dishcloth and began wiping down a
countertop, forcing himself to tear his gaze from hers before his
somersaulting feelings made him do something he might later regret.
"Hey, it's no big deal. It took a few tries at first, but now that
I've got it down, it'll be a piece of cake. Your wish," he finished,
spreading his hands wide, "is my command."

Rapunzel smiled, face beaming in thanks. As she stared at him, her
gaze suddenly softened. She noticed he was avoiding her gaze, but she
misinterpreted the reason.

"You know, Jack, what you did todayâ€¦ it wasâ€¦ amazing. You're a
powerful Guardian. Maybe even one of the most powerful Warren has
ever seen."

Jack paused in his cleaning (he wasn't really doing a very good job
anyway), feeling a little embarrassed yet deeply pleased by her
words.

"Ehhâ€¦ I doubt that's true," he said, trying to sound casual. "All I
do is make snowâ€¦ well, I suppose you might consider me the most
powerful _ice cream _maker-"

Rapunzel shook her head. "No Jack, I'm serious. What you did in the
sky- with the ice and theâ€¦ blue light? I don't know what it was or
how you did it, butâ€¦" She trailed off, fiddling with a strand of
her long hair. Jack looked up at her curiously, allowing himself to
briefly gaze at her once more.

"I guess what I'm trying to say," she decided finally, "is that
you're more important than I think you realize. Right before you were
chosen, I told Hiccup that choosing a new Guardian was necessary
because-"

"Because the balance and unity must be maintained," Jack finished for
her, gripping the counter with his hands behind him and leaning back
leisurely. How many times had he heard those words?

But Rapunzel surprised him. "No Jack," she said. "I told him that we
needed someone who would be gifted with the power to defeat Pitch.
Someone who could do something the three of us couldn't. And I
thinkâ€¦ I think you've proved that today."

The white-haired Guardian stared at her, dumbfounded. For a moment
neither of them spoke. At last, Jack swallowed and said,

"Punzâ€¦ I'm just a guy." He said weakly. "Just a guy with an insane
uncle, who's somehowâ€¦ _stumbled_â€¦ into this bizarre dream where
I'mâ€¦ fighting shadows and saving kids from burning buildingsâ€¦ and
now I'm supposed to be a _savior _to four _entire _kingdoms? I
thought we were doing this together?"

Rapunzel was at his side in a moment, taking his hands in hers.
"Jack, the four of us _are _a team. There's a reason there's four



Guardians, and not just one. _Of course _we have to work together if
we want to succeed. We all will have to do our part. I'm just saying
that," she said, looking intently into his eyes and brushing his
messy hair away from his face somewhat, "that maybeâ€¦ we need you
more than you need us."

Just then Merida came bursting through the kitchen doorway. Rapunzel
instinctively jumped back away from Jack, who hastily snatched up the
dishcloth once more to finish cleaning up.

"Found them!" the red-head called over her shoulder. She skipped into
the room and headed straight to where the apples were kept, eagerly
sinking her teeth into the ripe fruit. "Ah'm starving," she
exclaimed, then took in the sight of the disastrous condition the
kitchen was in. "What've the two of ye been up to?" she asked,
narrowing her eyes suspiciously.

Hiccup entered the room, a rather large and strange looking hammer
belted at his waist. He took in the sight of the kitchen as well, and
his eyes widened in surprise.

"Seems like you guys have been busy," he said crossing his arms
playfully.

"Oh you know, just doing a little this and that. Working hard." Jack
answered from his place at the other side of the room, a smirk
playing on his face.

"We got lots of things accomplished while you were gone, Hiccup,"
Rapunzel assured the brunette, nodding to Jack to back her
up.

"Really?" Hiccup asked, raising an eyebrow. "Such asâ€¦?"

"Ice cream," Jack gestured around with a goofy grin. "We accomplished
ice cream." He copied Hiccup's crossed-arms stance, and then copied
the not-amused-no-nonsense expression the brunette boy had on his
face.

"You accomplished a _mess_," Hiccup deadpanned.

"A delicious mess!" Rapunzel exclaimed excitedly.

Merida put a fist in her mouth to keep herself from giggling.
Rapunzel's cheeks flared red. Neither of the boys moved.

And then everyone burst into laughter.

â€¦.

But as Jack climbed the steps to his bedroom later that night, eager
to sleep after a very long day, some of the things Rapunzel had said
to him kept nagging at his mind.

_You're a powerful Guardian. Maybe even one of the most powerful
Warren has ever seenâ€¦ You're more important than you realizeâ€¦ Of
course we have to work together if we want to succeedâ€¦ maybe we
need you more than you need us._

It sounded eerily familiar to what North had told him that last time



Jack had seen the old man, right before Rapunzel had accidentally
interrupted them.

_"You are very powerful Jack," North told him seriously. You are
unlike any Guardian in all of Warren history." _

That's what North had said to him. It was almost identical to
Rapunzel's words. But North had meant something a little different
from Rapunzel. The blonde Guardian had simply stated that Jack was
_more powerful _than the others_, _which his uncle would have agreed
with. But North had also stressed that Jack was _unlike _other
Guardians. Jack recalled the rest of the conversation as he
walked.

_ "You are very powerful Jack," North told him seriously. You are
unlike any Guardian in all of Warren history." He gestured to the
wooden stick the boy fiddled with in his hands._

_ "Because I carry a staff?" Jack asked, surprised._

_"This staff, Jack, is your power. I do not know why the Moon gifted
your magic this way, but I do know there must be reason."_

_ "And this reason isâ€¦?"_

_ North paused, watching him closely. "I suppose we shall see, will
we not?"_

_ Jack sighed. "This isn't helping me, Uncle North."_

_ "I know this is hard, Jack, I know this is new. You are out of
comfort zone, I get this. We've placed much responsibility on your
shoulders, responsibility you never wanted."_

_ "Heh, you got that right," Jack snorted sourly, still playing with
his staff, but now with an agitated hand. _

_ "I vonder," North started up again after a moment, "do you realize
the great risk you are at."_

_ Jack looked up, narrowing his eyes. "Risk? 'Cause I'm a Guardian
that's supposed to defeat an evil, backstabbing-"_

_ "Stop Jack. Calling my brother names vill get you nowhere but
anger, and young men make foolish choices when anger clouds their
minds."_

_ "You're telling me you aren't angry yourself?" Jack deadpanned._

_ North smiled. "I did not say this."_

_ Jack grinned smugly, looking down again. _

_ "Back to point," North continued. "It is staff Jack, not position,
that puts you in danger. The fact this staff is your power puts you
in danger because, as I'm sure you have realized, you are completely
reliant on it. Without it, you areâ€¦ vellâ€¦ nothing."_

_ "Thank you. Really. Nice to know you have so much faith in me,"
Jack sarcastically replied, completely regretting coming to visit his



uncle. "I mean, you were the one that volunteered me up for your
little 'save the world' quest, so hearing_ _those_ encouraging_ words
from you just means_ that_ much more-"_

_"I am trying to _help_ you Jack," North interrupted with an
uncharacteristically_ _heavy frown. "No one said this vould be easy.
I am merely trying to impress upon you the seriousness of your
situation. You are a valuable asset to the Guardians. We need_ you_
more than the four of you combined! _Do_. _Not_. _Be_. _Reckless with
your power_. Should anything happen to youâ€¦ or your staffâ€¦ you
vould condemn Warren to loose the war."_

_ Jack gaped at him, taken by surprise. He previous anger had
completely melted. "Loose the _war_â€¦?"_

_ "Warren needs you Jack, and your gifts. You may not see or
understand yet, but-"_

_ Just then the door opened, causing Jack to jump. _

_ "Rapunzel!"_

Jack paused at his room, one hand pressed lightly against the door,
looking down at the cold stones under his bare feet- a cold he hardly
noticed.

_How can I be thatâ€¦important? _he wondered. He felt uncomfortable
with the very thought. He was bothered by the fact that serious
damage- both good an bad- could be caused simply by the mere wooden
tree branch he used as a staff.

_Why does the power come from the staff, _he thought suddenly, _and
not from me? I'm the first and only Guardian to be like this. _North
was right- he was completely reliant upon it. He'd never thought
about it before tonight, but now it suddenly made him feel almostâ€¦
handicapped. _And yet both North and Rapunzel think I'm some sort of
savior. _

He shook his head, clearing it of all thoughts of North, staffs, and
reasons why the whole world seemed to depend solely on him. He pushed
the door open, content to go to sleep and dream of ice cream and
Rapunzel's laugh, and her remarkably dazzling eyes.

* * *

><p><strong>Nice fluffy chapter, hopefully those of you waiting
around for legit Jackunzel time were momentarily satisfied
haha...<strong>

**AND I apologize for how crazy I sounded with my note at the
beginning, but please like I said, just shoot me a note with your
familiarity with the series' characters... thanks in advance
guys!**

**See everyone soon!**

**Guest Responses: **

**Orange Cat: haha you always make me crack up with your reactions!
And I know, after the previous chapter the last one simply did not



measure up in references :( ah well, can only do so many at a time,
right? Got save some for the rest of the story! There's a really
massive one coming up though, a few chapters from now, from RotG. And
no worries- as bad as it sounds, I am excited for the bad stuff too!
lol. Yay about your exams! That's great! Hope everything turned out
ok ;) Thank you for thinking my story is "perfection"- I hardly think
so. You are more fabulous than I am! Talk more soon friend-
Iceprincess**

**Saph: You're right, you can't win all the time. And yeah, Pitch is
a horrible, "jerk face" uncle XD. But the idea is that he wasn't
always like that. He was once a caring and noble good person. Are you
familiar with the Guardians of Childhood series? (in a completely
unrelated way to my note at the beginning of the chapter) And how
Pitch turned from good to evil? It's that story I'm VERY vaguely
referencing in my story- but I will go into it a little more in much
later chapters. Again, this is different from my crazy note above,
it's just a very obscure reference that won't hurt your understanding
of the story if you don't get it... BUT ANYWAY. Save me some
popcorn?! -iceprincess**

**ber fangirl: Um, I won't kill my big four. I'm not that mean XD.
But as to everything else- my lips are sealed. And ok, I'll
definitely look that up. Thanks! And haha no worries- I love you guys
just the same way! I really appreciate all the love and support from
you. And no, of course not, wouldn't expect you to be human,
obviously... hahahaha. thank you as always for writing a review-
iceprincess**

    23. Working Hard or Hardly Working?

**Heyyyyyyy guyyyyyssssssss...**

**Yup. There is no excuse for my lateness. I'm so sorry, but I
understand if you don't accept my apology...**

**Anyway, this chapter went through three VERY different versions
before I came up with what you see in front of you... hope you
enjoy...**

**Read, relax, review!**

* * *

><p>~o0o~<p>

23.

"Rise and shine Frost!" an overly cheerful voice tore Jack from his
sleep. The white-haired boy cracked his eyelids open in annoyance
just in time to see Hiccup throw open the curtains and let in a
torrent of bright sunlight.

"_Ahh_," Jack recoiled, shielding his face and sitting up a little in
his bed. _It's way too early for this! _he was protesting in his
head. "_Really_, Hiccup? What time is it?"

"Time for _you _to get up," Hiccup stated with a smile as he walked
briskly about Jack's room, opening all the curtains and letting the



bright morning light flood into the room. Neither Hiccup nor the
light was doing anything for his mood. Jack rolled over, intending to
go back to bed, when a giant and _heavy _black mass hopped on top of
him, causing him to cry out painfully.

"_Agh- _what_- Hiccup!_ Get this- ugh! Toothless, get_ off of
me!_"

The dragon in question only tilted his head before grinned excitedly
and licking Jack's face, followed by the rest of his upper
body.

"I'm up! _I'm up! _Ok? Ugh please, just get off- _will you cut that
out?_" Jack protested, now thoroughly annoyed, as he tried in vain to
push the Nightfury off his lap.

Hiccup whistled to the dragon, still smiling. "Toothless, c'mere
Bud," he commanded with a wave. "Let's leave the grumpy Guardian
alone." With a final lick to make his point clear, Toothless jumped
from Jack's bed and padded lightly across the floor towards where
Hiccup was leaning in the doorway.

"You. Downstairs. Fifteen minutes," Hiccup told Jack.

"I need a bath," the white-haired boy complained, lifting his arms
away from his chest and making a face at the dragon-saliva that
coated his body.

Hiccup only laughed. "You just had one!" Toothless snorted in
agreement, sitting up and staring at Jack innocently with wide happy
eyes. "Fifteen minutes," Hiccup said again as he pushed away from the
door frame and began to leave.

Jack fell back onto his pillows with an overdramatic groan. "Why?
What's happening in fifteen minutes?"

Jack had to turn his head slightly so he could see Hiccup's face, and
he immediately wished he hadn't. The brunette boy wore an expression
Jack knew so well from the many times he'd worn it himself- a look
that screamed mischief.

"Training," Hiccup replied with a smirk.

â€¦

Hiccup wasn't really a whistler. He _could _whistle, and often did so
to get Toothless's attention or give him a direction, but aside from
that, it wasn't a pastime he was overly fond of. He often preferred a
contemplative silence, or the comforting, consistent sounds of hammer
against metal while he worked.

But today, Hiccup was whistling.

Movement behind him caught his attention, and he looked up with a
grin to see Merida walk through the doorway to his workshop. His good
feelings only increased, and he simply couldn't frown if he
tried.

"Mornin', Milady," he smiled teasingly, waving her over.
Surprisingly, Hiccup's workshop was not as crowded as his bedroom,



and Merida was able to pick her way to his side in no time at
all.

"Yer in a good mood," Merida commented with a grin of her own. His
smile was infectious to her- they were living in a time of chaos, and
she felt like the world was about to end, yet his beaming gaze made
her feel like she was soaring millions of feet above the ground
without a single care. Hiccup pulled her close, clasping his hands
contentedly around her waist.

"Well, I have a lot to smile about," he shrugged. "The sun is
shining, we found the hammer, Compass is fixedâ€¦ and I've got you,"
he grinned serenely.

Merida could feel his heart beat beneath her hands, or perhaps it was
her own heart pulsing through her ears.

"Good reasons to smile, indeed," she said after a moment, her voice
coming out in a whisper.

Hiccup unwound his hands from around her waist, much to her
disappointment, but firmly grasped her right hand with his left and
pulled her over to a table deeper in the workshop, beside the
currently dead forge.

"I've got your arrows," he announced happily, reaching for the quiver
that was now stocked full compared to the day before. "They're color
coded like the others," he said, gesturing to the colored bands inked
in where feathers met wood. "I've been experimenting a little," he
added, pointing to a few marked with a deep red band. "Try them out
today and let me know how they work."

Merida gingerly fingered one of the indicated arrows and cautiously
pulled it from the quiver. She knew better than to be anything but
gentle with the arrows that Hiccup had messed with. Her brows
furrowed immediately.

"Hiccupâ€¦ they'reâ€¦ metallic." She looked up at him
questioningly.

The brunette nodded excitedly, crossing his arms. "Yeah. Don't worry
though- it's the same basic structural design I use for Toothless's
tail fin. It should have no problem flying."

Merida frowned. "But what does it do?" she asked, running her fingers
along the arrow's narrow shaft. She realized some sort ofâ€¦ polish
maybe?... coated the metal. It didn't seem to have quite dried yet
either, it came off kind of sticky on her fingers-

Merida looked up with wide eyes as a thought struck her. Hiccup was
looking at her, biting his lip to keep from laughing as he waited for
her reaction.

"They're notâ€¦" Merida started, excitement building in her chest, as
Hiccup said nothing, only rubbed his thumb across his smiling bottom
lip as he nodded vigorously. Merida wanted to kiss those lips.

"Like I said," Hiccup finally answered, smiling wide, "let me know
how they work." And then, in afterthought, "They activate just like
the smoke ones."



Merida nodded eagerly and excitedly, admiring the silver arrow from
different angles. "When do Ah get ta try it?"

Hiccup picked up a dulled sword from the table and tossed it to her.
Merida swung the quiver over her shoulder and caught the sword
handle-side-up in her left hand, the silver arrow still clutched in
her right.

"How 'bout now?"

â€¦

"Tell me again why this is necessary?" A freshly showered,
non-saliva-coated Jack complained as he met the other Guardians in
the main hall of the castle. "What even are we doing, exactly?"

Jack took in the appearance of the girls- Rapunzel wore leather pants
and a flowing burgundy blouse and belt, hanging from which was her
weapon of choice: a frying pan. Merida too had traded in her dress
for leggings and a green tunic, matched with tall leather boots. Even
her hair had surprisingly been gathered up into a tight ponytail atop
her head, though a few wild curls had managed to break free around
her face. Her bow was strapped neatly across her back, and she stood
anxiously fingering the tail feathers of the arrows residing in the
quiver on her hip. Hiccup wore his fight suit, but that wasn't really
as shocking as the girls' attire. Still, it made Jack wonder if he
should've worn something moreâ€¦ battle like?

"Should I go grab my suit of armor from upstairs?" Jack joked with a
smirk, pointing back toward the staircase with his thumb.

"If ye think it will help," Merida smirked. Jack frowned at her, not
amused.

"Oookkk what are we doing, guys?"

"I told you earlier, Jack," Hiccup called, walking up to the boy and
dumping a couple shields in to his arms. Jack noticed that the Berk
hammer was strapped to his belt. "Today we train."

They hauled a couple shields and swords, along with other equipment
that Jack couldn't divine any purpose from, outside into one of the
large grassy courtyards of Corinthia. The sun was bright today, but
also very cloudy, the overall effect being a whitish-grey sky in
which one tiny spot where the sun rested was significantly brighter
than the rest. Wind blew through the trees, stirring up leaves and
making the grass tickle Jack's bare ankles. He briefly wondered if he
should have worn shoes.

_Even Punz is wearing shoes, _Jack thought to himself, eying the
girl's boots.

He flipped his staff through the air, swung it over his shoulders and
hung his arms lazily over the edges as he waited for what would come
next. Hiccup was handing something out- some sort of black
bands.

"What's this?" Jack asked when the brunette boy held out four of the
bands to him. Each one was a couple inches wide, and maybe a little



more than half a foot long.

"They're weighted," Hiccup explained. "Wrap them around your wrists
and ankles. Makes you work harder in practice, helps make the real
deal that much easier."

Jack looked at him skeptically. "Weighted?"

Hiccup shrugged. "They're only about two or three pounds each. Piece
of cake,"

Jack took the bands from his friend and bent down to fasten them
around his ankles. Once he was sure they wouldn't come loose or fall
off, he stood and gently shook his legs, testing the feel of the
bands. He could definitely feel the added weight, but it wasn't
restricting to his movements- everything was normal. Jack shrugged as
he fastened the other two to his wrists, not quite understanding what
the point was.

He worked with Merida first. Hiccup told him he had to practice
fighting with his staffâ€¦ without actually using the
staff.

"Pretend the staff is just a piece of wood, and not your source of
magical power," Hiccup explained. "How would you fight with
it?"

Jack nodded in understanding as he adjusted his stance and readied
himself. Merida stood a few paces away from him, sword in hand. Jack
eyed the glinting edge of the blade with an uneasy feeling in his
stomach. The redhead had assured him her blades were blunt, but he
didn't quite trust her on that. They looked pretty sharp to
him.

After all, magic or notâ€¦ his staff was _wood_.

He glanced at the knurled stick held tightly in his callused hands. A
sense of sure dread suddenly washed over him. He spun around to look
at Hiccup.

_She's going to hack it to pieces! _He screamed at the boy in his
head.

Hiccup shook his head. _"No, she won't." _he stated calmly.

Jack inhaled and turned back to face Merida. _Fine, but when North
wants to know why I can't use my powers anymore, I'm telling him it's
entirely your-_

And then Merida was slashing, and Jack just barely blocked her in
time. He winced as wood made contact with steel, and stood frozen in
place, afraid to open his eyes and see the damage. He felt Merida
lessen the pressure and knew she'd backed away. He peeked his eyes
open just in time to see the fading blue glow within the portion of
the wood that Merida's sword had come in contact with during the hit.
Jack's eyebrows shoot up in wonder and his whole posture visibly
relaxed. The staff was completely unharmed.

"See? Nothing to worry about!" Hiccup exclaimed from the side. "Now,
spread your arms a little further apart, Jack, yeah that's better,



and Merida, watchâ€¦"

They spent the next ten minutes or so like that, exchanging hits and
parries and taking part in short duels. All the while, Jack was not
allowed to use any sort of magic- not just his ice powers, but his
flying and invisibility were banned as well- in order to strictly
strengthen his fighting skills. Eventually Hiccup let them continue
practicing and left to go work with Rapunzel. Jack shed his
sweatshirt almost immediately, glad he'd chosen a short sleeved
t-shirt to wear underneath.

As time wore on, Jack became increasingly aware of the weight on his
wrists and ankles. At first they had just been a nuisance, but as his
body and muscles tired from the physical activity, the weights seemed
to grow heavier and heavier, and Jack found himself working harder to
continue performing the same movements. Jack understood now- it was
just another tool to make him stronger. When he first began to sweat,
Jack had used his powers to make ice lightly coat the surface of his
forehead and the back of his neck to help cool his body off. However,
maintaining the ice while trying to simultaneously concentrate on his
skills was surprisingly taxing to his already rapidly diminishing
energy, and he quickly decided to forgo it all together and simply
take a cold shower later.

Eventually Merida called truce, and, much to Jack's relief, had him
remove his weights. Jack's arms and legs felt strangely buoyant the
few minutes after he'd freed them. He drained an entire water bottle
from the stack they'd brought outside with them, and then Merida made
them get back to work.

"Do I get to use magic this time?" Jack asked hopefully.

"Uh uh," Merida shook her head with a smirk.

Meanwhile, Hiccup and Rapunzel were immersed in their own kind of
struggle.

"I just don't understand what connects them," Hiccup said with a
frown, looking at the hammer in his hands and the crown resting in
Rapunzel's lap. He sat down cross-legged in the grass beside her. The
blonde girl reached over and grasped the hammer's handle, raising it
in front of her face for closer inspection. With a smile, she
balanced the circular frame of the tiara on the head of the hammer
before watching it slide down over it and onto her arm like a
bracelet. She shrugged and laughed.

"Experiment number one: failure," Rapunzel teased, mimicking Hiccup's
voice.

He rolled his eyes. "Okay, so they don't react when in close contact
with each other." He reclaimed the hammer from her and held it,
testing its weight in his hands, switching from left to
right.

Rapunzel ran her hands over the glittering crystal leaves that
dominated the crown. She absentmindedly took a few strands of her
long hair and began weaving them around the thin gold band as she
thought. Then she unwound them again. Watching her work gave Hiccup
an idea.



"Rapunzelâ€¦ try singing," he suggested.

The girl's eyes lit up and she sat up straighter.

_"Flower, gleam and glow,_

_ Let your power shine."_

Her hair began its radiant glow, and both Guardians watched the crown
and hammer closely.

The crown's three crystals began to glow faintly, pulsing with a very
dim, almost milky light.

_Moonlight, _Hiccup thought.

The hazy glow lasted a few seconds more, then faded
completely.

Rapunzel looked at Hiccup excitedly, but the boy had his face
scrunched in thought.

"That wasâ€¦ something," Rapunzel urged. Hiccup nodded in
agreement.

"â€¦Soâ€¦?"

"It reacted to the use of your power," he conceded. "But it didn't
really do anythingâ€¦ _interesting_."

Rapunzel sighed at the boy's obvious disappointment. "Well, it's a
startâ€¦.right?"

_"Let's try thisâ€¦" _Hiccup spoke into her mind, but he was looking
expectantly at the hammer. He wanted to see if it would react like
the crown had.

The hammer sat in the grass, motionless, glow-less, and overall
rather boring.

"â€¦Maybe you need to, you know," Rapunzel offered cautiously, "use
your _full _powerâ€¦"

"On who? You?" Hiccup asked with forced casualness, glancing up at
her. "Nah. Iâ€¦ I don't think so. I'm not doing that again unless I
have toâ€¦ and only with Pitch."

Rapunzel swallowed, wondering whether she should push him. She
decided it was his decision to make, not hers.

"Besides, the hammer did _do _something at Compass," Hiccup went on.
"Without me even using my powers. Somehowâ€¦somehow it _fixed
_Merida's connection with the place."

Rapunzel's eyes grew wide. "It did? That's wonderful news! Why didn't
either of you say anything before?"

Hiccup grinned ruefully. "Yeah, the blessing and curse of her seeing
the future is back. We haven't really said anything becauseâ€¦ well,
we were waiting 'til later this afternoon when we all sit down to



reevaluate our options and everythingâ€¦ Mer had a vision that she
wasn't all that happy about," Hiccup explained, "she wanted time to
think about it."

They sat in silence for a few moments. Then Rapunzel tilted her head
to the side. "Hiccupâ€¦ Isn't the hammer the _Berk _relic, not the
DunBroch one?" she reminded him. "So how would that work? How could
it fix Merida's powers?"

Hiccup shrugged. "Well, Compass _is _in Berkâ€¦ there's some link
there...it's like they're connected or something." He ran a hand
through his hair and looked over to where Merida was dueling
Jackâ€¦and winning. "But that's a whole 'nother question all
together." He paused. "We have to figure out what the Burgess relic
isâ€¦ before Pitch does."

Rapunzel adjusted her position, straightening her legs out in front
of her and leisurely stretching. "North promised us that it was safe,
even if he won't tell us what it is."

"I've been thinking about that," Hiccup confessed, rubbing his
thumbnail against the corner of his mouth as he stared into space.
"It's justâ€¦ ugh okay, call me crazy." He turned to face her in the
grass, holding his hands out in front of him in a _"look" _gesture.
"The crest inked into the treaty that Tooth brought us- it was a
symbol of what I'm assuming _must _be the Burgess relic, if the
Corona and Berk ones are anything to go by."

Rapunzel nodded, her eyebrows drawn together, trying to understand
where Hiccup was going.

"It was a line. Ish. I don't know, but the first thing that came to
my head when I saw it was a _staff."_

Rapunzel glanced to where Jack and Merida were taking a water break,
looking at the long curved stick the white-haired boy had resting
against his side.

"Hiccup, are you saying-"

"I'm saying that I'm wondering whether it's a coincidence Jack is so
powerful with magic, and how a lot of that power comes right from his
staff," Hiccup interrupted eagerly. His green eyes were bright with
excitement and curiosity. "I mean, North promised us the relic was
safe from Pitchâ€¦ but what if that was because he knew we already
had it?"

Rapunzel bit her lip. She understood his reasoning, and had seen
firsthand just how strong and powerful Jack was. The strange incident
Jack had caused after he'd saved her from Pitch- that alone made her
wonder whether the weapon Jack wielded was indeed something more. But
the whole thing just didn't feel right to her.

"I don't know Hiccupâ€¦ Jack's staff is just a stick he found by a
frozen lake near his home. It's a fallen tree branch."

"Maybe, maybe not," Hiccup insisted.

"Oi, you two lazy bones! Come an join tha fun!" Merida hollered from
across the lawn. Hiccup saluted her and offered his hand to Rapunzel



to help her up.

â€¦

The four trained together for awhile, and Jack was finally allowed to
used his powers. But fighting against three was significantly harder
than just Merida, so it didn't really help him as much as he would
have liked. When mercy came in the form of Hiccup telling the team
good work for the day, Jack collapsed in the grass, spread-eagled,
shirtless, and panting up at the sky bleary-eyed. With what little
energy he could muster, Jack fingered his staff and created a tiny
snow cloud in the air above him, content in watching little
snowflakes flutter down on top of him, their presence cooling and
relaxing.

Merida, who never seemed to get too tired, decided to do some target
practice before heading inside. Rapunzel helped her set up different
targets around the courtyard, while Jack and Hiccup watched from the
sidelines.

Merida's aim was _good. _Jack had seen her shoot before, but he'd
never really _watched. _Jack himself wasn't half bad with his staff,
but Merida was decisive, precise, confident, and one-hundred percent
_accurate_. After a few minutes, Jack realized Merida was more
concerned with familiarizing herself with the different kinds of
arrows Hiccup had made for her than practicing her shooting in
general.

"Try the new ones!" Hiccup urged. Merida turned excitedly and made
her way back to the first target, where an arrow from earlier rested
square in the bull's-eye. Jack and Rapunzel watched curiously as the
redhead pulled out a silver arrow and gently notched it in her bow.
Though her figure was obviously excited and jumpy, her fingers were
calm and steady. Merida pulled the bowstring back, did something
strange with her thumb, and immediately released the arrow.

It flew at such a high speed that it was nearly invisible. The other
three Guardians whipped their heads around to look at the
target.

The metallic arrow had sliced clean through the other one, taking its
place in the center circle. Hiccup cried out in frustration, and Jack
and Rapunzel looked at him in confusion.

"No! Ugh- I'm _sure _that I-" the brunette boy frustratingly argued
with himself as he stood up and jogged over to the redhead
girl.

Rapunzel and Jack looked at each other, trying not to laugh.

"Looked cool to me," Jack shrugged with a grin. "Lightning speed, and
all."

Hiccup approached Merida, the later of whom had a crestfallen look on
her face.

"Ah thought ye said they activate like tha smoke ones," she asked him
with a frown.

"They do," Hiccup nodded, the gears turning in his head. _What had



gone wrong?_

"Try another one, gentler this time with the release," he urged.
"They might take a second to flare."

Merida nodded, walked to the next target in line and pulled another
silver arrow from her quiver. She notched it in her bow and pulled
the string taut.

"Wait, don't move." Hiccup said quickly, stepping behind the girl and
placing his hands over hers. He rested his head on her shoulder,
trying his best to ignore the curls from her ponytail that brushed up
against his cheek and focus on the task at hand. "Don't actually
activate the arrow, just mime for me how you do it," Hiccup told
her.

Merida complied, moving her thumb across the hidden latch were the
colored band was in a ghost movement. Hiccup stood up straight,
satisfied.

"Okay then, do it just like that, but wait an extra second so it has
a chance to light up," he told her, crossing his arms and taking a
step back, his eyes watching intently.

Merida let the arrow fly, remembering Hiccup's suggestion. The arrow
flew with amazing speed, just as the last had, but this time burst
into flames mid-air. It crashed through the circular disk, slicing
the arrow resting in the middle neatly in half and burning a neat
hole through the target itself, not to mention setting the whole
thing on fire. The arrow continued flying until it lodged itself in a
tree, still burning with flickering flames.

Merida and Hiccup whooped in celebration, while Rapunzel and Jack sat
wide-eyed and motionless from the side.

"I'll have to remember to use a little less Nightmare saliva next
time, but hey! Not too bad!" Hiccup was exclaiming from beside
Merida, who was nodding vigorously.

"Okay, _that _was pretty cool," Jack grinned.

* * *

><p><strong>I swear the wait for the next one won't be as
long.<strong>

**Guest Responses: **

**Saph: Ah YES popcorn! Hooray! You da best! And thanks for letting
me know... **

**Ber fangirl: hahahahahahah oh my goodness that made me laugh so
hard! I'm sorry! Creative ****license! And aww oh my goodness thank
you so much! That really means a lot! I'm so so happy that you are
enjoying my story and I love hearing from you! Thank you for making
me smile :)**

**Orange Cat: What? Never turn down ice cream! haha jk, sometimes you
just don't want it, I know. And yup! Finally North and Jack's little
talk... this chapter might have expanded on it I think... Ok cool



thanks for letting me know... Thank you for being just as amazing
yourself and for putting up with me! Stay awesome!**

    24. Deciding New Fate

**Merry Christmas my friends!I hope you all are having a wonderful
day! "May your days be merry and bright, and all your Christmases be
white"... Jack. I'm looking at you. **

**Literally having the oddest strangest Christmas in the history of
Christmases. I blame you Jack. 100 percent. **

**Well hello all! I'm not dead, and I'm finally coming back! This is
my Christmas present to you! This chapter... and 2 more following it!
Three in one day... yeah I'm sooo sorry for the three month plus
wait. Truly I am. **

**So THREE chapters are my christmas present to you all! **

**Read, relax, review! (I miss you all- would love to hear how
everyone's been doing?!)**

**Also, my page break is gone? I swear this website hates me.
**

~o0o~

24.

Rapunzel and Jack were sent inside to make lunch while Hiccup and
Merida shot a few more of her new arrows and cleaned up the
courtyard. The two teens went right to work making sandwichesâ€¦ or
rather, Rapunzel went right to work. She supposed one could say Jack
wasâ€¦ _supervising_. Or goofing off. Same thing, right?

He perched on a stool on the opposite side of the counter from her,
staring down into a glass of ice cubes. He had a straw in one hand,
the edge of which was pressed firmly against an ice cube's surface.
The white-haired boy had a look of concentration plastered on his
face as he blew air determinedly into the straw.

"What exactly are you trying to do?" Rapunzel finally asked him as
she reached for another slice of bread.

Jack looked up from his cup of ice, chuckling in a sort of frustrated
way. "Emma and I used to do this all the time," he explained. "It was
one of our games. Blow into the straw, hot air melts the ice. But it
only melts inside the straw." Jack reached into the glass to capture
the ice cube with his pale fingers. "We'd drill holes into the
cubes," he continued, "it would be like a race- the first to get all
the way through the cube would win. It could be kind of tricky
though," he added, flicking the ice cube into the air before catching
it, "if you aren't careful, the ice cube cracks. And then you'd have
to start over."

Jack eyed the small round piece of ice in his hand for a moment, then
tossed it towards Rapunzel. The blonde girl attempted to catch it,
but the slippery cube slid right through her fingers and dropped to
the table. Both teens chuckled as she carefully picked it up.



"I don't see any hole," Rapunzel noted, examining the ice in her
hands carefully. Already it was starting to melt- she could feel the
slick wetness coating her fingertips.

"No," Jack agreed softly, placing his chin in his hands.

Rapunzel dropped the melting ice cube into the sink and shook the
water droplets from her hands before patting them dry with the edge
of her shirt.

"Why not?"

Jack shrugged. "Can't anymore, I guess. I freeze stuffâ€¦ I don't
melt it. I'm too cold."

The sudden solemnness of his voice surprised Rapunzel. "You say that
like it's a bad thing."

The wintery Guardian shrugged nonchalantly. "It's not. It's just
differentâ€¦ now, that's all."

Rapunzel nodded in understanding. Everything _was_ different now.
Things had changed. Jack could freeze things with frosty breath. Just
another entry to a long list of different things. She briefly thought
back to the doubting brown haired boy that lay in the hospital bed
not too long ago, and how changed the white-haired boy in front of
her was. _That_ Jack had wanted nothing to do with the Guardians.
_This_ Jackâ€¦ he seemed more confident in his role, but Rapunzel
wondered if he still longed for the way things used to be. The
playful boy who's biggest worries revolved around blowing perfect
holes into ice cubes with his sisterâ€¦ _he_ was still here, but that
life was gone forever.

Ifâ€¦ no, _when_, they all got through this, Rapunzel knew Jack would
never be able to return to that life, however much he may still wish
it.

"That day after the Acceptance Ceremony," Jack began, and Rapunzel
realized they had been thinking the same things, "When we made the
official announcement in Burgessâ€¦ all I could think about was how I
didn't want this. I told myself that once we defeated Pitchâ€¦ then I
would be done. I'd go home."

By now Rapunzel had finished making the sandwiches and was rinsing
apples to place in a bowl. She didn't look up to see Jack's face- the
thought of him leaving made something twist painfully in her stomach
for reasons she couldn't quite place. Sure, they'd become friends and
she cared for himâ€¦ didn't she feel the same about Hiccup and
Merida?

"And now?" Rapunzel asked, looking intently at the fruit, but still
genuinely curious to what he would say. She chanced a look up.

Jack wasn't looking at her, he was looking at his fingers picking at
the side of the countertop.

"Nowâ€¦" he sighed. "Now, I still can only think about how everyone
seems to expect so much from meâ€¦ from usâ€¦ and I think about how
_angry_ Pitch makes meâ€¦" Jack finally looked up, his piercing blue



eyes meeting her large green ones. "Butâ€¦ I also know it would be
impossible for me to get my old life back after all thisâ€¦ andâ€¦
and I'm ok with that."

Strange relief washed through Rapunzel, and a warm feeling filled
inside her chest. "Really?" she asked softly, unable to contain her
wide grin.

Jack nodded, her obvious happiness sparking his own. Things had
changed, yes. Things were _still _changing, for sure. But Jack was
learning that change wasn't all bad.

He looked at Rapunzel, realizing that if it hadn't been for the evil
intent of his crazed uncle, he probably never would have met the
three people he now considered his friendsâ€¦. considered family. He
decided he'd gladly put up with all the bad things if it meant having
something truly good in his life.

Somehow, he knew everything would work out for the betterâ€¦ he only
wondered what they'd have to loose along the way.

â€¦

After eating, the four Guardians fell into discussion about what they
knew and what they didn't know- amassing all the information they had
in order to strategize how they could stop Pitch and his darkness
from taking over all of Warren.

Corona's Festival of Lights was in two days. That was when the
ex-Guardian's next major strike would be. But what did he have
planned?

Jack hesitantly spoke up. "Since Pitch knows we have the crown,"
(which the group had quickly decided following the dark man's attack
on Burgess), "do you think he'll still go attack Corona?" Jack leaned
his elbow against the tabletop. "I mean, what would be the
point?"

"Maybe he wants ta try an steal it back from us? And tha hammer, too,
whyle he's at it?" Merida offered.

"Possibly, but not likely," Hiccup responded. "He already tried that
last time, and besidesâ€¦ for whatever reasonâ€¦ I think he's changed
his plan." Here Hiccup's gaze met Jack's, and the two boys mutually
understood each other's thoughts. There had been a moment at the end
of the Burgess battle, right before Pitch's retreat, where the dark
man had stared at the wintery Guardian with a look ofâ€¦ almost
wonder and fear. Hiccup had seen it as well and had instantly read
the man's change of mind, and decided that Pitch had, in his words,
"changed targets."

So now the problem was thus: Pitch knew the Guardians were in
possession of the Corona relic, but still (presumably) planned to
disrupt the Festival because he had a new target in mind. The only
question left was, _what was it? _

Jack dropped Hiccup's gaze and looked over to Rapunzel instead, who
had her head held tightly in her hands.

"Punzâ€¦ you ok?" he asked worriedly. At these words, Hiccup and



Merida's heads frantically turned to the blonde girl, fearing another
one of her "pain spells".

But Rapunzel only shook her head. "I'm fineâ€¦ just a bit of a
headache," she said, releasing her head and giving them a smile that
more closely resembled a wince.

After a moment of hesitant silence, Hiccup spoke up again, drawing
the group's attention back to him and the topic at hand.

"The Festival will be celebrated throughout all of the Corona
kingdom, meaning lots of people together in one place, and a lot of
opportunity for Pitch to do serious damage. _Especially_ considering
how agitated andâ€¦ well, hostile, people can get with the
Nightmares' influence. It's a perfect opportunity for Pitch to
increase the widespread fear he's caused." Hiccup turned to Rapunzel.
"Are you completely, _utterly_, positively sure your parents won't
cancel the Festival for your people's own good?" Though his words
were a hopeful plea, the boy's expression spoke that of a lost
cause.

Rapunzel shook her head sadly. "They want a way to dispel the fear,
bring people together, create a sense of unity and hopeâ€¦ They think
the Festival will do just that."

So, with Rapunzel's expertise, the four continued discussing every
aspect of the Festival- the ceremony plans throughout the day, what
nobles, dignitaries, and other influential people would be in
attendance, what kinds of security and policing would be in effect,
what major streets and roads would be blocked off, what town centers
would be used for dancing and vendors, and the locations at which the
millions of floating lanterns would be released, and a long list of
other things.

At last they turned the discussion from Festival plans to their own
plans. What kind of added security they would contribute, where they
would keep watch for attacks, and _if _Pitch should arrive on the
scene, what procedures and maneuvers would best eliminate the threat
and protect the Corona people from harm.

The battle at the quarry had taken them by surprise. The Battle in
Burgess had been sloppy and rather poorly executed.

This time, the Guardians wanted no mistakes. This time, The Guardians
wanted to put an end to Pitch's reign of terror.

Once it seemed like they had done all they could, Hiccup put down his
pencil and stretched his cramped fingers, and the teens fell
backwards against their chairs, exhausted.

"What we really need," Jack spoke up after a moment, gazing at the
pile of papers- containing half-hearted diagrams and plans written in
chicken-scratch writing- in front of him, "is the Burgess relic."

At this, Rapunzel and Hiccup shared a look.

_"Don't say anything to him. Not yet," _Hiccup cautioned to
Rapunzel.

The blonde only bit her lip in response.



"You know, since we have the crown and the hammer, and Pitch has the
one from DunBrochâ€¦ I think we should get to it before he does,"
Jack explained further, leaning his chair backwards, balancing it on
its back two legs.

"Pitch knows we have tha crown, and it's only a matter of time before
he finds out we have tha hammer, too," Merida agreed. "He's probably
huntin' the Burgess one right now."

"Then it's a good thing he won't find it," Hiccup stated
matter-of-factly.

"Whatdya mean?" Jack questioned, raising his eyebrow
curiously.

"North promised us it was protected, remember?" Rapunzel reminded
him, while still eyeing Hiccup.

Jack shook his head. "This is Pitch we're talking about guys," he
said. "It's not that I don't trust North- I do, I swear- it's justâ€¦
I won't feel like it's safe until it's in my hand, out of my uncle's
reach." For emphasis, Jack flicked his staff in the air.

Hiccup and Rapunzel shared another look.

_"It's his staff, Punz," _Hiccup insisted.

_But how can it be? _Rapunzel thought back in response. Hiccup didn't
reply but leaned his chin against his fist in thought.

"Jack, let's visit North tomorrow morning. I have some questions for
him."

Jack nodded easily in agreement. "Don't we both."

Merida perked up. "While you boys are there, can ye ask him how we
could go about stripping Pitch of his powers- ye know, taking them
away fer good?"

Jack's chair fell back to the floor with a stunned _thump._

Hiccup stared at her, a surprised grin spreading across his
face.

"Mer- that's brilliant!" he exclaimed. "If he didn't have his powers-
We'd stop him completely. No powerâ€¦ no influence."

Suddenly it seemed as if a cloud of fog had been cleared away from
their minds- _how_ had none of them thought of this before? It was a
stroke of genius. Pitch was only a man, after all. The Moon Magic had
gifted him with powers; surely there was a way to take them away?
Jack, Merida, and Hiccup all talked eagerly about the topic for a few
minutes, enthralled with the idea and eager to construct a legitimate
plan to take down their enemy once and for all.

The only one strangely quiet on the subject was Rapunzel.

"That's settled then," Jack said with satisfaction.



"Justâ€¦ one last thing," Rapunzel finally spoke up, changing the
subject. "Meridaâ€¦ Hiccup said that you had a vision at
Compass?"

Jack looked around in surprise. "Why do I feel like I am always the
last person to get caught up on things?" he asked, jokingly annoyed,
before turning to the redhead Guardian. "Congrats Merida- that's
great!" he added genuinely.

"Yeh, well, doan be congratulating me before yew even hear aboot what
Ah saw," Merida grumbled. "Unless it's a death sentence yer lookin
for."

â€¦

No one quite knew what to make of Merida's predictions of the future.
On one hand, they were determined to be encouraged by her powers
being strong once more, and to use her visions to their fullest
advantage in the war against Pitch Black.

On the other hand, Merida's vision seemed to speak of nothing but, as
Jack so eloquently put it, "the Guardians' dramatic demise and
impending doom."

"No, there's _got _to be something else, something more you're
forgetting about Mer, something-"

"Ah know what Ah saw Hiccup," Merida insisted in frsutration. "Ah
doan know what else ta tell yew all."

"Look," Jack spoke up. "I hate prophecies. Always have. No offense,"
he added, gesturing with his hands at Merida. The red head only
shrugged, obviously tired of the conversation. Jack found it
incredible that this deflated girl before him was the same one who
had tried very hard to kill him only a few hours earlier with a blunt
blade. All her excited energy and confidence seemed to have
completely vanished.

"So why can't we just let this one slide," Jack continued in a tone
of easiness and nonchalance, "and not stress ourselves out about it.
It's the future, right? What happens, happens. Let's just focus on
Pitch, and how we're gonna stop him."

Although he spoke casually, Rapunzel could tell that he was anything
but relaxed about the situation. She wondered if the other two could
sense this, or if it was her powers kicking in, or if she just
noticed these kinds of things about Jackâ€¦

Hiccup was shaking his head now. "No Jack, this is important. Merida
obviously had this vision for a reason-"

"No, let'sâ€¦ let's move on," Merida interrupted, leaning her elbows
on the table surface and placing her head in her hands. "Jack's
right. Pitch, we know how ta deal with. Ma visionâ€¦ it ken
wait."

Hiccup gazed at her, surprised. "Merida, the festival is two days
away. I'm not exactly sure that it can _wait_."

The red-haired girl lifted her head and turned in her seat, looking



at Hiccup with silent pleading eyes.

The brunette boy felt like he was breaking at her
expression.

"Whatever happens, happens Hiccup," she insisted, though they all
heard the slight quiver in her voice. "Some fates aren't ta be messed
with. Weh've learned all we can from ma vision. We have ta-"

"No! We _can't_ just give up like that-" Hiccup interrupted.

"-have ta figure out what his angle is-"

"-We do, and it's somewhere in your vision-"

"-yer _not _listenin ta me-"

"-Symbols have multiple meanings, you _know _this-"

"- doan care what happens ta me as long as Pitch goes down
too-"

"Merida-"

"Ah'm _done_ with this conversation-"

"-but if you _just_-"

"_There's nothing we can do-"_

"I'M NOT LOOSING YOU!" Hiccup finally yelled over Merida, jumping up
from the table and knocking the chair over in the process, surprising
her into a stunned silence. Jack looked up at Hiccup and saw that the
brunette boy's eyes had a glossy film over them, as if any moment
tears would fall.

Hiccup himself appeared just as shocked as the rest of them that he
had burst out.

"I'm not loosing you," he repeated softly. "â€¦Any of youâ€¦" He
gulped. "I'm notâ€¦ I _can'tâ€¦_" He kicked the fallen chair out of
his way and stepped away from the table, turning so that his back was
to his friends. He placed his hands on his hips and looked down at
the floor, trying to hide the way his body was trembling. Toothless
padded over in concern, first nudging his partner's leg and then
dropping at Merida's side, placing his head in her lap with concern.
She stroked her hand over his inky black scales to return his
affection, before gently pushing him away so she could stand behind
Hiccup.

"You're not going to loose us," Merida said, placing her pale hand
upon Hiccup's broad shoulder. "You're not going to loose _me,_" she
intoned softer, so only he could hear.

Hiccup shifted so he could look at her. "You're doing a very bad job
convincing me otherwise." Merida was impressed that he said it
without his voice shaking.

Rapunzel, who could understand people's pain better than anyone
thanks to her gift, immediately understood the reason behind Hiccup's



emotion, and recognized that this was not a conversation that she or
Jack should be a part of.

"I'm uhâ€¦ I'm going to get something for my headacheâ€¦ I think it's
worseningâ€¦" she mumbled apologetically so that she could excuse
herself from the room. "Jack would you come with me please?" she
added meaningfully.

"Oh- right, yeah," Jack agreed willingly, sliding off his chair and
exiting the room at the blonde's heels, Toothless following not far
behind.

There were a few moments of silence once the door shut behind them.
Then Hiccup exhaled shakily.

"I'm falling in love with you Merida," he said at last, slowly and
steadily, his words precise and purposeful. "And I'm scared as hell
because of it."

"Doan be-"

"Astrid," he argued. "I can't let what happened to her happen to you
as well." There was a strange passion in his eyes now, the emotion
kicking back in, his voice becoming less controlled.

"Ah'm not Astrid, Hiccup," Merida assured him gently. She reached out
and took his hands into hers, squeezing tightly.

Hiccup exhaled again. "I know."

Another pause.

"Hiccupâ€¦ Ah can't promise everythin will turn out all right, not
after what Ah saw. And Ah _know _what Ah saw. Do ye understand that?"
Merida pleaded softly with him. "What Ah saw _will _happen."

Hiccup nodded reluctantly, closing his eyes, but still holding his
girlfriend's hands just as tightly.

"Thet doesn't mean we should give up thoughâ€¦ just like ye said,"
Merida continued. She looked down, gathering her thoughts. "There are
those who say fate is somethin beyond our command. That our destiny
is not our own." She looked up, locking sparkling blue eyes with
green. "But Ah know better," she insisted. "Our fate lives within
usâ€¦ you only have to be brave enough to see it."

Merida pulled her hands from Hiccup's grasp and cupped his cheeks.
"Can ye do that Hiccup?" she asked. "Be brave enough to trust thet,
things _will _work out for the betterâ€¦ even if it isn't what yew
might want? We still have _choices _Hiccup, we still choose our
destinies." Merida combed her hand through Hiccup's bangs, brushing
them away from his foreheadâ€¦ something she'd never be able to do
with her own locks. "We may not _like _tha choices we get, but
they're still _ours _ta make."

Hiccup was fighting the water accumulating in his eyes, refusing to
let a single tear fall. "I know, it's just-"

"Astrid _chose _her fate," Merida insisted. "Ta save _yew_. And now
look where ye are. Yew, Hiccup, are leading us against the greatest



evil Warren has ever known." She lowered her hands so that they
draped over his shoulders. "And Ah _believe_ in yew. Ah believe in
all of _us_. No matter what happensâ€¦ everythin will be all right in
the end."

Hiccup brought his hand up to Merida's neck and let it gently rest
behind her ear. He drew her in close, kissing her hard and strong, as
if afraid she might disappear or go away.

"I believe you."

~o0o~ (no page break? ok...)

**OK. So, It's been a very long time. I am still answering reviews. I
will post the Guest ones here as always. If I miss anyone, please
just let me know in another review! I am trying to make sure I get
everyone, but it has been a long time and it's been a slight
challenge trying to keep up... anyway... NON GUESTS/THOSE WITH
ACCOUNTS. Give me until tomorrow if you are wondering why I haven't
responded to your reviews/PM's... still working on it, am getting
there. I promise!**

**Orange Cat:**** Once again I must thank you for your loyalty.
Hopefully... hopefully I can start to be regular again. Certainly not
another three plus month absence. I am updating three by the end of
today. The rest I just have to wait on my betas... hahaha I totally
understand your love of Hiccup! I love him too :) And he def has a
spotlight in this story... thanks for understanding my delays... and
OMG I AM SO GLAD TO HEAR YOU ARE ALRIGHT! WHAT A HORRIBLE THING! SO
GLAD YOU ARE OK. Thanks for your faith in me and for thinking my
story is the best one on this sight! It means a lot :) Hope you enjoy
these next few chapters! Happy holidays - iceprincess**

**ber fangirl:**** awww thank you love! I missed you too! I
appreciate your patience so much... and I'm glad you are enjoying my
story as much as I am enjoying writing it. I hope these next few
chapters don't disappoint! and yes, thanks for being entertaining
hahaha. And lol, I'm glad I'm not dead either hahaha. Merry christmas
and happy holidays- ice princess **

**Kpiamsohappy/Kpiamsosad:**** I am assuming you are the same person?
If not, I do apologize... either way, thanks for the reviews! Glad
you are enjoying my story! Hope you love the three chapters I will
post today! Happy holidays! -iceprincess**

**Victoria Fisher:**** NOT SURE IF/WHEN YOU WILL SEE THIS but just
wanted to say thanks for the reviews! So glad I could keep you
entertained despite you not enjoying romance! hahaha job well done
then :) thanks for the encouraging words, happy holidays- ice
princess**

**on to the next chapter...**

    25. The Brewing Storm

**QUICK! GO BACK A CHAPTER GUYS! I replaced the previous apology note
with the NEW CHAPTER! Go back and read 24 before reading 25 (this one
is 25!) ! You have been warned!**



**Hello again my lovely friends! As noted in the last chapter, I will
be posting 3 new chapters today as my Christmas present to you
all/apology for the ridiculously long wait that none of you deserved
whatsoever. So, this is number 2 of 3!**

**And I regret that it is sort of short. But 24 was very long, and 26
is also rather long... so it all balances out I think?!**

**Read, relax, review!**

(still no page break?... so awk...)

~o0o~

25.

As the day progressed, the sky began to darken and maintain a sense
of doom and foreboding. The expansive dome above was an angry grey,
and heavy clouds (much heavier than the white mist of the morning)
had begun to approach from the distance, heading from the north to
the west towards DunBroch. A storm was coming.

"I hope those clouds don't come further south," Rapunzel worriedly
expressed, anxiously playing with her hair as she and Jack peered
from window. "If the Festival was cancelledâ€¦ my people would be
heartbrokenâ€¦ not to mention how tiresome it would be to fight Pitch
in the rain."

Jack, feeling like it was the right thing to do, wrapped his arm
around the golden haired girl. "It's just a little rain," he assured
the her. "Rain is goodâ€¦We'll be ok."

But Jack was seriously doubtful that the clouds would bring 'a little
rain'. He prided himself with being good with weather, especially now
with his winter powers, but he knew anyone could see that the
oncoming storm would be anything but _little_.

â€¦

E. Aster Bunnymund restlessly paced the conference room inside the
Burgess palace. The evening sunlight poured in through the windows,
illuminating the grey hairs that were starting to appear on his head-
the result of the stressful job he held. Across the room, a man with
far-whiter hair yet seeming less stressful worries sat leisurely
lounging in a recliner chair at the vast conference table.

"Stop pacing Bunny," North spoke up. "It vill not do you any good,
and you are putting me on the edge."

"Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't mean to bother you. I'll just sit down
beside you and we can _both _twiddle our thumbs and watch as the
world around us crumbles into oblivion!" the Burgess ruler shot back
frustratingly, throwing his hands into the air in
exasperation.

"This is vat I am talking about," North stated calmly, leaning back
further in his chair and crossing his arms. "You overwork yourself.
Do not forget Bunny, that I once stood where you stand, leading this
kingdom as you lead it now."



"But ya don't lead it now, mate," Bunny spoke, his voice softer now,
shaking his head. The man turned towards the window, clasping his
hands together behind his back. "And things are much different now
from when _you_ ruled, Nick," he added, his voice beginning to rise
again. "If you haven't noticed, we're in the bloody middle of a
war!"

"Have you no hope the Guardians will prevail?" North asked, genuinely
surprised and curious.

Bunnymund snorted, looking over his shoulder at his companion. "The
Guardians- ha. They're the ones that started this whole mess, now
aren't they? Now, granted, Stoic's boy has a good head on his
shoulders, and Rapunzel's a sweet little sheliaâ€¦but those two would
be better off studying to one day rule their own kingdoms, not
spending their time meddling in myth and magic."

"And what of Merida?" North asked indignantly. "I know you do not
like Jack, but even _you_ must admit the boy has got something
special inside him-"

"They're too young, North! All four of 'em are!" Bunny argued,
turning around finally. "Warren was founded on certain principals,
and the rank of Guardian was created with the purposes of being
'pillars of peace' and 'producing creativity and innovation' and
'guarding the people'- taking care of all the personal, public areas
so that the rulers could worry about other matters entirely." Bunny
ran a hand through his greying hair. "But things have changed so, so
much since Warren began. It's been decades, centuries. Our way of
living is not what it was. Our kingdoms hardly interact as they once
did. And our Guardians? They are _children_, North. They're kids,"
Bunny spoke in an accusatory way, rolling his sleeves up and placing
his palms on the table. "Your insane brother has revolted against
_them, _against _us, _and against the whole bloody _system_. Innocent
people are getting hurt. And our 'Guardians' have barely scratched
Black in retaliation, because they are off _treasure hunting_ for
valueless objects of the past."

Bunnymund didn't wait for North to respond, but the old man had
nothing to say. The Burgess ruler stood up and turned around,
crossing his arms and looking back out at the stormy sky, at the dark
clouds moving swiftly through towards the west. "There's a reason
people say the past is in the past. It's time to move on. The other
rulers and I are in agreement- once this is all over, one way or
another, a new system must be devised."

At this North stood. "Aster, you cannot be serious. _Disbanding_ the
Guardians _completely_? How vill that improve things? The only reason
Warren has inter-kingdom relations at all is because of them! And vat
do you rulers plan to do to the Crystal? To the Moon Magic?"

"All details for a later discussion," Bunnymund waved aside with a
shrug. "The point is, old man, though tradition remains important,
change is coming. And it's coming _fast_."

The man reached for his coat resting in a chair before walking to the
door and turning the handle. "Now, if you will excuse me- the other
rulers and I are meeting to plan war strategy. Black is going down,
with or without our 'so-called Guardians.' "



"This is _not_ our fight," North protested, his face set in a
determined scowl.

"It bloody well is! They're our kingdoms, our _people_, suffering at
the hands of Pitch Black! The Guardians aren't doing anything to stop
him, and so _we must. _We didn't start this fight, but we will
certainly finish it! And then the Guardians will be finished as
well!"

And with that, the Burgess ruler stormed out of the room, slamming
the door defiantly behind him, leaving North alone to slowly sink
back into his chair.

~o0o~

**So very short, but I wanted it separate from the other chapters,
since it didn't really fit with them. Actually rather proud of this
one, to be honest. **

**Once again, if I missed any guest reviews, please let me know!
Still working on those with accounts... I'm sorry :/**

**Still loving the holiday season as I blare Christmas music
throughout my entire house...**

**iceprincess**

    26. And the World Has Somehow Shifted

**Lovely, here we are, the final chapter of the
three-chapter-update-frenzy I have found myself on! **

**I have more chapters finished, I promise guys! I am only waiting to
send to/receive from betas, so (FINGERS CROSSED) there won't be any
more long waits and I can return to more regular posting. It IS the
holidays, after all. **

_**A Quick Note to Betas:**_

_**- Pretty much all of you haven't heard from me, and didn't get (I
don't think?) these last few chapters. In no way does that have
anything to do with you specifically. I've had a lot going on
recently, and I just wanted to get something up for everyone. You
know who you are- if you still want to beta for me despite my
inconsistency, then please let me know! I will pm you soon anyway,
but like seriously I don't want to be **_**_burden. Thanks so
much._**

**Thank you all for your incredible patience and understanding- even
those of you that are silent, thank you. All of your support means so
much to me.**

**I really hope you guys enjoy these new updates!**

**Read, relax, review**

**(Ps- I found my break line! thats sooo weird...)**

* * *



><p>~o0o~<p>

26.

Jack stood in one of the garden courtyards, appreciating the cool
morning air. Though monstrous grey clouds still dominated the sky,
the sun had found a window of opportunity and was, for the time
being, shining its warm, happy rays upon the earth.

Tomorrow. Tomorrow was the Festival. Who knew what might happenâ€¦
what would happen. He was a bundle of nerves. Every time Jack had
fought Pitch and his Nightmares up until now, he'd had little to no
knowledge of the confrontation before it had happened. It made the
adrenaline kick in quicker, being taken by surprise. There'd been no
time to think, only time to _act_. Instincts had taken over.

Knowing a battle was about to occur was a very different feeling.
Nagging doubts and fears that he otherwise would have had no time to
concoct for himself had overrun his brain. And then there was the
_waiting. _Letting those thoughts stew while he had nothing otherwise
to do to pass the time. The Guardians had planned and prepared all
evening and all morning. They were ready for whatever was about to be
thrown at them.

Now they just had to wait. It was torture for Jack. He wondered if
the others felt the same.

When would Hiccup be ready to go visit North? Jack was getting even
more anxious by the minute.

But no, they weren't planning on leaving to visit Burgess for another
few hours.

In an attempt to temporarily loose himself, Jack had opted for the
fresh late morning air of the outdoors, and was goofing off with his
staff, making different things with the ice and snow he could now so
easily create. Without meaning to, Jack had caused a patch of thick
ice to spread outwards in a giant circle, resulting in what looked
like a giant frozen lake that covered most of the
courtyard.

"Jack?"

The white-haired Guardian turned his head. Uncontainable warmth
filled his chest and his mouth broke a nervous smile to see Rapunzel
standing there on the other side of the ice. With the fresh air to
clear his head and the happiness of playing around with his ice and
snow, Jack, before he could stop himself, was reaching out his hand
to her and pulling her into the overlarge patch of ice he'd
made.

"What are you doing out here?" Rapunzel laughed as she let herself be
pulled onto the ice.

"I was practicing," Jack shrugged with a grin, "and sort of goofing
off tooâ€¦ just trying things for fun. Accidentally made an ice rink.
What are _you_ doing out here?"

Rapunzel had her arms out now for balance- the bottoms of her shoes



were sliding against the ice surface. "I wanted some fresh air," she
explained, still looking at her feet as she took tiny baby steps.
Jack exhaled in relief at not being the only one who had been feeling
cooped up. "I'm so excited for the Festival," Rapunzel continued,
"and still so nervous about Pitch, and the castle walls were just too
confining, and then I saw you out here and thought I'd come see-
_woah-_" Rapunzel's foot slipped out from underneath her and the girl
fell forwards, about to face-plant, until Jack swooped in to catch
her and pull her back upwards. Rapunzel's green eyes were startled as
she looked up at him. "- come see what you were up to," she finished
quietly.

"How's your headache?" Jack asked her, his intent icy gaze boring
into hers, searching for the discomfort she'd been showing the
previous day.

"I'm better now," Rapunzel smiled nervously, touched that he'd
remembered.

"I'm glad," Jack grinned. Then his expression turned curious as she
gently backed away from him to give them each some space.

"So how does that work?" He asked politely. "I mean, did you heal
yourself with your hair?"

Rapunzel shook her head and shrugged. "No, the only person I _can't
_help with my hair's power is myself, funnily enough."

Jack tilted his head, crossing his arms. "Have you ever
tried?"

Rapunzel smiled sadly and reached her arm behind her head, pulling
her hair over her shoulder to reveal a short strand of dark brown
hair, hidden beneath the rest of her blond locks.

"If I try to heal myself, or if it's cut, it turns brown and looses
its power," she explained before releasing the hair from her
grasp.

"Wow," Jack stated incredulously. "That's a little unfai-"

But Rapunzel had tried to take a step to the side and begun to slip
again. Jack caught her just in time.

Rapunzel looked up at the boy who had saved her twice now, a fierce
red heat filling up in her cheeks. She bit her lip, not sure what to
say, finally letting a quiet "Yeahâ€¦" escape with her shaky
exhale.

The white-haired boy helped her stand once more, this time taking
hold of her hands.

"To help you balance," he said with a smile, nodding towards his hand
entwined around hers. After a moment, Rapunzel returned a smile of
her own.

"This would probably be easier with skates," Jack mused aloud,
looking at the strange ice rink he'd created amongst the summer
flowers and trees in the courtyard garden. Jack was amazed it hadn't
begun to melt yet. He looked back down at the girl beside him.



"Stillâ€¦"

A spark suddenly lit in Jack's icy gaze, and his grin turned
mischievous. Rapunzel saw the look and her resolve faltered, her
heart suddenly beating faster as her mind pieced together exactly
what the boy was thinking.

"Jack, no- _don't_-"

But it was too late- Jack placed his strong hands around her waist
and flung her around in dizzying circles across the ice, so much that
Rapunzel's feet hardly touched the ground. The blonde girl felt all
prior objections flee as she felt her body weightlessly leave the icy
floor, and her unbidden giggles turned into joyful laughter.

_So this is what it feels like to fly. Really, truly fly, _her
thoughts sang in her head. She heard Jack laughing alongside her as
they slipped and slid across the glassy ice surface, tripping over
each other in their clumsy attempts to stand upright. The more they
slid the harder they laughed, and the harder they laughed the more
difficult it became to balance and _not _slip and slide, and the more
difficult not slipping became the more they laughedâ€¦ and so
onâ€¦

Until finally they managed to calm themselves long enough to stand
still once more, but Jack wasn't ready to settle down just yet. He
wrapped his arms around Rapunzel's waist again and moved to spin them
in smaller, gentler circles. This time when Rapunzel's feet left the
ground, it was because they actually _were_ flying, inches about the
ground, the playful breeze circling them in its comforting embrace.
Rapunzel reached her arms out to feel the wind rush through her
fingers as they spun, and she tilted her head back to face the sky,
her braid seeming to float behind her in the breeze. Laughter once
more bubbled up her throat, though softer than it was before.

And all too soon they were standing on solid ground. The ice had
melted, leaving behind only scattered puddles of water and heavy
droplets that clung to somewhat flattened blades of grass.

Even so, Jack and Rapunzel stood, inches apart, his arms still
wrapped around her waist.

Wrapped up in this moment, frozen in timeâ€¦ the fog was lifted, the
sky was new, warm, brightâ€¦

_Things are different now_, he thought again for the millionth time.
Because it was true.

_And the world had somehow shiftedâ€¦_

_ All at onceâ€¦Everything looks differentâ€¦_

_ â€¦Now that I see youâ€¦_

And Jack had the courage to lean forward and tuck a loose strand of
hair behind Rapunzel's ear. He had the courage to lean further down,
and she leaned in towards him as though he were a magnet- strong and
irresistible.

_"Guys, we need to talk," _came Hiccup's voice in both their heads,



causing the two Guardians to swiftly jump apart in surprise. Even
though the brunette Guardian was nowhere to be seen and certainly had
no idea what he'd interrupted, the feeling that surged in Jack and
Rapunzel's chests was still that of being caught- heart hammering and
embarrassing.

Jack ducked his head, and Rapunzel hugged herself, turning away
slightly, both Guardians' courage fading. The moment had passed.

The sun that had been shining had once again disappeared behind a
grey storm cloud, returning the dreary light and chilly air.

But then they looked up at each other, standing for a moment in
bewilderment, the same question pulsing through each of their
heads.

â€¦

"What's going on?" Jack asked Hiccup as he and Rapunzel re-entered
the common room. Hiccup glanced at Merida, who was scarfing down an
apple with one hand and refilling her quiver with the other. Feeling
Hiccup's gaze, she looked up, but impatiently waved at him to go
on.

"Uh... just last minute adjustments to the plan for todayâ€¦ is all,"
Hiccup answered uncertainly. "But let's sit down and chatâ€¦ there's
been a few, ah, new developments," he added, leading them to the
plush chairs Merida was sitting on.

"What's that supposed to mean?" Jack asked skeptically.

Rapunzel sat down beside them. "I thought you and Jack were heading
to Burgess to talk to North while Merida and I met with my parents in
Corona to finalize preparations for the Festival?" She nervously
fingered the side strands of her hair. "Are you two not going to meet
us afterwards anymore?"

Hiccup shook his head. "I'm not sure, to be completely honest. I
uhâ€¦that is, _we,_" he amended, glancing at Merida again,
"thoughtâ€¦ thatâ€¦"

"What he's tryin ta get at," Merida picked up for him, tossing her
apple core to the side while still busily organizing her arrows, "is
tha Ah suggested he use his powers on Pitch again like he did before,
just ta read tha surface of his mind or whatever, ta see if it would
calm his nerves about everythin, because his anxiety and pacing was
driving me crazy." She looked up, "And Ah do mean thet with love,"
she grinned apologetically at Hiccup.

Hiccup rolled his eyes. "So anyway, I did what she said, which was
dumb-"

"No that was good!" Rapunzel assured him. "Knowing what he's up to
can only help us."

"Wellâ€¦" Hiccup trailed off. He was still looking at Merida, who was
still completely unperturbed. "Exactly _how_ are you not worried
about this?" he asked the red-head in a mixture of amazement and
frustration.



Merida shrugged nonchalantly. "Because _one_, this is Pitch, and he
can't do anything more ta surprise me, and _two_, Ah think it's just
a bluff ta try an eliminate Jack. Pretty low move, even fer the likes
of him."

"Whoa hold up, I'm sorry- a bluff to do _what?" _Jack broke in
sharply.

Hiccup looked at him regretfully.

"Explain," Jack demanded.

"Somehowâ€¦ somehow Pitch knew what I was doing this time," Hiccup
started nervously. "Like he wasâ€¦ _expecting _my probe. We uhâ€¦
sort of chatted."

"About Jack?" Rapunzel frowned, troubled.

"Well yes and noâ€¦ it's sort of feeling-based-"

"Hiccup."

"Ok," the brunette snapped. "He wants Jack to meet him somewhereâ€¦
he said he had an offer-"

"I'm not making any sort of deal with him," Jack assured them
defiantly, leaning back in his chair and crossing his arms.

Hiccup put a hand to his templeâ€¦ "No Jackâ€¦ it was some sort of
trade. We have something he wants-"

"Tha crown, obviously" Merida put in, getting up and crossing the
length of the floor.

"-and apparently he has something you want in return," Hiccup
finished, speaking to the white haired boy.

"Any ideas?" Merida asked from the other side of the room.

Jack frowned, intrigued but unconcerned. "Nope."

"See?" Merida said, disposing of her full quiver by the door. "It's
completely ridiculous. Ah dinnae why Pitch would think Jack would
even _think_ about goin, especially by himself-"

"He wants to meet with me alone?" Jack asked incredulously. "He's
mental. As if."

"Like Ah said, its all a bluff ta get rid of Jack and tha crown. We
aren't wee babes," Merida agreed, returning to the group, producing
another apple from a pocket in her dress.

Hiccup sighed and leaned forward, resting his elbows against his
knees. He massaged the bow of his forehead with his left thumb and
forefinger. "Jackâ€¦ I think it has something to do with your
sister," he revealed slowly, carefully gauging the Winter Guardian's
reaction.

Jack felt his blood go cold. His heart dropped uneasily in his chest,
and he found it difficult to move.



"â€¦What?" his voice came out whispered.

Hiccup shut his eyes. "Iâ€¦ I don't know. I wish I knew for sure,
butâ€¦ it was only pieces of thought, on the fringe of his mindâ€¦ I
wanted to dig deeper into it but he was able to somehow block me from
seeing his planâ€¦ he shut me out before I got a good look. He has
somethingâ€¦ something to do with your sisterâ€¦ and he wants to
trade it for the crown," Hiccup explained.

Jack repeated Hiccup's words, silently mouthing them, staring at the
brunette in shocked confusion. "Something to _do _with...what could
he possibly-"

Jack jumped up from the chair frantically. "Noâ€¦_no, _he doesn't
have something _to do_ with Emma," he thought aloud as the others
watched him in nervous anticipation. Jack ran his hands through his
shock white hair and paced back and forth. "Noâ€¦ no he _has _Emma_.
_It's-_" _Jack looked up at them, his eyes wide with fear at the
realization. "It's the only thing that makes sense." Hiccup stood as
well, reaching out towards Jack.

"Jack, listen, you can't-"

"I have to go!" Jack turned and kneed the couch in frustration. "I'm
such an idiot- why did I ever leave her-them- alone, unprotected- I
should have _known _he would try to pull something like this-"

Jack snatched his staff up off where it had been lying on the floor
and turned back to Hiccup. "Where?"

"What?"

"Where am I supposed to meet this bastard?" Jack asked
impatiently.

Hiccup looked at him helplessly. "He saidâ€¦ he said you'd
know."

Jack placed his hand to his eyes and cursed. He did know.

"Fine. I'm going to go, but I'm leaving the crown here. He's asking
for a fight, and that's what he's going to get. You guys go on as
planned, I'll meet up with you later," Jack commanded, swiftly
running from the room.

"We're going with ye! Obviously!" Merida exclaimed, running to meet
him at the door, scooping up her quiver as she neared him. "If Emma's
involved, Ah-"

"No," Jack insisted, stopping her with his hands. "I appreciate your
concern, but this is between me and my uncle. Besides, you said it
yourself- he wants me alone, and it's probably all a bluff
anyway-"

"Jack," Rapunzel broke in suddenly, standing up to face him. "You
can't just go to him empty handed like this-"

"Yes!" Merida agreed. "Do ye really expect Pitch ta just hand the
lass over-"



Jack threw his hands up in the air in frustration. "Well, would you
rather me _take _the stupid crown then? Because I _could_-"

"No- what if Merida was right before- what if this is just aâ€¦ a big
trick â€¦ to _hurt _youâ€¦" Rapunzel walked a little closer, but
stopped herself short, staring at him with fear clearly apparent in
her eyes.

"No one's going to get hurt, Punz," Jack said softer, though still
obviously exasperated, taking a few steps back into the room closer
to her. "He's not going to beat me _that _easily."

"-and what if I'm not there- if _we _aren't thereâ€¦ I couldn't bear
it ifâ€¦" Rapunzel was still speaking, trailing off, and wringing her
hands anxiously.

Hiccup stood up, too, hands spread wide. "Everyone just calm down for
a second, ok?"

"Hiccup, you know I'm right," Jack begged him intently.

Hiccup gazed intently at the other boy, before slumping his shoulders
and giving in.

"Alright, we have to think carefully about how we approach this.
Obviously, you have to go alone-"

The girls immediately started protesting.

"Hiccup, you can't-"

"He's not goin alone-"

"There's nothing to think about," Jack cut in, a bit harsher than he
meant. "Look, I'm sorry," he addressed the girls with a softened
face. "I'm going."

Merida and Rapunzel looked to Hiccup pleadingly, but the brunette
made no further attempts to stop Jack, knowing they were wasting time
arguing about it, and that Jack was right.

"I looked into Pitch's mind," he attempted to assure the group. "His
thoughts became my own. The only dirty trick he's playing is
kidnapping Emma. The deal itself- that's legitimate." Hiccup
hesitated before adding, "If Pitch was planning a trap, I would have
known."

"Are you sure?" Rapunzel asked sharply, almost accusingly.

Hiccup looked at Rapunzel, mouth open as if to speak, but nothing
came out. He looked from her to Jack, who waited by the door
expectantly, Hiccup's answer the only thing still keeping him from
running. Hiccup looked back at Rapunzel, back at Jack, then back at
Rapunzel.

"No," he said finally, hating himself as the words came out.

By the door, Jack cursed but started to run again.



"Jack you can't!" Rapunzel cried, racing after him.

"I have to!" The white haired teen responded, turning to run
backwards, spreading his hands wide as he did so apologetically.
"She's my sister Punz!"

Rapunzel caught up to him. "But if-"

Jack stopped, pulled the blonde girl close and kissed her. When he
pulled away, he squeezed her hands tight and began to slowly step
away backwards.

"Don't worry about me," he said with a wink and a smile that perhaps
he didn't really mean. When he'd stepped far enough back, he let her
small hands fall away from his. "Meet everyone in Corona by
nightfall- we have a festival to plan!" he called to the group as he
turned around to run again. "Emma will be glad to see you!"

"We'll be glad to see _yew!_" Merida corrected him.

Once he rounded the corner of the hallway and was out of sight, both
Merida and Hiccup turned to face Rapunzel.

"Uhh...when did...you two..." Hiccup asked in awkward shock,
gesturing back and forth from the blonde to the door.

Rapunzel just stared at the place where Jack vanished, a frustrated
expression tugging at her lips, as if she didn't know whether to
smile or cry. "Just now... I think."

A sudden dizzy sensation took hold of Merida, causing the girl to
stumble forward and grip the back of a nearby chair for support. Her
vision began to black out, and she shut her eyes tight as the
dizziness increased.

"Merida!" she faintly heard Hiccup voice cry out, though it sounded
farâ€¦ so far awayâ€¦

_Merida's eyes snapped open. _

_ She found herself once more in the abandoned Corona town square. At
her feet was the ruined bow and saddle. She lifted her head upwards,
pushing her bushy locks away from her face. Once more, she saw Jack's
staff standing tall and upright. _

_ Again, she watched the shadow fall over it, she watched its
glorious blue light fade to nothingness. _

_ But then the vision changed. _

_ Merida watched as the shadow seemed to corrode the staff, until
finally the flimsy wood snapped clean in two, the shepherd's crook
falling painfully slowly to the ground where it clattered against the
cobblestones. _

_ And then a golden light began to peak through the cracks in the
stones, strong and yet faint. A golden flower grew from the ground
between the two halves of the staff, where it grew and expanded-
leaves and tendrils, branches and smaller flowers, all spreading out
and wrapping themselves firmly, lovingly even, around the broken



wood. Merida knelt down in stunned silence as the flowers began to
glow with the familiar healing light, mending the staff into one
whole piece. It weakly flickered with blue light. Merida began to
smile. _

_ Was this hope? It had to be._

_ Too soon. Hardly a moment after the destruction of the staff had
been reversed did the golden light vanish completely. Merida's
hopeful expression changed to horror as she watched the leaves and
flowers shrivel up and die, leaving nothing but dust in their wake.
_

_ Before she had a moment to fully comprehend what she was
seeing-_

Merida was ripped out of the vision, this time falling into Hiccup's
outstretched arms. She blinked back tears of shock and felt as what
little hope she had left sink away.

Hiccup slowly guided her into the chair beside her. "What happened?
Are you okay? Is everything-"

"Hic-" she tried to speak, her voice coming out choked, her gaze
still distant and far away. Merida shut her eyes and shook her head
of curls, trying to clear it.

"Hiccup." She tried again, stronger this time, grasping his forearms
and looking him straight into his green eyes.

"Ma vision- Ah was wrong, _Ah understand it now!_" she told him
insistently.

Hiccup gazed at her, a mix of fear and misunderstanding in his eyes.
"What? How did you-"

"Jack," Merida interrupted with panic, feeling her voice break as she
said his name. "He can't go."

"He's gone, Mer," Rapunzel spoke uncertainly, kneeling at her
friend's side. Her large green eyes were pools of worry.

Merida inhaled sharply.

"What did you see? What's going to happen to Jack?" Rapunzel asked
gently, resting her hand on Merida's arm. Merida took a deep breath
as she let the fact of the situation sink in.

This time, fate could not be changed.

In as clear and composed a voice as she could manage, Merida revealed
the truth.

"Ah thinkâ€¦ Ah think he's going ta betray us."

* * *

><p><strong>*Please don't freak out!*<strong>

**agh ok what a horrible place to leave you all, but this way you



come back right? hahaha...**

**Anyway, hope you all have a very wonderful Christmas and lovely New
Year! Hope to be posting really really soon. **

**As always, would love to hear from you,**

**iceprincess**

End
file.


